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About this argument

Differences between pro- and anti-Corbyn wings have been the subject of painful 
tensions in the British Labour Party in recent years. Warring Fictions traces 
these tensions – and similar divisions in Europe and the US – to their source. 
It suggests they’re thanks to profound differences in the narratives governing 
our politics. The resulting divide, between the two sides of Labour, is between 
conflicting perspectives, not conflicting values.

To make this argument, the essay sets out two outlooks on the left:

• Left populism is a style of progressive politics based on the idea that only 
left-wing ideas can be moral, that most problems are deliberately imposed 
from above, and that society is in a right-wing decline. Most common on the 
Corbynite ‘far left’ (though not unique to it), left populism deploys stories of 
conflict, insurgency and crisis.

• Left pluralism is an egalitarian politics more common among non-Corbynites. 
It rejects the idea that the political spectrum is a moral spectrum, and accepts 
a diversity of values. Left pluralists see social problems as organic, complex 
and the product of conflicting demands – not as authored. They also tend to 
be more upbeat about increased interconnectedness with other nations.

These divergences make cooperation hard, with agreement about the context 
we’re working in close to impossible. They explain why the left often splits, why 
relationships descend into bitterness, why arguments result in non-sequiturs.

Context



viii Context

Warring Fictions looks to identify the nub of the differences. It explores three 
narratives, which are believed in by the populist left but not the pluralist left. 

Underpinning my argument are two convictions about British politics. The first 
is that regaining a rational, civil and democratic debate should be the priority for 
people of all leanings. Until trust in the motives of others is restored, discourse 
is based on logic not conspiracy, and respect for opponents returns, politicians 
cannot address other problems. So, I’m asking that the left – specifically the 
populist left – takes the steps necessary to stop Britain being consumed by 
US-style ‘culture wars’.

The second conviction is that the crisis of socialism and social democracy, 
which has put progressives out of power across Europe, is easier to solve than we 
think. The adage that we’ve ‘run out of ideas’ may be true. But there are answers, 
electorally and through policy-making, if we want them. Yet this is impossible 
when every conversation is distorted by sacred falsehoods and an atmosphere 
that straitjackets debate. The thinking needed to tackle global wealth inequality 
or address climate change is shut down by the visceral stories which guide left 
populism.

The essay is therefore written from an openly left pluralist stance, and in 
opposition to the populist approach. It asks how we on the left can jettison our 
destructive myths and folklore, in order to achieve an egalitarian society.



1

TRUMP AND THE RISE OF POPULISM

W.H. Auden called the 1930s a “low dishonest decade,”1 and it seems 
likely we’ll look back on the 2010s in the same way. We’ve seen the up-
ending of the conventional spectrum and the rise of populist movements 
from right and left. The shift is profound enough for some to fear the ‘end 
of democracy’, with the rise of ‘fake news’ and with declining political 
trust.2 In the UK this has played out in Scottish nationalism, Brexit and 
the resurgence of the Bennite left. It has seen the two main parties split at 
the seams, with a short-lived, non-populist breakaway, The Independent 
Group (TIG), registering as Change UK and then disbanding.

The rise of populism has been driven, in part, by globalisation (in-
cluding technological change, inequality, migration, etc). This has gen-
erated problems which are often transnational and chaotic, and beyond 
the immediate control of national politicians. The chasm this creates 
feeds us-and-them dynamics, and is exacerbated by 24-hour news and 
social media. These phenomena magnify and polarise. 

The populist movements this has spawned aren’t driven by rational 
arguments or policy goals. Because the problems are hard, and demand 
compromise, they are instead fuelled by gestures, symbolism and an-
ger. It’s this that has led to the term ‘post-truth politics’ – a shorthand 
for a climate where rational debate is eclipsed by emotion and iden-
tity. Trump claimed that he could “stand in the middle of 5th Avenue 
and shoot somebody” and still wouldn’t lose voters.

1
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There are three belief systems which sustain these new movements. 
The first is the belief in a common enemy – ‘us versus them’. Popu-
lists rely on a malign foe. The second is an anti-establishment default.3 
Populists imply that omnipotent and self-serving elites block the ‘will 
of the people’. The third is a sense of decline – often expressed through 
opposition to growing inter-dependence between countries. This lends 
urgency to the populist cause.

In the UK this is manifest. Both the populist left and the populist right 
indulge in an attritional world view, that lets their outer fringes feel jus-
tified in spitting at Tories or in intimidating MPs outside parliament (as 
‘Yellow Vest’ Brexit protesters have done on several occasions). Both 
hold ‘elites’ culpable – ‘global’ in the case of the former, ‘metropolitan’ 
in the case of the latter. Both see themselves as victims of an institu-
tional bias, on the part of the ‘right-wing press’ or the ‘liberal media’. 
And both are sustained by nostalgia, for the Keynesian consensus of 
Attlee or the once-Great Britain of Churchill. They’re thus driven by a 
sense of national decline – caused, in turn, by ‘neoliberal’ globalisation 
and culturally liberal internationalism – which they suggest that only 
their movements can avert. As a result, we have demagogues as varied 
as Jeremy Corbyn and Jacob Rees-Mogg.

Populist belief systems are destructive, wherever they appear on the 
spectrum. They indulge a cognitively dissonant, conspiracy theorist’s 
view. And they lead to backward-looking and ideologically exclusive ap-
proaches. Worst of all is the lack of perspective they encourage. Populist 
narratives don’t present hard choices or contemplate other viewpoints. 
They hold to ransom the wider electorate, often inadvertently, and imply 
that they speak for a larger group than they do. They allow the idea that 
their views have innate moral superiority to dominate the argument.

For instance, Ukip, the ‘People’s Army’, represented only four mil-
lion voters at their peak. No Deal Brexit ultras are also an electoral 
minority. This doesn’t invalidate these groups’ views or mean they’re 
wrong (although I personally think they are). The problem is that, rather 
than using logic to promote Euroscepticism, they suggest that anyone 
who points out contradictions or asks questions is a member of the 
‘establishment’.

Many on the populist left perform the same trick, claiming that those 
who disagree are closet Tories, or represent ‘elite’ interests, or wish to 
usher in a bleak, ‘neoliberal’ future. The perspective to see that their 
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views are – like all our views – only supported in full by a minority, is 
absent.4 

By adopting the belief systems that prop up populism – and the cam-
paigning approaches that come with them – these movements distort 
the conversation. They claim to speak for ‘the people’. But they lead 
us away from egalitarian and democratic government, and eschew a 
politics which is rational and honest. 

Ultimately, these populist approaches are the thin end of an extremist 
wedge. They’ve already poisoned much of the debate, and led to poli-
cies with no foothold in reality. Taken to their conclusion they encour-
age reactionary outcomes, enabling narratives of collective guilt to take 
hold, or ‘elites’ to be violently purged. One of the lowest points so far, 
for example, was the horrific murder of Jo Cox in 2016 – sincerely con-
demned by populists, but nevertheless the product of narratives which 
caricature and de-humanise the other side.

Until Britain’s vote to leave the EU – and Donald Trump’s victory – 
populist movements had largely been consigned to opposition. They 
were often locked out of power by moderates. This was because they 
knew what they were against but not what they were for. Electorates 
sensed that populists didn’t have the answers.

The situation for some time, therefore, was one where seemingly 
bloodless ‘centrists’, cowed by populism, sought to find the mean av-
erage of a range pulled tauter and tauter. The surprise wins for Leave 
and Trump showed that this couldn’t sustain itself. The political cord 
snapped. And it snapped in favour of the demagogues on the right.

For some on the left, the answer is simple: get better at populism. 
Left-wingers must capture the mood of anti-politics more effectively. 
We must combat our foe more robustly. We must bang the drum of 
easy answers more loudly. We must reject the decline more resolutely.

Some had already begun to champion this approach a few years ago, 
with calls for a Tea Party ‘of the left’. But the effort to replicate the rage 
of conservative ultras has become commonplace since 2016.5 Disciples 
of this have suggested, variously, that we should exploit the “splendid 
fountain of hate” which is currently gurgling, adopt a “heads on sticks” 
mentality, or wish death on our opponents.6

In some cases, this has led to Eurosceptic and anti-immigrant argu-
ments, with a ‘socialism in one country’ approach not a million miles 
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from Trump’s protectionism. Elsewhere, it’s simply about a style of poli-
tics which is aggressive, oppositionist and sustained by a feeling of crisis.

This book is arguing the opposite: that we on the left should go 
against these populist instincts with every fibre. Some may believe the 
2017 election – where Corbyn did better than expected – proves I’m 
wrong, especially when we look at the plight of social democracy in 
other parts of Europe. Populism works, they say.

I disagree with this, partly because the right is better at producing 
demagogues – so it’s unwise to fight them on their own turf – and partly 
because a parliamentary majority for Corbyn still looks unlikely.

But the electoral viability of left populism isn’t really the point. The 
true problem is the lack of integrity. If we don’t have answers to wealth 
inequality, climate change or post-industrial decline, then we must be 
serious and open-minded about the solutions. It will help no one to get 
in on a ticket which suggests that only the venality of those in power 
has stopped them being solved already.

TITANIC STRUGGLE, BRAVE UPRISING,  
TRAGIC LOSS

Labour has been consumed by infighting since 2015, and this shows no 
sign of letting up. There were two ill-tempered leadership contests in 
consecutive years. From the Syria debate to Haringey Council’s high 
profile divisions over housing policy, the discourse is fraught with ac-
cusations of bad faith.7 The far left and centre left face an impasse that 
feels too big to cross.

This can partly be attributed to the rise of the populist mindset ev-
erywhere – with its appetite for catastrophe, its tendency to hunt out 
culprits, and its attraction to conspiracism. But I can’t help feeling the 
spirit of populism has come too easily to the left; that we’ve long had 
this potential inbuilt. 

The phenomena of ‘the left splitting while the right holds’ is, after all, 
as old as politics itself. Likewise, the left’s tendency is to that feel the 
right are immoral (whereas the Conservatives merely think we’re fool-
ish). The Labour movement has long embraced a romantic and partisan 
spirit – often at the expense of objectivity and unity. We have a thirst 
for myths of titanic struggle, brave uprising and tragic loss. 
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George Orwell wrote in 1937 that “Socialism is such elementary 
common sense that I’m sometimes amazed that it hasn’t established 
itself already.” He blamed the fact it had not on something “inherently 
distasteful” in socialists’ approach, which drove away “the very people 
who ought to be flocking to its support.”8 Little has changed in the in-
tervening years. Hence the perception that we’re the home of sectarian 
extremists, delusional conspiracy theorists and sanctimonious miserab-
lists carries weight. This is exaggerated by right-wingers, for sure, but 
is nevertheless fuelled by our own antics.

This explains why the left is drawn towards the siren calls of 21st 
century populism. And it explains why, despite our core values being 
strong enough and rational enough that we should be the natural ‘party 
of government’, Labour has ruled for just 26 of the years since WWII 
(with ten of those coming under a Prime Minister who the populist left 
now despises as a closet Tory).

Indeed, the appetite for struggle, uprising and loss creates several 
problems for those who want a more progressive politics. It means the 
Labour left adopt ‘enemy’s enemy is my friend’ or ‘means justify the 
ends’ positions that are reactionary. We fetishize leaders who can’t win 
and policies that have ceased to be progressive, because we see things in 
moral absolutes. We’re viewed by the electorate as incapable of weigh-
ing-up dilemmas from the perspective of a would-be government. And 
when we subsequently lose elections, we kid ourselves that the media 
or big business have thrown them for us. Suspicion of ‘elites’ makes us 
instinctively libertarian when it comes to the state, despite goals like re-
distribution depending on trust in these institutions. We spend years out 
of power through unwillingness to accept the basics of electoral compro-
mise or global change, meaning other parties define the agenda. And no 
sooner have we got our act together and won an election than someone 
declares that we’ve sold out, and the process starts all over again.

Worse than all of the above, we on the left are often incurious about 
– and intolerant of – those who disagree. After all, ideas of struggle, 
uprising and loss all rely on a force against which we’re fighting – be 
it an immoral enemy, a shadowy elite, or a dystopian future. Energy is 
spent fighting these forces, with an interest in the people and pressures 
on the other side lost as a result.

For instance, American psychology professor Jonathan Haidt has 
carried out role-play experiments to test how well left-wingers, 
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right-wingers and independents can predict each other’s politics.9 Haidt 
(using American terminology) concludes that “the results were clear 
and consistent. Moderates and Conservatives were most accurate in 
their predictions… Liberals were the least accurate, especially those 
who described themselves as ‘very Liberal’.” When faced with proposi-
tions such as ‘One of the worst things a person can do is hurt a defence-
less animal’, for instance, liberals repeatedly and wrongly assumed that 
conservatives would oppose the statement. Research suggests the same 
is true in the UK.10 A willingness to give the benefit of the doubt seems 
to be missing.

Hence, we have two related phenomena here: the recent rise of 
populism across the board, and the left’s historic attraction to romantic 
struggle. These have combined, on what is conventionally known as 
the far left, to create the left populism against which this book argues.

This has been embodied in the UK by the rise of Jeremy Corbyn, a 
figure who inspires half of those who are left-of-centre and alienates 
the other half. But the issue isn’t just to do with Corbyn as a man or 
Corbynism as an ideology. It relates to an entire state of mind.

WHERE DO WE DISAGREE?

What, then, is the alternative to left populism? To answer this, we need 
to ponder something more fundamental: at what level do the far left and 
the centre left disagree?

Ever since Corbyn pulled ahead in the 2015 leadership contest, this 
has been the question asked of Labour ‘moderates’. Are we ‘centre’ 
because we’d like to be ‘far’ but don’t think it’s possible? Or are we 
‘centre’ because we believe in something more right-wing?

For many left populists, this question answers itself: the far left 
believes very strongly in left-wing values of fairness, equality and 
improving the lives of the poorest, and the centre left believes in these 
things only a little. An extension of this is left populists’ claim to have 
exclusive rights to the terms ‘left’ and ‘radical’ – summed up by their 
preference for descriptions like ‘centrist’ and ‘the right of the Labour 
Party’. The implication is that the centre left have diluted their values 
so much that they no longer deserve to be called ‘left’.
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‘Labour moderates’, by contrast, would often say they’re no less 
radical than the far left – and that the difference between the two isn’t 
about degrees of progressiveness. They’d say the disagreement is about 
how to enact our values for the people Labour represents. Hence, they 
aim to be less doctrinal on policy, and take electability more seriously.

I share the latter view, and will explain why later. But quite apart 
from this, it seems there is something deeper underpinning the differ-
ence between the two camps. How, after all, can the far left and the 
centre left disagree so diametrically about which policies will achieve 
our values? Or about the necessity of compromising with the electorate?

The core distinction, it seems to me, is to do with interpretation. It’s 
about how people from different sides of the left construe things, and 
the world views we have as a result.

This brings to mind the famous Karl Marx distinction: “philosophers 
have only interpreted the world; the point is to change it.” The quote 
is occasionally used to justify ‘shoot first and ask questions later’ ap-
proaches. But its intention was to articulate the link between accurate 
perceptions and the ability to improve society.

Differences in interpretation are now the core blockade between 
far and centre left. In every heated discussion I’ve had with a Corbyn 
supporter, for instance, the point of divergence has been at the level of 
perception. You believe Corbyn is a modern-day Clement Attlee; I re-
gard him as a politer George Galloway. Your interpretation is that New 
Labour was quasi-Reaganite; I protest that it was social democracy in 
action. (I only exaggerate slightly!).

In other words, arguments haven’t occurred because the Corbyn-sup-
porting friend is suggesting a level of equality which I find intolerable, 
or a degree of social justice which I see as a step too far. I may feel a 
policy or strategy they advocate is inconsistent with progressive values 
(and vice versa). But this isn’t, in itself, enough to spark frustration 
from either side. The disagreement is usually because I think the way 
they see the world is faulty, and they view my interpretations in the 
same way.

An exasperated ‘How can you think that?’ hangs heavy in the air as 
a result. How can you possibly believe that the EU is a ‘capitalist club’, 
I wonder? Or that The Guardian is a ‘centre right’ newspaper? Or that 
the 1997-2010 governments were ‘neoliberal’?
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And supporters of Corbyn no doubt feel I’m deluded for not believ-
ing these self-evident truths. All that can follow is a set of non-sequi-
turs. It’s the equivalent of talking about a football match with someone 
and wondering afterwards, ‘Were we watching the same game?’ In the 
absence of a shared understanding or premise, communication becomes 
hard. The values are the same, but agreement is impossible.

So, while the main difference between far and centre left is indeed 
about how we should engage with the real world, so as to implement our 
values, the point of divergence comes a stage before, on the question 
of what this ‘real world’ looks like.

Drilling down, there are three key areas where we perceive things 
differently. These can be summed up by three myths, which the far left 
holds dear and the centre left mistrusts.

The first myth is the Dark Knight, which concerns morality and the 
political spectrum. The far left usually believes the right is motivated 
by self-interest or spite. As a result, they regard as immoral many of the 
causes, methods, interests and institutions which they think are closer to 
the right. The centre left doesn’t tend to interpret issues through this lens.

The second is the Puppet Master, which concerns power and society. 
The far left often believes that society’s problems are coordinated and 
deliberately created by those in power. The centre left, by contrast, leans 
towards chaos-based explanations, and is less suspicious of government.

The third myth is the Golden Era. This relates to change, decline and 
the past. The far left’s interpretation is usually that society is becoming 
increasingly right-wing, and has been for decades. The centre left is 
inclined to see the positives in globalisation, or to feel Labour has made 
as many advances as retreats.

Whether we believe in these myths governs our approach, and how 
we try to turn values into strategies and policies.

LEFT PLURALISM

In light of the above, the terms ‘far’ and ‘centre’ left – with their impli-
cations that there’s a values continuum – seem inaccurate. As someone 
who’d be described as ‘centre’ left, for instance, I’m no less egalitarian 
than the far left. I disagree with the premise of Corbynism, not the val-
ues driving it.
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For this reason, I refer to ‘left populists’ and ‘left pluralists’ through-
out the rest of the text – not to ‘far left’ and ‘centre left’ or to ‘radicals’ 
and ‘moderates’. Simply put, ‘left populists’ are those who lean towards 
subscribing to the above myths (the Dark Knight, the Puppet Master 
and the Golden Era); ‘left pluralists’ are those who don’t. Belief in the 
myths is a bit like belief in a religious creed. If you don’t share the core 
assumptions then a whole set of behaviours and attitudes make no sense.

Left pluralism isn’t a precise synonym for centre leftism, and nor is left 
populism an exact byword for far leftism. For sure, the far left is where 
belief in the myths is most concentrated.11 But it’s possible to be a plural-
ist communist – who refutes conspiracy theories, acknowledges that glo-
balisation has brought some benefits, and doesn’t think Tories are driven 
by malice. Likewise, it’s possible to be a mild social democrat, whose 
view of the world is populist (and it should be said that some Remainers 
are guilty of this). But it seems to happen less often this way around.

In most cases, the populist narratives are neither believed wholesale 
nor sidestepped entirely. Rather, left populism and left pluralism are 
poles at either end of a spectrum. Some people are mildly sympathetic 
to some of the populist myths; others are true believers; others have no 
time for them at all.

So, when I refer to left populism I don’t refer to Corbynism, but to 
belief in the three narratives. I’m sure there are many pluralists who 
back Corbyn despite his populism.

Meanwhile, when I refer to left populists, as individuals, I don’t refer 
to all Corbyn supporters or to everyone on the far left. I refer specifically 
to the commentators, activists, politicians and self-proclaimed ‘outrid-
ers’ who promote the three narratives. I see Corbyn as the beating heart 
of this, with his lieutenants and public advocates tending – aside from a 
few exceptions – to be the most ardent believers in the myths.

I choose the word ‘pluralism’ as the counterpoint to populism for three 
reasons.

Firstly, if you’re a pluralist you don’t believe the political spectrum 
is a moral one, comprised of worthy White Knights and wicked Dark 
Knights. Instead, you think there are a range of ideals people strive for, 
and you seek to persuade and compromise. Pluralist politics is based on 
the perception that people are mostly as ‘good’ as each other – regard-
less of political values.
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Secondly, pluralists don’t believe that all or most humans covertly 
share their politics, and that only a Puppet Master elite blocks the will 
of the people. Instead they think citizens are pursuing a range of ideals 
which often conflict, and that democratic governments mediate poorly 
and prioritise wrongly – rather than suppressing wilfully. 

Thirdly, pluralists regard cooperation with other nations as broadly 
progressive. They see compromise as a necessary part of bringing coun-
tries with different priorities together. Populists, by contrast, put more 
emphasis on creating something pure in their own nation (as we were 
more easily able to do in the past), and then exporting it.

Hence, left pluralism shares left populism’s egalitarian ideals, but 
doesn’t share its world view. To be a pluralist is to recognise and em-
brace a diversity of values. It’s to see that navigating this is a necessary 
part of representative government. It’s to be a social democrat or dem-
ocratic socialist – but to always place democracy over socialism. 

An article about Clement Attlee in 2018 summed up the difference.12 
The piece contrasted Attlee’s radicalism with Che Guevara’s populist 
belief that “hatred is an element of struggle,” concluding:

the true progressive giants [like Attlee] are radicals of the real – those 
who accept that democracy implies pluralism, and that a plural society 
is self-evidently made up of many people and kinds, only a few of them 
truly exploitative and criminal, most just pursuing their own version of 
the good life as tradition and conviction has offered it to them.

This distinction, between the Guevaras and the Attlees of this world, 
epitomises the true difference between left populism and left pluralism. 
This book is about the beliefs and assumptions that lead people down 
one course rather than another.

‘LESS HEAT AND MORE LIGHT’

In recent years both the pro- and anti-Corbyn wings of Labour have 
pleaded for honesty with ourselves, as a precursor to any kind of truce. 
Jess Phillips MP summed this up when she called for “less heat and 
more light.” Phillips was referring specifically to the debate about trans-
gender issues, but it was a phrase which sums up the gulf that’s opened 
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up on the left. Until there’s a common premise – some source of light 
– then the quarrels of the last four years will continue.

Often, calls for ‘light’ involve demands that the populist left ‘face up 
to reality’ and accept ‘the world as it is’. Barack Obama, for instance, 
predicted that US Democrats would not imitate Labour’s post-2015 
mistakes because they were too “grounded” in reality.13

Left populists take these demands as attacks on idealism. Those who 
discuss ‘reality’ are viewed as electoral bean-counters or as advocates 
of the idea that there’s ‘no alternative’ to rampant free markets. As 
populists see it, the ‘reality’ they’re being asked to swallow involves 
watering their values down beyond recognition.

But this isn’t the case. The problem isn’t that left populists are more 
optimistic about the electoral arithmetic than ‘reality’ dictates they 
should be. Nor is it that they’re deluded to feel social justice is achiev-
able. Rather, it’s that the convictions which govern left populism are 
based on a set of paper tigers and phantom menaces.

Hence, the true ‘reality’ which pluralists advocate isn’t that left 
populists should, in the name of electability, surrender their flag to the 
bloodthirsty financiers and fascists on the blue team. It’s not that they 
must grit their teeth and sign up to the agendas of white-cat-stroking 
elites. It’s not that they should concede that the socialist Arcadias of 
the post-war years aren’t coming back. Rather, it’s that these frames are 
themselves fantasies. They distort our perspective, block a meaningful 
exchange of views, and get in the way of progressive goals. They’re the 
enemies of idealism, not the enablers of it.

For a real-world example, see journalist-turned-activist Paul Mason’s 
commentary on the 2016 Labour leadership contest. In one piece, Mason 
describes a “besuited elite” with the full artillery of the corporate state 
behind them, versus “a loose alliance of rank-and-file Corbynistas,” their 
“backs to the river…throwing cavalry against tanks.” He describes Cor-
byn-sceptics in “shiny tights,” determined to “stop history” and prevent 
“the workers, the poor and the young [from] getting a say in politics.”14

Left pluralists’ disagreement with Mason wouldn’t come because 
our values are closer to the poor-hating and bloodless elite which he 
describes. Rather, it’s because we see Mason’s warlike and conspiracy-
based interpretation as a fantasy in itself.

If I’m wrong about this, and Angela Eagle was the public face of a 
far-reaching corporate plot then fair enough: I’ve been had. (I actually 
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worked on Eagle’s short-lived campaign, in an empty office space with 
limited Wi-Fi, and even then, I didn’t see it). But let’s be clear that 
that’s the level at which disagreement exists – not at the level of values.

This book makes the case for why each of the myths – the Dark 
Knight, the Puppet Master and the Golden Era – is counter-productive 
to progressive goals and potentially anti-democratic. For each myth 
I describe what it consists of, speculate as to why it’s appealing, and 
outline why we shouldn’t be seduced. I want to engage with these three 
narratives because I think they’re a big part of the reason why bad ideas 
spread beyond the hard left. It does no good to pretend that everyone 
attracted to Corbyn’s politics is a Stalinist or Trotskyite. The power of 
the myths is precisely that they form a bridge between extremists and 
the Labour mainstream, creating an alternate reality where reactionary 
policies and damaging strategies come to make perfect sense.

Ultimately, I’m arguing that populist interpretations and socialist 
goals are incompatible. The best way of achieving a socialist society is 
by striving for objectivity. As Labour MP Bridget Phillipson puts it, “it 
is telling the truth that makes us socialists rather than populists.”

I obviously don’t suggest that left pluralists have a monopoly on 
‘reality’, any more than left populists do. But the only way to mediate 
between two interpretations is by testing them. So, I’m trying to dissect 
the populist myths, and show that they’re flawed. The goal is to per-
suade fellow left-wingers that the pluralist view of the world is the more 
accurate perspective – the one we should adopt across the left. And the 
ultimate challenge to the populist left is a simple one: can your politics 
exist, hypothetically speaking, without a reliance on the three myths? 
And if so, what does this look like?

If I fail in this then I hope I can at least help the populist left to under-
stand where the pluralist left is coming from, so that we can debate on 
the level at which disagreement really exists. Calls for civility between 
the two sides of Labour will only do so much; the real alternative to the 
civil war taking place isn’t the sort of fleeting, artificial unity we’ve at 
points achieved since 2015. Instead, it’s a genuine argument about the 
differences in analysis that separate us: an argument based not on win-
ning but on getting to the truth.
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NOTES

 1. Some, such as David Runciman, have pointed out that fears of a return 
to the 1930s (which often use the quote from Auden’s poem) are overblown. 
While true, this doesn’t change the fact that the debate is currently ‘low’ and 
‘dishonest’, even if it’s less likely to spiral in the direction of all out totalitar-
ianism.

 2. The Edelman Trust Barometer found in 2017 that “Trust in the UK is at 
a historic low [with] an accelerating spiral of decline... Attitudes to institutions 
are no longer defined by left and right, but by a political realignment around 
those who have ‘faith in the system’ and those who don’t.”

 3. 74% of Ukip voters, for example, believe politicians are out for them-
selves, compared with 48% of the public as a whole, The Populist Signal, 
Policy Network, p. 14-16.

 4. One YouGov poll explicitly tested this, finding that The Canary’s ex-
planations for Labour’s unpopularity – continued anger about Iraq, ‘spin’ and 
ID cards – were some way off those of the public’s, which tended to relate to 
immigration and the financial crash.

 5. Russell Brand wondered, in 2013, why a “genuinely popular left-wing 
movement to counter Ukip, the EDL and the Tea Party” had not emerged. In the 
aftermath of Trump’s victory meanwhile. Labour strategists sought to present 
Corbyn as a ‘Trump of the left’, and tried to position him as a straight-talking 
anti-establishment demagogue. “Last night compounded a growing feeling: 
Jeremy Corbyn’s time is either now, or he does not have one,” one said, the 
morning after Trump’s victory. Corbyn himself framed things very much in 
this way. And Maya Goodfellow declared “There is no reason why populism 
should be anti-immigrant, particularly when it is the elites (economic, social 
and political), not migrants, who are the cause of this country’s problems.”

 6. Jeff Sparrow describes a “splendid foundation of hate” for the left to 
take advantage of. Momentum activist Michael Chessum called for Labour to 
“go hard or go home” and adopt a “heads on sticks” approach. Commentator 
Abi Wilkinson argued that abusing Senator John McCain on the basis he had 
cancer is justifiable because his voting record rendered him a mass murderer: 
“Approaching policy debates as an intellectual exercise isn’t evidence of moral 
superiority – it’s a function of privilege. Increasingly, I’m coming around to the 
idea that incivility isn’t merely justifiable, but actively necessary.”

 7. Examples include rape threats sent to Jess Phillips, dead baby photos 
delivered to Peter Kyle, and the suggestion that an MP involved in the 2016 
coup would be ‘Coxed’. Claire Kober’s resignation from Haringey Council 
followed threats of stalking, and the Laura Kuenssberg had to take bodyguards 
to the Labour conference. Meanwhile, Conservatives arrived at their own 2017 
conference to find effigies of themselves hanging from a nearby bridge.
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 8. The Road to Wigan Pier, George Orwell, Penguin, p.104-105.
 9. The Righteous Mind, p.333-334.
10. Perceptions Matter, Common Cause, 2016 (full report), p.38. See also re-

search by Rob Ford and Phil Cowley, which shows that Labour voters would be 
three times as likely to object to their child bringing home a Tory partner as the 
Tories would if it was the other way round. Journalist Jane Merrick describes 
the Corbynite response to the saying her dad wasn’t voting Labour, with people 
declaring that he had “blood on his hands” and wanted “children to starve.”

11. According to YouGov, Corbyn voters in the 2016 leadership contest 
were five times as likely as Owen Smith voters to believe MI5 were plotting 
against Corbyn – and twice as likely to say they knew no one who voted Tory. 
These, respectively, suggest Puppet Master cynicism and Dark Knight partisan-
ship runs much deeper among far leftists than among centre leftists.

12. ‘Never Mind Churchill, Clement Attlee Is a Model for These Times’, 
New Yorker, Adam Gopnik, 2018. Other articles have also pointed out Attlee’s 
pragmatism and pluralism. Attlee, for instance, wrote a critical note to Nye 
Bevan, calling his famous suggestion that Tories were “lower than vermin” a 
“singularly ill-timed” intervention.

13. Obama, in podcast interview, appears to agree that Britain’s Labour Party 
has ‘disintegrated’, Washington Post, Adam Taylor, December, 2016.

14. See ‘The real lesson from Corbyn’s victory? You can’t hold back his-
tory’, Paul Mason, The Guardian, 2016. Elsewhere, in Mason’s world, the 
post-referendum resignations by Labour MPs were engineered by “Blairite 
nabobs,” desperate to re-convert the “Labour machine” into a “safe tool of the 
global elite.” Readers are invited to “join the dots,” with Mason pointing to 
coordinated efforts by pollsters and tabloid newspapers, and to “undercover 
surveillance” by right-wingers in the party. These are presented as the “pro-
paganda arm” of neoliberals. Subsequently, when covering Labour’s internal 
NEC elections, Mason describes “elite panic,” writing that the establishment 
has “line after line of trenches with which to defend their privilege,” of which 
“the right of the Labour Party” is the last. Their eventual goal, he explains, is 
“enforced poverty and ignorance for the rest.”
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FIRST PRINCIPLES

Part of the ‘Where do we disagree?’ question is to do with the destina-
tions we’re striving to reach. Are left pluralists and left populists trudg-
ing towards different castles on different hills? Or are we aiming to get 
to the same place at a different speed or via a different route?

This book argues the latter. Hence, before considering where left 
pluralists and left populists differ (i.e. in the nature of their analyses) 
we should start with what they share: their leftism. There are basic, 
shared ideals that run across the left in roughly equal measure. Even 
when it comes to specific policy issues, the differences aren’t as large 
as it sometimes seems.1 

Establishing that this shared commitment to social justice exists is 
vital. It’s the common root, once policies, strategies, perspectives and 
approaches are set aside. It’s the reason why left-wing populists and left 
pluralists usually cooperate electorally, or else inhabit the same parties. 

Finding a set of shared values is also important for another reason. 
During the rest of the book we need a barometer, when talking about 
our two conflicting approaches (left pluralism and left populism) to 
work out which best fulfils egalitarian goals. A common ideal provides 
a yardstick to measure against.

Indeed, the true reason for pluralists’ opposition to Corbyn is that, on 
countless issues, he falls short of the progressive benchmark, through 

2

What Do We Want?
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electoral failure and policy dogma. Yet the public basis of criticism too 
often remains that Corbynism is an unworkable dream.2

The role of this chapter is to look at what a common ideal might be. 
This goal needs to cast a wide net, so as to potentially be enacted via 
the multitude of ideologies that different progressives advocate. But it 
must also be specific, so that it goes beyond ‘motherhood and apple 
pie’ statements of intent. It needs to be ambitious in its radicalism, but 
flexible enough to apply in different contexts.

After all, despite being critical of left populism, this book isn’t 
opposed to an idealistic view of politics. It’s opposed to the gestures, 
stances and self-delusions which stop us getting there.

I won’t, in this chapter, sift through the many strains of socialist and 
social democratic thought. In truth, there are a great many ‘-isms’ that 
could claim to represent a set of first principles. The list of runners and 
riders would include, in no particular order, Christian socialism, Marx-
ism (and its variants, such as Trotskyism), collective capitalism, guild 
socialism, Rhine capitalism (and the Nordic Model of the social market 
economy), syndicalism, mutualism, communitarianism, idealism, Fa-
bianism, utopian socialism, revisionism/reformism, liberal socialism, 
republicanism, Keynesianism, welfare capitalism, ethical socialism, 
eco-socialism and other types of Green politics, libertarian socialism, 
social corporatism, internationalism, anti-imperialism, etc.

(The approach I term ‘left pluralism’ here is not vying to be one of 
these ‘-isms’. Left pluralism is a type of mindset, not a doctrine for or-
ganising society. In fact, almost any of the ‘-isms’ mentioned could be 
consistent with the left pluralist analysis – if they avoided Dark Knight, 
Puppet Master, and Golden Era thinking).3

The problem with the list of ‘-isms’ clearly isn’t that they have noth-
ing to contribute. As long as they sign up to parliamentary democracy, 
they all sit within Labour’s broad church. The issue is that most of the 
creeds listed have implications for how you achieve progressive ideals. 
Many are, therefore, in conflict. Keynesianism, Marxism and Rhine 
Capitalism, for instance, propose methods that are incompatible.

We need to go back a stage further, drilling deeper into philosophy, 
to find a shared vision.

For this reason, I use John Rawls’ work on the social contract, in the 
rest of this argument, as an umbrella philosophy to which many on the 
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left could plausibly subscribe – pluralists and populists included, and 
disciples of just about all the ‘-isms’ listed above.

The Rawls view was that society should be organised so that it was sat-
isfactory to a rational individual who didn’t know their start in life. Rawls 
wasn’t the first to talk about justice in terms of a detached perspective. 
But he moved the discussion in a more thorough and egalitarian direction.

Although considered outdated by some, Rawls’ writing on social 
justice is both radical about what a fair, progressive society might look 
like, and flexible about how you get there. For this reason, the Rawlsian 
ideal seems like one that everyone from a New Labour disciple to a qua-
si-Marxist could sign up to – even if they diverged almost immediately 
about how to achieve it. If we arrived at a state of affairs consistent with 
Rawls’ principles of fairness, many on the left could sleep easy.

Hence, in my view John Rawls’ philosophy works as a rough yard-
stick for progressive values. Although other thinkers have had an im-
pact on my argument in this book – including Anthony Crosland, Jon-
athan Haidt, Amartya Sen, Steven Pinker and Thomas Piketty – Rawls 
is the single biggest influence.

RAWLS: AN EXPLANATION

John Rawls (1921-2002) wrote his magnum opus, A Theory of Justice, 
in 1971. The book is among the most important philosophical contribu-
tions of the 20th century. It was followed by Political Liberalism in 1993 
and The Law of Peoples in 1997.

Rawls revived the tradition of political philosophy, and provided one 
of the most powerful rebuffs of utilitarianism, the dominant philosophy 
of the Victorian age. He re-engaged with the ‘social contract’ and ‘state 
of nature’ arguments of Locke, Rousseau and Kant.

Rawls’ criticism of utilitarianism (a philosophy which promotes ‘the 
greatest good for the greatest number’) was that it allows the minority to 
be punished if the benefit to the majority is big enough. One of the ex-
amples Rawls gave was slavery. He pointed out that this obvious moral 
affront was permitted by utilitarianism – as long as the slave owners and 
society benefited significantly enough.

Ultimately, Rawls’ philosophy prevents a single group being aban-
doned by progress or prosperity. It would not, for example, let British 
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seaside towns be left behind by the pace of globalisation, or US in-
ner-city ghettos be created by underinvestment – even if the economic 
benefits for society made this seem like necessary collateral.

The central tenet of Rawls’ work was the ‘original position’ or ‘veil 
of ignorance’. This was a thought experiment, where you design the 
world from the perspective of an unborn child, who doesn’t yet know 
what position they’ll occupy within society.

The society designed in this state of detachment would be a genu-
inely fair one, Rawls said – without partisanship, scapegoats, vested 
interests and double standards. It would stop majorities from subjugat-
ing minority interests, and allow the economy to grow (as long as the 
proceeds were split fairly). No rational person, after all, would take the 
risk, under the veil of ignorance, of grossly unequal or bigoted societies, 
or of radically different life chances – for fear that they’d draw the short 
straw and suffer poverty or discrimination. 

You’d choose, Rawls argued, with pure logic from behind the veil of 
ignorance – your judgement clouded neither by altruism or ego. This 
impartiality would bring about moral ends. He set out two principles 
of social justice as devised in this way (the second of which has two 
distinct parts):

1. The first principle is that basic liberties and rights should be dis-
tributed absolutely evenly. As you would not, behind the veil of ig-
norance, know your gender, your sexuality, your race, your class etc, 
you’d design a society where you were not prevented by things be-
yond your control from voting, from avoiding arbitrary imprisonment, 
from being free to move around or go to school or own property etc.

2. The second principle is that ‘primary goods’ should be distributed 
evenly. Primary goods include income and wealth, property, access 
to information, education, opportunity to fulfil your potential, social 
efficacy. This means that, not knowing what your own genetic en-
dowments will be (e.g. whether you would be born clever, stupid, 
artistic, entrepreneurial, strong, weak etc), you would design the 
society in such a way that:

A) There is absolute equality of opportunity to fulfil yourself 
when it comes to life chances.
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B) There are fair outcomes. Inequalities of outcome should only 
exist if they benefit the weakest at least as much as the strongest. 
This emphasis on fair outcomes was referred to by Rawls as the 
‘difference principle’ – an acknowledgement that there are some 
natural differences between people.

The first principle would come before the second. And the first 
part of the second principle would come before the second part. Equal 
rights, equal opportunities, fair outcomes.4

Rawls wasn’t specific about what policies would best fulfil the 
original position. It would be hard, he suggested, to deliver it via pure 
communism or unfettered capitalism. But it could be achieved through 
a socialist economy permitting some competition, or through a capital-
ist economy organised in a sustainable, inclusive and egalitarian way.

As this lack of prescription shows, Rawls was an advocate of ‘liberal 
neutrality’ – favouring ‘the right’ over ‘the good’. He held no value 
judgement about what a ‘good society’ looked like, as long as it fulfilled 
the requirements of social justice. From behind the veil of ignorance, 
for example, you’d see nothing wrong, in itself, with owning a fleet of 
sports cars – so long as this didn’t conflict with more pressing social 
priorities (which is a big ‘if’).

Likewise, you’d see no immorality in a parent wanting to leave 
as much money as possible to their offspring. But, not knowing how 
much money you stood to receive (or whether you stood to receive 
any), you’d probably still support high inheritance taxes, as a means of 
equalising opportunities.

Rawls called the process of sifting priorities like this ‘reflexive equilib-
rium’. In many ways this is a more detailed enactment of the Nye Bevan 
view that “The language of priorities is the religion of socialism.”

Rawls’ later writing developed the ‘overlapping consensus’ model, 
whereby people can privately hold and practise world views that are in-
compatible with the original position, as long as they sign up to a public 
consensus which allows others to do the same. For example, a religious 
world view which opposes gay marriage is fine as part of a person’s 
private philosophy, as long as it isn’t imposed on public policy.5

In essence, Rawls thought you could have a pluralist and diverse ‘live 
and let live’ society, the important thing being that everyone respected 
the ‘let live’ part. The structure of this is like a Venn diagram. There 
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may be several different versions of ‘the good society’ around the 
outside, but the overlapping area in the middle – the public, political 
consensus – must be shared.

Rawls’ theory offers a way for Labour to stay radical in the 21st century 
– an era where the principle divides are no longer between the colonised 
and the imperialists or between the workers and the ‘boss class’.

A world designed under the veil of ignorance would, in my view, be 
much closer to left-wing values than right-wing ones. From the orig-
inal position, people would, I think, choose an absolutely equal start 
in life, meaning private education would be eradicated and unearned 
wealth taxed much more highly. We might choose Proportional Repre-
sentation, so we had an equal stake in politics. We’d opt for a country 
more geographically balanced, so living in London didn’t give you 
the foot-up it currently does – or create an imbalanced housing mar-
ket. We’d want discrimination of all types outlawed, and we’d want 
to know that if we committed a crime, prison would rehabilitate not 
institutionalise us, while also protecting others from us if we continued 
to pose a threat. Not knowing what talents we’d be born with, we’d 
choose a society where we could live with dignity and fulfil ourselves, 
whatever our natural attributes. We’d plump for free healthcare, full 
employment, a strong welfare state which helped people find work, 
a living wage, and ultra-progressive maternity and childcare systems. 
We’d like to see open borders and the economic divides between coun-
tries closed absolutely, so that being born in South Sudan offered us 
the same chances as being born in the UK. We’d push climate change 
up the agenda, not knowing which generation we’d be born into (and 
not wanting to suffer from past generations’ excesses). 

The veil of ignorance argument makes these things hard to argue 
with – even if there are compromises and delays necessary in realising 
each one. 

However, Rawls’ ideas are also important because – unlike other 
theories with a radical end-point – he wasn’t prescriptive or dogmatic. 
A world devised under the veil of ignorance fulfils many criteria of 
socialism. But perspective, objectivity and context are the vehicles for 
getting there. Rawls’ emphasis on the ‘right over the good’ is about a 
society which will benefit everyone, rather than advancing the cause of 
one group over another.
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SHORTCOMINGS

This exposition of Rawlsian philosophy may seem like a diversion. In 
an era of an identity politics, low trust, and globalisation, the ultra-ra-
tionalism of A Theory of Justice seems irrelevant. Indeed, Rawls isn’t 
especially in vogue, and his work is hard to apply to the 21st century. 
There are several reasons for this.

a) An overly clinical approach

The first admission is that there’s something ultra-detached about the 
Rawls approach – like looking down the wrong end of a telescope. At 
its core is a rational foetus, devising society with impartial logic, as if 
by mathematical formula.6

Psychologists like Jonathan Haidt, mentioned in Chapter One, are 
sometimes critical of Rawls for this reason, suggesting that he makes 
little effort to understand the moral codes of others.7 The original posi-
tion idea doesn’t tally with how most people engage with the world, or 
how campaigners seek to persuade the public. 

There are two sub-arguments here. The first is that Rawlsianism may 
work in theory but is incompatible with human nature – as Marxism 
has usually proven to be. The second criticism – that of Haidt and oth-
ers – is that Rawlsianism doesn’t engage with or reflect different, less 
‘rational’, values.

The first argument seems spurious. Rawls was flexible about meth-
ods and provided enough elasticity for individuals to fulfil themselves 
however they saw fit. The goal was to allow maximum happiness and 
freedom for each person, the only caveat being that this couldn’t stop 
the happiness and freedom of others.

The second argument is more valid. There can be no question that 
Rawlsianism is a poor comms strategy. Asking people to see things 
with the impartiality of a rational foetus doesn’t speak to the values 
which guide many cultures.

Yet the Rawlsian approach is based on a non-judgemental and 
non-dogmatic route to egalitarianism. In this respect it’s highly 
pluralistic (and, in fact, in keeping with the quest for understanding 
and co-existence proposed by Haidt). No set of values can drive out 
another.
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This doesn’t change the fact it’s a hard sell. And I’m not suggesting 
that we take to the doorsteps with copies of A Theory of Justice under 
our arms, nor even that we pursue Rawls’ writing to the letter. I’m just 
proposing that, if we’re looking for a castle on the hill that can unite the 
pluralist and populist left, a Rawlsian ideal – flexible and impartial but 
egalitarian and radical – is a good start-point.

b) The lack of ‘a good society’ ideal

Rawls’ ‘liberal neutrality’ is also an issue for some. He’s seen as doing 
too little to champion a ‘good society’, rather than just a ‘right society’. 
This argument tends to come from a communitarian perspective,8 and 
there’s truth in it. The danger is that Rawlsianism becomes an atomised 
creed, based on contractual relationships not social bonds. 

However, Rawls’ emphasis on moral ends by non-moral means 
is also one of the reasons he’s important. His ‘good society’ comes 
through a hesitance to assign greater morality to some over others.9 His 
‘liberal neutral’ approach means saying someone can fly a Union Jack 
or an LGBT rainbow flag, and incur no judgement in either direction, as 
long as they do no harm. It allows the boy racers, the students of Proust, 
and the owners of Charles and Diana commemoration mugs to all have 
a place in society – so long as they respect each other. And it asks that 
government policies reflect this.

To me, this comes close to a good society ideal in itself. It reflects 
the ‘each to their own’ tolerance that people in the average pub of café 
have for each other. The sources of right-wing populism often come not 
from a sense that everyone should be supporting the Royal family or 
celebrating St George’s Day, but from a sense – real or imagined – that 
those who care about these things are scorned.

With this said it’s true that, for a Rawlsian type of politics to be suc-
cessful, the reciprocity at its core needs to gather widespread support 
and understanding. So far, Rawls’ ideas have mainly been used to think 
about how the state redistributes, not about civil society. As one writer 
put it in 2010, there needs to be a shift in emphasis here, from ‘what 
they owe us’ to ‘what we owe each other’.10

After all, low levels of trust at present often occur despite improve-
ments to quality-of-life. (In local government, this is known as the 
‘performance paradox’: services improve but trust falls, thanks to the 
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‘top-down’ way in which improvements are delivered).11 Only when 
supported by engagement, reciprocity and transparency can Rawlsian-
ism be enacted.

c) The absence of an answer to globalisation

Rawls wrote A Theory of Justice before the modern globalisation pro-
cess had taken hold. His ideas relied on a single political sphere – i.e. 
a single society, ruled by a single government. Globalisation has in-
troduced a situation where individuals and companies operate across 
multiple spheres. A globalised world is a poor platform for putting 
Rawlsian policies into practice.

Rawls’ later efforts to engage with globalisation left some disap-
pointed. He argued that a nation needed to first strive towards internal 
fairness, and then redistribute globally. In practice, reconciling your own 
backyard before turning outwards isn’t compatible with globalisation, the 
consequences of which influence what’s going on in your own nation.

So, it’s true that globalisation has made the Rawls ideal harder to 
achieve, and that his answers to it weren’t properly developed. But this 
doesn’t make the basic veil of ignorance principle less desirable, or the 
goals of rational objectivity and radical fairness less valid.

LEFT POPULISM AND RAWLS

I’ve looked at Rawls early on because, when thinking through a left-
wing project which includes a set of sunlit uplands to strive for – rather 
than a process of perpetual agitation and dissent – his original position 
is the thing I keep returning to.

There will never be full agreement about the methods, policy and 
strategy that will achieve our aims. And there will be disagreements 
about what Labour’s goal should be. As the array of ‘-isms’ shows, 
there are differences in what people mean by social justice.

But the veil of ignorance provides a common denominator: a ques-
tion you can ask about any society which progressives arrive at. Are 
there absolutely equal rights, absolutely equal opportunities and ab-
solutely fair outcomes? No society has ever completely fulfilled these 
things. But if we’re moving towards it then we’re on the right track.
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Thus, Rawls gives us a guiding (and uniting) principle, towards 
which different parts of the left – with their conflicting views about 
means of delivery – can strive. He presents a philosophy based on logic, 
objectivity and putting yourself in others’ shoes.

a) Rawls and partisanship

Rawls’ decision to prioritise the ‘right’ over the ‘good’ means that, ac-
cording to his approach, the political spectrum isn’t a moral spectrum. 
Some interpretations may be more ‘right’ than others – i.e. more con-
sistent with objective fairness – and some can immediately be dismissed 
as wrong. But Rawls’ theory doesn’t say that one ideal is inherently 
more virtuous.

Moreover, Rawls’ ‘overlapping consensus’ model guards against the 
inexorabilities thrown up by a singular view. It is robustly plural, mean-
ing no ‘Out-group’ or scapegoat can be created; no singular view can 
undermine the rights of another.12 For instance, if you were designing 
a society from behind the veil of ignorance, you’d want to know that 
if you were born with business acumen you could fulfil yourself. But 
you’d also want to ensure this didn’t ‘pull the ladder up’ or crush oth-
ers. Likewise, you’d want stronger trade unions, so that you were fully 
protected at work. But your support for unions wouldn’t go so far as to 
support non-inclusive practices like the ‘closed shop’.

So, while Rawls’ theory of justice would advance the cause of pro-
gressives, it wouldn’t – prizing objectivity above all else – side with the 
left as a matter of course.

b) Rawls and government

The economist Will Hutton described, in a 2013 article, “the decay 
of power” at the hands of populism. Hutton reminds us that those in 
power are in a position of unprecedented weakness – not unparalleled 
strength:13

power devolves to myriad new forces that often exercise [it] with narrow 
obsessions in mind. Who now speaks for the whole? Who keeps a macro 
view, mediating competing interests and conflicts and has the courage 
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to make decisions based on a strategic view of all our interests, not just 
sectional ones?

Rawls’ philosophy begins to answer these questions, with the veil of 
ignorance presenting an alternative to the righteous clarity of a single 
viewpoint.14 In an era when each faction is convinced of their rightness, 
Rawls’ focus on detachment is vital.15

For the left this is especially important. Rawls’ emphasis on neutral-
ity encourages us to weigh up competing needs, putting ourselves in 
the shoes of a government acting as fair arbitrator. This cuts through 
oppositionist or populist assumptions.

Indeed, Rawls’ theory is an answer to the left’s age-old choice 
between ‘power and principles’. This dilemma is often played out be-
tween those who say that following the electorate is necessary to enact 
your principles, and those who ask how far we take this.

The utilitarian argument – which Rawls attacked – could justify 
almost any concession which was supported by the majority. For in-
stance, if enough people would be made happier and better off by the 
deportation of all immigrants, it would be the right thing to do.

The Rawls approach, on the other hand, seeks to guarantee every-
one’s needs are met – as long as they don’t harm others’ needs. It 
doesn’t look to impose a minority interpretation of ‘the good’ on an 
unwilling population (where, for example, businesses are pointlessly 
banned or the national flag is censored for no reason). But it simultane-
ously limits how far the left should go in meeting the will of the people.

c) Rawls and change

Finally, Rawls’ philosophy is fluid, responding to how the world is 
adapting, rather than clinging to a specific doctrine.

It recognises that the criteria of the original position can be fulfilled 
in different ways, in different economic circumstances and at different 
points in history. It can be done in nations that have different raw ma-
terials, different histories, different economies and different cultures.

In other words, the routes to Rawlsianism are never the same. Hence, 
while his answers to the globalisation challenges might be insufficient, 
his liberal neutral approach lets us navigate a way through.
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RADICAL BUT NOT EXTREME

In a 1985 essay, Rawls sought to clarify what he’d meant in A Theory 
of Justice:16

There are periods…in the history of any society during which certain 
fundamental questions give rise to sharp and divisive political contro-
versy, and it seems difficult, if not impossible, to find any shared basis of 
political agreement.

This analysis certainly applies to politics in the 2010s, and to the way 
in which populist movements prevent the “fair system of social cooper-
ation” which Rawls believed was essential to democracy.17 

He went on to say that the role of a political philosopher was to

examine whether some underlying basis of agreement can be uncovered 
and a mutually acceptable way of resolving these questions publicly 
established. Or if these questions cannot be fully settled…perhaps the 
divergence of opinion can be narrowed sufficiently so that political coop-
eration on a basis of mutual respect can still be maintained.

In writing this, Rawls presented his theory “not as a conception of 
justice that is true, but [as] one that can serve as a basis of informed and 
willing political agreement between citizens.”

This is central to the way I’m using Rawls’ work. His views about 
what a fair society would look like are important. But just as vital is 
his focus on flexibility, rationality and impartiality as means of getting 
there: on objectivity, not vehemence.18

Indeed, Rawls’ concept of ‘the right’ over ‘the good’ is probably the 
most relevant part of his theory – in that it recognises that we can, none 
of us, see past our own hump. Rawls’ thought experiment was intended 
to act as “a means of public reflection and self-clarification,” to help us 
arrive at “a clear and uncluttered view of what justice requires.”19 

So, while Rawls offers a radically fair destination, he champions a 
means of seeing our way through to it which doesn’t rely on hating an 
‘Out-group’, fearing a big bad wolf, or resurrecting outdated policy 
solutions. This offers the basis for an approach based on compromise 
but not concession; on ideals but not ideology. It provides a chance for 
radicalism to flourish without extremism blossoming alongside it.
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I won’t go further into A Theory of Justice. I’m aware that there are 
different views about what a society created behind the veil of ignorance 
looks like; that there are ways the original position analysis can be altered 
to include communitarian elements, or to respond to globalisation. 

However, even Rawls’ academic critics seem to agree with his basic 
premise: that impartiality and fairness are inextricably linked.

NOTES

 1. Chuka Umunna has pointed out, in exchanges with Corbynites, that the 
type of regulated capitalism he supports is fairly similar to that advocated by 
the likes of Paul Mason. Other commentators have noted that the policy differ-
ences between Corbyn’s manifesto and Ed Miliband’s are minimal. Columnist 
Phil Collins complained of one Corbyn speech: “Where…was the intention to 
shift the tax burden away from income and towards wealth? The leader of the 
Labour Party sounds less radical than the governor of the Bank of England.”

 2. There are exceptions to this, such as journalist John Rentoul, who has 
provocatively sought to play Corbyn supporters at their own game, criticising 
the populist left for being right-wing. Similarly, the academic Glen O’Hara 
criticises Corbyn’s Labour for giving up on redistribution.

 3. The 1978-1991 magazine Marxism Today, for example, explicitly set 
out to avoid binary thinking, opposition for its own sake, and narratives which 
denied that change was happening. Most authors were self-proclaimed com-
munists, but were far more consistent with pluralism than with populism. In 
a famous essay re-published by the journal, Eric Hobsbawm argued: “We, as 
Marxists, must do what Marx would certainly have done: to recognise the novel 
situation in which we find ourselves, to analyse it realistically and concretely, 
to analyse the reasons, historical and otherwise, for the failures as well as the 
successes of the labour movement, and to formulate not only what we would 
want to do, but what can be done.” He was ‘far left’ in policy terms, but nev-
ertheless sought clear analysis over conspiracy theories and war metaphors. 
‘The Forward March of Labour Halted?’ Eric Hobsbawm, Marxism Today, 
September, 1978.

 4. “Shared agreement…would produce a well-ordered society,” Norman 
Daniels explains, “governed by principles guaranteeing equal basic liberties, 
fair equality of opportunity, and the requirement that inequalities be arranged 
to make those who are worst off as well off as possible.” Daniels, Norman, 
“Reflective Equilibrium”, The Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy (Winter 
2013 Edition), Edward N. Zalta (ed.).
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 5. Daniels explains: “Groups sharing [competing] comprehensive views 
modify the content of their comprehensive views over time in order to co-
operate within shared democratic institutions.” Daniels, Norman, “Reflective 
Equilibrium”, The Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy (Winter 2013 Edition), 
Edward N. Zalta (ed).

 6. To give one example, Rawls’ theory says less talented people shouldn’t 
mind more talented people – doctors, for example – being paid more, as long 
as the less talented benefited most. He argued that “the main psychological root 
of our liability to envy is a lack of self-confidence in our own worth combined 
with a sense of impotence.” How consistent this is with how people really feel 
and behave is debatable.

 7. Haidt claims Rawls is “creating clever justifications for moral intu-
itions.” The Righteous Mind, p.38. Similarly, Drew Westen notes that advo-
cates of liberalism “tend to be intellectual. They like to read and think. They 
thrive on policy debates, arguments, statistics, and getting the facts right. All 
that is well and good, but it can be self-destructive politically.”

 8. Most notable here is Michael Sandel’s Liberalism and the Limits of 
Justice. More recently, Sandel has emphasised the role of a ‘good life’ ideal in 
tackling right-wing populism: “Liberal neutrality flattens questions of meaning, 
identity and purpose into questions of fairness. It therefore misses the anger and 
resentment that animate the populist revolt.” 

 9. “Rawls wrote that “One of the deepest distinctions between political con-
ceptions of justice is between those that allow for a plurality of opposing and 
even incommensurable conceptions of the good and those that hold that there is 
but one conception of the good which is to be recognized by all persons.” See 
‘Justice as Fairness: Political not Metaphysical’, John Rawls, Philosophy and 
Public Affairs, Vol. 14, No. 3, (Summer, 1985), p.248.

10. ‘The left and reciprocity’, Stuart White, Labour’s Future, 2010, p.36-41.
11. ‘The State of Trust’, DEMOS, Simon Parker, Phil Spires, Faizal Farook, 

Melissa Mean, 2008, p.25-27.
12. Rawls was keen to point out that his theory was not a set of “comprehen-

sive moral ideals,” and complained that, too often, “liberalism itself becomes 
a sectarian doctrine.” ‘Justice as Fairness: Political not Metaphysical’, p.246.

13. ‘Power is fragmenting. But what is the true cost to democracy?’ Will 
Hutton, Guardian, 2013.

14. This righteous clarity is a big problem with activists’ preference for 
‘direct democracy’ over ‘representative’ democracy. As academic Armine Ish-
kanian has pointed out, the activist conception of democracy involves a “more 
demanding idea of what democracy should mean.” In its current form, it often 
means privileging the most passionate voices. Hence, ‘direct democracy’ is 
often undermined by a failure to see that the goals of activists are not always 
the goals of the population at large.
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15. 2017 research looked at framing fairness in three ways: on the basis of a) 
‘charity’, b) ‘reciprocity’ and c) ‘impartiality’. It explored which of these made 
people most willing to embrace redistributive policies, and found out that im-
partiality “stood apart”. “A policy that exhibits impartial even-handedness in a 
caring way – that aims to bring everyone up to a level playing field and doesn’t 
intend to leave anybody in the dust – may be most effectively understood as 
‘fair,’ and importantly, ‘good,’ by the broadest audience.” See What Counts as 
“Fair” and What Makes People Care? Laura Niemi, Psychology Today, June 
2017.

16. ‘Justice as Fairness: Political not Metaphysical’, p.226.
17. ‘Justice as Fairness: Political not Metaphysical’, p.244.
18. Rawls wrote that “citizens are to recognize that the weight of their claims 

is not given by the strength and psychological intensity of their wants and de-
sires (as opposed to their needs and requirements as citizens), even when their 
wants and desires are rational from their point of view.” ‘Justice as Fairness: 
Political not Metaphysical’, p.246.

19. ‘Justice as Fairness: Political not Metaphysical’, p.238.
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THREE STORIES

“Thought corrupts language, language can also corrupt thought,” wrote 
George Orwell.1 By using certain language or narratives, even just for 
expediency, we alter our own understanding of things. Likewise, Hannah 
Arendt believed that the “ideal subject of totalitarian rule” is a “people 
for whom the distinction[s] between fact and fiction…no longer exist.”2

The comparisons between contemporary populism and 1930s ex-
tremism arise because of the way certain stories and explanations have 
taken hold in recent years, overriding truth and logic. This book attacks 
three such narratives, which have come to govern – and in my view 
pollute – the debate on the left. Let’s reintroduce them:

• The Dark Knight. This refers to the belief in a wicked and selfish 
enemy, against whom our struggle is destined to play out.

• The Puppet Master. This refers to the belief in an all-powerful 
elite, crushing and brainwashing the people for personal gain.

• The Golden Era. This refers to the belief in an idealised past or 
morally pure founding moment, since when things have steadily 
declined.

To use the analogy of a football match, the Dark Knight would be a ze-
ro-sum belief that the opposition players and fans are scum, and anything 
goes in order to beat them. The Puppet Master would be a conviction that 

3

Distorting Myths
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your failures come because all referees are biased against your club. And 
the Golden Era would be the belief that the game’s not what it used to be 
(“it’s not a man’s game anymore,” “it’s all about money,” etc).

These assumptions are central to how the populist left self-mythol-
ogises. They’re virtually stitched into the lyrics of ‘The Red Flag’, a 
battle-anthem built on tales of struggle, uprising and loss, with its talk 
of “cowards”, “traitors”, “martyred dead” and “triumphs past”. And 
they’re present in the conclusions drawn by many contemporary left 
populists – be it paranoia about the ‘mainstream media’ or decline nar-
ratives about ‘neoliberalism’.

But the three myths are not only distorting: they’re sustaining. Their 
effect is to breathe meaning into left populists’ efforts. As with our 
footballing analogy, they justify our continued support. They maintain 
enthusiasm for our side. And they explain disappointments, without us 
having to go through the pain of self-examination.

The three myths are easy to confuse or conflate. The Tories, for ex-
ample, stand for all three: they represent, at once, the immoral enemy 
and the plutocracy pulling the strings. Their election wins epitomise a 
society becoming more right-wing.

However, the myths are distinct in character. The Dark Knight, with 
its tendency to divide the world into good and bad, might be character-
ised by the SWP activists who seek out violent clashes with the EDL. 
Likewise, those certain enough of their moral superiority over Angela 
Eagle to throw a brick through her window. 

The Puppet Master myth, meanwhile, is a libertarian, anti-establish-
ment narrative, epitomised by those who believe George Bush planned 
9/11, or that MI5 were behind the 2016 Labour leadership challenge. 
Likewise, those who hold Julian Assange up as a hero and a martyr, or 
who say that the BBC are the propaganda arm of the Conservative Party.

The Golden Era, lastly, is a myopic narrative, exemplified by those 
who wear t-shirts proclaiming “Labour: I preferred their earlier work”, 
or who bemoan the materialism of young footballers. Likewise, those 
who mythologise the post-war years, and share Russell Brand’s hanker-
ing for an ‘agrarian’ society. 

People usually believe in more than one of our myths. The narratives 
frequently act as supporting sides of the left populist triangle. But it is 
possible to believe in one and not the others.
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At any rate, these tropes – the Dark Knight, the Puppet Master, and 
the Golden Era – are the psychological bulwarks of an approach which 
is oppositionist in its nature, united by what it’s against not what it’s for. 
They’re the amplifications and embroideries, in turn frightening and se-
ductive, which cloud perception. They lead to self-defeating, small-tent 
approaches, and undermine rational leftism.

NARRATIVES AND EXPLANATIONS

As we said in Chapter One, these myths aren’t unique to the populist left. 
Significant elements are shared by movements like the Brexit Party, with 
their wistfulness for a differently remembered bygone era, or the Tea 
Party in the US – who rail against ‘liberal’ elites, not ‘neoliberal’ ones. 
However, many on the left have signed up to our three populist analyses.

Those on the centre left, meanwhile, may not believe in the narratives 
as often, and may be more consensual and forward-looking as a result. 
But many have historically turned a blind eye to the myths – or else 
embraced them a little, for expediency. They’ve done so to simplify 
and justify arguments, or because it allowed them an easy shorthand in 
attacking the Conservatives.3 

It was only really after the election of Corbyn, once those critical of 
him were re-cast as the villains of the narratives, that the danger of this 
became apparent. Because the truth is that all three myths eventually 
devour themselves.

One Fabian article describes this as the ‘rise of the golems’. A refer-
ence from Jewish mythology, this refers to the short-term creation of a 
monster to protect your group, which ultimately ends up destroying it.4 
Trump is described in the piece as a counter-establishment golem, cre-
ated by moderate Republicans who were trying to develop narratives of 
insurgency. And Corbyn, likewise, is the consequence of Ed Miliband’s 
willingness to deploy Puppet Master tropes.

Similarly, New Labour commentator Hopi Sen refers to ‘one-step-
ping’, a tendency he describes as the oldest trick in the Labour play-
book: “to see someone saying something you largely agree with, but 
which others in your party do not, and to stand one step to their left and 
attack them for their heresy.” The technique is self-defeating, Sen says, 
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creating a false Dark Knight analysis, which takes hold and leads you 
into the political wilderness.5

Hence, left pluralists find ourselves playing on a pitch drawn by pop-
ulists. Each time we assume the mantle of insurgency by talking about 
‘elites’, the grip of the populists gets stronger. Each time we protest that 
the Tories are the real force for evil, we turn the screw on ourselves a 
little more. Each time we join populists in bemoaning ‘neoliberal’ de-
cline, further ground is lost. 

The way out of this is for left pluralists to a) directly challenge the 
Dark Knight, the Puppet Master and the Golden Era analyses wherever 
we see them (including when they’re used by our own side), and b) 
identify alternate explanations for why society is as it is, and for how 
we can change it.

Why do people vote for Tory governments, if not because they’re 
self-interested Dark Knights? Why don’t the press reflect the interests 
of the majority, if there’s no Puppet Master controlling them? Why has 
inequality risen, if not because of ‘neoliberal’ decline from a Golden Era 
start-point? Unless we answer these questions, the three myths triumph.

The truth, after all, is that most followers of left populist movements 
are well-intentioned, progressive and idealistic people. They’re com-
mitted to social justice and are worried, especially among younger 
adherents, about opportunities for the future. With social democracy 
facing big intellectual challenges, many have been attracted to the 
explanations provided by true believers in the left populist myths, like 
Corbyn. To persuade them of the merits of pluralism, we need to engage 
with the narratives and contest them.

Part of this is about thinking through compelling stories of our own, 
as well as about finding empirical explanations. French President Em-
manuel Macron has called for this more eloquently than most:6

Modern political life must rediscover a sense for symbolism… We need 
to be amenable once again to creating grand narratives… Why can’t there 
be such a thing as democratic heroism? 

His point is that the cynical interpretations which underpin anti-pol-
itics have gained traction in the absence of counter-narratives. In a 
democratic, globalised age, pluralists have become the bean-counters. 
Hence, the narratives used by blowhards, malcontents and armchair 
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critics are now the defining paradigms. On both left and right, the pop-
ulist ‘dog whistles’ are winning.

Establishing truthful and inspiring alternatives to the Dark Knight, 
the Puppet Master and the Golden Era is a tall ask. As we’ll see when 
we explore them, a big reason for the myths’ success is that they appeal 
to something primal, following the grain of human instinct in its most 
unexamined form. The link between populism and social media comes, 
in part, because the myths chime with something immediate and intu-
itive: something that can be boiled down to 280 characters on Twitter.

We need only to look at fiction to see how the Dark Knight, Puppet 
Master and Golden Era capture the imagination. Films, books and TV 
programmes are packed with storylines which juxtapose ‘good against 
evil’ – be it Independence Day, Lord of The Rings or East of Eden. 
They’re full of plots which pit the powerless individual against the 
omnipotent establishment – from Caleb Williams and 1984 to Erin 
Brockovich and Enemy of The State. And they frequently juxtapose an 
idealised past against a dystopian future – see Brideshead Revisited, 
City of Men or Brave New World. These are enjoyable precisely be-
cause they deploy our three myths, in ways that create dramatic tension 
and demand emotional commitment.

Yet politics matters too much to be forced into these narrative tem-
plates. Alternatives based on truth are desperately needed. By debunk-
ing the Dark Knight, the Puppet Master and the Golden Era, we can 
start to contemplate what might exist in their place.

I aim my criticism at left populism here because I’m on the left my-
self. I’d like left pluralists – rather than right pluralists – to create the 
grand, true narratives that can tackle populism and build something 
constructive. But whichever side of politics we’re talking about, there’s 
an onus on pluralists to contest the populist myths, instead of letting 
these monsters under the bed become the accepted norm.

NOTES

 1. ‘Politics and the English Language’, George Orwell, Horizon, April 
1946.

 2. The Origins of Totalitarianism, Hannah Arendt, Meridian Books, 1950, 
p.474.
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 3. Janan Ganesh made this argument most directly in a 2015 FT article, 
‘Cosmic Justice for Labour moderates’, arguing that Labour ‘centrists’ are now 
“frying in the fat of their own sanctimony.” Meanwhile, Theo Bertram points 
out that both “Tony and Gordon used to slop this stuff out too…on special 
occasions.”

 4. ‘Rise of the Golems,’ The Fabians, Allen Simpson, October 2017.
 5. ‘One step beyond’, Hopi Sen, 2015.
 6. Macron asks in the same interview: “Why is a portion of our youth so fas-

cinated by extremes, jihadism for example? Why do modern democracies refuse 
to allow their citizens to dream?” Others have written, similarly, of the need to 
reclaim stories of “extraordinary hope” about the “wonders of democracy.”
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MYTH ONE

The Dark Knight

“If only I had met, on this search, a single clearly evil person.”

—Timothy Garton Ash

Summary of Myth One

The first chapter in this section (Chapter Four) looks at what the Dark Knight 
myth means. It explains how the view that the political spectrum is a moral 
hierarchy leads to binary policy positions and Manichean modes of thought. It 
looks at the consequences of this mentality, and its tendency to split the left. 
I use the example of ‘social fascism’ as a historical instance of Dark Knight 
thinking, and examine how the myth plays out in ideas about union and class 
struggle, and in Labour’s anti-Semitism crisis.

The second chapter in the section (Five) tries to understand the attraction the 
myth holds. There are three components of this:

• The allure of identity describes the seductiveness of ‘In-group’ and ‘Out-
group’ thinking, especially in times of adversity

• The allure of virtue describes the temptation, among all humans, to 
overestimate our own morality

• The allure of simplicity describes the role that the Dark Knight plays as a 
‘compass’, helping the casual observer to work out what side they should 
be on

The subsequent chapters in the Dark Knight section (Six and Seven) look at why 
the myth is flawed, setting out four truths which undermine it:

• Human complexity refers to the fact that every individual has myriad 
identities, whereas the Dark Knight judges a person’s morality based on  
just one

• Circumstance and lived experience points out that the myth makes little 
allowance for the fact that everyone is, to some extent, a product of 
upbringing and experience
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• Depth (policy and strategy, political values, personal morals) sketches out a 
multi-layered explanation of the relationship between politics and morality 
– suggesting that people can share values even if they don’t share policy 
positions, and share morals even if they don’t share values

• Inexorability of arguments is about how the Dark Knight’s leads us to non-
progressive positions; investing any policy, cause or institution with innate 
morality clouds our judgement
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WHICH SIDE ARE YOU ON, BOYS?

The Dark Knight refers to the idea there is an irredeemably selfish and 
wicked incarnation of the political right, with whom the left must clash. 
The myth stems from a singular view of what is politically moral, which 
places those with whom we disagree on the side of immorality – or, 
at least, on the side of ‘less morality’ – as Dark Knight to our White 
Knight. The fable encourages politics to be viewed as a continuum from 
‘moral’ left to ‘immoral’ right. The refrain of the 1930s protest song, 
covered by Billy Bragg in 1991, is a classic articulation of this:

“Which side are you on, boys?
Which side are you on?”

By claiming that there’s a moral spectrum which the left are at the 
‘good’ end of, the Dark Knight lays the groundwork for an ‘In-group’ 
versus ‘Out-group’ dynamic. The transition from spectrum to binary 
is automatic, occurring as soon as you draw a line across the spectrum 
by asking, on this policy or that, ‘Are you with us or against?’ If the 
other person is against, or even if they’re unsure, you can legitimately 
conclude that they’re less moral – an analysis which cuts to the quick 
of their character. A cleft is created, which can only grow. The image 
below visualises the journey from spectrum to binary.

4

What is the Dark Knight?
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To recap, the Dark Knight process relies on two consecutive assump-
tions. The first is that politics is a moral spectrum. The second is that 
political goals should be fought for on an ‘us and them’ basis: ‘social-
ism or barbarism’.

The myth is based on this being a moral spectrum; on left politics 
being an articulation of all that’s benevolent and selfless. This is a cru-
cial point. The spectrum doesn’t juxtapose one set of legitimate values 
or priorities against another – from liberalism to tradition, from redis-
tribution to self-reliance, or from equality to growth. It says that the 
political spectrum runs from altruism to corruption and from decency 
to callousness.

This is what separates believers in the Dark Knight myth from 
non-believers. Many people have a conviction that their values repre-
sent the best way to run the country. It’s almost impossible not to. But 
not everyone believes that their politics are more moral, or that those 
who disagree are motivated by self-interest.

One key difference is that morality cannot, within certain parameters, 
be proven. It’s too primal and open to interpretation. Almost everyone 
thinks they’re behaving morally or selflessly, even if their actions cause 
harm. On the other hand, terms like fairness, effectiveness or sustain-
ability, while open to interpretation, can be discussed with some hope 
of getting to the truth. People who are overly sure they’re more right 
than others can be unattractive; but people who are overly sure they’re 
more good can be dangerous.

So, I don’t, for instance, consider John McDonnell’s accusation that 
anti-Corbyn coup-plotters were “fucking useless” to be an example of 

Figure 4.1.  
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the Dark Knight in action. Nor do I think that John McTernan’s descrip-
tion of the MPs who nominated Corbyn as “morons” was a Dark Knight 
sentiment. These comments, although inflammatory, are based on the 
competence and wisdom of the other side. You could have a sensible 
discussion about the effectiveness of the 2016 leadership challenge, or 
the wisdom of endorsing Corbyn. Ultimately, no one is going to usher an 
opponent into a gulag because they’re a useless moron, as they might be 
tempted to do if they think their opponent represents something wicked.

At any rate, the consequence of Dark Knight thinking is a Manichean 
view, dividing the world into ‘us’ versus our political ‘other’. There can 
be no Grey Knight – no area where the goals of White Knight and Dark 
Knight overlap. It often leads to sanctimony and hatred as a result. And, 
because it holds that we have morality on our side, it encourages the 
zealots to believe that anything goes.

At its worst, the Dark Knight narrative permits collective guilt when 
it comes to upper-class people or Americans or Jews, organising society 
into hierarchies of those who deserve empathy and those who don’t. 
Likewise, it applies double standards when it comes to conduct, turning 
a blind eye to our own moral failures, on the basis that we’re ultimately 
on the side of good.1 

In this respect, the Dark Knight draws heavily on ideas of class 
struggle and on the geopolitics of the Russian Revolution and the Cold 
War. Indeed, Dark Knight thinking is partly a hangover from the days 
of picket lines, ‘scabs’, the space race and the bomb; from an era when 
conflict and conquest were the route by which most change took place, 
and when war was the dominating experience for many people.

Because the nature of any ‘group’ mentality is that supporters need 
to constantly re-affirm membership, it’s easy to shift from ‘In-’ to 
‘Out-’ through any activity which puts allegiance in doubt. Hence, the 
Dark Knight myth is populated by what former Labour speechwriter 
Phil Collins calls “One of [the left’s] favourite stock characters: the 
traitor.”2 These supposed Judas figures have repeatedly been accused 
of betrayal over the years, and this is part of the reason for the Labour 
civil wars which raged in the past and which rage again now. Even a 
minute overlap with the Conservatives is used to depict someone as 
a Dark Knight; even a colleague a notch towards the centre can be 
denounced as ‘one of them’; even the mildest concern about Corbyn’s 
electability makes you a Tory.
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The process which the Dark Knight feeds is, therefore, inexorable, 
draining nuance and breeding rigidity. Followed to its natural conclu-
sion it leads to farce, dogma, defeat, division or extremism.

Of course, most don’t follow the myth to its bleak finale. For the ma-
jority, it’s a casual assumption, tacitly endorsed and rarely examined: 
a “Tories are lower than vermin” mug, sitting in the kitchen cupboard. 
Yet as we’ll see, even a mild version of the Dark Knight – even the view 
that opponents are a bit more malicious – leads us down the wrong path.

POLITICAL CONSEQUENCES OF MANICHEANISM

Readers may feel I’m conflating several traits into the Dark Knight 
myth: sanctimony, ‘us and them’ approaches, an alienating political 
strategy, factionalism and ‘Out-grouping’, binary thinking on policy, 
extremism, collective guilt, ‘enemy’s enemy is my friend’ approaches, 
etc. How can I put these under one umbrella?

The element that links these phenomena is the role of a singular 
version of morality. Once I adopt the interpretation that I’m fighting 
an ‘enemy’ – one driven at best by greed, and at worst by malice – the 
whole way I approach politics will change. To see how this Dark Knight 
thinking spills over, let’s consider the following quote, made in 2007 by 
columnist and comedian Charlie Brooker:

[The Conservatives are] a force for wrong that appeals exclusively to 
bigots, toffs, money-minded machine men, faded entertainers and selfish, 
grasping simpletons who were born with some essential part of their soul 
missing… To reach a more advanced stage of intellectual evolution, hu-
mankind must first eradicate the “Tory instinct” from the brain.

Brooker has adopted different positions over time, and the quote is a 
decade old. It may have been intended irreverently (although the wider 
piece doesn’t suggest this), or his view may have changed. Neverthe-
less, let’s take it at face value for a second, and look at the consequences 
for my politics if I agreed with it.

First, I’d feel superiority over Conservative voters, which would 
translate into sanctimony. How could I not? I’m altruistic while they’re 
“grasping simpletons.” One left-wing blogger in the US embodied this 
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outlook, writing of Republicans: “I don’t know how to convince some-
one how to experience the basic human emotion of empathy... I cannot 
have political debates with these people.”3 Hence, the relationship could 
only begin from a position of contempt.4

Secondly, because I believed Tories were malign (with “some part of 
their soul missing”), there would be no motivation to address my lack 
of understanding about them. This would lead to an ‘us and them’ ap-
proach, which saw no potential shared ground. And this, in turn, would 
lead to bad strategies, because I’d see no point in talking to them. How 
can one win over a “selfish bigot”? Likewise, I’d assume opposing 
politicians or hostile reporters were approaching things from a place of 
avarice and spite.

Thirdly, because I saw Tory voters as “exclusively” driven by self-
ishness I’d struggle not to fall down the slippery slope of blanket guilt. 
Pluralism relies on believing that an individual can be, at the same time, 
a Tory, an LGBT campaigner, a Mirror reader, a Muslim, a Samaritan 
volunteer, a good father, a welfare claimant etc. But the assumption 
that there’s a moral dimension to the Tories’ appeal – that only those 
with a “part of their soul missing” vote for them – lets you judge the 
whole on the basis of a part. A real-life example came in 2015, when a 
Tory-voting woman on Question Time broke down in tears because of 
cuts to tax credits. While some expressed sympathy, there was a feeling 
that she’d got what was coming to her: “An ally? She’ll probably vote 
for the Tories again!” one person tweeted.5

Fourthly, because I viewed the Conservatives as immoral without 
exception, I’d see anyone who conceded anything to them as a traitor. 
What sort of person, I’d wonder, is willing to cave in to the “faded 
entertainers” and “money-minded machine men”? My own political 
grouping would become sectarian as a result. There would inevitably, 
after all, be people in the Labour tribe who were closer to the Tories 
than I was,6 and this would invite factionalism.7 Paul Mason’s support 
for deselection comes, for instance, because he wants Labour to be “a 
broad church where everybody actually believes in the religion.”8

Fifthly, my thinking on policy would become rigid. If the Tories are 
“exclusively” a “force for wrong” then nothing they believe in can be 
right. Every policy they support must be immoral; every cause they 
back must be opposed. Quickly, this would lead to rocky territory. I 
might start categorising things simply by where they sit in relation to 
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the Tories. Before I knew it, I’d be siding with anyone the Conserva-
tives opposed, no matter how unsavoury.

Lastly, if I believed the above statement – that the left is up against 
a “force for wrong” which must be “eradicated” – then ends would jus-
tify means. A whole set of extreme approaches become legitimate if I 
believe I’m on the side of good against evil. Threats, lies, atrocities and 
abuse might start to appear necessary and just. Or, at least, I could turn 
a blind eye to these things, knowing the perpetrators were ultimately the 
good guys. (Indeed, Corbyn’s lifelong adherence to this ‘No enemies 
to the left’ mantra has got him into all sorts of trouble when it comes to 
his past associations).

By using the Brooker quote, we can see how countless left populist 
vices – from quiet disdain through to dangerous extremism – stem from 
the same source.

THE ‘SOCIAL FASCISM’ ACCUSATION

Historically, one of the most striking examples of the Dark Knight is 
the concept of ‘social fascism’. The phrase dates to 1924, when it was 
coined as a term of abuse by The Communist International, and directed 
at others on the left. The allegation was that democratic socialism – and 
any non-communist form of left politics – was interchangeable with 
fascism.9 Stalin himself wrote that “social democracy is objectively the 
moderate wing of fascism… They are not antipodes, they are twins.”10

The ‘social fascism’ accusation was levelled at non-communist 
left-wingers in many countries.11 However, the idea came to real prom-
inence in Germany in the early 1930s. Led by Ernst Thälmann, German 
communists refused to unite with other left-wingers. They maintained 
that the German Social Democratic Party were ‘social fascists’: identi-
cal to Nazism in their goals, only better disguised. When Leon Trotsky 
pointed out that the social democrats were a “lesser evil,” who com-
munists could tolerate and cooperate with,12 he was himself accused of 
closet fascism.

The ‘social fascism’ concept sat alongside another element of commu-
nist thought at the time, which was the notion of ‘class on class’ combat 
– with those who didn’t support communism seen as enemies of the 
working-classes. Because most of Europe’s working-classes were mem-
bers of social democratic or socialist parties, not communist ones, this 
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approach split the left “consigning to an enemy class the organisations 
which contained the vast majority of workers” (as historian and former 
communist Theodore Draper puts it). Trotsky himself complained of the 
“shrill and empty leftism,” which stopped the communists from reaching 
out to working-class social democrats.13

The consequence was that German communists focused so much on un-
dermining social democrats that they largely ignored the Nazis, even after 
Hitler’s 1933 capture of power. In fact, a few supported the rise of Hitler, 
believing undisguised fascism would be more straightforward to combat 
than ‘social’ fascism.14 The net outcomes for leftism, once the Nazis took 
control, were disastrous. Theodore Draper sums up what happened:

The Communist party was officially outlawed on March 31st; the trade 
unions were smashed in May; the social democratic party was banned on 
June 22nd. Thereafter, Hitler made no distinction between communists and 
social democrats; he took their lives, cast them into concentration camps 
or, if they were lucky, drove them into exile.

Despite this, German communists continued to maintain that fascism 
and social democracy were interchangeable. In June 1933 they passed 
a motion which said that:

The complete exclusion of the social-fascists from the state apparatus, and 
the brutal suppression even of social democratic organizations and their 
press, does not in any way alter the fact that social democracy is now, as 
before, the chief support of the capitalist dictatorship.

It was not until two years later, when experiencing the enormity of 
fascist rule, that this line was abandoned.

There were several ideas wrapped up in the ‘social fascism’ concept. 
For starters, there was the belief that social democracy was a legitimis-
ing ‘front’ for fascism and all things right-wing. Hence social democ-
racy was actually worse than fascism, because it disguised what it was; 
you had to defeat social democracy before you could defeat fascism. 
This escalated further, to the view that fascism was preferable to social 
democracy,15  because you at least knew where you stood with it.16 The 
logical end-point was the 1939 Molotov-Ribbentrop Pact of non-ag-
gression between Stalin and Hitler.

The ‘social fascism’ accusation held not just that the consequences 
of fascism and social democracy were the same, but that the aims were 
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interchangeably evil. In the process, the concept grouped together 
creeds which were very different, conflating social democracy, fascism 
and industrial capitalism. Thus, as Draper puts it, ‘social fascism’ came 
to be little more than “a catch-all for Communism’s enemies and oppo-
nents from moderate Left to far Right.”

The rise and fall of the ‘social fascism’ allegation showed how 
self-defeating moral binaries are. The ‘social fascism’ idea started from 
the assumption that communism was the only political articulation 
of moral goodness (the White Knight). It amalgamated everything 
non-communist into a single embodiment of evil (the Dark Knight). Its 
basis was that politics is a battle of us and them (‘class on class’), and 
that if you’re not with us to the letter then you’re with them.

This occurred, of course, at a point where the stakes had never been 
higher. A handful of evil individuals were loitering in the wings, primed 
to seize power. By casting a wide net, the left might have done a better 
job of combatting Nazism.

This is, of course, one for the writers of alternative histories. And the 
behaviour of the social democrats isn’t without its own issues. Those on 
the left point out the violent suppression, by the social democrats, of a 
communist protest in 1929.17

But there can be no doubt the ‘social fascist’ did immense harm. 
However well-meaning German communists were, their willingness to 
impugn the motives of political neighbours meant that working-class 
anti-fascists were ‘Out-grouped’ and their political spokespeople trashed.

There are other instances, in communist doctrines, of the Dark 
Knight myth letting the best defeat the good, or even of it becoming the 
ally of the worst (‘impossibilism, ‘accelerationism’, and opposition to 
charity are good examples).18 But this book isn’t a critique of commu-
nism itself, so we won’t go into these. The ‘social fascism’ accusation 
merely offers, as we start to investigate the Dark Knight, the starkest of 
cautionary tales. 

In his 1998 memoir Things Can Only Get Better, John O’Farrell humor-
ously describes student discussions about the 1980s Labour leadership, 
where he was trying to impress a left-wing crowd:19

There had been me thinking Jim Callaghan was one of the good guys, 
when it turned out he was just a TOR-y. The word ‘Tory’ had its own 
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pronunciation back then – the ‘TOR’ part lasted about three seconds. 
Merlyn Rees? TOR-y! Denis Healey? TOR-y! David Owens? TOR-y! 
Whenever a Labour politician’s name was mentioned I would pause to 
see which way the wind was blowing.

“Yeah, I wonder what would happen if they had Tony Benn as leader?” 
I volunteered, before pausing to see where he fitted into the scheme of 
things…

“Tony Benn?”
“TOR-y?” I asked nervously.
“Tony Benn? A Tory? What are you talking about?”

O’Farrell’s account recalls 1980s politics at its loopy nadir. Yet as 
the ‘social fascism’ example shows, the thinking behind the ‘TOR-y’ 
accusation wasn’t a one off. The belief in a moral ‘In-group’ has often 
afflicted the left, returning with a vengeance in recent years.

Let’s take, as a case study, left populist writer Owen Jones. Jones 
has written two bestselling non-fiction books, Chavs and The Estab-
lishment, both of which became set texts for a generation of leftist 
millennials. His backing of Corbyn in 2015 gave others the confidence 
to do the same.

Jones’ books are characterised by a determination to prove the 1997-
2010 Labour governments were not just closer to the centre than Jones’ 
own position – nor that they failed in many of their goals – but that their 
intentions were as right-wing (and thus, in Jones’ eyes, as immoral) as 
the Tories or even Ukip.

The Establishment pushes home the idea that New Labour was “on a 
collision course with the party’s traditional values,” populated by those 
who “believed in little – except, in some cases, money.”20 The top ‘New 
Labour’ listings in the index are “Kowtowing to big business from”, 
“Embrace of Thatcherite agenda by”, “Privatisation of the NHS by”, 
and “Fawning over The City by”. 

In Chavs, meanwhile, politicians from the last Labour government 
are described as “steeped in middle-class triumphalism.” They were, 
Jones tells us, determined to prove that the working-classes were “on 
the wrong side of history,”21 and many would have been more at home 
in the Tory party.22 He claims that Labour ministers sought to prove 
“people are poor because they lack moral fibre,”23 and describes Alan 
Johnson’s supposed eagerness to blame working-class boys for their 
own failure.24
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There’s no positive mention of the 1997-2010 governments in either 
book, with Labour policies presented as interchangeable with the To-
ries.25 When mentioning Labour achievements is unavoidable, Jones 
suggests they were accidental, insufficient, or window dressing for a 
reactionary agenda. On the minimum wage, for instance, he argues that 
Tony Blair opposed it in secret.26

One technique is to choose a soundbite by – or about – a former 
minister, and to use it as a catch-all for the policy platform. The first 
part of Peter Mandelson’s rhetorical (and foolish) claim to be “intensely 
relaxed about people getting filthy rich as long as they pay their taxes” 
is used in both books, as a proxy for the entire New Labour approach to 
redistribution – despite having long ago been retracted by Mandelson. 
It comes instead of a nuanced analysis of Labour’s mixed record on 
inequality, and in lieu of suggestions for how they might have tackled 
the problem better.27

Meanwhile, New Labour politicians are represented, almost without 
exception, as corrupt and personally malign.28 Centre leftists of the period 
are invariably slick, perma-tanned and clad in shiny suits, with expense 
claims or black marks against their integrity mentioned as an aside. 
Moral lapses by those who share Jones’ politics are ignored, by contrast. 
They are presented as soft-spoken and unassuming, with good deeds and 
humble backgrounds alluded to in parentheses.29 The argument is that ev-
eryone bar the far left is driven by interchangeably malign intent, be they 
David Blunkett, Nick Clegg, Michael Gove or Nigel Farage.

Of course, there are many reasons to criticise the 1997-2010 Labour 
governments. A constructive left-wing appraisal – one which doesn’t 
rely on our myths – would be welcome.

And it’s obviously important to flag corruption in high places – as 
long as this is consistent, and doesn’t ally one ideology with moral pu-
rity and the rest with naked venality.

Yet Chavs and The Establishment do neither of these things, and 
instead present the centre left as White Knights who’ve joined the Dark 
side.30 New Labour are vain sell-outs and spiteful charlatans, according 
to Jones – with all personal failings attributed directly to their politics. 
When describing three MPs caught exchanging money for influence, 
Jones writes that it was “hardly a coincidence” that they were ‘Blair-
ites’.31 One wonders how he’d feel if Tony Benn’s exploitation of tax 
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loopholes was used in the same way, to suggest the far left were inher-
ently self-interested.32

Having championed the Dark Knight approach, what’s striking about 
the Owen Jones story is that – for a period – he was pushed into the 
very ‘Out-group’ he’d helped create. Having blamed every criticism of 
Corbyn on treachery and self-interest, he began to have qualms of his 
own. He outlined his reservations in a 2016 blog, which begun with the 
following complaint:33

It has become increasingly common in politics to reduce disagreements 
to bad faith. Rather than accepting somebody has a different perspective 
because, well, that’s what they think, you look for an ulterior motive 
instead. Everything from self-aggrandisement to careerism to financial 
corruption to the circles in which the other person moves: any explanation 
but an honest disagreement. It becomes a convenient means of avoiding 
talking about substance.

He added, “I’ve spent my entire adult life in socialist politics…and 
I’m now being attacked as a Blairite, crypto-Tory and Establishment 
stooge.”

Despite this reminder that ‘Blairites’ were the real enemy, many left 
populists ignored this, accusing him of self-interest, spinelessness or 
closet conservatism.34 He was eventually reinstated in the ‘In-group’ a 
year later, via a flurry of anti-‘centrist’ articles.

Owen Jones’ approach here is inconsistent to say the least. He’s done 
more than anyone to suggest that others in Labour lack progressive val-
ues and basic morals, yet he asks to be immune from such accusations 
himself. But the deeper point is about the Dark Knight dynamic. The 
accusation that Jones is a right-winger shows (like the accusation that 
Trotsky was a fascist) how farcical the myth can be.

Indeed, the parallels with ‘social fascism’ are real. The sustained use, 
by left populists, of morally pejorative, catch-all terms for everyone 
they disagree with – ‘centrist’, ‘neoliberal’, ‘Blairite’, ‘establishment 
politician’, ‘Tory lite’ – plays the same role as the ‘social fascist’ allega-
tion.35 All these words do is provide a shorthand to suggest neighbours 
are enemies. At a point when some genuinely dangerous authoritarians 
again hold or seek office, the risks of this are real.
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Lifelong Labour activists – who have been cast by Jones as 
self-serving and right-wing – might have felt a stab of pleasure upon 
seeing Jones get a dose of his own medicine in 2016. But the Dark 
Knight phenomenon doesn’t end here. The far left may be steeped in 
Dark Knight sectarianism, but the truth is that milder Dark Knight 
assumptions permeate far beyond the Owen Jones clique. Many of 
us have, at points, played a role, indulging in Manichean approaches 
which, as we’re now seeing, have the capacity to eat themselves. In-
stead of simply objecting when the Dark Knight myth is turned on us, 
we must recognise that the idea of politics as a moral continuum is 
wrong wherever it’s applied.

ISSUES, METHODS, INSTITUTIONS AND CAUSES

The Dark Knight is at its worst when applied at the individual level. But 
there’s also a policy or issue-based element to Dark Knight thinking, 
with the populist left instinctively siding with certain ‘good’ profes-
sions, nations, causes, methods and institutions, and against ‘bad’ ones. 
Parts of the left will, for example, need little encouragement to side 
against the police or with the teaching profession – even without know-
ing the substance of the debate.

This comes from a belief that politics is a moral continuum, with 
sectors, religions, professions, policies and organisations placed on a 
continuum from good to bad. (Teachers might be placed closer to the 
good, left-wing pole than the police, for example).

Where organisations and causes are distributed is based on a range 
of factors. But the effect is that, if a conflict arises between one and 
another, we have a ready-made answer to the ‘Which side are you 
on?’ question. If, hypothetically, there was a funding conflict between 
teachers and the police, the White Knight to Dark Knight spectrum 
would help frame the issue in moral terms. We could quickly, in good 
conscience, back the teachers.

In effect, this is the same process as forms of Dark Knight thinking 
aimed at individuals. The first step is that a moral spectrum is created. 
The second is that, whenever a choice arises, we can pick our side. 

As a consequence, support for certain causes becomes inexorable, 
leading to contradictory and inconsistent outcomes. In a complex 
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world, where divides occur between the lesser of two evils or the 
greater of two goods, we find ourselves ill-equipped. On the issue of 
immigration, for example, do you side with migrants or with older 
voters in the least well-off areas? These are two White Knights which 
often end up in opposition to each other. Likewise, support for Islam 
and other minority faiths can come up against support for LGBT 
groups.36

A good case study is the 2015 London tube strikes. Tube drivers 
do unsociable hours in unpleasant jobs, but the starting salary is about 
£50,000, with capped hours and good holidays. Even allowing for the 
changes their union, the RMT, were striking against – a small rise in the 
number of night shifts, in return for a small pay rise37 – this is a rate you 
might be happy with from behind Rawls’ veil of ignorance.

The instinct of the left is to side with trade unions. And in most 
cases, this is correct. But the reason for doing so is that unions protect 
people in economically precarious positions. By seeing them as de 
facto moral, we’re presented with tricky questions about how far our 
support goes. What if unions were representing those on £100,000? 
How about £1million?

This sounds ludicrous, but the point is that backing any cause or in-
stitution unwaveringly can become non-progressive. Because that cause 
is usually coming at things from a partial viewpoint, their motives will 
eventually clash with other egalitarian goals. 

In the case of RMT strikes, after all, the Dark Knight in the situation 
wasn’t a profiteering fat cat but a public sector organisation, Transport 
for London – funded through the taxes of passengers paid less than the 
strikers. The issue was a White Knight versus White Knight scenario. 
Fred Jarvis, a leader of the Trade Union Congress during the 1980s, 
reminds us that this is often the case:38

The bulk of [present trade union members] are in the public sector and 
public services, which means that when they strike they cause more 
difficulties for their fellow citizens, who depend on their services, than 
damage to any bosses’ profits.

The 2015 tube strikes were complex, and the drivers may have been 
right. But the point is that opposition to the tube strikes cannot be 
unsayable on the left. From a Rawlsian perspective, there might come 
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a point where siding against the tube unions would be progressive. 
That juncture isn’t necessarily now. But it’s worth pausing to consider 
when it would be. The idea that being on the left amounts to a limitless 
support for our chosen White Knights means we risk backing the very 
forces we set out to oppose.

Another example is social class. This is central to how the left views 
society, and provides clues about the origins of the Dark Knight. The 
ultra left’s continued attraction to ‘class war’ is an example of how 
class provides, for many, a theory of change and a set of signifiers along 
which battle lines can be drawn.

Left pluralists, while committed to equal rights, equal opportunities 
and fair outcomes, usually regard social class itself as a barrier – pigeon-
holing people by where they come from, and feeding resentment. Of 
course, class can play an important role in personal identities. But the 
goal for pluralists is that it doesn’t and shouldn’t matter – and that 
it’s a good thing if class identifications become less binary. When left 
pluralists talk about class, it tends to be descriptive not partisan – a 
shorthand for jobs or income brackets.

Left populists, by contrast, focus on holding together class group-
ings – as a means of withstanding oppression from other classes. The 
mantra that you should “rise with your class, not out of it” is still 
sometimes quoted approvingly.39 And social classes are still seen, 
by some left populists, as existing in opposition to each other. This 
state-of-mind, based as it is on side-taking, allows other social groups 
to be seen as the enemy, and those that cross class divides to be cast 
as traitors.

This difference explains the many non-sequiturs on this issue be-
tween pluralists and populists. Left populists, for example, see those 
who aspire to a classless society as opponents of the working-class – 
rather than of the class system per se. They see the fact that less people 
do working-class jobs as a sign that the working-classes have been 
crushed by people that hate them.40 Those who say it’s a good thing 
that more of the population now do non-manual occupations are seen 
as “sneering” at the working-classes.

Labour must always reduce inequality and deprivation – missions 
which involve supporting those described as working-class. But we 
should be wary of holding together class structures for their own sake.41
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For one thing, class ties you to the circumstances you were born 
into – and to group identifications that might not matter to you. Better, 
surely, for people to fulfil themselves however they like, not to rise or 
fall with a pre-determined bloc. Indeed, the left populist view of class 
is one of the reasons working-class people often vote ‘against their 
interests’, for individualistic forms of Toryism. Individualism may, in 
policy terms, mean the ladder is pulled up. But its willingness to judge 
people as separate entities, not members of a tribe, explains its appeal. 
The sense is often that the left wishes to maintain the class structure, 
holding people to the trappings of birth.42 While largely flawed as a 
critique, the idea that Labour wants a stratified society will continue to 
carry traction until left populists stop seeing class as a set of battle-lines 
people mustn’t cross. 

Moreover, the increasingly complex nature of the class system means 
the left populist version of class conflict is less and less relevant. In 
2013, for example, a group of LSE sociologists came up with a new 
analysis, to replace the model of working-, middle- and upper-class. 
The resulting framework comprised seven segments.43 So, whereas 
Dark Knight views about class were once, at least, allied with economic 
reality, they increasingly put people into boxes they don’t belong in.44

This links to another question which is raised by Dark Knight ideas 
about class: what if the struggle is won? If a ‘classless’ society isn’t 
deemed a victory, what is? Presumably, it would be one of two scenar-
ios. Either, the working-classes close the gap, but some sort of economic 
stratification or cultural distinction remains. Or, the working-classes are 
victorious, rising so high “as a class” that they sit at the top of society? 
The former scenario suggests some social division must always exist. 
The latter poses the question of whether, once the working-classes have 
‘won’, we on the left then switch allegiances and side with the belea-
guered middle- and upper-classes, who are now Britain’s underdogs? 
Or do we abandon our claims to egalitarianism, and continue to side 
with the working-classes? At a time when class identification relates 
less and less to economics, these questions aren’t entirely hypothetical. 

A purer ideal is a society with neither snobbery nor inverted snob-
bery; where economic equality is the goal, not a cultural attachment to 
class. After all, class identifications came about thanks to the cultural 
differences caused by profoundly unequal societies. It’s reasonable to 
assume that, if progressive goals around economic equality are one day 
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met, a by-product will be that class stops mattering. The Dark Knight 
approach blocks this, suggesting that the outbreak of peace in the ‘class 
war’ is the same thing as a defeat.

ANTI-SEMITISM AND THE  
DANGER OF SIMPLICITY

Let’s turn to Labour’s anti-Semitism problem. There are countless 
manifestations of this, and although the issue came to prominence after 
Corbyn won the Labour leadership, there’s no doubt that anti-Semitism 
has long lurked in some ‘anti-imperialist’ groups. Research into UK 
anti-Semitic attacks between 2013 and 2016 found that the political 
motives of perpetrators were perceived by the victim to be left-wing not 
right-wing by a 2:1 ratio.45

Some of this stems from left populists’ attraction to conspiracy theo-
ries (which is explored further in the Puppet Master section). However, 
let’s think first about politics and side-taking. Most on the populist left 
are not anti-Semitic. Yet there’s clearly a correlation of some kind, with 
racist attitudes to Jews more widely tolerated – not least by Corbyn 
himself. A blind eye has long been turned, in a way that it isn’t turned 
to other bigotry.

How can the Labour left, which prides itself on tolerance, have 
reached this position? No doubt there are a few true bigots, but the 
answer doesn’t lie in straight racism. Rather, it stems from the moral 
continuum at the heart of the Dark Knight. Politics, the myth tells us, is 
a case of looking at your left-right spectrum and seeing where a cause 
or country or religion sits. When a conflict arises you can then, in good 
conscience, back whichever side sits closest to the ‘good’, left-wing 
pole.

Through this Dark Knight process, you end up placing Israelis closer 
to the ‘bad’ pole than Palestinians, and Islamophobia closer than an-
ti-Semitism. You believe racism against Jews is wrong, but conclude 
that racism against Muslims is worse. You end up unable to sympathise 
with Jews who felt vulnerable or stateless following the Holocaust, 
without fearing that you undermine your compassion for displaced 
Muslims in Palestine.46 And as soon as the debate becomes heated, you 
double down, certain that you’re on the side of ‘good’.
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Corbyn’s defence against suggestions that he’s anti-Semitic – which 
is that his mother fought Oswald Mosley’s Blackshirts in The Battle of 
Cable Street – is an example. In the fight between Jews and Muslims, 
the latter are closer to the ‘good’ pole. But in the fight between Jews 
and fascists – as Cable Street was – this is reversed.

Dark Knight believers’ difficulty in positioning Judaism on the spec-
trum stems from the fact that Israeli ‘Zionists’ are seen as imperialist 
oppressors of Palestine.47 The fact that the US supported the creation of 
Israel, and the way Israel have conducted themselves as the occupiers, 
is sufficient to render Jewish Israelis closer to the Dark Knight pole than 
Muslim Palestinians (with the word ‘Zionism’ often acting as the point 
of conflation, between a global Jewish identity and political support for 
Israeli policies).48

Historically, the root of left-wing anti-Semitism also lies in the 
fact the Jewish community tend to be better off, unlike other minority 
groups. This means they’re easier to conflate with business, property, 
and private sector ‘interests’.

Hence, while the Jewish community has been subject to appalling 
persecution, they also fall into categories deemed right-wing and im-
moral by the populist left (‘the West’, ‘the rich’).49 Indeed, part of 
Corbyn’s difficulty in condemning left-wing anti-Semites like Jackie 
Walker or Ken Livingstone stems from the fact that he believes they’re 
ultimately, like him, the good guys.50

Hence, like most racism, anti-Semitism on the left doesn’t start off as 
a genuine hatred of an ethnicity. Instead, it tells a story about how Dark 
Knight ideas of collective guilt and moral singularity can spiral out of 
control. Because ultimately, the process of picking sides encourages 
double standards. Just as, within our metaphorical football match, a fan 
might cheer when an opposition striker is injured, anything goes once 
you’ve entered the realm of Dark and White Knights. You can burn 
effigies of Margaret Thatcher upon her death, but balk when The Daily 
Mail attacks the deceased Ralph Miliband. You can ignore intrusions 
into the lives of Nigel Farage’s children, but complain when Seb Cor-
byn’s Tinder account is hacked. And you can condemn Boris Johnson’s 
islamophobia but defend Corbyn’s anti-Semitism.

Before you know it, your enemy’s enemy is your ally, and the 
suffering of ‘the other side’ has become relativised. You’re turning a 
blind eye to holocaust denial or calling Hamas your “friends.” You’ve 
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moved, with alarming speed, away from what you first considered 
‘moral’. How far you go down this course varies. But it all starts with 
the Dark Knight assumption that politics is a battleground between 
good and evil.

NOTES

 1. Rob Ford points out that those who complain about ‘smears’ against 
Corbyn are willing to share similarly unsubstantiated information about the 
Tories. Likewise, the 1988 Bennite coup against Neil Kinnock – in which Cor-
byn played a central role – is tolerated or celebrated by left populists, while the 
2016 coup against Corbyn is seen as an act of high treason.

 2. ‘The Way Out of the Wood’, Phil Collins, The Argument, 2016.
 3. The blogger goes on to complain about the “unimaginable callousness” 

of right-wingers, writing: “Our disagreement is not merely political, but a fun-
damental divide on what it means to live in a society, how to be a good person, 
and why any of that matters... I can’t debate someone into caring about what 
happens to their fellow human beings.”

 4. Research by Pew before the 2016 US election showed that Democrat 
voters were half again as likely as Republicans to say they couldn’t respect 
those voting for opponents.

 5. Owen Jones, to his credit, was critical of this. Yet many online were not. 
“She’s ignorant. She voted for what’s now happening to her. She deserves it,” 
said one. “She was ok with Tories when they killed people cutting off disabled 
benefits. She would still support them if she hadn’t suffered,” said another. 
“She is getting exactly what she deserves for voting Tory. Zero sympathy,” 
proclaimed a third. 

 6. An example of this is journalist Joseph Harker’s endorsement of Laura 
Pidcock, when she described the Tories as an “enemy” she’d avoid being 
friends with: “I simply can’t imagine having a close relationship with a person 
who believes the strong have no obligation to help the weak,” Harker wrote, 
adding that he’d avoid friendship with Blairites and Lib Dems too: “It may 
leave me with a smaller social circle, but then, it’s always good to know who 
your friends really are.”

 7. This emphasis on morality massively accelerated Labour’s civil wars. 
The pitch from Corbyn-backers was, from day one, that Labour ‘moderates’ 
were immoral or self-interested. “The general public are sick of vacuous, 
mealy-mouthed and self-serving politicians. It is lovely to have someone who 
is highly principled, moral and who speaks their mind,” said one Guardian let-
ter writer. Danny Dorling, meanwhile, wrote that Corbyn has the “moral clarity 
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of a priest” and an appeal “based on conviction, love and compassion. Just how 
cynical do you have to be not to see the hope and possibility in that?”

 8. Mason adds, in the thread, that this would help get rid of “the neoliberals, 
gentrifiers and Blairite stay behinds.”

 9. ‘The Ghost of Social-Fascism’, Commentary, Theodore Draper, 1969.
10. ‘The International Situation’, International Press Correspondence, Jo-

seph Stalin, October 23, 1924, p.838-39.
11. In the UK, Harry Pollitt, the head of the Communist Party, wrote that 

“The Labour party is the most dangerous enemy of the workers because it is 
a disguised party of capitalism.”

12. ‘For a Workers’ United Front Against Fascism’, Leon Trotsky, Decem-
ber 1931.

13. ‘The Austrian Crisis and Communism’, Leon Trotsky, November 1929.
14. Wilhelm Pieck reportedly told a friend in early 1933: “If the Nazis come 

to power, they will be at the end of their rope in two months, and then it will 
be our turn!”

15. The Communist International declared in 1933 that “The establishment 
of an open fascist dictatorship, by destroying all the democratic illusions 
among the masses and liberating them from the influence of Social-Democracy, 
accelerates the rate of Germany’s development toward proletarian revolution.”

16. John Pilger’s support for Donald Trump ahead of Barack Obama and 
Hillary Clinton is a modern example of how this way of thinking continues to 
infect left-wing thought. This is similarly true when we look at some left pop-
ulist criticism of the 2017 French election. Former Corbyn staffer Matt Zarb-
Cousin described Emmanuel Macron as akin to – and a cause of – Le Pen’s far 
right movement, and left-wing French intellectual Slavoj Žižek suggested the 
two were interchangeable.

17. ‘Hitler Wasn’t Inevitable’, Marcel Bois, Jacobin, November 2015. 
18. Impossibilism and Transitional Demands: the deliberate setting of un-

achievable goals, so as to prove the impossibility of cooperating with capital-
ism. Accelerationism: the idea that capitalism “should be deepened or ‘accel-
erated’ in order to prompt radical change.” Opposition to charity: an objection 
“on the grounds that such organisations [as charities] are merely trying to deal 
with the symptoms of capitalism rather than capitalism itself.”

19. Things Can Only Get Better, John O’Farrell, 1998, Random House, p.33.
20. The Establishment, p.78.
21. Chavs, p.96.
22. Chavs, p.88.
23. Chavs, p.94.
24. Chavs, p.91.
25. The 1998 New Deal – a ten-year work programme to invest in oppor-

tunities for 18-24 year-olds, funded through a £5 billion pound tax on public 
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utilities companies – isn’t mentioned by name once in Chavs, despite being 
one of the most obvious policies to look at in relation to Jones’ chosen topic.

26. The Establishment, p.78.
27. There’s an important conversation to be had about Labour record on eco-

nomic inequality, which is fairly good compared to overall global trends, but 
nevertheless mixed. Significant inequality reductions in the gap between the 
richest 10% and the poorest did take place. But a failure to address the top 1% 
undermined much of this. Yet Jones proposes no policy solution to high pay, 
fixating at all times on the ill intentions of those who have failed.

28. David Miliband is described as a “profiteering politician…not known 
for his lack of self-regard,” who was indifferent to “the concerns of [his] de-
prived North East constituency.” Jones writes that Miliband saw politics as 
“a launchpad,” providing “prestige which made him attractive to members of 
the economic elite.” Unsurprisingly, there’s no mention of Miliband teaching 
politics unpaid at a comprehensive school while on the backbenches, or that he 
left politics to work for a humanitarian charity.

29. While Ken Livingstone is relied upon as a character witness in both 
books, the former London Mayor’s avoidance of £240,000 a year in tax is never 
spoken of. Len McCluskey, meanwhile, is described as a “proud Scouser” 
who could “hardly look or sound less Establishment.” There’s no mention of 
the £400,000 paid by Unite to help McCluskey buy a £700,000 flat in London 
Bridge. Likewise, behaviour of others on the far left, such as Ian Lavery, are 
not mentioned. Similarly, Jones has attacked the ‘nepotism’ of centre left MP 
Angela Smith, while never commenting on the fact that Corbyn’s son was 
given a job within his inner circle.

30. Elsewhere, for instance, Jones implies that the likes of Alan Milburn 
are not just centre leftists or even ‘centrists’, but that they are interchangeable 
with the likes of Melanie Phillips and Peter Hitchens. ‘Peter Hitchens got me 
thinking: do lefties always have to turn right in old age?’ Owen Jones, Guard-
ian, 2015.

31. The Establishment, p.73.
32. Tony Benn reportedly gave a multi-million inheritance to his children via 

a tax loopholes, but left nothing to the Labour Party.
33. ‘Questions all Jeremy Corbyn supporters need to answer’, Owen Jones, 

Medium, 2016. This was a theme Jones warmed to, subsequently writing that 
differences of opinion should not be put down to ulterior motives.

34. Trade Unionist Manuel Cortes wrote a Huffington Post article riven with 
Dark Knight rhetoric: “I would not like to be in a trench alongside Owen under 
heavy shelling… It is a moment for solidarity, not back-stabbing.”

35. For Jones, centrism combines “social liberalism and anti-Brexitism with 
support for cuts, privatisation and a pro-corporate agenda” – not to mention 
an appetite for “murderous, never-ending bloody chaos in Iraq.” Meanwhile, 
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Red Pepper magazine describes centrism as “the belief that in the great battle 
between good and evil, both sides make some valid points.” And a prominent 
pro-Corbyn blogger tweets “When you say ‘I’m a centrist’ I hear:… ‘Fuck 
disabled people, fuck young people, fuck the poor, because I’m comfortable; 
I’m a right-winger who pretends not to be right-wing.’”

36. This may sound provocative. But it is exactly the sort of question which 
is raised by a group like the radical feminist collective Femen, who often picket 
Mosques in naked protests.

37. Tube drivers work a 36 hour working week, with 43 days’ annual hol-
iday. The strikers were being asked to cover the night tube, meaning more 
anti-social hours because of a rota which was spread over 24 hours rather than 
20. In return they were offered a 2% pay rise, a £500 one of bonus each, and 
an additional £2,000 on the salary of affected drivers.

38. ‘The Corbyn Identity’, Fred Jarvis, 2016.
39. Ken Loach argues that “The idea of breaking through and leaving ev-

erybody else behind is a deeply divisive concept, isn’t it? So we’ve got to 
reject that notion altogether.” And Giles Fraser characterises social mobility as 
“Get on. Get out of your community. Find a job anywhere you please. Undo 
the ties that bind you,” adding, “this same philosophy…encourages bright 
working-class children to leave their communities to become rootless Rōnin, 
loyal to nothing but the capitalist dream of individual acquisition and self-ad-
vancement.”

40. For instance, when Gordon Brown celebrated the number of people 
doing middle-class jobs, as a sign of rising socio-economic prospects for those 
from poorer backgrounds, it was interpreted as a declaration of war on the 
working-classes.

41. As one contributor at a 2016 focus group put it, “Since the ‘50s living 
standards have changed [and] people’s expectations have changed… Below 
30k I suppose is on the state line kind of thing. And then above 30k, 30-60k 
is kind of middle ground and then above that high earners. So I think the 
class system’s probably gone as a term, but I think the salary banding is still 
relevant.” GQQR focus groups about the Labour Party, male, working-class, 
Nuneaton, 2016.

42. Margaret Thatcher boasted that she had “replaced the old, class-based 
Labour order” with one based on “merit, ability and effort.” And John Major, a 
working-class Conservative, said Labour never attracted him because it’s ethos 
was that “You must stay where you are.”

43. The survey concludes that the ‘traditional working-class’ now makes 
up just 14% of the UK population.  ‘A New Model of Social Class? Findings 
from the BBC’s Great British Class Survey Experiment’, Mike Savage, Fiona 
Devine, Niall Cunningham, Mark Taylor, Yaojun Li, Johs Hjellbrekke, Brigitte 
Le Roux, Sam Friedman, Andrew Miles, 2013, p.245-246.
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44. As historian Glen O’Hara puts it, “Whose thinking is really, really ‘La-
bour’? The seventy-year-old ex-factory worker in Lincolnshire who owns his 
own house outright, or the thirty-year-old graduate mortgage broker renting out 
a tiny room in South-East London?”

45. Antisemitic Violence in Europe, 2005-2015, Johannes Due Enstad, 
University of Oslo Centre for Research on Extremism, June 2017, p.17. Other 
analysis has also identified significant levels of anti-Semitism on the far left.

46. Momentum’s controversial ex-organiser Jackie Walker deployed this 
exact approach, creating a wholly unnecessary hierarchy of deserving and un-
deserving groups, which culminated in the binary between “victims” (Africans) 
and “perpetrators” (Jews).

47. This is muddied by the fact the global Jewish community was ‘stateless’ 
before Israel was established. Hence, the situation fails the key tests of ‘impe-
rialism’ – namely that a country is ‘extending’ its territories.

48. Novelist Howard Jacobsen points out that Zionism is both an idea which 
exists within many Jewish people (a “longings for a homeland…or to find a 
place of safety”) and a political project (bound up in the “cruel exigencies of 
statehood”).

49. A cross-party report into racism against Jews and the political left con-
cluded something quite similar, explaining the “distinct nature of post-Second 
World War antisemitism” as follows: “Unlike other forms of racism, anti-Se-
mitic abuse often paints the victim as a malign and controlling force rather than 
as an inferior object of derision, making it perfectly possible for an ‘anti-racist 
campaigner’ to express anti-Semitic views.” ‘Antisemitism in the UK’, House 
of Commons Home Affairs Committee, Tenth Report of Session 2016–17, 
p.44.

50. As David Hirsh puts it, “Some on the left are not as exercised…by the 
oppression of [Jewish] groups because it is carried out by forces which they 
think of as broadly on the progressive side.” ‘The politics of position and the 
politics of reason’, Fathom Journal, David Hirsh, 2015.
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The Dark Knight doesn’t spring from nowhere. All soldiers, it’s said, 
go into war believing they have ‘God on their side’.

There are three ‘allures’ which draw people to the myth: identity, 
virtue and simplicity. These explain why morally sophisticated people 
are susceptible to Manichean thinking when it comes to politics.

THE ALLURE OF IDENTITY

‘In-group’ thinking describes wanting to belong to a collective, defined 
against an enemy ‘Out-group’.1 The phenomenon exists at every level 
of life. Exclusivity and exclusion are powerful reinforcing dynamics, 
especially when times are uncertain. In the playground children form 
cliques, and in countless Hollywood films a happy few unite against an 
evil invader.

At a more severe level, identity politics leads communities to feel 
suspicious of the ‘other’. It can cause xenophobia and bloodshed. It 
allows rational arguments to be blocked out if they come from members 
of the ‘Out-group’. In extreme cases, like terrorist cells, this allows tiny 
but ultra-robust ‘In-groups’ to de-humanise their enemies entirely.

The appeal of right populists like Nigel Farage is based on an ‘In-
group’/ ‘Out-group’ dynamic. Their ‘Out-group’ is different to the left 
populist one, comprising immigrants, London politicians, feminists, 
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Muslims, Guardian-readers, Tory Europhiles, BBC journalists etc. 
These outsider threats work to reinforce the Ukip or Leave identity, 
with legitimate criticisms dismissed as liberal propaganda.

The allure of identity is especially powerful in the case of a group 
which feels downtrodden or outnumbered.2 With the campaigns of both 
Ukip and Leave, economic decline and cultural change have strength-
ened the sense of a threat to fight against.

The same thing happens on the left, with feelings of marginalisation 
reinforcing a group mentality. Indeed, the Dark Knight myth often 
comes as a direct result of new challenges – Thatcherism in the 1980s, 
for instance – which left populists of the period responded to by circling 
the wagons.

In 2015, similarly, the threat had been realised, with the Tories secur-
ing an overall majority. Renewed venom towards the ‘Out-group’ felt 
essential to sustain the Labour ‘In-group’. The subsequent rise of Corby-
nism – with its rallies for the converted and accusations of treason – is the 
most acute example of a group dynamic that the British left has ever seen.

The paradox is that, because ‘In-groups’ are exclusivity machines, 
dependent on the expulsion of insufficiently loyal members, forging an 
‘us and them’ mentality is the worst thing you can do when you’re try-
ing to rebuild. This is where the intersection between the Dark Knight 
and the Golden Era (which we look at later) is most apparent. A sense 
of decline feeds a sense of group identity, which shrinks the group and 
accelerates the decline.

Moreover, the impasse with the ‘enemy’ will only grow. One 2008 
US study, which explored the relationship between threat perception and 
political identification, concluded that each side will “never achieve an 
accurate understanding of the opposing side’s platform” while a group 
identity prevents dialogue. This “quickly lead[s] to a vicious cycle in 
which shared values are overlooked and differences exaggerated.”3

Some may see the clannishness which the Dark Knight generates as 
a form of collectivism. However, in my view there’s nothing collectivist 
about, for instance, the RMT’s Sean Hoyle telling supporters “If you spit on 
your own they just wipe it away. But if we all spit together we can drown 
the bastards.”4 It’s a form of ‘solidarity’ defined solely by hatred of others.

Although this sort of quote reflects the tone adopted by populists 
like Len McClusky, I don’t claim that it’s representative of most Cor-
byn supporters. Many – even those who engage in milder Dark Knight 
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assumptions – dislike this rhetoric. But it nevertheless shows the alien-
ating denouement which the allure of identity takes us towards.

THE ALLURE OF VIRTUE

The second allure is the allure of virtue. This is the temptation to feel 
we’re more moral than others.

This might sound similar to ‘virtue signalling’ – the pejorative phrase 
which burst into usage in 2015. ‘Virtue signalling’ described the sup-
posed moral posturing of Corbyn-supporters. They seemed indifferent 
to electability and were thus – it was alleged – less concerned with 
helping the poorest than with massaging their own egos.5

However, ‘virtue signalling’ is different from the allure of virtue. The 
former is about feigning compassion to look good (hence why it’s of-
fensive, and slips into Dark Knight approaches of its own). The latter is 
about assuming you’re more decent or caring than others – a trait which 
academics sometimes call ‘moral self-regard’. All of us are prone to it 
(although it’s least pronounced in the political centre).6

The sentiment in the quote below, from a Corbyn supporter on social 
media, is an example of what people mean by ‘virtue signalling’:7

In my case and probably for others too, [winning elections] is not the 
goal. My goal is to be able to vote for someone who I believe in and 
trust, someone who cares about the people and not themselves... I care 
that [Corbyn] cares and that’s good enough for me. Finally, I feel there 
is someone that has principles and sticks to them. If that’s not enough to 
win an election then who cares?

You can see why people would attach the terms ‘virtue signalling’ 
to this. However, I’d say that, even in this quote, moral self-regard is 
the real problem. The Corbyn supporter in question clearly feels that 
valuing compassion puts him in the lonely minority. And he believes 
he’s found, in Corbyn, a political articulation of this, when everyone 
else wants callous machine men. He’s fallen for the idea that he and his 
politicians of choice have a firmer grasp of basic decency than others.

The allure of virtue has a psychologically powerful basis. Almost no 
one, in the history of the world, has believed themselves to be bad. This 
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applies even to the evillest dictators. And it certainly goes for many 
ordinary people who are trying to do what’s right.

Some would counter that it’s no bad thing to overestimate your 
morality. They’d say that a sense of personal virtue leads to higher 
moral standards. But evidence suggests this isn’t the case.8 High moral 
self-regard means we don’t check our own behaviour. And it alienates 
everyone else. One study, which explored what works in persuading 
political opponents, concluded that9

morality contributes to political polarization because moral convictions 
lead individuals to take absolutist stances and refuse to compromise.

Indeed, the perception that the left is morally self-regarding is the 
best recruiting sergeant the right could hope for. In a 2015 article by 
columnist and author Tony Parsons, he explained why, as a “reluctant 
Conservative voter,” he could never vote Labour again because of the 
party’s sanctimony. He describes seeing the words “Tory Scum” graffi-
tied on a memorial to women who’d died in the Battle of Britain (an act 
which was defended by some left populists).10 Parsons writes:

Well, that’s me, I thought. They are definitely talking about me. Because 
whatever these people believe, I know that I will always be on the other 
side… A total of 11,334,576 people voted Conservative not because the 
Tories are cruel, stupid or evil. 

Parsons concludes “The big lie of our time is that the liberal left is 
morally pure and the Tories are filth.”

The extent to which Parsons is doing some politicking of his own 
is hard to gauge. But the perception of ‘moral self-regard’ has either 
lost us a friend or given ammunition to an opponent. And, while most 
left-wingers don’t talk about ‘Tory scum’, even a milder impression of 
moral self-regard can have a similar effect.

Another study, finally, looks at whether there’s a “tendency to esca-
late commitment more frequently to failing prosocial initiatives than 
to failing egoistic initiatives.” In other words, do people throw good 
money after bad when the cause taps into their moral self-regard, more 
than when it taps into their self-interest? The results found that, on 
the positive side, people were more likely to give their all to altruistic 
causes than to self-interested ones. But they were also less likely to give 
up on these causes if their efforts proved counterproductive.11
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This is a powerful endorsement of Rawls’ belief in ‘the right over the 
good’. It illustrates that overcommitting to the side of ‘good’ can lead 
to worse outcomes. And it shows how the allure of virtue ties in with 
the combative, ‘never say die’ attitude of the White Knight – with its 
willingness to battle to the death rather than fight another day. 

Through these studies and others, we can see how Corbyn supporters 
like the one quoted above can be so blasé about electability. And we 
can understand why Labour’s membership persistently sticks with inef-
fective policies and unelectable leaders, thus failing millions of poorer 
voters.

THE ALLURE OF SIMPLICITY

The final allure, simplicity, describes the Dark Knight myth’s ability 
to help us understand the political debate, and to choose which side 
we sit on. It stems from the fact that policy questions are hard. Even 
trained economists struggle to digest the budget as it’s announced. And 
experienced professionals argue about the viability of a sugar tax or the 
consequences of fiscal devolution. What hope is there for those of us 
who don’t have the time to go through every policy with a fine-toothed 
comb?

The allure of simplicity pre-dates ‘alternative facts’ and ‘fake news’. 
The ‘Which side are you on?’ refrain may be divisive, but it has al-
ways, to some degree, governed how we vote. Writing in the wake of 
Labour’s 2015 election loss, Alan Bennett explains that ideas of good 
and bad appealed to him precisely because the debates were complex:12

I wanted a Labour government so that I could stop thinking about politics, 
knowing that the nation’s affairs were in the hands of a party which, even 
if it was often foolish, was at least well-intentioned.

Which of us hasn’t felt this way? We need to know who is on the side 
of the angels, so that politics doesn’t feel overwhelming and meaning-
less. The Dark Knight helps us to digest issues, offering the framework 
of two opposing poles. From this, we can work out where we stand.

The Dark Knight prism often calls this correctly. Yet in a world be-
coming more complex, the allure of simplicity can be a hindrance. In 
the EU referendum, for instance, the left-right seesaws were in disarray, 
meaning a campaign where no one knew who to believe. 
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In this context, a 2012 study entitled ‘The Double-edge Sword in 
Social Judgments’ is interesting. The research looked first at how those 
with a heightened sense of morality addressed simple questions, and 
then at how they addressed complex ones. In the simple situations, 
those who attached more moral weight to decisions acted most ethi-
cally. They saw things in clear terms and took the correct side. When 
evaluating ethically complex dilemmas, however, individuals with a 
heightened sense of morality imposed their own unequivocal moral 
framework all the same, leading them to become “rigid and biased in 
their social judgment[s].” In other words, a strident moral compass 
actually left people ill-equipped to evaluate complex dilemmas – even 
though they’d been the most ethical when it came to simple ones.13

This explains how the allure of simplicity fuels the Dark Knight. On 
a simple issue – i.e. a choice between a fat cat private sector employer 
and a minimum wage workforce – those with a clearly defined moral 
prism might take sides boldly and quickly. But when the situation be-
came more finely balanced – as with the tube strikes discussed earlier 
(which pitted better paid public sector employees against transport us-
ers) – they’d wander into trouble. A vehement moral compass doesn’t 
work when there’s no obvious north and south.

The response to the post-crash economy is another example. From 
2008 onwards, there were a series of complex decisions for Labour: 
how to retain investment while protecting the poorest and making the 
financial sector pay their way; how and whether to cut the national 
debt, and whether reducing the deficit was the way to do it (and if so, 
what balance of cuts and tax rises was fairest); what Keynesian social 
democracy might look like in straitened times, etc.

But the allure of simplicity meant that this was interpreted by the 
populist left as a no-brainier: spending on the poorest versus ‘neolib-
eral’ austerity. The public suspected that the issue was more complex 
than this, and left populist narratives inadvertently fed the idea that 
Labour couldn’t be trusted with weighty trade-offs.

Ultimately, simplicity is the most sympathetic of the Dark Knight’s 
allures, and the hardest to unpick. Unlike identity and virtue, which are 
negative instincts within us all, to be tempered, the allure of simplicity 
is necessary for democracy. Most people don’t have the time to think 
through every policy issue, but should still be able to feel engaged and 
passionate.
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The challenge for our politicians is to break complex issues down 
into honest pros and cons, so that there’s less need for the compass 
provided by the Dark Knight myth.

NOTES

 1. Social Identity Theory was first set out in 1979. Its creators describe how 
the “pressures to evaluate one’s own group positively through ‘In-group’/ ‘Out-
group’ comparisons lead social groups to attempt to differentiate themselves 
from each other.” ‘The Social Identity theory of intergroup behaviour’, Henri 
Tajfel and John Turner, 1979.

 2. W.G. Stephan’s study, ‘The role of threat in intergroup relations’, written 
in 2000, identifies the importance of threat in embedding intergroup relations.

 3. ‘The Integrated Threat Theory And Politics: Explaining Attitudes To-
ward Political Parties’, Personality and Social Psychology Research, Danny 
Osborne, Paul G. Davies, Anne Duran, 2008, p.71.

 4. ‘Union chief says Christmas strikes “co-ordinated to bring down this 
bloody Tory government”’, The Independent, 2016.

 5. At the time many Corbyn supporters didn’t believe he could win but 
backed him anyway. Meanwhile, in the 2016 leadership contest, Corbyn sup-
porters were three times as likely as Smith backers to say, “The motives of our 
leaders matter just as much as what they achieve.”

 6. YouGov finds that 31% of self-proclaimed centrists say they’re morally 
above average, compared to 39% of self-identifying left-wingers and 47% of 
right-wingers. 

 7. Flagged on twitter, the quote is an illustration of  ‘expressive voting’. 
This is the term, used in contrast to ‘instrumental voting’, to denote political 
action which is about expressing who you are. Other Corbyn supporters express 
similar sentiments: “if the voters reject [Labour], that is a price that has to be 
paid if you want a party that you can believe in,” writes one. The distinction 
between these approaches is central to the historic battles within Labour. Da-
vid Arnold, for instance, writes interestingly about the Nye Bevan dilemma 
between oratory and outcomes.

 8. A literature review of ‘moral self-regard’ by academics identifies a cause, 
a consequence and an effect of high ‘moral self-regard’. The cause (which they 
call ‘moral compensation’), describes the fact that ‘moral self-regard’ often 
arises to make up for failure in other areas. The consequence (called ‘moral 
credentials’), is that people with high ‘moral self-regard’ become overly secure 
in their morality. And the effect (called ‘moral resentment’), is that those with 
increased ‘moral self-regard’ are disliked rather than admired.  ‘The Dynamic 
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Moral Self: A Social Psychological Perspective, Personality, Identity, and 
Character, January 2009, Cambridge University Press, Editors: D.Narvaez & 
D.Lapsley, pp.341-354.

 9. ‘When Do Moral Arguments Facilitate Political Influence?’, Matthew 
Feinberg and Rob Willer, Personality and Social Psychology Bulletin, Vol 41, 
Issue 12, 2015, p.15.

10. ‘Why I’ve Become Tory Scum’, Tony Parsons, GQ, 2015. (Laurie Penny 
defended the perpetrators, explaining “I don’t have a problem with this... 
What’s disgusting is that some people are more worried about a war memorial 
than the destruction of the welfare state”).

11. The study concludes that “people needing to demonstrate their morality 
to themselves or to others may exert effort beyond a point that would be con-
sidered economically rational because exerting effort on prosocial initiatives 
boosts their moral self-regard, regardless of whether their efforts actually are 
helpful. Consequently, a desire for a positive moral self-regard can lead people 
to generate fewer benefits for people in need.” ‘Desire for a positive moral 
self-regard exacerbates escalation of commitment to initiatives with prosocial 
aim’, Rebecca Schaumberg and Scott Wiltermuth, Organizational Behavior 
and Human Decision Processes 123 (2014) p.110–123. Elsewhere, findings 
show that anti-prejudice messages often make the problem worse, through 
being too staunch or didactic. Ironic Effects of Anti-prejudice Messages: How 
Motivational Interventions Can Reduce (but Also Increase) Prejudice, Lisa 
Legault, Jennifer Gutsell, Michael Inzlicht, Nov 2011. 

12. Alan Bennett, Diary for 2015, entry on May 8th.
13. ‘The Double-edge Sword in Social Judgments’, Xiaowei Lu, University 

of California, 2012, p.47-48. See also ‘Making it moral: Merely labelling an 
attitude as moral increases its strength’, Andrew Luttrell, Richard E. Petty, 
Pablo Briñol, Benjamin C. Wagner Journal of Experimental Social Psychology 
65, April 2016.
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To understand why it’s necessary to jettison the Dark Knight, let’s look 
at the myth on an issue-by-issue, group-by-group basis. The table below 
shows some oppositions which feature in the populist left mindset – a 
series of White Knights (which are regarded as moral by the left), and 
their corresponding right-wing Dark Knights. They’re divided into a) 
identities people are born with, b) behaviours and roles people adopt, 
and c) issues, causes and institutions.

For some, being ‘on the left’ is about siding with the entities in the 
White Knight column, whenever they come up against their counter-
parts in the Dark Knight column.

There are oppositions listed which, for some on the populist left, are 
articles of faith. Others might be fiercely rejected (e.g. Jihadist terror-
ists). The idea obviously isn’t to say the populist left are tub-thumping 
supporters of everything in the left column or seething opponents of 
everything in the right. (Nor, of course, is it to correlate being a woman 
with being a Guardian reader with supporting nationalisation). The point 
is about how the populist left regards these oppositions. The instinct, in 
many cases, is to sympathise more with the entities in the White Knight 
column, and give them more benefit of the doubt than their Dark Knight 
equivalents.

Imagine we saw a newspaper story about a Jihadist suicide bomber 
who’d killed ten people in an attack on Wall Street, and then we saw 
on the adjacent page a story about a white supremacist who’d killed ten 
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people in an African American church. Would our responses be differ-
ent? There’s no reason they should be. Both crimes are equally heinous. 
Both caused similar amounts of misery. Both perpetrators were brain-
washed or unstable. We can try to understand the mentalities, to prevent 
future attacks, but we can’t excuse one more than the other. The same 
goes for many of the oppositions above, even on topics less incendiary.

But the Dark Knight myth encourages us – sometimes just to a minor 
degree, sometimes more stridently – to take sides. And as soon as we 

Table 6.1.

White Knights 
(regarded as more moral)

Dark Knights 
(regarded as less moral)

a) Identities Working-classes Upper- and middle-classes
Scottish English
Northerners Southerners
Women Men
Ethnic minority White
Gay Straight
Europeans Americans
Muslims Jews

b) Behaviours and 
roles

Nurses and teachers Soldiers and policemen
Guardian readers Mail readers
Welfare recipients Bankers
Irish Republicans Irish Unionists
Green voters Ukip voters
Corbynites Blairites
Jihadist terrorists White supremacists
Original inhabitants of area Gentrifiers

c)  Issues, causes and 
institutions

Nationalisation Privatisation
More immigration Less immigration
More economic equality Less economic equality
Nuclear Unilateralism Nuclear Multilateralism
Non-intervention abroad Intervention abroad
Secularism Organised religion
Trade Unions Businesses
Cuba and Venezuela The US
Channel 4 Sky and ITV
Momentum Progress
Palestine Israel
Public sector Private sector
Russia The West
Invest more Invest less
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make this transgression – as soon as we say the Jihadist’s crime was 
more forgivable than the white supremacist’s, or that corruption in a 
trade union is marginally better than equivalent corruption in a bank 
– we depart from Rawlsian egalitarianism, and move into the realm of 
‘us and them’.

I’ll continue to refer to the above table, as we explore complexity, 
circumstance, depth and inexorability. These describe the four flaws in 
the Dark Knight myth.

HUMAN COMPLEXITY

Most on the left would agree that humans are complex. Yet it’s some-
times unclear what this means.

To unpack the idea, let’s briefly return to left-wing anti-Semitism. 
We’ve suggested already that this stems from the fact that Judaism dis-
rupts the White Knight/Dark Knight binaries with which left populists are 
most comfortable. The Jewish community defies the rule that a persecuted 
minority must also be economically deprived or a victim of ‘imperialism’.

In other words, left-wing anti-Semitism is the product of a world 
view which can’t cope with the idea that a person or group could con-
tain, at the same time, traits associated with the left and traits associated 
with the right. Hence, they inhabit the realm of singular identities. They 
take one surface of a multi-faceted identity, and make assumptions 
about the whole. 

Of course, the left populist who says an Israeli Jew is bad full-stop is 
rare. But what a few might say is that Israeli Jews are less likely to be 
decent people than Palestinian Muslims. They might regard the decent 
Israeli Jew as an exception to the rule.

This prejudice could equally apply to Americans, or wealthy people 
or many other groups in the Dark Knight column. And in most in-
stances, it would be mild. A person might, in the heat of the moment, 
refer to ‘upper-class bastards’ and then refine this view, upon inter-
rogation, to ‘upper-class people are more likely to be bastards’. Let’s 
turn it on its head, however, and imagine we overheard somebody say 
‘working-class people are more likely than average to be bastards’. This 
would obviously be wrong – not just because it’s a vile and elitist view, 
but because it denigrates a vast swathe of society based on a single 
piece of information. 
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The point is that, while the ‘Dark Knight versus White Knight’ 
mentality prevails, there will always be complex people cast as he-
roes or as villains through a single group allegiance. There will be the 
working-class person attacked for their ‘white privilege’;1 the hard-up 
pensioner who still uses the term ‘half caste’; the banker donating to 
charity; the Polish waitress saving to go to Ascot; the Express-reading 
immigrant. These and all the other category-defying people out there 
are beyond the grasp of the Dark Knight imagination, with its tendency 
to judge the whole by a part.2

Of course, we can believe this is a superior form of prejudice. And 
perhaps it is better to be prejudiced against better-off people than work-
ing-class people, or against Americans than Eastern Europeans. But 
surely it’s better still to avoid collective guilt wherever we see it; to 
object to the term ‘toff’ as well as the term ‘chav’?

Amartya Sen’s book, Identity and Violence, makes this case. Sen’s prem-
ise is that humans have myriad identities, and that to categorise them on 
the basis of one facilitates extremism.3 “Identities are robustly plural, and 
the importance of one identity need not obliterate the importance of oth-
ers.” He rejects theories which assume that “any person pre-eminently 
belongs…to one collectivity.” Even Karl Marx, Sen points out, disliked 
the word ‘workers’, due to what Sen calls its “crude presumption that 
any person belongs to one group and one group only.”4 The real world 
is anomalous: “A person can be a British citizen, of Malaysian origin, 
with Chinese racial characteristics, a stockbroker, a non-vegetarian, an 
asthmatic, a linguist, a bodybuilder, a poet, an opponent of abortion, a 
bird-watcher, an astrologer etc – and all at the same time.”

The same goes when applying the above table of oppositions. A per-
son could be a bisexual, Christian, BME woman from a working-class 
background, who’s employed by the police, reads The Guardian, votes 
Tory, and is an inconsiderate next-door neighbour. Judging her morals 
by who she votes for or the paper she reads would be reductive.

The character in question may be rare. But, thanks to the disruption 
of many orthodoxies, she’s less rare than she once was.5 Given the 
countless identities people now hold, a belief in singular, right-left 
identifications is more redundant than ever. This is one of the central 
reasons why the recent polarisation, into political groups driven by nar-
row interpretations of ‘the good’, is so destructive.
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The accusation that certain individuals are not ‘politically black’ is a 
particularly acute example of this. This was leveled at BME Tories in 
2019, who were branded “turncoats of colour”, “tokens” and “sellouts” 
for joining Boris Johnson’s first Cabinet. This is an insult which is 
straight out of the Dark Knight playbook. It assumes that certain char-
acteristics in the White Knight column (such as being black or Asian) 
should automatically align with other White Knight traits - such as 
supporting socialism - and that those for whom it does not forgo their 
BME identity.

Tony Blair describes how, in the 1990s, this impending multiplicity 
influenced his politics:6 

Sedgefield was a ‘northern working-class constituency’. Except that when 
you scratched even a little beneath the surface, the definitions didn’t quite 
fit.... They drank beer; they also drank wine. They went to the chippy; 
they also went to restaurants.... There had been an article – usual Daily 
Mail stuff – about how I was a poseur and fraud because I said I liked fish 
and chips, but when in London living in Islington it was well-known I had 
eaten pasta (shock-horror). Plainly you couldn’t conceivably like both 
since these were indications of distinct and incompatible cultures. The 
Britain of the late 1990s was of course actually one in which people ate 
a variety of foods, had a multiplicity of cultural experiences, and rather 
enjoyed it. This was as true ‘up North’ as it was ‘down South’.

Of course, most on the populist left pride themselves on not being 
judgemental or binary in their thinking. In principle, many eschew col-
lective blame. But it’s alarming the extent to which this doesn’t happen 
in practice.

Hence, when a situation arises like the one discussed earlier, where 
a Tory-voting benefit recipient cries on Question Time, many judge her 
as a Tory and nothing else. Likewise, the Mail or Sun readerships are 
tarred with a single brush, even though a minority, even among these 
groupings, vote for progressive parties.7

A more specific example is Ken Livingstone’s suggestion, in 2016, 
that a donation to Labour MP Dan Jarvis from hedge fund manager 
Martin Taylor was like “Jimmy Saville funding a children’s group” – 
and was proof that Jarvis was not “genuinely Labour.”8 Livingstone’s 
Dark Knight mentality meant he used Jarvis’s connection to someone 
from an ‘Out-group’ (a figure from the financial sector) to call into 
question his membership of the Labour ‘In-group’.
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In a letter responding to Livingstone, Taylor contested this dichotomy:9

You may find it hard to believe, but I am a hedge fund manager who ac-
tively WANTS the amount of tax that I pay to go up… That is why I have 
always donated to the Party…long after it transparently became against 
my financial interests to do so.

As another example, let’s look at a 2013 article by Laurie Penny, in 
which she claimed that “all men, not some men” are responsible for the 
abuse of women.10 The piece is an eloquent defence of collective guilt, 
suggesting that “men as a group, men as a structure…hate and hurt” 
women. Penny rejects the idea that you shouldn’t “generalise” – which 
she says is a way of “getting women to shut up.” She ends her article 
with a direct address to men as individuals: “You can choose to stand up 
and say no and, every day, more men and boys are making that choice. 
The question is – will you be one of them?” Her argument is that males 
should have the autonomy to escape their group, but that women retain 
the right to judge them en masse – even if the men in question are no 
more misogynistic than Penny herself.

There are many comparisons to be drawn here, of the ‘Do we blame 
X as a group for the crimes of Y as an individual?’ kind. And these lead 
us back to the door of Penny herself, a privately-educated Oxbridge 
alumni. Is she responsible for privately-educated people ‘as a group’? 
I’d say she’s not, and her 2012 article ‘Yes, Mr Gove, I enjoyed an ex-
pensive education, but I’m still not on your team’ suggests she feels the 
same way.11 Indeed, Penny complains that “everyone is divided up into 
warring tribes” based on their background. She rightly argues against 
judging people by the “class in which [they] were born.”

So by appraising the Laurie Penny ‘polygon’ based on one side we 
can view her as part of the female ‘In-group’, against the oppressive 
male ‘Out-group’.12 But by looking at another side we can judge her by 
her social class, and conclude that she’s part of the privately-schooled 
‘Out-group’ (along with Boris Johnson and David Cameron) – juxta-
posed against a state-educated ‘In-group’ who she hates and hurts.

This latter suggestion may be ridiculous. But it’s no more so than the 
idea that “all men,” from Billy Bragg through to Ike Turner, hold equal 
responsibility for the abuse of women.

Human complexity, then, is the view that people are multi-faceted, and 
that it’s an error to judge them solely as members of one category. 
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There are clear electoral implications here. Indeed, left populist accu-
sations of ‘triangulation’ (that is, taking your electoral base for granted 
and moving to the centre to win votes) are steeped in the Dark Knight 
idea that by broadening your appeal you capitulate. 

If we look at two of the most electorally successful progressive cam-
paigns in recent years, Justin Trudeau’s in 2015 and Barack Obama’s 
in 2008, both embraced human complexity. Trudeau declared “the Con-
servatives are not our enemies, they’re our neighbours.”13 And Obama’s 
‘more perfect union’ speech asked for politics to look for the good in 
people14 – even those behaving wrongly. Both based their campaigns on 
moral pluralism rather than moral tribalism.

The ‘big tent’ strategies promoted by Trudeau or Obama cannot 
come about via a ‘White Knight versus Dark Knight’ world view. They 
cannot even come about through a dilution of this moral tribalism. A 
genuine understanding of human complexity is different from a mere 
watering down of Dark Knight thinking (i.e. the move from thinking 
‘All Tories are evil’ to just thinking ‘Most Tories are bad’).

The three spectrums below show three versions of how the ‘White 
Knight versus Dark Knight’ dynamic translates into electoral strategy. 
In each version, the White Knight represents the left-of-centre party.

Strategy 1 is a purist dynamic, with a morally good White Knight ‘In-
group’ and a morally corrupt Dark Knight ‘Out-group’. Within it, even 
a single dividing issue – such as having a different view about water 
nationalisation – is enough to ‘Out-group’ someone.

Figure 6.1.  
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Strategy 2 is also a ‘White Knight versus Dark Knight’ dynamic, but 
a more moderate one. The White Knight is several degrees less good 
and the Dark Knight several degrees less bad. This is exemplified by 
Ed Miliband’s failed ‘35% strategy’ in 2015 (mobilising Labour plus at-
tracting Lib Dems), or by the idea of a ‘progressive alliance’. In effect, 
it’s a Get Out The Vote tactic, where all the basically good, progressive 
people line up for one side. 

Supporters of Strategy 1 fear that we’ll have to dilute our ‘In-group’ 
too much. Strategy 2 advocates, meanwhile, point to the irrelevance 
of Strategy 1. Diluting to a darker shade of grey would be better than 
having The Dark Knight in government, they argue.

The implication of both Strategy 1 and Strategy 2 is that every mem-
ber of the population has a sort of percentage score for how left-wing 
they are. The question for a political movement, this logic argues, is 
simply where you draw the line. True Corbynites might want Labour to 
rely only on voters with a left-wing score of 80% or more. Soft-leftists 
might go lower, to 65% and above. ‘Moderates’, the notion says, would 
happily go further still – to those with scores as low as 40% or 30%, 
thus bringing immoral right-wingers into the big tent. Compass chair 
Neal Lawson’s criticisms of New Labour follow precisely this logic: 
“The wrong people were voting Labour… What meaningful [political] 
project includes everyone?”15 Politics, by this rationale, can only be 
meaningful if it’s non-inclusive.

Strategy 3 is different. It’s a model where all the individuals in a 
society are complex – be they rich or poor, black or white, young or 
old, working- or middle-class – with some progressiveness and some 
conservatism within them. The role of left-of-centre politicians is to 
identify the progressive traits and reassure the non-progressive ones. 
Tony Blair’s success came through the promise that his governments 
would “serve people of all ages and backgrounds, including those who 
didn’t vote for us at all.”16

This is the Rawlsian approach, rather than the Manichean one. It 
seeks a settlement with which everyone is satisfied, where the different 
needs of individuals are fulfilled in a progressive way (so far as they 
don’t come at the expense of others).17 Pursuing this would involve 
greater sacrifices from more privileged people. But it wouldn’t set out 
to demonise or outlaw any group. 
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CIRCUMSTANCE AND LIVED EXPERIENCE

Some readers will feel that the above is stating the obvious. However, 
they might ask, what about people who aren’t exceptions to any rule. Of 
course, there’s the odd Telegraph reader who bucks the trend and votes 
Labour; but there are others who fully subscribe to stereotype. 

Although these straight-down-the-line Dark Knights are rarer than 
many think, this is a valid point. It brings us to the role of life 
circumstance.

As far as the difference between left and right can be summed 
up, it’s that the former errs towards nurture and the latter towards 
nature. A tendency to believe social circumstances determine out-
comes makes the left favour more equality and education – to level 
life chances. It makes us lobby for penal reform (because crime is so 
rooted in social problems and poverty). It makes us disavow nativism 
or colonialism (realising how lucky we are to be born in the UK) and 
support the welfare state (because we ourselves might fall on hard 
times). It leads us to frequently back intervention in the economy, 
redistribution, unionisation and the public sector, all of which reduce 
the impact of social luck.

This is founded on John Locke’s belief in the ‘blank slate’. Writing in 
the 17th century, Locke argued that people are born neither intrinsically 
good nor intrinsically bad, but are shaped by their environment. His 
philosophy guided Rawls’ view that true fairness can only be achieved 
by setting aside life experiences. 

So it’s alarming that we’ve reached a point where left-wingers feel 
vindicated in tweeting “#WhyImVotingUkip, because I’m uneducated, 
uncultured, white and old,” or in distributing posters in Ukip target 
seats, splashing the ultra-Thatcherite message: “Totally failed at life? 
Then why not blame a foreigner. It’s so much easier than taking respon-
sibility for your own poor choices.”18

The view that people are shaped by circumstance is something the 
populist left applies to crime, education or employment, but is less com-
fortable applying to politics. Many would give the benefit of the doubt 
to someone caught looting or setting fires in the London Riots much 
more easily than to someone who went on an EDL march – despite a 
clear correlation with deprivation in both cases.19
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The same is true with more general immigration sentiment. Politi-
cians have learnt their lesson following the 2010 Gillian Duffy inci-
dent, but there remain sections of the left who conflate concerns about 
immigration with immorality.20 This seems dangerous, given that these 
concerns tally so heavily with factors like age, wealth, education and 
region.

Indeed, Hope Not Hate studies show how dependent on circumstance 
views about immigration are.21 The opinion research, compiled 
following thousands of interviews, finds that about three quarters of 
Brits are sceptical about immigration to a greater or lesser degree. The 
sub-groups within this tend to be economically insecure, older and non-
university educated, or – particularly in the case of those most hostile to 
immigration – all three. Interestingly, the research finds few differences 
in attitudes between those of white British heritage and those of Asian 
descent.22 

Most other evidence backs this up. Fears about immigration are more 
common among those genuinely fearful of job competition and those 
who grew up in a different period. Once you whittle away these aspects 
of life experience, very few are as innately reactionary as the Dark 
Knight myth supposes.

This shouldn’t alter our views on migration policy. But it should 
change how we see those on the other side of the debate.

Arguing that political attitudes are linked to background is weak on 
its own, even if it’s true. It can lead to patronising approaches and 
excuse-making. Indeed, left populists are often the guiltiest of misus-
ing this argument – casting opponents of migration as victims of Tory 
brainwashing. This is effectively a Dark Knight approach of its own. It 
allows working-class immigration-sceptics to be moved out of the Dark 
Knight category, and into the ‘oppressed’ White Knight column.

The approach I’m taking here doesn’t seek to do this – despite how 
the previous passage may initially read.

To explain why, let’s move to the groups we really struggle to see 
the good in – the bankers, the Tories, the 4x4 drivers at the gates of pri-
vate schools, the members of the Countryside or Taxpayers’ Alliances. 
We can excuse the morals of the out-of-work scaffolder voting for the 
Brexit Party, the Dark Knight believer might say. But can we really do 
the same for the tax accountant voting Tory?23
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This is the case made by those who oppose the word ‘chav’ while 
deriding other demographics as ‘gammon’ (a left populist shorthand 
for white, lower-middle-class baby-boomers).24 And it is one which 
entirely misses the point. My argument isn’t about pitying people who 
‘lash out’ against immigration when they should be blaming ‘neoliber-
alism’. It’s that everyone, from top to bottom of society, is significantly 
– often definitively – shaped by circumstance, and that this massively 
influences values.

Let’s take two imaginary people with similar ‘natural’ characteristics 
– both intelligent, both conventional. The first comes from a suburban 
household in the Home Counties. They’re private school educated, and 
go on to work as a corporate solicitor, buying a flat in London using a 
parental nest-egg. They tend to think the Tories are a safer bet for their 
future. The second comes from a post-industrial northern town and a 
working-class, BME background. They go to the local state school, 
leave school at 16, and get a job as a mechanic. They rely on in-work 
benefits and social housing, and vote Labour to improve the services 
they rely on.

These stereotypes are deliberately crude, with all ‘complexity’ 
stripped out. Nevertheless, can we make a moral judgement about either 
character? The first, on paper, sits in the Dark Knight column on most 
issues: privileged, southern, a gentrifier, a Tory, a private sector em-
ployee. The latter sits on the White Knight side of the ledger. Yet both 
are products of environment, and live their lives accordingly. They have 
decent instincts but are also motivated by things which benefit them 
personally. If they’d been switched at birth they’d probably have gone 
on to live roughly the same lives as each other, and to vote in roughly 
the same ways.

Of course, the role of Labour is to radically cut the gap between these 
two hypothetical figures. But this doesn’t require a moral condemnation 
of one over the other. Someone better off whose interests are served by 
voting Tory is no more innately selfish than someone worse off whose 
interests lie in voting Labour.

Evidence backs up the idea that our values are products of circum-
stance. In 1971, 81% of those brought up in all-Labour households went 
on to vote Labour – and 75% of those from all-Tory households went 
on to vote Tory.25 By 2003 this was down to 62% and 67%, perhaps 
indicating more autonomy.26 But the correlations are still strong.27
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The process is complex, with some “incorrectly guessing” their fam-
ily’s political stances,28 or deviating from their parents’ views as they 
mature.29 Change, when it does happen, is usually gradual.

There are, no doubt, left-wingers from conservative backgrounds 
who might feel that they’ve pulled themselves up by their ideological 
bootstraps. But, like our economy’s ‘rags to riches’ millionaires, these 
self-made progressives are exceptions to the rule, not proof of it.

There are exceptional people who would have the same ideals regard-
less of circumstance (and who we like to think we’d be among). But life 
experience plays a defining role for most.

There’s still a risk, in writing the above, that we’re denying our oppo-
nents their autonomy. Yet this is only condescending if it assumes that 
we progressives are different; that we can see past our lived experience 
in ways that others can’t. But the obvious truth is that our values also 
come from life circumstance. We no more have a definitive moral grasp 
than anyone. 

The children of Middlesbrough tyre-fitters are disproportionately 
likely to grow up with certain politics. The children of Berkshire ac-
countants over-index in other values. And the children of Southwark ac-
ademics will often have another set, too. Many of those on anti-austerity 
marches would be card-carrying Tories had they been born to Berkshire 
accountants – and vice versa. 

This is why my analysis is different from the patronising idea that 
middle-class progressives understand working-class people better than 

Table 6.2.

Populist left analysis Pluralist left analysis

View of deprived 
reactionaries

Sympathetic – products of 
inequality, who know not 
what they do

Products of life experience – 
thus inconclusive

View of privileged 
reactionaries

Unsympathetic – financially 
privileged and should know 
better

Products of life experience – 
thus inconclusive

View of 
progressives

Enlightened, definitive and 
clear

Products of life experience – 
thus inconclusive
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they understand themselves. The left pluralist view should be that all 
perspectives are partial. The table below shows the difference.

Given the strong correlations between values and background, the 
only alternative I can see to the left pluralist view is that values differ-
ences are genetic. In other words, that children of Berkshire accountants 
are inherently more right-wing than those of Southwark academics 
and that, if the two groups were switched at birth, their politics would 
switch with them. 

This is a worrying view. If we say politics is tied to genetics then we 
open the door to views which are more common on the far right than 
the left. Hence – assuming we reject the idea of genetic primacy – we 
must accept that moral condemnation of those with different values is, 
in a sense, at odds with egalitarianism.

Far from censoring progressive values, the pluralist approach is an 
articulation of them. It asks that we allow for ‘nurture’ at all levels of 
society. And it lets Labour become the party of equal life chances, rather 
than the preserve of certain niche values: magnanimous in social victories, 
post-materialist in tastes, and dismissive of those who feel differently.

One criticism of this is that it’s ‘relativist’, blocking our convictions 
about right and wrong. If progressive values are skewed by life 
experience – if we too ‘know not what we do’ – then how can we 
believe in anything? Can we oppose Iain Duncan-Smith’s attitude to 
unemployment? Is a Nigel Farage wrong to say foreign HIV sufferers 
should be banned from the NHS? Or is our disagreement with these 
stances also skewed by circumstance?

There are two considerations in answering this – the first at the level 
of judging individuals, the second at the level of wider conclusions 
about right and wrong.

When it comes to individuals, a critique might be that my argument 
says two people who are clearly morally different are the same. For 
instance, you could deny Martin Luther-King his extraordinariness 
or excuse Mussolini his heinousness, and argue that they’re both just 
products of circumstances.

So, it’s important to clarify: I’m not denying that there are more and 
less moral individuals. I’m merely saying those individuals are distrib-
uted across society and the political spectrum. I tend to think there’s a 
mix of morality and immorality in most people – with a few very moral 
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or very immoral outliers. If we look at an individual’s life in the whole, 
we can decide how good or bad they really are. Everything we know 
about Boris Johnson, for example, suggests he’s pretty dishonest and 
self-serving. But I don’t attribute this to his political views.

In other words, the ‘circumstance’ argument is entirely about groups 
with political, national, ideological, or religious allegiances. It’s not 
about individuals. It therefore allows that Mussolini was highly im-
moral as a single person, but hesitates to say that the millions of ordi-
nary Italians who followed him were also inherently bad. Statistically, 
we must acknowledge that many of us would have been sucked in if 
we’d lived their lives.30 Indeed, we only need to look at history to see 
the truth in this. The prevailing norms in every society 300 years ago 
involved attitudes and behaviours which would now have you socially 
outcast or imprisoned.

Moreover, many of the individuals who do the most evil things – be 
it Mussolini, Stalin, Bin Laden or Anders Breivik – believe they possess 
a moral vision which justifies significant collateral damage. They often 
believe this vision is singular, pure and absolute, and thus that enemies 
of it are enemies of all that’s good.31 In other words, the historical fig-
ures who behave most immorally are often the most vehement believers 
in their own White Knight status. Instead of stopping us from ‘relativis-
ing’ bad people, a strong belief in the Dark Knight can lead us to do or 
tolerate bad things ourselves. 

This brings us to the other anti-‘relativist’ critique of the circum-
stance argument – namely that it stops us telling right from wrong. If 
our values are merely products of our experience, how can we recom-
mend them to others in good conscience?

This is where the Rawls distinction between ‘right’ and ‘good’ 
comes in. We can’t say with certainty that our values are good and 
others’ are bad; less still that we are good and others are bad. But we 
can – by looking beyond our own interests and experiences – consider 
what true fairness looks like, and thus whether one policy or another is 
objectively right. 

From this original position, some arguments can be dismissed in 
seconds – like Farage’s views on HIV sufferers. Others involve more 
thought – e.g. the balance of public and private sector, or what sorts of 
taxation are ‘fair’. But there’s no reason that an acknowledgement of 
circumstance leads to relativism – or that it stops us saying it’s right to 
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tax bankers, increase foreign aid or get rid of private education. All it 
makes us do is argue the case as objectively and logically as we can, 
and remove moral judgements of those who disagree.

NOTES

 1. Nick Cohen has long-complained about the use, by the left, of language 
suggesting collective punishment: “Google the number of times ‘straight white 
males’ are denounced by public-school-educated women in the liberal media 
and think how that sounds to an ex-miner coughing up his guts in a Yorkshire 
Council Flat.”

 2. Maajid Nawaz, makes the point that, by seeing things through the prism 
of struggle between rival groups, the left lets down the minorities within the 
minority (“every feminist Muslim, every gay Muslim, lesbian Muslim, every 
liberal Muslim, every dissenting voice”).

 3. Identity and Violence, Amartya Sen, Penguin, 2006, p.19-26.
 4. Identity and Violence, p.26.
 5. One account from the last election describes the sheer multiplicity of the 

electorate, following canvassing in Peterborough: “We knocked on doors along 
a monotone Victorian terrace, which in a bygone decade would have been 
home to an equally monotonous set of voters, but now we found a different 
universe behind every door: white guys with bellies and tattoos; shy Muslim 
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Let’s continue to focus on the weaknesses of the Dark Knight fable, 
looking at the dangers of giving policies and strategies a moral status.

DEPTH: STRATEGY, VALUES AND MORALS

Complexity and circumstance get us so far. But what if somebody’s 
politics are inherently different – if they were born with conservative 
values?

The Dark Knight assumption might be that the right-winger in ques-
tion has no excuse. To be more conservative is, all things being equal, to 
be more self-interested and malevolent. For instance, one commentator 
argued, in 2013, that the Tories were genuinely “evil.”1 

This assumption is implicit in almost everything the populist left does. 
It often takes the form of throwaway mischaracterisations about others’ 
politics – e.g. claims that Tories ‘hate the poor’ or that Blairites enjoy 
the prospect of Iraqis dying. These assertions block debate, and make 
politics toxic. They lead us to the third flaw of the Dark Knight myth, 
which is that it fails to account for a person or group’s moral depth. 

The truth is that it’s possible to support ‘bad’ policies despite ‘good’ 
values, and to possess ‘bad’ values despite ‘good’ morals. The lack of 
depth within the Dark Knight myth, however, groups these things as 
one. It allows a relatively superficial aspect of a person (e.g. their views 
on school funding) to become a proxy for their basic decency.

7

The Case Against the Dark Knight 
Continued (Policy)
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Historically, this has always been a dangerous attitude, providing an 
entry point for extremists. As Hannah Arendt wrote, “One of the great-
est advantages of the totalitarian elites of the twenties and thirties was 
to turn any statement of fact into a question of motive.”

To elaborate, let’s look at two approaches to the link between politics 
and morality – shown in the table below. I’ve developed these myself, 
and believe the first is essentially how populists view the relationship, 
and the second is how pluralists view it.

The first is the two-tier version of political morals. This acknowl-
edges that there’s a superficial element of ‘politics’, which relates to 
electability (the need to perform in public, etc). I’ve called this tier 
‘image’. Sitting beneath this is a core of essential substance – the bulk 
of the iceberg – which combines the policies someone supports, their 
values and even their basic morals. I’ve called this tier ‘principles’. 
This understanding of the relationship between politics and morality 
acknowledges that you need style as well as substance. But it sees ev-
erything beneath style as the same thing.

Populists adopt the two-tier approach almost without thinking. They 
use it casually and occasionally cynically, to pull the debate onto the level 
they feel most comfortable with.2 Hence, cutting the welfare bill can only 
be done from the standpoint that you wish to see poor people die.

The second, deeper way of looking at things is the four-tier model.
‘Image’ again describes politics at its most superficial. Do we call 

our proposed wealth tax a “silver spoon levy” or a “strivers’ windfall”? 
Do we need a new logo? Is the messaging right?

‘Policy and strategy’ is as it sounds: the policies and electoral strate-
gies chosen in order to fulfill your values.

‘Political values’ describes what the core ideals look like. If you were 
designing the planet in a vacuum, without interference, would you want 
a world that was equal, liberal and community-based? Or would you 
want one defined by tradition, competition and personal responsibility?

Table 7.1.

Two-tier model (populist) Four-tier model (pluralist)

Image Image

Principles Policy and strategy
Political values
Personal morals
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‘Personal morals’ describes basic questions of the human fabric: 
would you take pleasure in the suffering of others; would you steal from 
the charity bucket; would you save a drowning stranger? 

I’ll refer to these as ‘image’, ‘strategy’, ‘values’ and ‘morals’ from 
here on. The central idea is that a person’s opinions about strategy (or 
policy) aren’t a straight proxy for their values, and that their values ar-
en’t a proxy for their morals. This allows greater depth and texture than 
the two-tier model is capable of.

The MP Jo Cox’s maiden speech to Parliament contained the famous 
lines “we are far more united and have far more in common than that 
which divides us.”3 After her tragic murder by a far right terrorist, the 
speech came to feel portentous: a source of hope in a fractured post-
Brexit climate. So, how do we put Jo Cox’s words into practice, given 
there are political ideologies we vehemently disagree with?

The two-tier model, illustrated below, has no capacity to identify 
shared ground. It accepts that people have different views about how to 
win elections or about which leaders come across better. But it presents 
two Neolithic blocs once you get beneath this: left-of-centre people who 
are good, and right-of-centre people who are bad. (NB: the diagram 
only uses the two main parties, and deploys rough proxy positions for 
the image tier. The exercise is primarily about the relationship between 
the tiers, not the precise definitions).

Figure 7.1.  
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This is the thinking we encourage when we describe the Tories as 
evil – or when we blame every policy divergence on a difference in 
values. It’s an approach which ultimately causes the left Neolithic bloc 
to shrink, as ‘moderates’, Blue Labourites and voters on the ‘right of the 
Labour Party’ are also deemed evil, and driven away.

By contrast, the four-tier understanding offers a route to the ‘more in 
common’ vision. The diagram below shows why. It suggests a right-of-
centre person is no more likely to be personally immoral than a left-of-
centre person; there can be shared morals, even without shared values.4

And it also suggests that two people from different parts of the left 
(or of the right) still retain the same core values – even if they disagree 
about policy and strategy. Being a Blairite doesn’t make you any less 
liberal, internationalist, egalitarian or collectivist than being a Cor-
bynite, for example.

These are controversial claims, to some. So, let’s try to back them 
up. We’ll look first at how values are different from morals, and then at 
how strategy and policy is different from values.

Morals run all the way across the political spectrum according to the 
four-tier model, whereas values are particular to the two wings of pol-
itics. But how do values and morals differ? Isn’t there a risk that this 
justifies the selfishness and cruelty of the right?

Figure 7.2.  
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The first thing to clarify is that, just because morals stretch across 
the spectrum, this doesn’t mean I’m saying all people have hearts of 
gold. I’m not actually making any claim about the essence of human 
nature. The argument is simply that those with good morals (e.g. those 
who don’t behave corruptly, or take pleasure in others’ suffering) aren’t 
found at one end of the spectrum more than at the other, and are not 
particular to one political leaning.

There’s plenty of anecdotal evidence for this. An example is the 2009 
Expenses Scandal, which saw no obvious correlation between miscon-
duct and political leaning. Those over-claiming came from across the 
ideological range – from members of the Socialist Campaign Group 
through to the 1922 Committee, and from every point between. 

To take this further, let’s look at psychological explanations for how 
people translate morals into values. How can decent individuals hold 
contrasting views about how to run society, with both believing their 
politics is an articulation of morality? A good starting point is Jonathan 
Haidt’s The Righteous Mind. This sets out six ways in which people 
process morality, which Haidt calls the moral ‘taste-buds’:

• ‘Care/Harm’
• ‘Liberty/Oppression’
• ‘Fairness/Cheating’
• ‘Loyalty/Betrayal’
• ‘Authority/Subversion’
• ‘Sanctity/Degradation’

All six are within most of us, somewhere. But Haidt says that 
people with left-of-centre values concentrate on ‘Care/Harm’, ‘Liberty/
Oppression’ and to some extent, ‘Fairness/Cheating’. Those with right-
of-centre values spread themselves more thinly, across all six.

The taste-buds Haidt identifies are driven both by evolutionary psy-
chology and by culture. For example, the ‘Authority/Subversion’ taste-
bud was vital at points when “protecting order and fending off chaos” 
was the abiding concern.5 In WWII, for instance, the UK had a strong 
leader, Winston Churchill, and the war effort was based on everyone 
fulfilling their role in a largely unquestioning way. At that juncture, 
many of us would have had little time for those who sought to shake 
up the hierarchy.
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‘Authority/Subversion’ remains a powerful touchpoint – hence the 
hankering, among some older voters, for a simpler time (when Britain 
ran the world, when the man was head of the family, etc). It is not an 
‘immoral’ basis for a set of values. And even if we don’t see much 
modern relevance for it, we make a big mistake if we accuse those who 
do of lacking basic decency.6

The same goes for the other taste-buds the left struggles with. The 
‘Sanctity/Degradation’ taste-bud stems from concern for hygiene and 
the human body, which was necessary at more uncertain points in 
history. Culturally speaking, ‘Sanctity/Degradation’ leads people in 
divinity-based countries like India to adopt different rituals. In the UK 
it explains continued intolerance about homosexuality among some 
people.7 But it is a tastebud which we all access at certain points.

The ‘Loyalty/Betrayal’ taste-bud is the impulse that tempts even the 
most fair-minded people to prioritise friends and family. When it takes 
on a political dimension it can lead to values we’re uncomfortable with 
(e.g. a ‘charity begins at home’ hostility to foreigners). But anyone 
who’s stuck up for a friend they knew to be in the wrong has accessed 
this taste-bud at some point.

Meanwhile, the ‘Fairness/Cheating’ taste-bud is the impulse that 
makes us angry at queue-jumpers. It manifests itself in left-wing senti-
ment, like hostility to unearned wealth, but also in right-wing sentiment 
about welfare provisions. Middle-class progressives may find anger 
about benefits inexplicable. But think about the frustration if we felt we 
were routinely doing the washing up for a flatmate who didn’t return 
the favour.

The emphasis placed on each of Haidt’s taste-buds determines 
whether someone comes to hold right-wing or left-wing values. Some 
of the taste-buds have ceased to have much use in peaceful, secular so-
cieties. Yet their existence shows how people arrive at different values, 
via morals no more ‘evil’ than our own.

Another way of looking at this is the British Values Survey. Devel-
oped through polling since 1973, this combines Abraham Maslow’s 
hierarchy of needs with Shalom Schwartz’s 21 core human values. The 
model identifies three overarching values sets:

• Groupish values are based on perceived threats and anxiety about 
change. Those with these values think in ultra-local ways. Groupish 
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values are more common among older people, who often seek 
familiarity, security and continuity. Politically, this can manifest 
itself in social conservatism – epitomised by support for Brexit and 
‘no nonsense’ policies on crime – sometimes alongside support for 
redistribution.

• Individualistic values are based on competition and aspiration. 
Those with a concentration of these values are optimistic and am-
bitious, driven by achievement and recognition. The values are 
common among young people and BME communities, as well as 
upwardly-mobile middle-class groups. Politically, individualistic 
values manifest themselves in economic pragmatism, and in an em-
phasis on education, hard work and achievement.

• Post-materialist values are based on inner-fulfilment and a desire 
to understand the world and behave ethically. Those with more 
post-materialist values are often better off and university educated, 
and seek creativity, stimulation and understanding. Politically, they 
tend to be socially liberal, and to favour universal fairness, interna-
tionalism and sustainability. 

As with Haidt’s six taste-buds, we have aspects of all three values 
sets within us, but are driven by one more than another. This explains 
why two people can see the same thing differently. For instance, de-
ciding to send your child to an inner-city state school with poor exam 
results could be a sign of moral good, according to post-materialist 
values. But according to other values, it represents a moral failure to do 
the best for your family.

The key thing about the three values sets is that they stem from dif-
ferent needs, not different morals. And this means we shouldn’t seek 
to categorise their worth. Should governments aim to convert the BME 
‘individualist’ to ethical self-sacrifice, or demand that the ‘groupish’ 
pensioner becomes a post-materialist? Is the compulsion to write a 
novel of ideas more moral than the compulsion to own a nice car? Are 
you a better person for going on a climate change march than you are if 
you give up your time for a neighbourhood watch scheme? I’d be loath 
to answer ‘yes’ to these questions. Indeed, post-materialists, with their 
quest for social purpose and self-realisation are seeking something no 
less ‘selfish’; they’re simply less concerned about money and resources, 
often because they have less need to be.
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Beyond Haidt’s taste-buds and the British Values Survey, there are 
other models of how morals translate into values. But what all of these 
have in common is that they’re not pejorative about the moral worth of 
different ideals. Instead, they accept that everyone is different. Some 
love novelty; others dislike change. Some want to show they’re suc-
cessful; others shun the finer things. Self-reliance, competence, curios-
ity and even emotional intelligence are not distributed equally. As long 
as humans are born with different capabilities, needs and preferences, 
there will be some diversity of values.

Isaiah Berlin, one of the biggest figures in the pluralist tradition, 
sums this up:8

I am not a relativist; I do not say ‘I like my coffee with milk and you 
like it without; I am in favour of kindness and you prefer concentration 
camps’… But I do believe that there is a plurality of values which men 
can and do seek, and that these values differ... If a man pursues one of 
these values, I, who do not, am able to understand why he pursues it... 
Hence the possibility of human understanding.

The problem, of course, is that the fulfilment of one person’s values 
has implications for another’s. The elderly traditionalist in Thanet 
may want security, but what about the needs of the elderly tradition-
alist in Syria, for whom UK refuge offers a more pressing form of 
safety.

Karl Marx popularised the phrase “From each according to his abil-
ity, to each according to his need,” a sentiment which sought to organise 
society so that everyone could get what they required from it. If we 
pursue this logic then there should be ways of fulfilling the popula-
tion’s diverse values needs, without judging those with different needs. 
Looking at the situation from Rawls’ veil of ignorance, not knowing 
our own values, what type of society would we devise? How would 
we allow for individualists’ need for achievement without undermining 
post-materialist egalitarianism? How would we fulfil the pro-global 
impulses of one values cluster, without dismissing the traditionalist 
instincts of another? 

I won’t pursue this further now. But, ultimately, much of the above 
comes down to tolerance and willingness to give the benefit of the 
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doubt. Many supporters of both left and right parties would pass simple 
ethical tests – helping a young mum carry a pram down a flight of stairs, 
for instance. We should use this as our moral basis, rather than voting 
behaviour or political ideals.

Those with differing values may share decent morals. But how can we 
claim, as the four-tier model does, that different strategies are rooted in 
shared values?

It’s worth clarifying: I’m merely saying that those with different 
strategies and policy positions from across the left have a common 
origin, in the form of their motivations at the ballot box or their inspi-
rations for going into politics. Alastair Campbell and Diane Abbott, for 
example, have politics which are rooted in similar values – even if they 
disagree, on almost every point, about how to enact these values.

In the case of left-of-centre values, this means a blend of egalitarian-
ism, internationalism, social liberalism, communitarianism and social 
justice. For sure, there are small differences: New Labour followers are 
more comfortable with competition; Blue Labourites are more tradi-
tionalist; the Bennite left are less internationalist. But ultimately, unlike 
right-wingers – whose ideals comprise tradition, authority, competition, 
individualism, self-reliance etc – most who describe themselves as ‘left-
of-centre’ share these values.

This is reflected in the fact that many of those considered ‘centrist’ 
have radically different roots. Left and right populists may treat Tony 
Blair and David Cameron as identikits. Yet Blair was initially sympa-
thetic to Trotskyism, and first ran for parliament during Michael Foot’s 
1983 campaign, whereas Cameron joined the Tories at the high noon of 
Thatcherism. It was just that they adapted to political reality, to try and 
enact their values, hence they compromised and borrowed.

As political psychologist George Lakoff writes, “There are moder-
ates, but there is no ideology of the moderate.”9 According to Lakoff, 
most people frame things using an essentially left-of-centre prism or an 
essentially right-of-centre one – even if they sometimes use ideas from 
the other side.

(This is a problem which Change UK, formerly the TIG, failed to 
appreciate, and which ultimately contributed to their implosion. Other 
explicitly ‘centrist’ parties will face the same challenge).
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Values and strategy correspond with the terms ‘ends’ and ‘means’, 
commonly associated with Anthony Crosland’s 1956 book, The Future 
of Socialism. In the book, Crosland distinguished between what the left 
wants (ends) and how it plans to get there (means); between left-of-
centre ideals, and policy techniques. His frustration was with those who 
conflate the two, in a way that means socialist values aren’t achieved.

Crosland argued that equality is the overriding socialist end; methods 
like nationalisation are just the means.10 He thought a property-owning, 
capitalist economy could be consistent with the values of socialism, if 
there was low inequality, high social mobility and no poverty, class 
hierarchy or power imbalances. This may have placed him on the ‘right 
of the Labour Party’ at the level of strategy and policy. But he was no 
less committed to social justice, community, equality, etc. He just had 
different ideas about how to fulfil these goals.

If we take the topic of equality, we can see how people with similar 
values advocate different policies. One might say we should call the 
bluff of mobile capital, and create a maximum wage. Another might 
believe ‘pre-distribution’ is a less clunky tool. A third might sacrifice 
a high rate of corporation tax and focus on multi-lateral approaches to 
global profits. A fourth might wish to cut taxes on earnings and raise 
them on wealth. A fifth might decide inequality is, for now, too hard to 
fix through taxes, and that public sector funding and reform is our best 
hope of addressing it.11 And all would have different views about how 
electorally palatable and technically doable the above policies are, even 
though their basic goal is the same.

Looking at the Labour civil wars which have raged since 2015, we 
can see why the two-tier and four-tier models are important. Both of 
Corbyn’s leadership victories have been successfully framed by left 
populists, using the two-tier framework.12 In both, the arguments cen-
tred around principles versus image. Corbyn was presented as scruffy, 
off-message and unelectable, but as personally decent and true to La-
bour values and policies. Liz Kendall, by contrast, was seen as slick and 
palatable to middle-England, but as a betrayer of progressive values and 
– for some – morally bankrupt as a result.

This damaged the debate. Strategy differences were taken as a state-
ment about the values and even the morals of Corbyn’s opponents. The 
choice became one of voting for a good person who couldn’t win an 
election, or for a bad person who could.
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Critics of Corbyn hold some responsibility for letting the debate be 
couched in these terms. Polly Toynbee wrote that, “Free to dream, I’d 
be [to the] left of Jeremy Corbyn – but we can’t gamble the future on 
him,” the suggestion being that Corbyn was the only candidate of prin-
ciple, but didn’t have the right image.13

Tony Blair, by contrast, admitted the issue wasn’t one of image: “I 
wouldn’t want to win on an old-fashioned leftist platform…even if I 
thought it was the route to victory.”14 Yet he didn’t do enough to clarify 
that the disagreement was down to policy, not values. So, he too oper-
ated within the two-tier model, inviting the familiar accusation that he 
didn’t sign up to basic Labour principles – and was not, therefore, a 
good person.

Only by adopting a four-tier model (which teases apart policy, val-
ues and morals) could the real point have been made – which is that 
Corbyn’s policies and strategies would fail to deliver left-wing goals.15

An example of the ‘two-tier’ model at its worst in the 2015 contest 
was the accusation that those who opposed Corbyn were ‘Tory scum’. 
This gained currency in relation to Liz Kendall – partly thanks to her 
view that Labour needed to reduce the national debt. Her policy po-
sition was that it was actually left-wing to address the debt: “There’s 
nothing progressive about spending more on debt than on our children’s 
education.” It was also based on the premise that Labour lacked fiscal 
credibility, and wouldn’t deliver progressive goals without changing 
this. Kendall’s view thus reflected major differences with Corbyn’s. 
She saw reducing the national debt as consistent with left-of-centre val-
ues and goals. He didn’t. If she was wrong – economically or electorally 
– then she was wrong at the level of policy/ strategy.16 

Instead, Kendall’s position was interpreted as a statement about her 
values – leading to her dismissal as a ‘Tory’. And the two-tier model 
allowed this to become a statement about her morals – hence the ‘scum’ 
adage.

Believing the country needs to address the national debt doesn’t, in 
fact, make you a ‘Tory’ (John McDonnell adopted precisely the same 
line as Liz Kendall a few months later).17 And having Tory values 
doesn’t make you ‘scum’. Yet the two-tier model allows these big leaps 
to be made with ease: debt-cutter=right-winger=scum.

The ‘Tory scum’ epithet was the preserve of keyboard warriors. 
However, high profile left populists fed the two-tier approach that 
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drove it. Many mischaracterised those who didn’t support Corbyn as 
neo-cons, closet Tories and inequality enthusiasts, despite widespread 
evidence that this wasn’t their motivation at all.18 Others encouraged 
the idea that Corbyn-sceptics were self-interested, careerist or corrupt. 
A dog whistle politics emerged as a result, where every dispute shook 
down to a clash between basic decency and naked self-interest.

For a more concrete example, let’s look at the vote about intervention 
in Syria in 2015. This set the stage for one of the first battles between 
the pro- and anti-Corbyn wings of Labour. MPs like Liz Kendall saw 
intervention in Syria as consistent with their internationalism. Hilary 
Benn’s speech in favour of intervening drew a visibly emotional re-
sponse from Kendall, not by appealing to flag-waving nationalism, but 
through invoking the Internationalist Brigades’ opposition to fascism.19

Corbyn, by contrast, saw intervention as incompatible with interna-
tionalist values. He thought it would make the situation worse. Thus, 
differences between Kendall and Corbyn didn’t lie at the level of val-
ues. The opinions of both were built on a shared commitment to inter-
nationalism, but diverged on the question of how this should manifest 
itself. If Kendall shared Corbyn’s perception that intervening in Syria 
was an act of colonial aggression, she’d have opposed it. If Corbyn 
shared Kendall’s conviction that intervention would save Syrian lives, 
he’d support it.

Was Kendall placing too much faith in a mode of liberal intervention 
debunked by Iraq? Was Corbyn seeing things through an anti-imperial-
ist prism which became irrelevant decades ago? Thanks to the two-tier 
analysis, these questions barely came up. Corbyn said he was “ap-
palled” by the “jingoism” of MPs like Kendall, thus pushing the debate 
down to the level of values.20 And for other populists it fell further still, 
and became a case of divergent morals, with those supporting interven-
tion dubbed “murderers” by Corbyn supporters in Parliament Square. 
Framing the debate as a struggle between those who want peace and 
love and those who want violence and death didn’t get us any closer to 
the right outcome.

In a world where very few people are evil, and where most have re-
spectable ideals, all that the conflation of strategy, values and morals 
does is encourage people to see the worst in others. It creates false 
divisions and, ultimately, reduces everything to a Manichean struggle.
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Arguing for the four-tier model is vital if pluralists of all leanings are 
to rescue politics from this fate. To win arguments against our oppo-
nents, we must engage at the true level where differences exist.

INEXORABILITY OF ARGUMENTS

Some left populists might admit that it’s a dead end to obsess over 
whether supporters of different policies are immoral. However, the 
argument against taking sides is less obvious when it comes to the 
policies themselves – causes, interests, institutions, countries, sectors, 
etc. Surely, we can at least say that inequality, US foreign policy or the 
private sector is inherently bad?

The response to this links again to the Crosland distinction between 
ends and means (ends being the ultimate, unchanging ideal, and means 
being the way you get there in a given context). By supporting a set of 
means unswervingly, you can quickly arrive at a point where they clash 
with your ends.

This is what ‘inexorability’ means. It describes the part of the Dark 
Knight myth which breeds not sectarianism but dogma. It’s the phe-
nomena whereby we support a cause, policy, institution, country or 
method, despite it failing to achieve our ideals, because we believe it’s 
moral in itself. 

Trade unions are a good example. They are part of the solution to a 
range of practices - from zero-hours contracts to unpaid internships to 
the gig economy. Falling union membership is a real concern. Yet as the 
tube strike case study demonstrated, there’s a possibility that we side 
with them come what may – and that this ultimately undermines both 
progressive goals and union credibility. With better-off professions now 
heavily over-represented in the labour movement, this risk is real.21

These are the sorts of question that the inexorability issue raises. 
Is our preference for certain methods infinite? Is our support for na-
tionalisation limitless? Does our opposition to foreign intervention 
apply regardless? If the ‘class war’ was won, would we continue to 
fight it?

If we answer yes to these points, then we end up dragging our pol-
icies to the point where they’re incompatible with social justice. We 
move away from Rawls’ vision of a society which works for everyone, 
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and towards a politics which is doctrinaire. The best we can hope for, 
through this approach, is to be right more often than wrong.

The risks of inexorability are serious. For example, the hard left’s 
Euroscepticism – based on opposition to the use of free trade as a means 
– was maintained even while the EU achieved left-wing ends, like cul-
tural diversity, prosperity and peace for poorer countries, and workers’ 
rights.22 In some cases, The Dark Knight’s inexorability is actively dan-
gerous, such as with the unflinching sympathy it justifies in relation to 
Russia or Venezuela – long after both countries’ policies have become 
impossible to square with social justice.

Thinking about inexorability involves asking ourselves hypothetical 
questions. Let’s do this in relation to economic equality. This is some-
thing we on the left want more of. If you asked us are we pro-equality or 
anti-, we’d of course say pro-. The next question, though, is how much 
equality we want? We’re all in favour of more, but at what point would 
we stop? For genuine Trotskyites the answer might be absolute, total 
economic equality. And that’s fair enough. Most left-wingers, though, 
aren’t radical enough to believe in a world with no commerce and no re-
wards for creativity or social contribution. So, what is optimal equality?

It’s hard to put a number on this. Rawls – working on a non-eco-
nomic basis – argued that unequal opportunities were always wrong, 
and that inequalities of outcome were only acceptable if they helped the 
poorest most. In other words, inequality can’t carry across generations, 
and incentives must benefit everyone.

We can agree that our deeply unequal society is a long way off this, 
and for now that’s enough. However, if we sign up to Rawls’ prescrip-
tion or something like it, we must accept that there could come a point 
where we’d delivered economic equality so successfully that we needed 
less of it, in order to achieve growth. In this circumstance, progressives 
would need to do the unthinkable, and argue for more inequality.

This is so distant that it’s barely worth considering. Yet such thought 
experiments matter because they compel us to define what we stand for. 
This is more sophisticated than aligning ourselves with a set of causes 
and interests which we back to the hilt – and against others which we 
fight unwaveringly. 

Another example is gentrification. In London, this is rightly seen 
as stripping neighbourhoods of their identity, and creating tensions 
between affluent newcomers and existing communities. This has made 
it near-impossible for low income people to buy or rent in the capital. 
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Even if we don’t make moral judgements about those moving in, we can 
surely oppose gentrification itself? 

Yet here too there’s a risk. One of the left’s core aims is that different 
communities mingle. In a perfect society, the average classroom would 
be a cross-section of the population at large. So, gentrification is a good 
thing when it takes the form of those from better-off backgrounds mov-
ing to areas where they’re underrepresented. The problem arises once it 
goes so far the other way that they’re overrepresented.

In areas like Lambeth or Hackney, this is now happening. But the 
role of gentrification is that of means, not end; neither positive nor 
negative in itself. To support gentrification in the Lambeth of the 1970s 
would be to favour the middle-classes moving to underpopulated areas 
where they’d once have been too snobbish to venture. To favour the 
same in the Lambeth of 2019 would mean something very different.

Siding inexorably with certain countries, causes, interests and institu-
tions leads to the left losing the argument. There are two reasons why.

For one thing, it prevents us renewing ourselves. Once means be-
come invested with morality, then you can’t adapt your values to chang-
ing circumstances. Those who challenge orthodoxy are shouted down; 
those who raise doubts are cast as traitors; new approaches, which 
might yield left-wing outcomes, become taboo.23

On defence policy, for instance, Jeremy Corbyn is committed to uni-
lateral disarmament on the grounds it will limit the danger of nuclear 
weapons being used. Others are committed to multilateral disarmament 
for the same reasons. Yet a debate is constantly closed down by uni-
lateralists like Corbyn, who invest unilateralism itself with morality.24

The same goes for foreign policy. Military inaction is just one 
method to achieve peace, not an ideal per se. But you sense that the 
populist left now see non-intervention as an ‘end’ in itself, which they’d 
back regardless of circumstance – be it 2003 Iraq, 1994 Rwanda, 1960s 
Vietnam, or 1939 Germany.

These approaches characterise what Maajid Nawaz, co-founder of 
the think tank Quilliam, calls the ‘regressive left’. This refers to groups 
who see the choice between challenging extremism and challenging 
‘Western imperialism’ as a zero-sum game.25 Organisations like Stop 
The War allow their support for anti-interventionist policies and an-
ti-West causes to be unconditional. Hence, they find themselves taking 
reactionary positions, because they always back the same side.
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As well as preventing discussion, there’s an electoral problem with 
an unswerving support for White Knight causes. A question posed by 
the novelist Howard Jacobson in 2015 summed this up. Despite agree-
ing with Corbyn on taxation and welfare, Jacobson asked:26

Why can’t we oppose the inequities of a society weighted in favour of 
wealth…without at the same time having to snuggle up to Putin, pal out 
with Hamas, and make apologies for extremists?… Corbyn’s distinction 
is to have held on to these articles of faith while all about him have been 
losing theirs. In an age of facing-both-ways, he doggedly faces in one 
direction only.

Corbyn gives the impression he’d support certain sides regardless. 
For Jacobson, this casts his entire judgement into doubt. Corbyn be-
comes a stopped clock that’s right twice a day, lacking credibility even 
when voters agree with him.

As a result, while people might agree with Corbyn on some policies, 
they fear he’d pursue lost causes after the facts had changed. Many may 
back rail nationalisation, for example, but worry that Corbyn’s oppo-
sition to the private sector is so automatic that he’d want to nationalise 
everything else, too, leading to reactionary outcomes.

This is my interpretation of Jacobson’s view. Yet it’s backed up by 
sporadic opinion research, suggesting that voters agree with many Cor-
byn policies – as long as he’s not associated with them.

This type of polling is often circulated by Corbyn supporters, to 
suggest that the only reason he’s unpopular is the media smearing him, 
rather than focusing on his ideas.27 Yet far from showing that voters are 
pro-Corbyn in spite of how he’s presented, these polls actually show that 
people are anti-Corbyn in spite of agreeing with him. There is a strong 
streak of egalitarianism in the British public. But, in the same way as 
you’d trust the football opinion of a neutral over a rabid supporter of one 
team, the electorate needs to know that left-wing policies will be applied 
in a restrained and non-partisan way, before they’ll back them.

Public spending is the ultimate arena for this, with the fear being that 
Labour’s enthusiasm for investment will saddle the country with debt.28 
In this area and others, the public is more progressive than they’re given 
credit for.29 Yet they won’t vote for left-wing parties unless they trust 
that their enthusiasm for White Knight solutions is neither fanatical nor 
limitless.
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NOTES

 1. ‘Are right-wingers evil? Yes’, Sunny Hundal, Liberal Conspiracy, July 
2013. Other examples – and they’re not hard to find – include Clive Lewis’s 
view, in advance of the 2017 election, that people vote Tory because they 
“don’t care about other people.”

 2. Labour activist Conor Pope describes Corbyn’s rapid rhetorical shift, 
during the Grenfell disaster, from talking about immediate solutions to talking 
about core morals – the method being to “move public issues from a question 
of practicality to one of values.” Indeed, some have argued that to be a ‘centrist’ 
is in essence to distinguish between these layers. See ‘The Spirit of Centrism’, 
Bo Winegard, Quillette, October 2017.

 3. ‘Labour MP Jo Cox’s maiden speech to parliament in June 2015’, The 
Guardian, June 2016.

 4. Barack Obama emphasised this in his eulogy to political opponent John 
McCain, writing that McCain “Did understand that some principles transcend 
politics, that some values transcend party… They give shape and order to our 
common life, even when we disagree.”

 5. Haidt uses African fieldwork to emphasise that societies with a strong 
link between morality and authority have characteristics which “are more 
like those of a parent and a child than those of a dictator and fearful un-
derlings.” This comes at the expense of autonomy, but is built on the idea 
of a benevolent hierarchy which benefits everyone. The Righteous Mind, 
p.167-169.

 6. An example of this was ‘Sachsgate’, the 2008 incident when Jonathan 
Ross and Russell Brand called up an veteran actor and claimed to have had sex 
with his granddaughter. The event sparked a fallout between older conserva-
tives and younger liberals. On one side were those using an ‘Authority/subver-
sion’ or ‘Sanctity/degradation’ moral compass (“It’s disgusting. Jonathan Ross 
has got a mouth like a sewer,” complained one older woman). On the other 
were those operating on a ‘Liberty/oppression’ or ‘Care/harm’ basis, who saw 
a freedom of speech issue, with no damage done.

 7. Haidt writes that, through getting his head around the ‘Sanctity/
degradation’ foundation, he “began to understand why the American culture 
wars involved so many battles over sacrilege.” “When an artist submerges a 
crucifix in a jar of his own urine, or smears elephant dung on an image of the 
Virgin Mary, do these works belong in art museums? Can the artist simply tell 
religious Christians, ‘If you don’t want to see it, don’t go to the museum’? Or 
does the mere existence of such works make the world dirtier, more profane 
and more degraded? If you can’t see anything wrong here, try reversing the 
politics. Imagine that a conservative artist had created these works using 
images of Martin Luther King Junior and Nelson Mandela… Could such 
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works be displayed in museums in New York or Paris without triggering angry 
demonstrations?” The Righteous Mind, p.122-124.

 8. ‘Isaiah Berlin on pluralism’, New York Review of Books, Vol XLV, 
Number 8, 1998.

 9. Lakoff adds that “Moderates have both political moral worldviews, but 
mostly use one of them. Those two moral worldviews in general contradict 
each other.” ‘Why Trump?’, George Lakoff, March 2016.

10. “The worst source of confusion is the tendency to use the word [social-
ism] to describe, not a certain kind of society, or certain values which might be 
attributes of a society, but particular policies which are, or are thought to be, 
means to attaining this kind of society.” The Future of Socialism, p.75.

11. As James Purnell argues, “We believed in [education] reform, not least 
because it reduced inequality... Far from choice vying with equality, a set of 
reforms that included choice had reduced one of the worst causes of inequality 
in Britain.”

12. David Wearing wrote in The Guardian, during Labour’s 2016 leadership 
contest, that “We assume that the dividing line between conservatives and pro-
gressives falls between the two main parties – but it now runs through Labour’s 
heart… This is the real struggle taking place in the party now:… between con-
servatives and progressives.”

13. See ‘Free to dream, I’d be left of Jeremy Corbyn’, Guardian, Polly 
Toybnee, August 2015. The weaknesses of this were encapsulated by another 
Toynbee article: “The unpalatable answer is that policies matter less than the 
personality, performance and persuasiveness of leaders… Corbyn’s image 
may by now be sealed for ever with too many. He’s honest – but he’s no prime 
minister.”

14. ‘In conversation with Tony Blair’, Progress, July 2015.
15. Blair’s article ‘In defence of Blairism’ makes this point. He sets out the 

values he sought to promote – “community, society, family, compassion and 
social justice” – but says his disagreement was with the policies and electoral 
strategies the left relied on, which spoke for interests rather than values: “Yes, 
…we celebrated London as a financial centre. But we did this because we knew 
that without a growing economy life would be harder for those at the bottom.”

16. See tweet. Kendall spelt this out very clearly in a Newsnight interview 
in July 2015, explaining that while she agreed with Corbyn on the “outcomes,” 
she had a different view on the way of achieving [them].”

17. McDonnell argued, upon becoming Shadow Chancellor, that “There’s 
nothing left wing about excessive spending, nothing socialist about too much 
debt.”

18. Liam Byrne, for instance, proposed in 2015 that Labour add a commit-
ment to reduce inequality to the Labour constitution. Tristram Hunt said that 
“The task of helping communities like Stoke-on-Trent to thrive in an era of 
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intense global competition and rapid technological change requires a clear and 
unambiguous focus on reducing inequality.” Sadiq Khan, who was similarly 
demonised for his criticism of Corbyn, made the same point about inequality 
in 2014.

19. ‘Hilary Benn’s speech in full’, Independent, 2015.
20. ‘Jeremy Corbyn reveals he was ‘appalled’ by MPs’ reaction to Hilary 

Benn’s pro-intervention Syria speech’, Independent, 2015.
21. Nick Pearce and Gavin Kelly point out that “Trade unions are already 

invisible across large swathes of the mass-employing private service sector. 
Among low-paid workers, membership rates are just 9%.”

22. Corbyn’s claim that the EU would prevent Labour fulfilling its mani-
festo, for example, has little basis in reality – unless he is pursuing policies like 
nationalisation interminably, at the expense of all else.

23. Hopi Sen writes that “The easiest political technique in the Labour party 
is to imply someone one step to your right is a Tory or not one of our tribe. It’s 
so simple to question their grasp of what it is to be truly, really Labour and to 
use that to box them in and cut them off.” ‘One step beyond’, 2015.

24. Corbyn argued in 2015 that Nuclear weapons are “immoral,” as he’s 
done over 20 times in parliament before. 

25. Nawaz described in 2015 how this sort of viewpoint can mutate: “[The 
regressive left] have come to the view that…if you’re to challenge Islamist 
theocracy you’re supporting neo-conservative foreign policy. So, in their 
minds they’ve prioritised. They’ve said neoconservative foreign policy is 
the bigger evil... In doing so they make alliances with some of the most re-
gressive, theocratic fascist, totalitarian, barbaric, murdering regimes across 
the world.” Stop The War Coalition claims, for example, that Hamas and 
Hezbollah represent “a legitimate part of [our] movement” – and that the 
French were “reaping the whirlwind” of Western foreign policy during the 
2015 Paris attacks.

26. ‘Only the foolish would allow themselves to be swayed solely by Jeremy 
Corbyn’s sincerity’, Howard Jacobson, The Independent, August 2015.

27. See, for example, ‘The 9 charts that show the ‘left-wing’ policies of 
Jeremy Corbyn the public actually agrees with’, Matt Dathan, Jon Stone, The 
Independent, 2015. 

28. TUC polling after the 2015 election shows this. The main doubts about 
Labour were around the idea Labour would spend money they didn’t have. 
This was couched in terms of basic competence; people didn’t feel Labour was 
too radical, but they wanted to know radicalism would be limited by common 
sense. The 2016 ‘Cruddas Review’, meanwhile, demonstrated an appetite for 
policies which were “economically radical [but] fiscally prudent.” See ‘La-
bour’s Future: Why Labour lost in 2015 and how it can win again’, Jon Crud-
das, Nick Pecorelli, Jonathan Rutherford, 2016, p.9.
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29. A good parallel with this is the difference between support for feminism 
and for gender equality. Opinion research in 2018 found that 81% of Brits 
support feminist ideas (equal rights, status and treatment for women), but that 
this falls to 27% once people are asked if they support feminism itself. The rea-
sons for this hostility, polling finds, relates to inexorability, with many people 
believing that feminists ‘want women to be better than men’. This perception 
may be wrong, but it’s interesting all the same. It suggests that, for potential 
recruits to a cause, the appearance of unwavering partisanship can be a major 
barrier to signing up.
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MYTH TWO

The Puppet Master?

“It was much better to imagine men in some smoky room some-
where, made mad and cynical by privilege and power, plotting over 
brandy. You had to cling to this sort of image, because if you didn’t 
then you might have to face the fact that bad things happened be-
cause ordinary people, the kind who brushed the dog and told the 
children bed time stories, were capable of then going out and doing 
horrible things to other ordinary people. It was so much easier to 
blame it on Them.”

—Terry Pratchett

Summary of Myth Two

The first chapter in this section (Chapter Eight) explains what the myth means: 
the Puppet Master is the belief that problems are cynically imposed from above. 
It looks at the range of consequences – both mild and extreme – which this 
belief has. The chapter seeks to clarify that the Puppet Master represents an 
overestimation of the reaches of power, and unpacks this using examples from 
the British media.

The second chapter within the section (Nine) explains why the myth is so 
frequently reached for, setting out four factors:

• The instinct to speak for the masses describes the difficulty, for all of us, of 
accepting that our political views are minority ones

• The instinct to blame the system describes a mutation of the liberal instinct to 
blame society, into a belief that a handful of people are manipulating society

• The instinct to deconstruct describes the post-materialist critique of reality, 
which the Puppet Master myth tells us that only we can see through

• The instinct to see a pattern describes humans’ willingness to read meaning 
and shape into arbitrary events

The subsequent chapters in the section (Ten and Eleven) look at the factors 
which undermine the credibility of the myth:

• Human decency and ineptitude suggests that the ‘elites’ in question must 
be both inhuman and superhuman in their levels of heartlessness and 
competence – so it’s hard to explain how they’ve got to the top of society
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• Prioritisation: electoral and governmental sets out the range of hard choices 
which democratic governments face, and which explain why ‘elites’ don’t do 
what populists want

• Self-perpetuation explores The Matthew Effect, suggesting that the criticism of 
capitalism should be that it’s untameable and anarchic, not that it’s a devious 
plot

• Collective responsibility looks at how the Puppet Master blinds people to the 
harsh realities and hard choices of a truly egalitarian society, allowing the 
buck to be passed ever-upwards
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THE EVIL FROM ABOVE

Few see themselves in the ways described in the Dark Knight section. 
No one likes to think they’re sectarian or partisan. Many on the popu-
list left pride themselves on finding the good in people. There are large 
‘Out-groups’ to whom this benefit of the doubt isn’t extended. But 
many wish, at least in principle, to take a kinder view of their opponents 
than the Dark Knight myth allows.

The problem is that, if ‘bad people’ on the right aren’t to blame, an 
alternative explanation is required for why the world is imperfect. And 
this leads towards a second myth – sometimes believed in tandem with 
the Dark Knight, sometimes as an alternative – which is almost as fan-
ciful as the first.

The Puppet Master refers to fears about an omnipotent plutocracy, 
controlling our lives to protect their interests. This appears within all 
forms of populism. The Scottish independence and Leave campaigns 
both relied on the idea of a powerful ‘elite’, deaf to the will of the peo-
ple. And left populism is no different.

In effect, many left populists look across the spectrum, empathise 
with the people they see – even those voting for Farage or sending their 
children to private school. They conclude that the evil must instead 
come from a conspiracy overhead. We see this in action when Richard 
Burgon MP proclaims that, rather than siding with Remain or Leave, 
“Labour wants to reach out to the 99%.” Likewise, it’s present in claims 

8

What is the Puppet Master?
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that we should stop discussing left versus right and start talking about 
people versus elites.1

The Puppet Master fantasy is the cornerstone of many left populist 
arguments. Corbyn himself frequently speaks in these terms,2 and Paul 
Mason begins Post-Capitalism by describing a global power base “cut 
off in their separate world,” which inflicts on the population “the de-
mocracy of riot squads, corrupt politicians, magnate-controlled news-
papers and the surveillance state.”3

According to this analysis, ‘the powerful’ subvert or bypass the will 
of the people, through force and propaganda. For example, the left pop-
ulist claim is that politicians create anti-migrant or anti-welfare feeling, 
rather than that they surrender to it. This provides an alternative to The 
Dark Knight for some and a supplement to it for others, cultivating the 
idea that we live in a dictatorship not a democracy – and that those we 
disagree with are brainwashed. It thus avoids the sticky, Dark Knight 
issues which a democracy throws up when differences of opinions 
occur – dismissing them as products of a divide-and-rule strategy, 
dreamed up by totalitarian elites.

Of course, there is such a thing as the elite. What are you, if you went 
to Eton, if not a member of this group? So, let’s draw some distinctions. 
There are deserving elites (e.g. elite athletes or elite surgeons), which 
we need to exist, to cultivate particular skills. And there are undeserving 
elites (e.g. students at elite schools), which exist but shouldn’t.

The problem is that the term ‘elite’ has become allied with a third set 
of connotations – to do with the powerful subjugating the masses. The 
idea is that an undemocratic, unaccountable minority lords it over the 
population. Elites, according to this, conspire and plot, micro-managing 
society so as to secure power and reinforce privilege. They’re not toffs 
with a silver spoon, they’re Puppet Masters pulling the strings. It’s this 
version of the term with which I’m taking issue.

DESIGN AND GOVERNMENT

William Paley’s ‘watchmaker’s analogy’ was used in 1794, to back up 
the design argument for God’s existence:

Suppose I had found a watch upon the ground, and it should be inquired 
how the watch happened to be in that place… The inference, we think, is 
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inevitable, that the watch must have had a maker… [who] comprehended 
its construction, and designed its use.

For Paley, the world was too well-made to have been an accident. It 
must have been designed’ by a higher force. Of course, all evidence now 
suggests that Paley was wrong. But in 1794 his case was compelling.

The Puppet Master myth is rather like Paley’s metaphor, except that 
the watch in the Puppet Master represents not the beauty of the world 
but its collected ugliness: warfare, inequality, poverty, global warming, 
refugee crises etc. We on the left look at these phenomena – at these 
ugly watches, these machine guns in the meadow – and conclude that 
they’re too imperfect to have been produced by their surroundings. It 
can’t be the result of ordinary people like us or our next-door-neigh-
bours. One per cent of the population owning half the wealth doesn’t 
just happen, we say. It’s unnatural.

Hence, we decide there must be an architect or Puppet Master. This 
creator must be malign – or deeply self-interested in ways we’re not. 
And they must hold powers which transcend our humdrum lives.

For the non-religious populist left, of course, the role of Puppet 
Master falls not to a supernatural force but to a malevolent plutocracy; 
humans, necessarily, but humans more powerful and calculating than 
anyone we know. Even if we never see this entity – even if people we 
encounter from ‘elites’ seem well-meaning but ineffectual, or prone to 
follies we recognise in ourselves – it holds a grip on the imagination.

The Puppet Master explanation rests on this premise. It says that 
failures are rarely the result of cock-up, chaos or incompetence. Nor are 
they down to short-termism or weakness in the face of public opinion. 
And they’re certainly not due to the challenges of a globalised world 
and a diverse electorate. Instead, they come from powerful elites: an 
ugly watch in a beautiful field, which some sharp-suited entity has low-
ered down to wreak its havoc.

This Puppet Master analysis relies on a lexicon which reads agency 
and design into everything: political coercion; cultural hegemony; social 
cleansing; state-sponsored terrorism; pre-decided outcomes; oppression 
by a ‘deep state’; the engineering of ascent; the managing of opinion; the 
rigging of the system; control by the 1%; the construction of an accept-
able mainstream, the edges of which are patrolled by a police state, etc.

This omnipotent force is an intertwinement of ‘interests’ from the 
worlds of politics, finance, business, the judiciary, the civil service 
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and the media. These are often referred to simply as ‘they’: a mi-
nority of corrupt individuals, who have the power to end the world’s 
problems, but find that it serves their interests not to. In the most ex-
treme versions of the myth, this clique of tyrants and tycoons wilfully 
pursues a carefully planned agenda, deliberately causing harm as a 
diversion tactic.

As with The Dark Knight, there are variations in how strongly pop-
ulists believe in the Puppet Master. For some it’s a mild suspicion that 
the BBC supports ‘the establishment’. For others, it extends to conspir-
acies about Zionism and ‘false flags’. However, believers in the Puppet 
Master have one thing in common: they’re almost never associated with 
parties in power. Indeed, the stronger the belief, the further towards the 
extremes they usually end up. In the 2015 Labour leadership contest, for 
example, polling found that Corbyn backers were four times as likely as 
Liz Kendall backers to say “the world is controlled by a secretive elite” 
(and twice as likely as supporters of Burnham and Cooper).4 This is a 
striking finding, given the candidates’ respective platforms, suggesting 
an exact correlation between distance from the political ‘centre’ and 
conspiracism.

This correlation is self-perpetuating. The myth leads, inevitably, to 
an insurrectionist approach, which sees the will of the people as unan-
imous. The implication is that we need only to break into the control 
room and we can press the peace button, twist the poverty dial to zero, 
and put the inequality pedal into reverse.

Hence, those in positions of responsibility almost never believe in the 
Puppet Master. And believers in the Puppet Master almost never hold 
positions of responsibility. To do so would be to arrive at the mirage 
they’ve been chasing all along – to meet the Wizard of Oz.

On the occasions when Puppet Master believers succeed in gaining 
office, they’re invariably a crushing disappointment.5 This is blamed 
on their having sold out, not on problems being harder to solve than 
they thought.6 The conclusion drawn is that they’ve become the Puppet 
Master – not that there isn’t a Puppet Master. Insurgent becomes in-
cumbent, disillusionment festers, and in time the process repeats itself.7 
The present rise in populism is arguably the culmination of lower level 
populist rhetoric being deployed for many years, contributing to this 
vicious cycle.8
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DEFINITIONS AND CRITICISMS:  
WHAT CONSTITUTES A CONSPIRACY?

As with the Dark Knight, readers may be confused about where the 
Puppet Master myth begins and ends. We’ve already put a range of 
things under one umbrella, from the unrealistic commitments of oppo-
sition parties to the loopiest conspiracy theories. We’ve taken in, along 
the way, elements of civil libertarianism, ‘opposition for its own sake’, 
and cynicism about politics. Some may feel that, by conflating conspir-
acism with these other concepts, we reinforce the status quo. They may 
even feel that, by attacking the Puppet Master belief system we attack 
radicalism itself – shutting down those who call for change, by always 
pointing out the restrictions on government.

Moreover, some may say the Dark Knight and the Puppet Master 
are the same thing. The former, after all, pits strong, immoral villains 
against weak, moral victims.

To help explain the difference, let’s define the Puppet Master. For 
me, it is an analysis that underestimates the extent to which those in 
positions of influence are regulated by short-term pressures, external 
constraints, and public opinion; and which overestimates their organ-
isational, structural and coordinated power to impose an ideology, 
pursue their ‘interests’ or override public opinion.

Unlike the Dark Knight, therefore, the Puppet Master isn’t really 
about morals. It’s about social control and how politics works. It isn’t 
based on a ‘horizontal’ struggle between sides. It’s based on a ‘vertical’ 
struggle, between an omnipotent few and a helpless majority.

There’s a moral element to this, because the myth assumes that the 
motives of ‘elites’ are self-serving. But the question at the heart of 
the myth is about whether those in government reflect our society or 
shape it? Is the power ‘they’ wield more absolute, coordinated and 
undemocratic than we realise – or less? Do businesses and the media 
control and manipulate public opinion – or follow, respond to and 
reinforce it? 

Answers to these questions shape our explanations. And they un-
derpin the list of ways in which the myth manifests itself. If I believed 
strongly in the Puppet Master, it would create several overlapping con-
sequences for my politics.
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Firstly, if I was in an opposition party such as the pre-2010 Lib 
Dems – or even if I belonged to a faction of a party in power – then I 
could convince myself that issues were easy to solve, and that only the 
obstinacy of government stopped progress. Even if I knew at some level 
this wasn’t true, the opportunity to imply otherwise would be hard to 
resist. Politics professor Ben Jackson describes how, among left-wing 
intellectuals9

the foibles of the Labour party are portrayed as the result of a parlia-
mentary elite who self-interestedly and stupidly choose to accommodate 
themselves to the status quo. If only Labour MPs for once resolved to act 
morally and intelligently, runs the implicit argument, then a truly radical 
Labour government could at last take office.

Secondly, I might assume that the only thing preventing utopia was 
the venality of leaders. In line with this, I’d become cynical, believing 
outcomes were a foregone conclusion. In 2015, for example, the Conser-
vatives won the election fair and square, because their pitch to the country 
was more successful. Yet the next day many marched on Downing Street, 
complaining that the outcome was undemocratic. The idea that ‘the pow-
erful’ rigged the election – aided by the ‘mainstream media’ – blocked a 
much-needed examination of why Labour had failed.

Thirdly, if I saw power as self-serving and far-reaching, I’d fear it 
had the desire or capacity to intrude in my life and micro-manage my 
existence. This would create paranoia about trivial, necessary infringe-
ments on my freedom, like CCTV, policing of the internet or ID cards, 
based on the idea of Big Brother elites, desperate to lock up dissent-
ers.10 Often, this would block progressive causes. And it could have a 
knock-on effect for how I viewed the state generally, with my concerns 
turning, in time, from civil libertarian to pure libertarian. Why, after all, 
would I pay more taxes – let alone hand back control of entire industries 
– to those I suspected of surveillance and coercion?

Finally, if I felt the world was bad because those with influence had 
made it so, then the worse it became, the more they’d have to answer 
for. The end-point would be the view that all harm happens with the 
blessing of ‘elites’. This would lead me down the slippery slope of all-
out conspiracism. Corbyn’s failure in the Copeland by-election could 
only be explained as a ‘soft coup’ by the establishment, otherwise 
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Labour would have won.11 9/11 could only be understood as the work 
of George Bush, otherwise he’d have stopped it. Etc etc etc.

Going down one of the above roads doesn’t mean going down them 
all. But they each contain, as their common root, the tendency to over-
estimate how far-reaching power is.

For some, including those who believe in the myth only mildly, this 
overestimation is automatic. For instance, Caroline Lucas is quoted as 
saying “I feel like I’ve spent my whole life trying to find out where 
power is. Wherever I am, it always feels like power is somewhere else 
and I’m chasing [it].”12 Yet what if she’s chasing a mirage? What if the 
power she alludes to is, in fact, illusory?

Douglas Jay, Clement Attlee’s economic advisor in 1945, made the 
following observation about his time working in Downing Street:13

My most vivid impression in all these months at No.10 was the falsity 
of the illusion harboured by journalists, academics and others that some-
thing called ‘power’ resides in the hands of a Prime Minister. The picture 
drawn, or imagined, is of a great man, sitting down in his office, pulling 
great levers, issuing edicts, and shaping events. Nothing could be further 
from the truth in the real life of No. 10 as I knew it. So far from wielding 
great power, the PM at this time found himself hemmed in by relentless 
economic and physical forces, and faced with problems which had to be 
solved, but which could not be solved.

Even after Labour’s great landslide, and with many things going for 
them (such as taxes which were already high, thanks to the war) this was 
the case. In the fluid, globalised and ultra-scrutinised world of 2019, this 
is perhaps even more true. Progressives run a huge risk if we suppose that 
challenges only exist because someone, somewhere, is pulling the strings. 
The pretence that we live in a dictatorship helps no one.

There are two initial criticisms of my argument here. The first points out 
that leaders have many material powers – to raise taxes or pass laws – 
and that suggesting they don’t renders politics unimportant. The second 
also says decision-makers have material powers, and adds that pretend-
ing they don’t lets them off the hook. By pointing out the constraints on 
power, aren’t we just defending injustice?

These potential criticisms stem from a misunderstanding of the myth. 
To re-iterate, the Puppet Master is an overestimation of how much 
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control we’re subject to, not the idea that we’re subject to any restric-
tions at all.

The fact that we have laws about how you must conduct protests, for 
example, is a clear sign that controls exist to limit freedom. Likewise, 
the fact that each newspaper endorses a party before an election sug-
gests a design of sorts. Similarly, lobbying and marketing by businesses 
aims to influence policy and popular opinion.

So, my critique of the Puppet Master doesn’t say that institutions 
look on helplessly as events unfold, or are motivated solely by altru-
ism. It just says that they generally have less power than we imagine. It 
leans towards the belief that the world is complex, chaotic and ‘human’ 
(in the best and worst senses), not the product of a synchronised plan. 
And it takes the view that powers are restrained, much more than left 
populists believe, by public opinion, competing demands, an intercon-
nected world, human error, and all the technical brakes imposed by the 
democratic system.

This begs a follow-up question: if the Puppet Master describes the 
tendency to overestimate the reaches of power, then what’s a ‘correct’ 
estimation? I obviously don’t claim to have a definitive answer here. 
But what I will say is that the estimation must come through an empiri-
cal assessment – not through a hunch that we’re subject to more control 
than is evident.14

We need to apply Occam’s Razor – the principle of going with the 
hypothesis which contains the fewest assumptions. We should assume 
that the least contorted option is the most likely. Unless we can ob-
serve a shadowy alternate dimension, then we should blame everyday 
incompetence, short-termism, hard challenges or supply-and-demand 
economics.

Of course, any ‘correct’ estimation about the reaches of power will 
vary, depending on the country and the point in time. There have been 
occasions where ‘elites’ genuinely have seized full control, spying on 
and brainwashing the people, passing whatever policies they pleased, 
suppressing dissent and controlling information. In Stalin’s Russia or 
Hitler’s Germany, you wouldn’t be a Puppet Master disciple if you 
observed these things happening. And indeed, modern democracies still 
contain elements of unaccountability and top-down control.

But it should be clear to us that, in a democratic and largely trans-
parent place like the UK – with a free press and comparatively low 
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corruption – ‘the powerful’ have much, much less power than in Kim 
Jong-un’s North Korea or General Pinochet’s Chile.15 Of course, there 
are enough individual outrages – enough acts of self-interest, enough 
unpopular laws pushed through, enough miscarriages of justice and ef-
forts by marketers to sway the public mood – that we can find a pattern 
of control if we want. Like William Paley and his watch, we can put 
together a dossier of circumstantial evidence and come up with a grand 
architect. But this doesn’t make it true. 

Indeed, in modern Britain, Occam’s Razor actually invites a decid-
edly anti-Puppet Master diagnosis. We have low deference to politi-
cians; high scrutiny; complex legal processes and regulatory frame-
works; judicial review, data protection and freedom of information; 
security agencies chasing uncoordinated terrorism carried out by ‘lone 
wolves’; scoop-hungry newspapers with falling readerships; businesses 
operating in an intensely competitive economic environment; risk 
averse civil servants and local authorities; social media and 24-hour 
news creating an environment for information and misinformation to go 
viral; globalisation generating chaotic phenomena like mass migration, 
inequality and climate change. Etc etc etc.

All these phenomena point to a turbo-charged, ‘law of the jungle’ 
democracy, creating risk-averse governance – not to quasi-dictatorship. 
All suggest a world too chaotic to control – not a conspiracy. And, 
while none of these things neuter political influence altogether (there’s 
evidence everywhere of people trying to shape public opinion), they 
mean that politicians who want to deliver change must use their limited 
power more cleverly.

The Puppet Master ignores this. It begins with the notion of 
far-reaching power, and works backwards. This is why my criticism of 
the myth doesn’t represent a brake on radicalism. Refusing to subscribe 
to a Puppet Master analysis is about trying to grasp why society is as it 
is. It isn’t about wanting any less to change things. It achieves nothing 
to assume, automatically, that all roads lead back to a plot by the es-
tablishment. All it does is embolden those who promote easy answers.

To illustrate this, let’s take economic inequality. If we believe in the 
Puppet Master we might blame rising inequality since the 1970s on 
efforts by a ‘neoliberal’ elite to bypass the democratic will.16 We might 
see globalisation as the result of an overarching, Bilderberg world 
order, involving collusion between the political, media and business 
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classes. We might say they’ve made small strategic concessions to 
social liberalism in return for full control of the levers of global power. 
We might say they’ve subsequently, with the help of ‘friends in the 
media’, promulgated divide-and-rule narratives on immigration and 
welfare, to distract the public. The best route to economic equality, we 
might conclude, is to take down this ‘elite’.

If we don’t subscribe to the Puppet Master, the view is different. We 
might believe that, as the electorate became more affluent in Western 
nations, the organised working-class was replaced by more upwardly 
mobile voters. We might note that this new group became more so-
cially liberal, self-confident and cosmopolitan, but less reliant on state 
provision, less likely to unionise and less willing to vote for higher 
taxes. We might also note the globalisation process, which has made it 
hard for governments to unilaterally deal with high pay, thanks to the 
fluidity of capital. For the same reasons, bringing corporations to heel is 
trickier, especially when there’s a countervailing pressure to encourage 
investment. We might notice jobs moving abroad or being automated 
– leaving governments with the task, which they’ve often failed at, of 
breathing life into communities left behind. You might, of course, agree 
that this was exacerbated by politicians. In the UK we were unlucky 
enough to be governed by Margaret Thatcher at the crucial juncture, 
whose values were very much aligned with the changes happening. But 
you wouldn’t see this as the primary cause.

In short, you could either regard the rise in inequality as an authored 
process, driven by elites with too much power. Or you could view it 
as an authorless process, enabled by political weakness and a lack of 
answers in the face of change. These are different diagnoses. They lead 
to different critiques of decision-makers, and different solutions. But 
subscribing to the latter analysis makes you no less keen to see inequal-
ity reduced. Indeed, as the above quote from Douglas Jay implied, the 
successes of administrations like Attlee’s came because they engaged 
seriously with the limits of government. 

‘MSM’ OR ‘FERAL BEASTS’

To sketch what the Puppet Master is and isn’t, let’s look at the media. 
Conspiracies about the mainstream media (or MSM) have become 
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commonplace in recent years – with sentiment going far beyond the 
left’s traditional disdain for certain publications. This has led to left 
populist protests against titles like the New Statesman, and to the cre-
ation of alternative outlets like The Canary.

Perceptions about how news works are central to the Puppet Master. 
The idea that the press are the comms wing of the elite is embraced by 
the populist left and the populist right. Both blame the ‘establishment’ 
media for the failure of their ideas to cut through. Both feel that the 
press uphold the ideologies of the other side.

But the truth is that both left and right populists chronically overesti-
mate the extent to which media publications deliberately embed certain 
opinions. And they underestimate the extent to which the press are 
responsive entities – who know their audiences and have an incentive 
to reflect their views.

There have been countless instances of the Puppet Master myth being 
applied to the media since 2015.17 Let’s take a Crispin Flintoff com-
ment piece in The Independent: ‘The Jeremy Corbyn story that nobody 
wanted to publish’.18 This was a 2016 article about how the press were 
refusing to report a poetry and comedy tour by pro-Corbyn celebrities. 
It begins as follows:

Yesterday, I wrote a blog about the Jeremy Corbyn tour...which the 
media had failed to cover. I wanted people to know about the existence 
of the tour, but I also wanted to alert people to the fact that none of the 
newspapers I contacted were interested in reporting it. Journalist after 
journalist told me that the story was ‘not newsworthy’. ‘Not newsworthy’ 
is obviously not a scientific term. It’s purely subjective. And it’s also 
plain wrong.

The problem begins with the fact the tour was in fact covered – in 
The Independent and The Telegraph.19 But the real issue is with the 
deeper assumptions. The definition put forward by Jan-Werner Müller – 
author of What is Populism? – is that populists “claim that they and they 
alone speak in the name of the ‘real people’ or the ‘silent majority’.”20 
Flintoff does this (on behalf of Corbyn) throughout. He bases the article 
on the premise that Corbyn – and, by association, the pro-Corbyn arts 
tour – has overwhelming popular appeal. And from here he concludes 
that only censorship from those who want to maintain “top down poli-
tics” could explain journalists’ lack of interest. Even Flintoff’s flexible 
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understanding of “subjectivity” shows this, with its implication that his 
preoccupations chime exactly with the public’s, but are suppressed by 
elites. “Many in the media may oppose Corbynomics,” he concludes, 
“but, in the end, they have to respond to the people’s interest.”

Nowhere in Flintoff’s piece does he countenance the possibility that 
most of those performing on his tour aren’t especially famous, and are 
usually better-known for their left-wing politics than for their comedy or 
poetry. Thus, there’s little ‘new’ in the story. Nor does Flintoff consider 
the harder truth that the proportion of the population who like radial 
poetry, avant-garde comedy and Jeremy Corbyn is, rightly or wrongly, 
pretty small. The path of least resistance for journalists – especially those 
with right-of-centre readerships – is to not write about these things. 

So, are we claiming the print press doesn’t give left-wingers a hard 
time? Of course not. Two studies have analysed the media around Cor-
byn, and found the content overwhelmingly negative. One concludes 
that “the degree of antagonism and hatred from part[s] of the media 
has arguably reached new heights,”21 and the other points to a 2:1 ratio 
of negative to positive coverage.22 Few politicians of any colour are 
presented positively by the media. But progressives struggle most, and 
Corbyn has had it especially hard.

The Puppet Master myth provides one explanation for why this is. 
This analysis says that our MSM propagates deliberate misinformation 
from ‘the establishment’.23 It regards the media as an instrument of 
ideological control, and sees attacks on Corbyn as part of a drive to dis-
credit socialism, led by people guarding their interests. You only have 
to spend a few seconds ‘below the line’ on a Guardian opinion piece to 
find this sentiment (although many now say that even The Guardian is 
a tool of the establishment).24

There’s an alternative to the Puppet Master assessment, however, 
which is to see the media not as part of an immoral grand design, but as 
the symptom of an amoral process. This interpretation says papers are 
in fierce competition, driven by bottom lines and falling readerships. 
They’re sustained by content which titillates, scandalises, and gets 
people nodding along – which brings brand loyalty to the title. In other 
words, they’re institutionally conservative with a small ‘C’, more than 
they’re ideologically Conservative with a big one.

This perspective sees the press as ‘feral beasts’, as Tony Blair put it 
in 2007.25 It’s a vision of chaos not conspiracy.26 It regards right-wing 
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coverage as the product of a population at least half of which hold right-
of-centre views. And it also observes that right-wing preoccupations are 
often more visceral – making easier hornets’ nests to kick. It’s the idea 
of a media styled on ‘Big Brother’ in the Channel 4 sense (rather than 
the 1984 sense): salacious, knee-jerk, thoughtless and irresponsible, 
catering to every whim and impulse.

New Labour’s notorious spin operation came from this conviction. 
The media environment was seen as a free-for-all, characterised by 
groupthink, cults of personality, a race between titles to expose individ-
uals, and an appetite for creative destruction. The Labour press opera-
tion – now seen by left populists as an elite conspiracy itself – was an 
effort, wrong-headed or not, to manage this chaos.

Choosing one or another of the above assessments doesn’t sway how 
you feel about the media. The ‘feral beast’, supply and demand analy-
sis doesn’t exonerate the press, any more than the fact that people like 
smoking turns the tobacco salesman into a hero.

Moreover, if we apply Occam’s Razor, the ‘feral beasts’ perception 
seems closer to the truth. The Media Reform Coalition, who authored 
one of the above reports about the negativity of Corbyn’s coverage, 
provided the following clarification:27

There are no doubt some professional journalists and editors who have 
knowingly and willingly used their platform in an attempt to discredit 
Corbyn’s leadership from the outset. There are also likely some who have 
knowingly and reluctantly accepted the editorial ‘whip’ of their pay mas-
ters. But most simply believe that they are covering the stories that matter 
to their readers or viewers, or to the public at large, and in a way that will 
resonate strongest with them... This is important because if we want to 
try and tackle the problem of media bias, we have to first understand it.

Other research suggests something similar, with a chicken-and-egg 
interplay. Research by MORI describes a “complex dynamic system 
with various points of feedback between media and audiences.”28 And 
a study into four decades of immigration rhetoric in the Australian press 
discovers a sophisticated back-and-forth between government, media 
and the public, with all three reinforcing and reflecting each other – the 
result being a race to the bottom. As the author points out, “divergence 
from popular opinion by democratically-elected governments is an 
unsustainable political position.”29 This doesn’t necessarily excuse the 
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politicians or journalists in question, but the analysis is significantly 
different to left populists’. It suggests weakness is the problem – not 
coercion or propaganda.30 

Indeed, a majority of all journalists consider themselves left- rather 
than right-wing. The ratio is 3:2 in favour of the left, even among very 
senior figures in the sector.31 If there’s a right-wing propaganda cam-
paign at play, rather than short-term editorial decision-making, then it 
runs against the ideals of the media’s top brass.

Columnist Hugo Rifkind describes how, when writing editorials for 
a Murdoch paper, top-down missives were non-existent.32 And former 
Observer Political Editor Gaby Hinsliff writes that “newspapers thrive 
commercially by reflecting, not driving, readers’ opinions.” People like 
reading things they agree with, and successful publications play to this.33

Of course, Rifkind or Hinsliff ‘would say that, wouldn’t they’? Yet 
looking at the breakdown of readerships, they have a point: the editorial 
lines of different titles tend to loosely correlate with public opinion. The 
Mirror, Guardian, Independent and I, for instance have a combined 
monthly readership of about 76 million (including online and mobile 
readerships). The Mail, Express, Times, Telegraph, Sun and Star have 
an audience of about 122 million.34 This is a big difference, but not 
completely unrepresentative.35

The truth is that Corbyn’s explicitly far left brand of politics was only 
shared by one in ten when he came to office.36 And he did little at first 
to increase this, refusing to engage with the press and emphasising how 
out of step with the rest of the electorate he was (e.g. by refusing to wear 
a poppy). The path of least resistance for the average journalist being to 
go with the grain of their readership, Corbyn was a gift.

When he did electorally better than expected in 2017, the hostility re-
duced considerably for a time. This wasn’t because Corbyn had become 
less of a threat to ‘elite interests’ (quite the opposite – all the polling 
suggested he was closer to power). It was because he’d showed himself 
to be more attuned to public opinion.

Coverage of policy issues reveals the same thing. Just over a quarter 
of the populace are squarely pro-migrant, with a quarter strongly anti-. 
The remaining half (dubbed ‘the anxious middle’), have milder anti-mi-
gration views.37 Generally speaking, about three-quarters say migration 
should be reduced to some extent. Papers’ editorial lines aren’t a mil-
lion miles from reflecting this.
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And if we look at left-wing issues for which there is public support, 
like NHS funding, we find that even the most conservative papers strike 
a fairly progressive tone. Likewise, the right-wing press’s coverage of 
bankers has been extremely hostile since 2008.38 This undermines the 
left populist idea that the press seek to distract us from the racket of 
financiers at the top.39

Some might say the issue of causation remains. Couldn’t the high 
proportion of right-wingers or migrant sceptics be a consequence of elite 
propaganda cutting through? With headlines like ‘It was The Sun wot 
won it’ (a claim the paper rapidly disowned), this is a tempting idea.

However, research finds that “People who don’t regularly read any 
papers have very similar views…[to] the whole population, while readers 
of particular papers show heavy slants.” In other words, those who don’t 
consume print media aren’t more progressive. They’re simply closer to 
the mean average.40 The press’s chief effect is to magnify and polarise, 
not to sway.

Indeed, looking at the range of British print titles, it’s hard to see 
anything approaching a pro-establishment, MSM hegemony. Most 
papers present themselves as voices against the status quo – on vastly 
divergent grounds to each other – and speak for pockets of strongly 
held opinion. If the press are pushing an agenda, then its ideological 
content is certainly confused, ranging from Express to Independent, via 
Financial Times and Daily Star.41 In truth, there’s far less evidence of 
the press colluding in an hegemony than of them competing in a cut-
throat market.

Of course, this isn’t to say there’s no top-down element. As dis-
cussed, the Puppet Master overestimates rather than fabricates the 
reaches of power. It’s clear that at certain junctures publications inter-
vene in ideological ways, and that many owners have political views, 
which their papers reflect at election time.

Yet even here, the buck usually stops with the reader.42 The Express 
supported Labour in 2001, sensing which way the wind was blow-
ing.43 The Mail, despite having backed the Tories at every election 
since WWII, wasn’t above serialising Call Me Dave, Lord Ashcroft’s 
extended attack on the sitting Conservative Prime Minister. The Tele-
graph broke the MPs’ expenses scandal, drip-feeding the revelations 
about the Tories over a week. The Sun backed Nicola Sturgeon in Scot-
land, and led the campaign against cuts to tax credits.44 
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There are countless other examples, ranging from The Mail’s cov-
erage of the Windrush scandal to The Sun’s writing up of the 2012 
Olympics.45 The most blatant of all is many papers’ support for Brexit. 
This prioritised the instincts of readers over the recommendations of 
every ‘elite’ going.46

Another explanation for why a conservative bias exists, meanwhile, 
is the fact that the preoccupations of the right are often more visceral. 
The political psychologist George Lakoff describes the difference be-
tween left and right as being between ‘systemic’ and ‘direct’ causal rea-
soning.47 The former is abstract, concerned with the whole ecosystem 
around an issue. The latter is based on cause and effect. A left-winger 
might say there’s a systemic link between deprivation and crime, for in-
stance. A right-winger would say that nothing directly forces someone 
in poverty to offend. This has implications for the media. A ‘systemic’ 
argument like “look at the socio-economic factors that lead people into 
crime” is harder to build a headline around than a ‘direct’ one, like 
“throw criminals in jail so they can’t do it again.” 

To the extent that the press are disproportionately conservative, this 
is a big factor. The right’s advantage with the media comes less from 
Puppet Master propaganda than from a way of thinking which chimes 
with the needs of headline-writers.

Underlying this is a separate argument, about what we mean by 
impartiality. Are we asking the media to represent the full range of 
opinions? Or are we asking them to present an objective ‘truth’? I’d say 
that incontrovertible fact should always override the balance of popular 
opinion. There’s little to be gained by a TV debate about whether cli-
mate change is happening, no matter what the public thinks. But the air-
time given to different perspectives is harder; there’s no scientific fact 
suggesting that more redistribution is better than less, or that borders 
should be open not closed. The most we can hope for, on questions like 
these, is that media outlets represent the full breadth of different views.

Left-wingers often become believers in the Puppet Master because 
they confuse these things. A personal opinion, which they regard as 
self-evident fact (e.g. nuclear unilateralism is the only moral policy), 
isn’t held by the general population. Politicians who believe it aren’t 
invited by the electorate to run our institutions. Commentators who 
champion it aren’t as widely read. As a result, a narrative develops that 
it’s being censored by a Puppet Master.
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NOTES

 1. ‘What I learned from Podemos’, Owen Jones, Medium, 2015.
 2. Corbyn said in a 2017 speech, for example, “The people who run Britain 

have been taking our country for a ride. They’ve stitched up our political sys-
tem to protect the powerful… They’ve rigged the economy and business rules 
to line the pockets of their friends.” Elsewhere he has stated that he does not 
believe we live in a democracy.

 3. Introduction to Post-Capitalism, Paul Mason, Allen Lane, 2015.
 4. This is according to polling from YouGov in 2015, which found that 28% 

of Corbyn supporters strongly agree with the sentiment, compared to 19% of 
Burnham supporters, 16% of Cooper supporters, and 7% of Kendall supporters. 
The national average was 13%. The subsequent 2016 campaign showed that this 
type of feeling hadn’t diminished, with 55% of Corbyn-backers believing the 
security services like MI5 were working to undermine him, compared to 19% of 
the population at large. Separate polling found that 61% of Corbyn supporters be-
lieve politicians don’t care about the poorest, compared to 28% of Smith backers.

 5. Alex Tsipras of Syriza, for example, criticised as avoidable the package 
of cuts planned by the previous administration, telling voters “the future has 
now begun” and pledging an end to austerity. Yet the deal he himself brokered 
was equally severe, causing a backbench revolt and anger from the far left. The 
same goes for, Nick Clegg’s 2010 promise to “scrap tuition fees for good,” 
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The Puppet Master is an article of faith for many on the populist left, 
and has a strong appeal beyond this. Several instincts draw people to 
the myth.

INSTINCT TO SPEAK FOR THE MASSES

The first explanation is the desire to feel you’re backed by ‘the people’. 
Majority support is something that all politicians and activists want, and 
which many others crave too. 1977 research into the false consensus 
bias, for instance, concluded that we “systematically and egocentri-
cally” assume our own choices chime with others’.1

Populist movements rely on this belief far more. They often emerge 
from the fringes by latching on to widespread fears, claiming to be the 
only ones who care about them – and to speak for the ordinary, silent 
majority in doing so. This is despite being in electoral minorities and 
facing opposition from large parts of the population. They use the idea 
of an undemocratic, inauthentic elite to make this jump.

Research by Amsterdam University finds that a willingness to be-
lieve obvious answers are suppressed by the establishment is clustered 
at the political extremes, from where populism usually originates. The 
study’s author, Jan-Willem van Prooijen, writes that:2

9

The Appeal of the  
Puppet Master
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Our findings establish a link between political extremism and a general 
susceptibility to conspiracy beliefs. Although the extreme left may some-
times endorse different conspiracy theories (e.g. about capitalism) than 
the extreme right (e.g. about science or immigration), both extremes share 
a conspiratorial mind-set, as reflected in a deep-rooted distrust of societal 
leaders, institutions, and other groups.

This correlation reflects an instinct to speak for the masses which 
has been frustrated. Those on the fringes feel that their views are self-
evidently in the interests of the population. And yet democracy exposes 
the lack of appetite for their ideas.

This creates a cognitive dissonance, making the idea of a far-sighted 
Puppet Master appealing. The myth represents an alternative expla-
nation, which says the rest of the population subconsciously agree, 
but have been brainwashed or silenced. It lets you satisfy the instinct 
to speak for the masses, without taking the steps required to broaden 
support. 

This doesn’t mean we should always trust the wisdom of crowds, 
or that fringe opinions are substantively wrong. It just means they’re 
wrong in their Puppet Master explanation of why their arguments haven’t 
become government policy. It requires them to think harder about 
whether their policies are practical, or how they can persuade the public.

My opinion, for instance, is that private education is harmful. I’d 
never send my child to a private school, and would favour complete ab-
olition. However, I accept that there’s a spectrum of opinion, which I’m 
at the far end of. Even if many ordinary people say they dislike private 
schools, they’d often send their children there if they got the chance 
(or support others’ right to do so) – based on values differences, or on 
ideas about parenthood and free choice. And this is before you get into 
the practical challenges of abolition. So, I don’t think private schools’ 
continued existence is because elites have crushed the people’s will – 
even if I still think I’m right that we should get rid of them.

Puppet Master beliefs are attractive to anyone whose ideas are un-
popular. However, the instinct to speak for the masses is especially se-
ductive for the left – which sees itself, historically, as being on the side 
of the majority. Instances where elites are unseated by the people – such 
as the French and Russian revolutions – are viewed as left-wing events. 
In particular, we on the left are uncomfortable with being at odds with 
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what the working-classes want (hence the patronising idea that poorer 
people vote for right-wing parties as a result of a ‘false consciousness’).

This means we often rely on Puppet Master explanations, despite the 
conditions being very different to 1789 or 1918. Even though we’re 
living in a sophisticated democracy with a complex class structure (as 
opposed to a despotic monarchy or a society where only a handful can 
vote), the instinct to unanimously rise up as part of ‘the 99%’ remains 
attractive.

INSTINCT TO BLAME ‘THE SYSTEM’

The second appeal of the Puppet Master is the instinct to blame ‘the 
system’. This is the left’s conflation of a desire to ‘blame society’ with 
a desire to blame the Puppet Master who allegedly runs it.

As has been mentioned, one distinction between left and right is be-
tween ‘systemic’ and ‘direct’ reasoning. Systemic thinkers blame wider, 
structural factors; direct thinkers hold individuals culpable. The former 
therefore tend to say problems are ‘society’s fault’, subscribing to John 
Locke’s ‘blank slate’ analysis, and emphasising nurture over nature. This 
is central to why many left-wingers – myself included – are drawn to 
progressive politics. The fact, for example, that those with criminal con-
victions are disproportionately from certain socioeconomic backgrounds 
– and that high court judges are disproportionately from others – suggests 
that life chances definitively alter where people end up.

However, it’s a short journey from believing that issues tend to be ‘so-
ciety’s fault’ to believing they’re ‘the fault of those who run society’. The 
preference for structural explanations can mutate into the assumption that 
every problem is engineered. This transgression is what I mean by the 
instinct to blame ‘the system’. Left populists slip from blaming our so-
cioeconomic structure to blaming the plutocracy allegedly controlling it.

An example of this is the writing of Noam Chomsky. An anar-
cho-syndicalist with a campus following, Chomsky argues that people 
are receptacles for ‘propaganda’ – with their positive impulses mas-
saged into acquiescence by the powerful. In his 1988 book on the topic, 
Manufactured Consent, he portrays governments as spoon-feeding their 
corporate agendas to populations who swallow them whole.3
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According to Chomsky, “powerful societal interests” successfully “in-
fluence the public in the desired direction.” They “fix” the policies we take 
for granted, and “shape and constrain” news output. They do this through 
the “selection” of “right-thinking personnel” and the “provision of experts 
to confirm the official slant.” They “allow some measure of dissent from 
journalists” and even plant occasional negative stories about themselves 
(which Chomsky calls “flak”) to disguise their pre-decided goals.4 

Keen not to blame individuals, Chomsky suggests journalists are 
decent people, oblivious to their role in drip-feeding propaganda. Yet 
his language constantly stresses wilful intent. Someone, after all, must 
be ‘manufacturing’ the consent. And the less people are actually in-
volved – with even senior journalists exonerated – the more ingenious 
the clique who are responsible must be.

In doing this, Chomsky doesn’t identify a ‘systemic’ explanation for 
how society works. Rather, he encourages the ‘direct’ idea of a far-
sighted elite, injecting their ideology into an inert populace. Indeed, 
underpinning Chomsky’s work is the notion that Locke’s blank slate 
provides a blank canvass, onto which ‘elites’ impose their agenda. Hu-
mans have creative and cooperative latent impulses, he says, but these 
impulses are currently shaped by decision-makers, for their own ends.

Indeed, ‘the powerful’ are the only ones immune to external influ-
ence. They’re not blank slates, onto whom society has also imprinted 
a set of values. Nor do they have creative, cooperative impulses. They 
simply prey on the malleability of everyone else. Or, if these elites are 
influenced by surroundings, then the difference between how they’ve 
turned out (ruthless, autonomous, hyper-competent) and how everyone 
else has (gullible, incurious, decent) is staggering. 

Chomsky’s assessment is towards the thicker end of the Puppet 
Master wedge. But it shows how the instinct to blame ‘the system’ 
inadvertently conflates a systemic, complex analysis (‘we’re all more 
heavily influenced by our environment than we realise’) with a direct, 
culprit-driven one (‘the masses are influenced by their environment, 
and are preyed upon by an elite which is not’).

INSTINCT TO DECONSTRUCT

The instinct to deconstruct describes the left populist emphasis on cri-
tique. This originates from academia, and from forms of critical theory.5
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Professional academics tend to gravitate towards left-liberalism6 as 
do students.7 This manifests itself in university towns having, some say, 
become Labour’s new heartlands.8 

Why exactly is this? It is in artistic and humanities fields like Drama 
and English where the slant is by far the strongest. So, regardless of 
whether you believe that left-wing arguments are more logical – which I 
do – the idea that intellectuals are more left-wing because they’re more 
rational doesn’t explain the phenomenon. 

Part of the reason comes, again, from the tendency towards systemic 
causation. Someone drawn to life as a history professor, for instance, 
would usually be more attracted to systemic analyses.

But beyond this there’s a separate factor, which is the instinct to de-
construct. This is especially common in arts subjects, disciplines which 
build less on evidence or existing consensuses than on using creative ar-
guments to disrupt the mainstream view. This crops up most in the fields 
that are more predisposed to be left liberal, like Philosophy, Drama, and 
English Literature (the subject which I studied). These disciplines often 
seek unconventional readings, sometimes using paradigms like new wave 
feminism, Marxism, post-colonialism, queer theory or psychoanalysis.

Critical theories like these often assume that the authors being stud-
ied impose the narratives of the powerful, or that history has been told 
by the victors. Intellectuals take pride in seeing through these narra-
tives, and are rewarded academically for doing so.

This instinct to deconstruct leads them not only to question received 
wisdom, but to play an important political role. Suspicion of the main-
stream has at points caused an educated avant-garde to oppose injus-
tices which others accepted, such as during the civil rights process.

Yet this comes with drawbacks. The instinct to deconstruct takes 
more pride in subverting than in finding alternatives; it isn’t, by defini-
tion, constructive. Viewing society as a ‘construct’ or ‘state apparatus’ 
can lead us away from the truth, and converge with Puppet Master 
thinking. When applied to everyday politics, this can mean society is 
seen as an ‘authored’ object to be critiqued, with governments regarded 
as omnipotent, carrying the same autonomy over their work as Flaubert 
or Dickens did over their novels.

Of course, there’s more to politics than achievable, costed recom-
mendations. Re-examining assumptions is key. But the instinct to 
deconstruct must itself be interrogated. Conspiracy theories correspond 
with “lower analytic thinking and…greater intuitive thinking.”9 Hence, 
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if the desire to ‘see the strings’ morphs into Puppet Master thinking for 
its own sake, it loses its ability to probe. It ends up as little more than a 
way to affirm that we’re part of a critical vanguard, set apart from the 
‘sheeple’ who think what they’re told.

Developed nations tend to be moving towards the post-materialist 
ideal of “a society in which ideas count for more than money.”10 Cul-
tural capital and the ability to critique will come with increasing social 
value in the future. The challenge is to create questioning societies, 
but ones which remain open-minded – rather than being guided by an 
alternative, Puppet Master orthodoxy.

INSTINCT TO SEE A PATTERN

The final factor is the human willingness to read intent and connection 
into things. When it comes to politics we’re all inclined to pick out 
a more coherent pattern of cause and effect than exists; to imagine, 
as Douglas Jay put it, a Prime Minister “pulling great levers, issuing 
edicts, and shaping events.”

The aforementioned work by Amsterdam University describes con-
spiracy theories as “comprehensive explanations for distressing events 
that are hard to make sense of otherwise.”11 Others have found that an 
‘intentionality bias’ – a view that bad things are done deliberately – is 
primal to humans.12 It’s harder to see past these instincts than to em-
brace them and join the hunt for culprits.

During extreme adversity, this is acute. Andrew O’Hagan’s book-
length post-mortem of the Grenfell Fire, The Tower, describes how 
pervasive narratives of guilt were during the aftermath of the tragedy:13

All over the community, to believe the official figures was to align one-
self with the obvious criminals. ‘Accident’ was a banned word: more than 
anything people needed to believe there had been a cover-up.

This was a natural response among grieving members of the local 
community. But it was exacerbated by some on the populist left who 
– horrified by what had happened – encouraged the idea of deliberate 
intent, and accused the authorities of a numbers cover-up.14

Another example of the instinct to see a pattern is the ‘omission 
bias’ – the tendency to judge harmful actions more harshly than harmful 
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inactions.15 For governments, the reality is that inaction is a form of 
action. But the Puppet Master myth assumes that leaders do harm for 
no reason – rather than that they choose the negative consequences of 
doing something over the negative consequences of doing nothing.16

This is especially true when the omission bias joins forces with an-
other aspect of cognition, the ‘Nirvana fallacy’. This is the tendency to 
idealise a single, perfect solution – with any outcome that falls short of 
this blamed on malevolence.17

There are countless other biases. ‘Pareidolia’ means we see shapes where 
none exists. The ‘clustering illusion’ means we identify patterns in random 
sequences. The ‘illusory correlation’ makes us assume that things are linked. 
The ‘anecdotal fallacy’ leads us to extrapolate from a single event.

These demonstrate our brains’ aversion to randomness. They explain 
why, for example, left populists see Margaret Hodge’s daughter work-
ing for the BBC, link this to Hodge’s criticism of Corbyn, note that 
Hodge is Jewish, and arrive at anti-Semitic conclusions.

Even at a milder level, the instinct to see a pattern weaves venality 
into each imperfect fudge. PFI under New Labour was an uneasy – 
perhaps flawed – compromise, to satisfy a population who wanted 
“Swedish-quality public services for American levels of taxation.”18 
But the instinct to see a pattern connects several extra dots – e.g. the fact 
that Alan Milburn consulted for a private health company many years 
after – to interpret PFI as a coordinated scam.

Most people, regardless of their leaning, assume a greater level of 
agency from politicians than exists. This is partly because this is how 
it’s presented to them: those in office take full credit for successes, 
claiming they were part of a coordinated plan; opponents present all 
errors as deliberate and gratuitous.

Populists, though, are usually more susceptible because, for all the 
reasons identified, they rarely make it into government. Hence, they 
never have their instinct to see a pattern tempered by the arbitrary and 
incoherent reality of office.
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The most obvious argument against the Puppet Master is that, by over-
estimating the reaches of power, we risk crying wolf. If a modern-day 
Chairman Mao or Senator McCarthy took control, accusations of BBC 
‘propaganda’ or paranoia about the ‘database state’ would suddenly feel 
over the top.

Beyond this, however, there are four factors that render the Puppet 
Master myth flawed. These are humanity, prioritisation, self-perpetua-
tion and collective responsibility.

HUMAN DECENCY AND INEPTITUDE

Writing in 2016, journalist Ed Smith described one of the last publicly 
acceptable ‘Out-groups’.1 “Despite widespread political correctness, 
there is one group that it is perfectly legitimate to despise: politicians,” 
Smith wrote. He explains:

When I worked for a newspaper, I was surprised one day to hear a re-
porter, usually so fair and mild-mannered, describe her hatred and con-
tempt for politicians – ‘the worst people, just disgusting’. This is the kind 
of comment you hear from normally civilised and balanced people, who 
usually don’t know any politicians personally, but feel quite certain of the 
truth of their conviction.

10

The Case Against the Puppet 
Master (Government)
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In Britain you’d find many in agreement with the journalist Smith 
describes. Our leaders are self-serving; we’re pure. They micro-manage 
society; our lives are scatty and unpredictable. These narratives rely on 
the idea that those with power are a different species – a group of cold-
blooded, ultra-competent suits.

This has become a call-to-arms for all strains of populism. Even 
those who generally avoid ideas of good and evil fall back on the idea 
of a malign minority – which finds itself, in almost every country in 
the world, in the position to run things. George Monbiot, for example, 
wrote at length in 2017 about the altruism running deep within most 
humans. Yet he went on to explain that one group don’t possess this 
humanity: “We have been induced by politicians, economists and jour-
nalists to accept a vicious ideology… A small handful, using lies and 
distractions and confusion stifle [our] latent desire for change.”2

I refer to humanity here in the sense of human decency, but also 
of human ineptitude. The caricature of the power-politician has both 
aspects: they’re malign and self-serving in ways we’d never be; but 
they’re also more cunning and far-sighted than anyone we know.

Some left populists fully embrace the idea of an inhuman, super-
human elite.3 But others are more conflicted, and try not to condemn 
individuals.

At the start of The Establishment, for instance, Owen Jones distances 
himself from the view that “Britain is ruled by ‘bad’ people, and that, 
if they were replaced by ‘good’ people the problems facing democracy 
would go away.”4 In effect, this ends up being an “I’m not a conspir-
acist, but –” approach, to which most of his subsequent writing runs 
counter.5 Every influential figure in The Establishment is portrayed as 
a bloodless suit – “the real villains of the piece.”6 Their “concerted” 
goal, he says, is “to ‘manage’ democracy to make sure that it does not 
threaten their own interests.”7

But it’s the reason behind this inconsistency that is interesting. Be-
cause Jones and other left populists rely on the Puppet Master idea that 
all problems come from above, they inevitably end up suggesting that 
those at the top are personally corrupt – whatever caveats they put in 
place to begin with.

The truth is that ‘establishment’ figures can either be malign and 
powerful, or neither; the more they are one, the more they are the other. 
If the world is deeply imperfect and these figures are powerful then they 
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cannot be decent. And if the world is deeply imperfect and these figures 
are decent then they cannot be powerful.

To explore this, let’s assume the Puppet Master is true. Let’s say that 
‘the powerful’ co-ordinate with each other, to subjugate the people and 
line their pockets. Let’s say problems are due to an elite cartel, blocking 
the will of the electorate. Let’s say CCTV cameras, police powers or the 
MSM are the means by which they oppress and quieten us.

Then let’s consider why ‘the powerful’ are so wicked that they be-
have in these ways. There are three potential reasons:

1. ‘The powerful’ often come from privileged groups, which are inher-
ently more selfish and immoral

2. ‘The powerful’ are born immoral at different levels of society, and 
climb to power from whatever position they’re born into

3. ‘The powerful’ have been corrupted by their positions (and the hu-
man fabric is, at core, corruptible)

Each of these propositions is troubling for a progressive. Reason 1 
is especially tricky. If the populist left is saying there’s a link between 
start in life and genetic morality, then we’re in dangerous territory. 
As well as opening a door to extremism – the purging or imprisoning 
of these groups, for example – this invites the populist right to make 
similar eugenic arguments. Much of the case against this relates to ar-
guments made in Chapter Six, which I won’t repeat here. But Reason 1 
is an idea we can discount with relative ease.

Reason 2 suggests we live in a sort of ‘malignocracy’: good and bad 
people born at every level of the population, with the most callous and 
corrupt rising to the top. Again, this is troubling. It effectively means 
that the MPs or CEOs from the humblest beginnings are also, propor-
tionally, less moral than those born into privilege.

After all, even if malignity rises to the top, start-in-life clearly plays 
a role – given that ‘elites’ still come, disproportionately, from privi-
leged backgrounds. It follows, according to the Reason 2 logic, that 
those in our malignocracy who become powerful without social luck 
must, all things being equal, be more malign than those born with a 
dollop of good fortune. State-educated cabinet ministers would thus, 
on average, be less innately moral than privately-educated ones – with 
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those who claw their way to government from genuine poverty the 
most diabolical of all. If you pursue the Reason 2 logic, the implica-
tion is a venal elite, comprising ultra-malign commoners and mildly 
malign toffs.

There are, it should be said, traits which politicians over-index in, 
like extraversion.8 And there’s even evidence that CEOs are dispro-
portionately psychopathic – with 3% displaying psychopathic traits, 
compared to 1% of the overall population.9 However, the numbers are 
so small that this doesn’t seem like the central issue. And, either way, 
it doesn’t change the core point – which is that, whatever inherent traits 
‘the powerful’ have, they’re likely to be least acute among the Eto-
nians who come to wield influence. The worse we believe these traits 
are, the more suspicious we need to be of powerful people from poor 
backgrounds.

It’s doubtful that the populist left seriously thinks this. But we should 
be clear that the end-point of Reason 2 is a gift-wrapped argument 
against social mobility.

Finally, Reason 3. This says the moral fabric is the same among 
‘elites’ as among the rest of us, but that ‘power corrupts’. This has more 
to it than Reasons 1 and 2. Power can corrupt – especially if there’s 
little transparency or accountability. Even when heavily limited, power 
brings a degree of hubris. Many who govern become convinced they 
know best. This is a relatively small factor in a country like ours, where 
there are democratic checks on this hubris. But it’s a factor.

However, Reason 3 comes with big implications of its own. In es-
sence, it says we’re all, at some level, self-interested. I don’t dispute 
this entirely, given the atrocities which humans have proved capable of. 
But the logical conclusion of the ‘power corrupts’ idea is that we’d also 
succumb to hubris – power would corrupt us. This removes much of our 
justification for anger at the Puppet Master. All we can do is advocate 
transparency, scrutiny and regulation, to hold back the worse instincts 
of ‘the powerful’ – and, by implication, of ourselves. 

This begs the question of how corruptible humans are? If, like 
Chomsky or Monbiot, we believe in a benign populace, preyed on by 
an ultra-malign elite, then our corruptibility is immense. We ourselves, 
if we ended up in power, would quickly turn from well-meaning dolts 
to inhuman superhumans. We’d be capable of brainwashing the popu-
lation, coordinating a network of ‘outriders’ and subjugating the poor 
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– and would do so for an extra zero on our bank balance. If this is right 
then Monbiot’s view that most ordinary people are “socially minded, 
empathetic and altruistic” is hard to credit.

In other words, if you subscribe to Reason 3 then the more you blame 
the Puppet Master, the dimmer view you must take of human nature. 
Anyone who gets the opportunity to improve the world will, however 
well-meaning they start out, be consumed by ruthless greed. Why 
would we even want to change things or help people, if this is what the 
human fabric looks like?10

Reason 3 is still the best explanation, among our three, for the be-
haviour of some powerful people. Despite our positive traits, there’s a 
capacity, in most individuals, to take shortcuts, settle scores, or turn a 
blind eye if it’s in our interest. To this extent, power corrupts. Yet by 
taking this approach, we either concede the limits of how powerful ‘the 
powerful’ in our society are, or we embrace an utterly misanthropic 
world view. Unless there’s a strain of genuine evil running through ev-
eryone, ‘the powerful’ can’t – according to Reason 3 – be as self-serv-
ing as the likes of Chomsky suggest.

An inability to deal with this paradox is, I’d argue, the factor which 
takes extreme Puppet Master believers down the path of anti-Semitism. 
And it leaves other Puppet Master advocates, such as those among the 
left populist commentariat, ill-equipped to address the problem – with-
out renouncing their conspiracism at the same time. 

After all, the idea of the all-powerful Jew circumnavigates ‘human 
decency and ineptitude’. Anti-Semitic tropes provide, readymade, a 
race of inhuman super-humans. They allow Puppet Master logic to 
jump the track, into overt racism.

The reality is that those in power are cut from the same cloth as the 
rest of us – some good, some bad, some misguided. A morally aver-
age human would behave in roughly the same ways as ‘the powerful’ 
were they in their position. The conclusion, assuming we believe most 
people are fairly decent, is that power is more limited than populists 
suppose.

The caricature of elites devoid of humanity therefore presents – 
through being so fanciful – one of the best arguments against the Puppet 
Master. In reality ‘the powerful’ are, as one journalist put it, “neither 
wicked nor clever enough to do what they’re accused of.”11
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PRIORITISATION: ELECTORAL  
AND GOVERNMENTAL

Why, if ‘the powerful’ are as decent and flawed as the rest of us, don’t 
they just do what the people want? The answer is, of course, that there 
are competing pressures and priorities in any democracy. The number 
of levers governments can pull is finite. If they cater to one section of 
opinion they often do so at the expense of another. If they advance one 
policy it usually has a side-effect.

The electorate often wants the best of all worlds. Pluralist leaders 
draw decisions into focus for them, and advocate the best set of choices. 
And pluralists on the left advocate the most egalitarian and fair combi-
nations possible, taking the public with them.12

Populists, by contrast, believe that priorities are an establishment 
fiction. The notion of a Puppet Master, withholding the riches at its 
disposal, forms an alternative. It lets populists reject the idea that there 
are pros and cons. Those who challenge this are seen as part of the 
technocratic ‘rot at the top’, lacking integrity or ideals.

This creates an inability to take decisions. Corbyn’s policies on Eu-
rope, immigration, Trident, welfare and Northern Ireland – and on the 
balance between growth and equality – remain unclear at the time of 
writing, thanks to a lifetime of blaming everything on Puppet Master 
oppression. Forced to set out how he’d prioritise if he was in power, 
Labour’s 2017 manifesto was a not-especially-radical blend of triangu-
lation, trade-off and duplicity. Indeed, many of the compromises were 
actually reactionary, compiled by a leadership only just learning the 
‘language of priorities’.13

There are two aspects to ‘prioritisation’: electoral and policy-based. 
Let’s start with the former.

We live in a country with a range of views. While large parts of the 
population share a frustration at the ‘political class’, the things they 
want the political class to do vary. In UK politics there’s a Scottish 
nationalist movement demanding independence, a Bennite movement 
calling for undiluted socialism, a Brexiteer movement demanding full 
‘sovereignty’, and a Europhile movement wishing to reverse Brexit – to 
name just a few. Each of these crusades speaks for a slice of the popu-
lation, yet claims to speak for more.14
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On top of this you have countless campaigns assuming the mantle 
of insurgent: a countryside lobby attacking an urban elite; trade unions 
attacking a business elite; climate change sceptics attacking an envi-
ronmentalist elite; green campaigners attacking a corporate elite; a 
‘taxpayer’ lobby attacking a public sector elite, etc. And that’s before 
we get into the everyday expectations of voters – for lower taxes, more 
nurses, less immigrants, lower inequality, greener communities, more 
compassion for refugees, cheaper petrol, free universities, a stronger 
army, more personal liberty, a lower welfare bill etc.15

The above demands are hard to reconcile. Yet each represents in-
terests (and voters) who will be alienated if ignored. The fact that ‘the 
powerful’ must cater to these differing expectations undermines the 
Puppet Master myth. The sheer range of ‘anti-establishment’ voices, 
each with vehement, opposing goals, cancel each other out. What sort of 
unaccountable plutocracy, after all, must split the difference of so many 
contradictory perspectives to retain power?

To be clear, this doesn’t mean the above priorities are equal, and that 
governments should merely reflect the mean average. For example, I 
think addressing climate change and inequality should be the top prior-
ities. But it is still obvious to me that these things are being juggled with 
the priorities of voters who care more about other things.

Electorally speaking, then, the range of aspirations and ideals within 
our population rebukes the Puppet Master. The notion of a wicked, om-
nipotent elite can only exist, at least in a democracy, if we assume our 
own viewpoint represents everyone’s.

Let’s move to policy, the second aspect of ‘prioritisation’. This de-
scribes the technical constraints on governments. These are most ob-
vious where there’s popular support for a course of action, but nothing 
is done.16 Underlying this are questions about the balances we wish to 
strike (see the table for some examples).

These seesaw oppositions are simplistic. But they reflect the fact that 
most choices come down to a tension between two things which deliver 
benefits. With many, the tension is between two ideals prized by the left.

One practical example is higher education. The proportion going to 
university rose from 3% in 1950 to nearly 50% today.17 This vast in-
crease in the resources needed presents a choice: reduce the number of 
students or find the revenue to maintain current attendance rates.
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The latter approach raises the question of revenue. Full state subsidy 
would be ideal if money was no object. But given resources are finite, 
we must choose how highly we prioritise free university.

This creates tensions between priorities. The first is between those 
that don’t go to university and those that do. Is it fair for the former – 
who earn less over their lifetimes – to 100% subsidise the latter? Or is 
an educated populace so valuable that we should ask those who don’t 
go to fully fund those who do? Answering this depends, according to 
Rawlsian logic, on working out how much non-graduates benefit from 
the work of graduates. But it presents a clash of two things the left 
instinctively backs: support for less well-off people and free education.

Secondly, there’s a tension between younger children and students. 
Given that most gaps open up well before the age of eighteen, scrapping 
fees should be way down the priority list from an equality perspective. 

Table.10.1.

Priority Counter-priority

Enough growth that the country can 
invest in public services

Enough equality that society doesn’t 
become hierarchical

Enough competition that people 
generate prosperity via enterprise, 
and feel stimulated

Enough collectivism that everyone 
shares this prosperity 

Enough liberty that individual 
freedoms are protected

Enough authority that people can’t harm 
the collective to further their interests or 
ideals

Enough industry that jobs are 
created, and people can travel and 
live in comfort

Enough environmentalism that we don’t 
destroy our planet

Enough universalism that taxpayers 
feel bought into the system

Enough targeted spending that those 
with the greatest need benefit most

Enough investment/ Keynesianism 
that there’s growth and expansion

Enough prudence that we don’t spend 
more servicing debt than running 
services

Enough foreign intervention that we 
don’t ignore suffering abroad

Enough pacifism that we don’t create 
suffering or vacuums for despotism

Enough globalisation that we can be 
a diverse, outward-looking country

Enough protectionism that we can stop 
communities being washed away by 
change
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Funding childcare, early years, primary schools, secondary schools, or 
bringing back the Educational Maintenance Allowance (EMA) would all 
be of greater urgency (in roughly that order).18 Otherwise you’re prioritis-
ing middle-class people who’d have gone to university anyway. However, 
the alternative argument says free higher education is part of the ‘cradle 
to grave’ ideal, and is more important than additional SureStart funding. 
Again, this presents a clash: between equal opportunities and universalism.

Thirdly, there’s a conflict between research and teaching. Student 
fees partly go on things which don’t directly benefit the student, like 
scientific research. This is an area where Britain is a world leader, and 
many believe our future lies in investing in this sector. But there could 
be lower fees if universities focused more on teaching. So, here too 
there’s a conflict: between academia and affordable education.

Puppet Master thinking rejects these choices. It pretends free higher 
education is ideologically ‘marketised’ or perniciously withheld by ‘the 
powerful’. Perhaps this would stack up if the exchequer was so awash 
with cash that the need to prioritise disappeared – if we discovered oil 
reserves or a way of taxing the 1% at an unprecedented rate. But for 
now, the need to prioritise remains.

Moreover, globalisation amplifies the oppositions in the table above. 
Where a balance could once be struck, many are becoming ‘either-or’ 
choices. For instance, the quickest route to economic equality might be 
a ‘socialism in one country’ approach. Britain would probably become 
fairer but could also become poorer, with worse public services. Global-
isation makes this choice – equality versus investment – much starker.

New Labour opted not to go down this route. They chose to tackle 
inequality incrementally, while participating in the world economy, 
tolerating The City, and investing the tax proceeds in the poorest com-
munities. Criticising this is fine, but what’s the rival policy choice? An 
honest socialist might offer a genuine alternative, suggesting that we 
prioritise equality over prosperity and protectionism over globalisation; 
that we jettison wealth and diversity in return for more redistribution 
and stronger communities. I don’t, on balance, agree with this route, but 
there’d be integrity in championing it.

But because Corbyn is a populist he pretends these balancing acts 
don’t exist. His Puppet Master approach encourages the idea that op-
positions like those in the table above are false choices, put forward by 
the establishment.
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Ex-Labour speechwriter Philip Collins describes Obama’s presidency 
as “the discovery that power is not there.”19 This mirrors a discovery 
made by many politicians. The adage tells us ‘you can please all of the 
people some of the time or some of the people all of the time’. But mod-
ern leaders – even those as impressive as Obama – increasingly find 
themselves pleasing none of the people any of the time. They face po-
larised electorates and unprecedented global forces. Their intransigence 
comes from the difficulty of getting a broad enough, plausible enough 
compromise to satisfy those they serve – not from excessive power.

Arguments like this seem technocratic. Those who stress tough 
choices become the ‘eat your greens’ candidates. Yet past radicalism 
has relied on thinking in precisely these terms. Nye Bevan heralded the 
‘language of priorities’, and the 1945 governments maintained post-
war rationing while building the welfare state. Among the most valid 
criticisms of New Labour, meanwhile, was that it wasn’t honest enough 
about the trade-off between public spending and taxes – pretending 
there could be ‘no losers’.

Yet since Corbyn became leader the tendency has been to move ev-
er-further from the language of priorities, taxing a little and spending 
a lot.20 Left populists criticised as ‘neoliberal’, for instance, Chuka 
Umunna’s idea that we should raise taxes to fund the NHS.21

To deliver change, the left must understand the possibilities and 
limits of power, thinking through serious, alternative forms of priori-
tisation. The Puppet Master removes the ability to do this. It ushers us 
towards demagoguery and away from radicalism. And it creates a lack 
of answers which mean that, even in their present manifestation, the 
Tories remain the ‘natural party of government’.22

NOTES

 1. ‘Donald Trump and the age of rage’, Ed Smith, New Statesman, April 
2016.

 2. Monbiot adds that “the numbers [are] on our side. Most people are so-
cially minded, empathetic and altruistic. Most people would prefer to live in a 
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if we can mobilise such silent majorities, there is nothing this small minority 
can do.” Russell Brand, meanwhile talks of six million like-minded citizens, 
controlled by a “tiny, greedy, myopic sliver of the population.”
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strong, hard-edged and almost daily picture of ‘the will of the people’. Maybe 
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15. Brexit is an obvious case in point. John Curtice’s polling found that “It 
would appear that the debate about whether the public would prefer a ‘soft’ or 
a ‘hard’ Brexit has been at risk of being based on a false premise. Rather than 
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Voters Want from Brexit? NatCen, November 2016.
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the clever politicians at the head of the world’s most powerful democracy, can 
predict what will happen.”

20. In the 2017 election Labour refused to increase the overall tax burden, 
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fees. This led to the accusation from the IFS that Labour – along with the 
Conservatives – was not providing an “honest set of choices.” Elsewhere, the 
IFS has pointed out that raising the top rate of tax only gets you a quarter of the 
revenue that raising the level overall would achieve. The rich would actually 
pay much more according to the latter policy, but it’s a far harder electoral sell.

21. Umunna wrote “We need a serious debate about what we want the NHS 
to provide and what we are willing to pay for it.” He advocated “A hypothe-
cated Health Tax to specifically help fund the NHS.” This prompted accusa-
tions that he was a ‘neoliberal’.

22. Philip Collins writes that it’s “worrying for the Labour Party that so 
much of its moral fervour still derives from images of struggle. Implicit in the 
very idea…is that power is held elsewhere.”
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Let’s continue to focus on the weaknesses of the Puppet Master, look-
ing at the realities of social change.

SELF-PERPETUATION (THE MATTHEW EFFECT)

The third thing the Puppet Master fails to account for is the Matthew Ef-
fect. Otherwise known as ‘accumulated advantage’ or self-perpetuation, 
this describes the process where the rich get richer and the poor poorer. 
It’s attributed to the Gospel of Matthew (25:29): “For unto everyone 
that hath shall be given, and he shall have abundance, but from him that 
hath not shall be taken away even that which he hath.”

Self-perpetuation features in the small, everyday ways we exercise 
choice: buying an album by a band we’re familiar with; hiring the 
better-qualified applicant for a job; choosing to live near friends; allow-
ing ourselves a trivial act of nepotism. It applies to bigger things too: 
inheritance being passed down the generations, or the disproportionate 
purchasing power of larger companies. These things repeat themselves, 
replicating and amplifying inequalities that already exist – especially if 
multiplied many times over, as others make the same choices.1

This is the main problem with unfettered capitalism: all things being 
equal, things become less equal. Most types of economy are subject to 
some level of accumulated advantage, of course. But the less planning 
or intervention there is, the more unfairness capitalism breeds. Over 
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time, small differences become big ones; success breeds success and 
failure breeds failure. A place like London evolves, over a generation, 
into a mega-city – creating a gap with ‘the rest’ that feels insurmount-
able.2 The people doing well find it easier to continue doing well, by 
making the same mundane, vaguely selfish choices we all make. Prop-
erty and poverty are handed down; wealth and deprivation repeat them-
selves; sand shifts along the riverbank, sweeping money into already 
deep pockets, exaggerating meanders, creating ox-bow lakes.3

Globalisation magnifies the scale of this. Existing advantages are 
given a transnational dimension, reducing the potential for regulation 
and increasing the size of audiences. A modern tech entrepreneur ac-
cumulates and hoards advantage quicker than innovators of the past. A 
corporation can choose where they base themselves and sell to more 
markets. A house in London gains value at unparalleled speed, as the 
city becomes globally sought after.

These problems with capitalism are set against its ability to generate 
wealth from which everyone can benefit, and to raise living standards 
significantly. So, the goal for social democrats is to keep a degree 
of capitalism, but to intervene regularly enough that inequalities are 
stymied. 

But the key point is that self-perpetuation is emphatically not a case 
of an ugly watch in a beautiful field. It’s organic. Capitalism at its worst 
doesn’t impose rules from above; it removes them.

What’s strange about the Puppet Master diagnosis is it delegitimises 
this sophisticated, structural critique of accumulated advantage, and 
instead imagines capitalism as an authored process. Thus, many on the 
populist left miss the most powerful argument against the system they 
oppose – namely that it’s chaotic, untameable and amoral.

Of course, there’s no question that a few wealthy people try and 
use the influence money brings to secure their position. Those who 
do best out of capitalism are usually more sympathetic to it. And one 
consequence of unfettered free markets is that they create monopolies 
and cartels. But these things are marginal compared to the locomotive 
power of the system itself. Indeed, even if a beneficiary of capitalism 
wishes to take on the role of Puppet Master and wield influence, they 
remain beholden to the diametrically opposed commercial need to ‘give 
the people what they want’. 

When we look at Piketty’s inequality charts sloping gradually up-
wards – or at London’s incremental rise at the expense of mill towns 
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and seaside resorts – it seems clear that the chief problem is an eco-
nomic free-for-all, not a hidden dictatorship.

For a more detailed example, let’s return to the media – specifically 
Rupert Murdoch. In the eyes of left populists, Murdoch embodies the 
Puppet Master. He’s seen as unaccountable, coercive, self-interested 
and right-wing. The left’s preferred description of Murdoch is as a me-
dia ‘baron’ – a despot crushing his serfs.

I’ve already argued against the assumption that figures like Murdoch 
are the shapers of opinion, as the Puppet Master claims. And we’ve seen 
how titles like The Sun, rather than brainwashing the public, change 
their editorial lines to reflect and magnify existing concerns. But let’s 
consider why Murdoch’s power exists in the first place.

The daily readership of The Sun is over a million. This compares 
favourably to The Morning Star, Britain’s only explicitly commu-
nist paper, which has 10,000 to 15,000 readers. While The Morning 
Star doesn’t have the marketing budget of The Sun, it’s available 
wherever the demand exists. The left-of-centre Mirror, meanwhile – 
which is probably a fairer comparison – still has only half The Sun’s 
readership.

No one is forced to buy The Sun or banned from buying other papers. 
Rather, The Sun is a consumer product in a poorly regulated sector – the 
result of supply-and-demand economics. It emerged in the 1960s to fill 
a gap in the market left open by The Mirror, and established dominance 
thanks to a clear voice and identity. The paper reflected and reinforced 
the perspective of a new social tribe – upwardly mobile, working-class, 
self-employed, non-unionised, socially conservative.

The Sun’s success self-perpetuated, creating a virtuous circle. This at 
points led The Sun (and Murdoch) to claim they could swing elections. 
But this was based on the commercial advantage they’d accumulated. 
It was ultimately reliant, however obvious Murdoch’s right-wing, pro-
Brexit leaning was, on readership. (The Times, for instance, also a Mur-
doch title, backed Remain, in recognition of its more pro-globalisation 
audience). Once papers cease to reflect how readers feel, their power 
departs. This may now be happening with The Sun, as circulations 
dwindle for all papers, and their core demographic shrinks.4

Attitudes to Murdoch ultimately show the misdiagnosis underlying 
the Puppet Master. Believers in the myth envisage The Sun as a mouth-
piece for capitalist elites. In fact, the paper represents capitalism at its 
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most reckless and volatile, driven only by consumers’ immediate griev-
ances. The law of accumulated advantage means it grows its brand, 
furthers its reach, and reinforces the existing state of affairs.

As explanations for how markets work and why they’re flawed, the 
idea of the Matthew Effect is at odds with the Puppet Master. The 
steady accumulation of profits, through the forces of supply and de-
mand? The elevation of global celebrities or brands or media outlets? 
The opening up of wealth gaps in an unregulated economy, thanks 
to a million everyday choices and habits? These anarchic facets of 
capitalism are downplayed by those who re-imagine it as an authored 
system.

COLLECTIVE RESPONSIBILITY

In 1966, five years before John Lennon sung ‘Imagine’, The Beatles 
released ‘The Taxman’ on their album Revolver. The lyrics, written by 
George Harrison, reflect his frustration at higher rates for the super-rich, 
brought in by Harold Wilson’s government. The song adopts the per-
sona of a government tax collector, confiscating hard-earned money. It 
represents the state as punitive, untrustworthy and unaccountable – a 
Puppet Master, in effect. “If you drive a car, I’ll tax the street.... If you 
take a walk, I’ll tax your feet.... Don’t ask me what I want it for (Aahh 
Mr Wilson).”

Revolver is supposed to epitomise 1960s counter-culture and non-ma-
terialistic, anti-establishment values. Sung by individuals who’d con-
sider themselves anything but conservative, it’s an insight into the 
Puppet Master’s fourth flaw: its capacity to undermine collective 
responsibility, by encouraging us to imagine we’re the oppressed un-
derdog. The fable destabilises notions of social contract and economic 
contribution, inviting believers to be angry at the plutocracy above 
rather than check their privilege.

This is partly about basic hypocrisy. Given that they oppose elitism 
so vocally, it’s galling to see Diane Abbott or Shami Chakrabarti send-
ing their children to private school, or Len McClusky borrow from his 
union to buy a £700,000 flat.

In reality, radicalism requires self-sacrifice – not just from elites but 
from everyone better off than average. Academics point out the “bitter 
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pill” that “to raise significant revenues in a progressive fashion would 
require not just higher taxes on the super-rich, but also higher mar-
ginal income tax rates for middle and upper earners.”5 Likewise, truly 
egalitarian policies require downward mobility as well as upward. In a 
socialist society, many of the children of the left-wing middle-classes 
would end up in low-status jobs (albeit better paid, with better services, 
and more opportunity for their own children).

The Puppet Master myth pretends this isn’t true. It passes the buck 
ever-upwards. The 40% rail against the 10%, who rail against the 1%, 
who rail against the 0.1%. As one columnist points out, being elite is 
“something that happens to other people.”6 Even George Harrison, a 
member of a band ‘more famous than God’, was able to imagine him-
self as the little guy, guarding his pennies from a mercenary overlord.

The collective responsibility flaw links to self-perpetuation. If we 
accept the self-perpetuation argument, we see inequality as the sum of 
a million tiny acts of myopia or self-interest – magnified and reinforced 
by a system which needs more intervention. For this to change, those 
with above average privilege need to do less well; to accept collective 
responsibility. But if we don’t accept the self-perpetuation argument, 
we fall for the idea that we’re the downtrodden 99%, ruled by a Puppet 
Master who has done this to us.

This delusion appeals to our meritocratic instincts. Few today like 
to think they were ‘born with a silver spoon’, and those who’ve lived 
comfortable lives often pretend they haven’t. The Puppet Master, with 
its distinction between selfish, all-powerful 1%ers and oneself – the 
self-made 99%er – offers a way of re-framing things.

You’ll often, for example, hear a progressive graduate, who comes 
from the most privileged 20% or 30% of society, bemoan the Oxbridge 
dominance of their industry. They’re right to complain about this dom-
inance, which is a disgrace. But less often do you see the same person 
reflect that they’re blocking the way of the 80% or 70% who are far 
more deprived. Likewise, sending your child to private school probably 
feels more acceptable if you imagine you’re the underdog – trying a 
give your offspring a fighting chance against a rigged system.

Again, we see the consequences of this with student fees. The two-
fifths of our population who attend university view themselves, gener-
ally, as closer to the left. Many were supportive of Corbyn’s Labour 
in 2017, with its anti-elite rhetoric. This group is also from the more 
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privileged parts of society, relatively speaking. But often they don’t 
view themselves as such.7 

In the 2017 election, Labour courted students, with its promise of free 
higher education. The undertones of the campaign invited middle-class 
students to believe they were among the many against the few, with 
tuition fees a Puppet Master imposition. This led to a manifesto which 
wasn’t actually very egalitarian – taking from the richest decile, but 
giving straight back to the second and third richest deciles.8 The Puppet 
Master myth encouraged society’s ‘haves’ to believe they were ‘have 
nots’ – instead of considering where resources were really needed.

This pattern appears elsewhere. Studies find that Corbyn fans are no 
more economically redistributive than supporters of centre left candi-
dates. They do, however, believe they’re more left-wing. And they’re 
more drawn to anti-state, anti-establishment thinking.9 The consequence 
is that privileged believers in the Puppet Master shake their fists at the 
power above, creating a sort of faux radicalism or left nimbyism. Those 
who receive inheritances can feel they’re the little guy. Gentrifiers in 
London indulge expensive artisan tastes while railing against the ‘social 
cleansing’ of their area. Libertarianism takes the place of social justice.

This doesn’t mean that if you’ve got a privileged background or 
expensive tastes you forfeit the right to want a fairer society – nor 
that you should be judged by an impossible, puritanical standard. That 
sanctimony is part of what this book is criticising. What it does mean, 
however, is that you require a more coherent and self-aware diagnosis 
than the Puppet Master allows. Blaming all-powerful elites cannot be 
your way around the realities of a radical agenda.

Would we really be willing to miss out on university, to make way 
for a poorer person who deserved it more? Would we really forgo a 
foreign holiday, so our income could be invested in international aid? 
These are the questions of socialism. They would, of course, be starkest 
when asked of the super-rich. But they’re dilemmas for anyone with 
more to lose than to gain from a meaningful redistribution process. It 
doesn’t make us immoral to feel compromised by these questions. But 
the problem with the Puppet Master narrative is it distracts us from 
them altogether, diverting the blame elsewhere and creating a socialism 
which is low-cost and guilt-free.
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NOTES

 1. “Are cities more liberal? Of course: all your liberal mates moved to one,” 
writes Jonn Elledge. The claim is backed up by evidence that certain ‘Big Five’ 
personality types predominate in different areas – and that this is becoming 
more extreme over time. Similarly, work by the Centre For Towns finds that 
smaller settlements have become older in the past four decades, and larger cit-
ies have become younger. These changes come thanks to a steady accumulation 
of everyday decisions.

 2. Jonn Elledge describes the growth and over-funding of London in 
precisely these terms. He shows how, once the capital had gained a small ad-
vantage, the gap steadily grew. ‘Here’s why London gets so much of Britain’s 
transport funding’, City Metric, Jonn Elledge, 2015.

 3. Inheritance tax is a particularly acute example, showing how an infinity 
of tiny choices rack up. Raising inheritance tax significantly would be the right 
thing to do, but is immensely unpopular (described by the Fabians as “toxic”) 
even among those not affected. There is no omnipotent Puppet Master, but 
rather a steadily growing advantage, driven by day-to-day gut instincts.

 4. Tony Blair writes that newspapers are a shrinking market, “only feeling 
[they] can survive by capturing a core constituency of support and keeping it 
in a permanent state of anger.”

 5. Hard Labour, Political Quarterly, Ben Jackson, January 2016.
 6. ‘Corbyn’s posh boys can’t crush ‘the elite’, Camilla Long, The Sunday 

Times, April 2017.
 7. Tim Bale suggests that Corbyn’s support is concentrated among 

“younger, more educated urbanites” and, specifically, a group which he calls 
‘educated left-behinds’. These voters have reasonable prospects, but feel a 
sense of relative deprivation compared to their expectations and to the situa-
tions of their peers.

 8. The IFS demonstrated the long-term impact of Labour’s 2017 manifesto 
on different income groups, with the highest earning future graduates benefit-
ing the most.

 9. The ESRC Party Members Project finds that ‘objective’ ideological 
difference between pre-Corbyn and post-Corbyn Labour members is small, but 
that the ‘subjective’ difference (e.g. how people position themselves) is much 
bigger. In the US, meanwhile, there was little evidence that Bernie Sanders’ 
supporters were more left-wing than Hillary Clinton’s. But, again, they thought 
they were. Something similar is true among students. While more culturally 
left-wing, they’re less egalitarian on questions like the top rate of tax and re-
distribution of wealth. ‘Today’s students are left-wing, but less so on economic 
issues’, YouGov, Anna-Elizabeth Shakespeare, August 2015.
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MYTH THREE

The Golden Era

“Time travel is a discretionary art: 
a pleasure trip for some and a horror story for others.”

—Zadie Smith

Summary of Myth Three

The first chapter in this section (Twelve) defines the Golden Era myth’s core 
characteristic as a belief in decline – rather than just nostalgia about the past 
or pessimism  about the future. We look at the ‘neoliberalism’ narrative, and 
at Labour’s sense of its original mission having been polluted. We explore the 
disillusionment some left commentators have with contemporary society, and the 
implications this has – be it left populism’s insular and Eurosceptic policies, or 
the miserabilist and nihilist electoral strategies put forward.

The second chapter in the section (Chapter Thirteen) again looks at why the 
myth is attractive, setting out four ‘quests’ which seduce us:

• The quest for old certainties describes the attractiveness of a past which 
seems more authentic and less morally, socially and economically complex

• The quest for urgency refers to the effort to stave off complacency, and our 
tendency to assume decline is a ‘good recruiting sergeant’

• The quest to feel progress describes the way in which societies and 
movements that are going somewhere fast often have a greater sense of  
purpose

• The quest for romantic dissent describes individuals’ need to feel that their 
historical moment is a critical turning point

The last chapters (Fourteen, Fifteen and Sixteen) take a different approach to 
the final chapters of the Dark Knight and Puppet Master sections. We start by 
examining the ‘neoliberal’ decline narrative, and then go on to sketch out seven 
alternate narratives for what has happened in the last 60 or 70 years:

• Isolation to interconnectedness looks at the two sides of the globalisation/ 
internationalism coin

• Local scale, National scale, Global scale represents a macro-economic 
analysis of the scale at which capitalism operates
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• Attlee, Thatcher, Blair, Brexit is a party-political account, looking at how the 
rhetoric and policy choices of the mainstream have evolved

• Equal rights, Equal opportunities, Fair outcomes uses Rawls’ principles of 
justice to examine how we’ve progressed different types of egalitarianism

• Direct challenges to indirect challenges explores the move from more overt 
barriers to more systemic ones

• Groupish, Individualist, Post-materialist is a values portrait of the post-1945 
period, using examples from fiction to look at how attitudes and motivations 
intersect with socio-political changes

• Innocence to Awareness looks at increases in how informed we are as a 
society and what this means
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REVOLUTIONARY AND  
EVOLUTIONARY OPTIMISM

The previous fable, the Puppet Master, is a pessimistic narrative when 
it comes to human progress. As the metaphor of an ugly watch in a 
beautiful field suggests, the myth is libertarian at core, portraying a 
world which could be – and was once – pure and free, but which has 
been perverted by the inorganic machinery above (governments, big 
business, etc). This is encapsulated by the notion that global elites have 
hijacked the post-war consensus, imposing ‘neoliberalism’ and promul-
gating crassness and greed.1

This idea does much to explain the appeal of Corbyn. Alan Bennett, 
for instance, criticised the Tories as “totalitarian” in 2015, explaining 
his attraction to Corbyn’s politics on the basis that “There has been so 
little that has happened to England since the 1980s that I have felt happy 
about... One has only had to stand still to become a radical.”2

Conversely, YouGov research finds that the relatively small group 
who say that society is getting better are also the most likely to trust 
institutions and to have a sense of democratic agency.3 

Hence, the Puppet Master leads neatly into our third myth: the 
Golden Era. This refers to narratives of decline, and to the feeling that 
the left is swimming against the tide of change. It describes a sense 
that things have been getting steadily worse; that only a U-turn can 
avert the dystopia ahead.

12

What is the Golden Era?
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Golden Era believers may have sunny dispositions. The myth isn’t 
about a pessimistic temperament. Rather it’s about a ‘declinist’ (rather 
than progress-based) version of history; a world steadily departing from 
the values we care about. The good times can only be achieved, accord-
ing to Golden Era disciples, by stamping on the brake and reversing 
– not through embracing the things we like about the 21st century, and 
finding modern answers to those we don’t.

There’s a hopefulness of sorts in this. It suggests we’ll ultimately 
prevail over our oppressors. Hence many left populists claim to be 
optimists. But this optimism exists in spite of the feeling that things are 
moving in the wrong direction. It comes from a sense that the losing 
streak is about to end.

The chart I’ve drawn below visualises two types of optimism. The 
difference is between theories of change based on revolution and those 
based on evolution.

We can see this difference by looking back at a 2013 political spat 
between two comedians, Russell Brand and Robert Webb. Brand, a pas-
sionate believer in the Puppet Master, talked of his “optimism” while 
simultaneously asserting that we were “ambling towards oblivion” as a 
society unless something drastic was done.4

Webb, by contrast, asked Brand to consider “What were the chances, 
in the course of human history, that you and I should be born into 
an advanced liberal democracy?... I recognise it as an unfathomable 
privilege.”5 He acknowledged progress despite knowing it had been 

Figure 12.1.  
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too slow, and fearing advances were in danger. Brand’s optimism was 
revolutionary, Webb’s was evolutionary.

Attitudes to the 2018 Royal Wedding are another example. For some 
on the left, it was a bleak symbol of entrenched privilege, and of the 
media’s willingness to endorse inequality. But others viewed it more 
optimistically. To them it was progressive to watch a mixed-race divor-
cee from an ordinary background marry into the Royal family – with 
the centrepieces of the ceremony being an African American pastor and 
a Gospel choir.6 The difference between these positions wasn’t between 
contrasting values but between belief or otherwise in the Golden Era; 
between the view that the wedding of Harry and Meghan was definitive 
proof of decline, and the view that it signified a progress of sorts.

THE SPIRIT OF ‘45

Christopher Shaw writes that “the folk memories that underpin Labour-
ite nostalgia are as enduring as the elite resonance of the stately home.”7 
Left populism thrives on the idea of a lost past, when the ideals of the 
left manifested themselves in an authentic, unspoilt way. The Golden 
Era supplies a version of history to support this.

The Golden Era existed, according to the myth’s present incarnation, 
before the 1980s; before ‘neoliberalism’; before Thatcherism and Blair-
ism blurred class lines. It represents a glorious, uncomplicated past, an 
extended version of the famous 1976 summer (the ‘hottest since records 
began’). Hose pipe bans, cut grass, the tinkle of the ice-cream van; red 
rosettes and the creation of the NHS.

The world said to have replaced this Golden Era is dystopian by 
comparison. No Nye Bevan. No Keir Hardie. No mining villages where 
they weigh the Labour vote… Instead we have climate change, PFI, 
Iraq, Syria, Lehman Brothers, Gillian Duffy, MPs’ expenses, Tesco, 
austerity, selfies, Amazon, Uber, Le Pen, fracking, etc.

The documentary Spirit of ’45, by filmmaker Ken Loach, exem-
plifies this narrative. Produced using archive footage, it’s a paean to 
Labour’s post-war effort to ‘win the peace’. The film eulogises the 
collectivism of a time when people didn’t want much beyond a steady 
income and a roof over their heads – when communities were united 
by a devotion to egalitarian ideals. We’re shown ecstatic responses 
to the Labour election win, and miners shedding tears of joy at the 
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creation of the welfare state. Anyone sympathetic to Labour would 
struggle to not be moved.

Loach’s idyll is brought to a halt, within the documentary, by the 
election of Thatcher. This ushers in the new, ‘neoliberal’ era, charac-
terised by poverty, industrial decline and dog-eat-dog individualism. 
Hence, Spirit of ’45 acts as a romantic counterpoint to a right-wing 
modern world which is, Loach suggests, in its “final throes.”8

Much of Loach’s nostalgia – and that of other Golden Era believers 
– relates to class. Solidarity among working people is felt to have been 
destroyed by Thatcherism, and a longing for its return is a driver of the 
myth. Owen Jones describes his wistfulness for “the brass bands and 
union banners,” the “vibrancy,” and the “sense of pride in a shared work-
ing-class existence” that the period before the 1980s for him represents.9 

The contemporary zeitgeist is considered selfish, bigoted and greedy by 
comparison. George Monbiot, for example, mourns modern materialism, 
which he describes as “a social affliction, visited upon us by government 
policy, corporate strategy, the collapse of communities and civic life, and 
our acquiescence in a system that is eating us from the inside out.”10 He 
argues that we’re failing to see what matters, or to live the good life.

Corbyn-supporting singer Lily Allen made a similar critique in her 
2009 single ‘The Fear’. She took aim at the soulless, money-obsessed 
21st century, mourning the fact that people don’t “know what’s right and 
what’s real anymore.”

In its more overtly political incarnation, the Golden Era suggests 
that Labour modernisers sold out on the party’s original ideals. “Un-
challenged by craven Labour,” Monbiot wrote in 2014, “Britain slides 
towards ever more selfishness.”11 For many, this translated into support 
for Corbyn, a politician seen as having been ‘on the right side of his-
tory’ in resisting most changes since the 1970s12 – and into disdain for 
Tony Blair, the only Labour leader “who did not want to turn the clock 
back for a single second.”13 

In policy terms, meanwhile, the Golden Era tends to identify ideal 
solutions from before things went wrong – rather than to address pres-
ent reality. Golden Era believers seek to undo ancient mistakes, or to 
get past policies right at the second attempt.

For example, Corbyn and McDonnell’s support for Irish Republican-
ism comes from the fact that Northern Ireland exists as a consequence of 
imperialism. The populist left have long championed a united Ireland, 
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even after the Good Friday agreement.14 If we could turn back the clock 
to before British colonisation, a united Ireland would clearly be the 
progressive goal. But seeing as the colonisers are long-dead – and that 
a significant minority in the country emphatically don’t want a united 
Ireland – the goal must be the most peaceful possible compromise and 
the dismantling of borders and barriers between the two countries.

The Golden Era originates from philosophies which idealise the state-
of-nature. Examples include the work of Rousseau, Plato’s idea that our 
world is only a shadow of the original, or the biblical notion of Eden.

This raises another question: is the Golden Era a new narrative for 
the left, or has it always existed? By definition, you’d think, the myth 
couldn’t have been believed in the past…

This is true to a point. The Golden Era account of history has gained 
significant extra traction since the 2008 banking crisis. The term 
‘neoliberalism’ – used to describe the forces that have perverted and 
polluted the Golden Era – only burst into common usage in the last five 
or ten years.

However, a spirit of retrospection has always existed on the left. 
Those inspired by Corbyn may be nostalgic for the ‘authentically’ La-
bour 1945-51 governments15 (some sport t-shirts asking, ‘What would 
Clem do?’). Yet the far left of the time didn’t believe they were living 
through a Golden Era without disappointment or compromise. La-
bour’s founding purpose was even felt by some to have been betrayed 
by Attlee, a man who supported the monarchy, sided with America 
in the Korean War, signed Britain up to NATO, and made a virtue of 
his suburban pragmatism (“The people’s flag is palest pink,” Attlee 
joked).16 The New Statesman claimed in 1954 that Attlee’s first govern-
ment had been “the only event of its kind in history which contributed 
almost nothing new or imaginative.”17 Ralph Miliband said the 1945-51 
governments merely wanted to “improve the efficiency of a capitalist 
economy.”18 And there was frustration with the “failure to redistribute 
wealth or break down rigid class barriers.”19 Had he been in parliament, 
it seems likely that Corbyn would have been the first to cry betrayal. 
Indeed, as recently as 2014 he criticised Attlee’s “neo-colonialism.”20

So, while contemporary left populists imagine the post-war years 
as the roar of unchallenged socialism, things at the time didn’t feel so 
halcyon. Even in the aftermath of a New Jerusalem being constructed, 
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there were accusations that those who’d built it were bean-counters and 
sell-outs, unfit to lace the boots of the giants who’d come before.21

Indeed, if you look at British history, it’s hard to find a time when 
left-wing values were satisfied in the way the Golden Era supposes. 
Closer inspection of previous Labour leaders – even those remembered 
as impeccable socialists – often reveals more expediency than we like 
to recall. Historian Tom Crewe points this out:22

What authentic version of the Labour Party is Corbyn fighting for? 
Presumably one that existed before he entered the House of Commons 
in 1983, given that he was one of the top ten Labour rebels even in the 
1983-87 Parliament. It is, I think, from the foundation myth of the Labour 
Party as a movement of idealists and working people, finding solidarity in 
the struggle for their rights, that he derives his chief inspiration. Corbyn’s 
hero is Keir Hardie. Yet Hardie…successfully argued for the party to be 
called ‘Labour’ rather than ‘Socialist’ for fear of alienating potential sup-
porters, and refused to back campaigns for the extension of the franchise 
because he was more anxious to secure practical reforms… There has 
never been a Labour Party that has not made compromises in the hope of 
improving its chances at electoral success.

This brings the Golden Era into focus. As Crewe implies, the myth 
doesn’t just stand for an economic reading that says 1945-1979 was a 
socialist utopia. It represents a quest for something departed; a Labour 
Party spirit which was original and true; an age of real and meaningful 
struggle; and, consequentially, a benchmark against which modern life 
can never quite match up.23 

In this light, the popularity of the Golden Era since 2008 can be viewed 
differently. In the same way as an adolescent going through a tough patch 
may idealise their childhood, the left breathes life into the Golden Era 
in times of uncertainty. Faced with a globalisation process to which we 
don’t have answers, a narrative of decline has gained popularity.

DECLINE, ISOLATIONISM AND CHANGE

The worst consequence of the Golden Era is the failure to face the 
future. In particular, the myth stops the left from finding ways for pro-
gressive values and globalisation to co-exist. 
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The Golden Era was a period before globalisation (at least in its contem-
porary form) had really begun. The decline which the myth mourns mainly 
stems from the harmful consequences of globalisation – the departure of 
jobs abroad, the rise of multinational corporations, etc. Likewise, globalisa-
tion has rendered obsolete (for now, at least) many levers traditionally used 
by the left, such as command economics or domestic wealth taxes. Regain-
ing power of these levers is difficult in the short-term, without withdrawing 
from globalisation wholesale – which would probably involve making the 
country poorer and less socially or culturally open.

Believers in the myth don’t accept this. They are, therefore, amena-
ble to resurrecting the Golden Era in its entirety, believing it to be 
a left-wing idyll from which we’ve catastrophically departed. They 
never engage fully with what a reversal means. At best, they behave as 
if simultaneous drifts to the left and to the right since the 1970s have 
happened completely independently of each other. 

Labour’s Brexit stance epitomises this. Corbyn is a Golden Era be-
liever, and a lifelong Eurosceptic as a result. The EU symbolises, for 
him, the advance of global capitalism. His precedent for this is Tony 
Benn’s Alternative Economic Strategy in the 1970s, which proposed 
that the UK become a siege economy to hold back the changes afoot. 
Benn campaigned against Britain joining the Common Market in 1975 
and continued, throughout his life, to oppose the EU and the economic 
integration of nations. Corbyn has followed suit throughout his par-
liamentary career, describing the EU as a “European Empire” and a 
“Frankenstein” project.24

As a result, Corbyn’s endorsement of Remain in 2016 was expedient 
and half-hearted. He suggested triggering Article 50 immediately after 
the referendum, and continually hid from the issue from then on. He 
sacked pro-EU shadow ministers, abstained on many of the major votes, 
and refused for a long time to back a second referendum on the final 
deal, despite it being party policy. Labour’s 2017 manifesto, mean-
while, involved withdrawal from the single market and the end of free 
movement.25 Only the looming prospect of food and medicine shortages 
has tempered his pro-Brexit instincts.

Yet throughout this, Corbyn’s rhetoric has stressed support for immi-
grants and refugees; for world peace, prosperity for all, social liberalism 
and the environment – causes which are advanced by the integration of 
countries. The contradiction is never acknowledged.
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We see this more explicitly among the ‘Lexiteers’ (left-wing Brex-
iters) with whom Corbyn aligned before 2015. Dennis Skinner openly 
subscribes to isolationism, for instance, while taking for granted positive 
developments over the same period. Ken Loach allies Europe with ‘neo-
liberalism’, claiming it has “caused hardship and poverty for millions of 
people”26 – but remains committed to pro-migrant causes. Former Labour 
MP Kelvin Hopkins argues that:27

[a social democratic world] existed in the immediate post-War decades, 
and it worked brilliantly, with full employment, burgeoning welfare states 
and the living standards of working-class people rising at an unprece-
dented rate. We should all work to re-establish that world. 

The notion that the toothpaste will painlessly go back into the tube 
like this is one of the great Golden Era misconceptions. The idea is that 
we can extricate ourselves from globalisation, while losing nothing by 
way of prosperity or diversity.

Indeed, the Brexit negotiations – which have been compared to the 
“removal of an egg from an omelette”28 – show the impossibility of 
returning to the good old days. Britain will have to embrace economic 
hardship and capitulate to anti-migrant feeling if we’re to revert to 
pre-globalised socialism. And even if Brexit does give British socialists 
extra freedom to borrow and nationalise,29 the economic hit will be such 
that we’ll just as likely find ourselves in a tax-cutting race-to-the-bot-
tom to keep investors and jobs.30

This is why the rejection of interconnectedness – exemplified by 
Brexit – has united the left and right tips of the political horseshoe. 
Nobody doubts that the castles on these hills are different: an inequal-
ity-free, protectionist Never-Neverland in the case of the former; an 
immigrant-free, colonialist Narnia in the case of the latter. But, because 
both view history through a Golden Era lens, they forget the things 
from the past that are at odds with their values. Ken Loach evokes the 
equality and solidarity of the 1950s – but not the dangerous working 
conditions, jingoism or snobbery. Nigel Farage recalls patriotism, pater-
nalism and empire, forgetting the nationalised and unionised economy 
(which he’d surely object to). Both make the same backward-looking 
prescriptions, on the basis of wholly different memories.

Golden Era myopia is exemplified by responses, on the left, to Blue 
Labour. The concept, created by academic Maurice Glasman, was an 
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effort to devise a “conservative socialism that places family, faith and 
work at the heart of a new politics of reciprocity, mutuality and solidar-
ity.”31 A Eurosceptic ideal for many,32 Blue Labour harked back not just 
to 1945 (which Glasman considered to be the point when Labour first 
became bureaucratic and elitist) but to before that.33

Unlike left populists, Blue Labourites don’t delude themselves: they 
simply feel that losing certain, progressive aspects of an interconnected 
world is a price worth paying for more community and economic equal-
ity. I don’t agree with this. But it’s a respectable view, which doesn’t 
rely on the Golden Era.

Yet Glasman’s embrace of non-progressive aspects of the past meant 
the idea never really caught on in left-wing circles. Commentator Neal 
Lawson epitomised the general response: “Two-thirds of Blue Labour 
I get. One third I don’t.”34 Lawson valued the emphasis on community, 
and on curtailing financial globalisation, but was less enthused by “flag, 
family and faith.”

The failure of Blue Labour also shows why left-wing Golden Eras 
are harder to resurrect than we imagine. Labour MP Bridget Phillipson 
sums this up:35

Elegiac lyricism about a vanished world of large unionised workplaces 
full of men doing semiskilled jobs, shared cultural experiences, shared 
religious affiliation, and tight community links does not amount to a 
plausible programme for government. That world has gone, it isn’t com-
ing back.

She adds:

let us not forget…that many of those jobs were hard and dangerous. The 
reality that my son will probably never work down a coalmine, and that 
my daughter will probably not leave school to work in a textile mill at fif-
teen is one I welcome, even as I worry about…what their future will hold.

Once we examine the old days, we see that the left has achieved a 
lot for a group that’s been, left populists claim, “on the defensive and 
intellectual retreat” since the 1960s.36 We get a picture of a past which 
was more collectivist, secure and fair in some ways, but which also had 
worse quality of life and more right-wing social policies. This doesn’t 
just apply to the rights of minorities, but to living standards in Labour’s 
traditional heartlands. The pre-‘neoliberal’ Golden Era was the age of 
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the lunatic asylum, the Black and White Minstrels, the typing pool and 
the Secondary Modern.

Indeed, the things we like from the Golden Era often connect to the 
things we don’t. Workplace solidarity overlapped with tribal hostility to 
minorities in some quarters. Stronger communities were frequently tied 
up with a reliance on traditional gender roles. It’s hard to fully resurrect 
one side in these equations without resurrecting the other.

This also applies to many of the areas where left populists seek to 
‘undo’ errors. When it comes to industry, for instance, the actions of 
the Thatcher governments meant that, compared to many European 
nations, Britain’s post-industrial shift was painful and unfair. But the 
solutions which left populists propose – “tearing down the whole ed-
ifice of Thatcherism [and] healing Britain of the damage done,”37 or 
re-industrialising the north in an effort to return to that era (as Corbyn 
has suggested)38 – ignore the fact that the situation before Thatcher was 
far from perfect.

Likewise, reversing fully the situation in The Middle East, by dis-
solving the state of Israel, might please some left populists. But it would 
also – even setting aside how bloody it would be – resurrect the issue 
which first created the situation, of a huge, historically persecuted and 
stateless diaspora.

DECLINE AND NIHILISM

There are other consequences of the Golden Era. Chief among these 
is the sense of crisis which the myth generates. It invites campaign 
strategies which are devoid of an optimistic vision, feeding despair and 
nihilism.39

Some left populists refute this. They believe that narratives of dete-
rioration chase out complacency, create shared roots, and help recruit 
for good causes?

To discuss this, we must first separate decline from nostalgia. There’s 
a difference between feeling things were better in the past – the only 
answer being to go back – and feeling that things were good in the past, 
offering a shared experience to learn and take strength from. 

According to research, the latter can “enhance a sense of meaning,” 
playing a “pivotal existential function.” Some studies even suggest that 
nostalgia and optimism are linked.40
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But a sense of decline – which is what the Golden Era myth really 
describes – doesn’t have the same affect. Decline cannot be a building 
block for progress. It’s true, to a point, that highlighting how bad things 
are acts as a wakeup call – if you focus on specific issues. People may 
respond in small ways, by recycling waste or donating money. How-
ever, a feeling of historical decline generally leads less to urgency and 
agency than to hopelessness and individualism.

Studies like Broken Windows Theory (published in 1982) empha-
sise that the more residents feel their area is falling into ruin, the more 
disrepair and anti-social behaviour spirals.41 A self-fulfilling prophesy 
develops, where people have less stake in their neighbourhood, turning 
inwards and contributing to the decline. In the face of a bigger crisis – a 
society of unending broken windows – the effect is surely the same.

The aftermath of WWI, for example, was a point when pessimism 
was widespread and understandable. The consequence wasn’t a collec-
tive urge to make things better, but the disillusionment and attraction to 
extremes which contributed to WWII. The opening lines of DH Law-
rence’s 1928 novel Lady Chatterley’s Lover sum this up:42

The cataclysm has happened, we are among the ruins, we start to build up 
new little habitats, to have new little hopes. It is rather hard work: there 
is now no smooth road into the future: but we go round, or scramble over 
the obstacles. We’ve got to live, no matter how many skies have fallen.

For Lawrence, a lack of progress and purpose didn’t lead to a belief 
in a more egalitarian society. In the rest of Lady Chatterley’s Lover, he 
presents the individual sphere as a refuge to hide in. His view, one critic 
points out, was that “an industrialized, rationalized England was, by and 
large, a lost cause.”43 Thus, Lawrence’s polemic was one of libertarian 
individualism, with widespread education and social progress deemed 
impossible.44 “The only thing was not to care.”45

Lawrence wasn’t alone. Many people in the inter-war years – es-
pecially artists and writers – slid into nihilism, individualism or even 
fascism (with its promise of a coherent social order), as a refuge from 
a world in decline.

The book The Politics of Despair, by Fritz Richard Stern, looks at 
the rise of Nazism in this light. He critiques several cultural theorists 
in inter-war Germany, for indulging in the “dangers and dilemmas of a 
particular type of cultural despair.” According to Stern, these theorists46  
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attacked, often incisively and justly, the deficiencies of German culture 
and the German spirit. But they were more than critics of Germany’s 
cultural crisis; they were its symptoms and victims as well.

Using Golden Era narratives, these critics emphasised an original 
German spirit which had been forgotten. In the process, they encour-
aged the mentality which opened the door to Hitler, with his promise to 
restore German greatness.

A modern parallel is the sub-set of Bernie Sanders’ supporters who 
threatened to vote for Trump following Clinton’s victory in the 2016 
Democratic Primaries. We shouldn’t overstate this: just 22% of Sanders 
supporters said they’d vote Trump, and it seems unlikely that even this 
number followed through.47 However, for the minority who did, or who 
didn’t vote, the central idea was that Clinton represented ‘continuity’ of 
America’s decline. She was portrayed as a ‘more of the same’ candidate 
(the same, of course, being Obama). And, whereas Clinton was seen as 
representing a “further slide” towards “global dynastic rule,” as one put 
it,48 Trump at least pledged to do as Sanders had promised, and put the 
brakes on – albeit in a far more reactionary way.

Indeed, research found that a gap in optimism – not a gap in policy 
– was the major distinction between Sanders and Clinton backers. 
The former were more likely to emphasise that inequality or life 
opportunities were getting worse, even though they were less likely to 
back policies that would remedy these things.49 The Sanders-Clinton 
divisions were less ‘leftists versus centrists’ than ‘declinists versus non-
declinists’. On one side were those who felt there’d been a slide into 
‘neoliberalism’ since the Golden Era, and wanted to see it stopped at all 
costs. On the other were those who believed – like Obama – that only 
by moving forward, through the globalisation process, could the “arc of 
the moral universe” be made to “bend towards justice.”50

Of course, you could point out that wanting ‘change’ isn’t the same 
as wanting ‘reversal’. Obama himself won on a change agenda. Yet 
it’s striking that the ‘change’ left populists propose almost always rep-
resents a form of Golden Era style isolation. They often support pro-
tectionism or re-industrialisation, seem relaxed about cutting migration, 
and oppose many international institutions.

Hence, the Golden Era is key to how we frame the debate. If we share 
left populists’ sense of a ‘neoliberal’ decline having occurred, then even a 
vote for politician like Trump starts to make sense, as a last hurl of the dice.
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In the UK, Brexit is a symptom of the same thing. By believing in 
decline narratives, we’ve made them self-fulfilling. Britain looks like 
it’s heading towards a poorer, less equal and more culturally insular 
future – thanks to the tales of crisis and apocalypse promoted by the 
Brexit right and the ‘Lexit’ left. Decline narratives beget decline.

This is exacerbated and enabled by the fact that, as we’ll discuss in 
more detail later, a sense of decline is endemic to prosperous nations. 
Brits and Americans, for example, are more pessimistic than citizens in 
countries with much lower living standards.51

Populists use Golden Era narratives to tap into this. Yet because they 
don’t have answers, all they’re able to propose are reckless, counterpro-
ductive tonics, which make the situation worse.

The better approach is to face the future realistically and optimisti-
cally, providing a narrative for where the country goes from here. As 
the pollster Peter Kellner concludes:

If they are to revive their fortunes, mainstream politicians [must] persuade 
voters of something…fundamental: that life today is not as bad as mil-
lions of voters feel, and that the future is not as bleak as they fear.

PROGRESS AS A DEFAULT?

The difference between declinists and non-declinists raises the question 
of how far we go in refuting the Golden Era. Do we reject any claim 
that anything is getting worse?

At the extreme end of the spectrum sits a group of pro-globalisation 
liberals who take a stance not a million miles from this. Sometimes 
known as the New Optimists, these include the likes of Stephen Pinker, 
author of The Better Angels of our Nature. They use data-driven ar-
guments to prove things are moving in a progressive direction. Their 
role is iconoclastic, confronting Golden Era believers with good news 
narratives which are statistically watertight, but which often don’t feel 
true.52 The trends they chart include the decline of violence, poverty 
reduction, economic growth, falling inequality between countries, 
shrinking nuclear arsenals, and the rising number of democracies. They 
make powerful and true arguments.

However, to reject Golden Era approaches doesn’t require an unscep-
tical embrace of this swashbuckling belief in progress. To begin with, 
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New Optimists’ can, in some cases, give the impression that advances 
are inevitable, rather than a result of human choices. Looking at the rise 
of an uber-reactionary like Trump, it’s obvious that progress can all too 
easily be stopped.

Furthermore, there are many issues which are moving in the wrong 
direction, where change is urgently needed: climate change, housing, 
the impacts of automation, deep inequality within countries, the rise 
of mega-cities at the expense of regions and towns, the largest refugee 
flows since WWII, etc. It’s possible to overdose on the New Optimism, 
and assume that these things too will right themselves.53 

So, rejecting Golden Era dogma doesn’t mean embracing all-out 
progress narratives. It just means engaging empirically with the ways 
the world is changing. It means recognising that, while history has 
included better and worse periods for progressive values, there’s never 
been an Arcadia in the way that left populists like Ken Loach imagine.

Ultimately, many New Optimists provide incontrovertible good 
news. They are correct to ask why left-wingers disregard or disbelieve 
the tidings they bring, and are justified in wondering if left populism is 
a state of mind that would exist regardless – feeding off dissatisfaction 
with the present.

Indeed, this is why the Golden Era is alarming. Because the myth 
makes decline the default, it doesn’t allow for peace, prosperity, equality, 
or enjoyment of the good times if they materialise – or if, as in some 
cases, they’ve already materialised. The notion of a society in right-wing 
decline – with the left forever swimming upstream – encourages a ‘noth-
ing to lose’ mentality, which ultimately jeopardises our achievements.

Anthony Crosland concluded The Future of Socialism by saying that 
Labour should place “greater emphasis on private life, on freedom and 
dissent, on culture, beauty, leisure and even frivolity.”54 The left needed 
an offer for people who wanted happy, fulfilling lives; those who’d 
once struggled to stay afloat, but who, by 1956, had achieved many 
economic basics.

His central point, underscored by the book’s recurring question, “Is 
this socialism?”, was that progressives had to find a way to exist if 
they won. Crosland didn’t claim that this moment had arrived. But he 
thought it had moved closer, and that advances should be recognised so 
that new challenges could be addressed. What would Labour policies 
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look like as the population got more prosperous? How could social-
ism be more outward-looking and socially liberal? To be effective in 
a developed country, the left couldn’t always start from a premise of 
deterioration and failure.

This remains a distinction between populists and pluralists within 
Labour. The latter are less likely, for instance, to say we should “tear 
down” or “smash” the system,55 and are presented by populists as 
defenders of the status quo as a result. To the extent that this is true, 
it’s the result of different perceptions about what the modern status 
quo is. Pluralists wish to defend advances in living standards. They 
want ‘continuity’ when it comes to the increasingly socially liberal 
attitudes of the population. They seek to uphold ‘establishment’ sup-
port for international human rights. They want ‘business as usual’ 
when it comes to the reduction of developing world poverty. And 
they believe an imperfect institution like the EU is better than what 
came before.

Hence, unlike Golden Era believers – who hold that progressive val-
ues have been on a losing streak for decades – pluralists face a tricky 
balancing act. They seek ways of consolidating the benefits of our 
interconnected world, while ensuring that they aren’t overshadowed 
by the big drawbacks of globalisation. Accusations of timidity or lack 
of ingenuity here are justified. But accusations of conservatism – as 
though there’s something right-wing in seeking to maintain left-of-cen-
tre achievements – are not.
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There are four ‘quests’ which guide people towards the Golden Era 
myth. Like the triggers for The Dark Knight and the Puppet Master, 
these aren’t particular to the populist left – although in some cases 
they’re more pronounced.

THE QUEST FOR OLD CERTAINTIES

Our lives as children lacked self-consciousness and the freedom to 
make our own choices, but were often happier. We had fewer expe-
riences but fewer disappointments. We weren’t aware of the things 
beyond our grasp.

The quest for old certainties is the political equivalent of this. It re-
fers to nostalgia for times when decision-making was less complex and 
society was simpler.

It’s a quest which is getting more widespread. 2012 polling to mark 
the Queen’s Jubilee found that, while 65% of Brits say that living stan-
dards have improved since her Coronation, only 30% feel that the coun-
try has ‘changed for the better’.1 A significant proportion acknowledge 
advances in medicine, transport, technology and education, but still 
feel Britain is in worse shape than in 1952. The table below shows this 
(excluding ‘neither’ and ‘don’t know’).

The answers of those over 60 – who’ve lived through the entire 
period – are an accentuation of the result. This group are particularly 
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appreciative of progress in their health and wealth, yet are dispropor-
tionately negative about the state of the nation. So, even within a group 
very much aware of advances made, the feeling persists that something 
has been lost along the way. 

This is partly because older people of every generation are more 
nostalgic.2 But this is only half the story. Research compares young 
people’s optimism about the future with previous generations’, and 
finds that contemporary young people are much more likely to say their 
parents’ lives were superior.3 In other words, British optimism is falling 
‘in real terms’. Why?

For many on the left, the answer would be that inequalities have under-
mined material improvements. There’s no doubt that this is a big factor. 
A world with rising inequality is a world where the pressure of ‘keeping 
up’ is more pronounced, and where the opulent lifestyles of others are on 
vivid display.4 As George Orwell wrote, “The lady in the Rolls-Royce car 
is more damaging to morale than a fleet of Goering’s bombing planes.”5

Yet a hankering for equality is only part of the quest for old certain-
ties. Many economic inequalities, after all, have grown up alongside 
demographic change and a geopolitical reordering. Societies have 
become intermingled and liberal, and the distance an individual travels 
from home in their lifetime has increased exponentially. Exposure and 
scrutiny have shone a light on things that never troubled us before. 

So, greater equality is just one trapping of a 1950s society which was 
simpler in a range of ways. Peter Kellner, mentioned earlier, sums this 
up when analysing the above polling:

Table.13.1. Source: YouGov

Agree Disagree
Over-60s that 
agree

Over-
60s that 
disagree

“The quality of life for 
the average person in 
Britain has changed for 
the better over the past 
60 years”

65% 19% 72% 18%

“Britain has changed for 
the better over the past 
60 years”

30% 43% 27% 55%
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We know that we are better off, healthier, better educated and better 
informed than our grandparents. We travel further, live longer and enjoy 
more freedom. But we respect our politicians less. We regard our neigh-
bourhoods as less safe and less friendly. We regret that Britain has been 
relegated from the premier division of world powers. Many of us think 
that globalisation, immigration and Europe have changed Britain for the 
worse. Inequality has grown. 

This provides a near-perfect synopsis of the factors which drive the 
quest for old certainties: a desire for a world less confusing; for a soci-
ety less technically, culturally and ethically complex; for communities 
which were more localised, informal and steady; for an economic struc-
ture without riches ‘beyond our grasp’; and for a period when you knew 
where you stood on class, nationhood, sex and party politics.6

The quest for old certainties provides ammunition for right and left 
alike. For right populists, the old certainties are to do with rules, sover-
eignty and respect for elders. They relate to common sense on race and 
work ethic, and to Britain knowing where we stood in the world.

For left populists, old certainties represent straightforward socialism. 

The challenges of the post-war years seem, from our present vantage 
point, simpler than modern hurdles. Besides which, it was easier for pro-
gressives to choose sides 50 years ago. Dilemmas that now split the left, 
like ‘red versus green’ and ‘open versus closed’, were less prominent.

Wrapped up in this is a contemporary preference for ‘authenticity’, 
which is a ‘sub-quest’ of the quest for old certainties. In a world which 
many fear has become a chrome dystopia, authenticity carries increasing 
weight. This is most obvious among post-materialist groups, manifest-
ing itself in distressed clothes, exposed brickwork, farmers’ markets, 
and other harmless forms of shabby chic. People are increasingly proud 
of their ability, as consumers, to know their lumpy but locally-sourced 
apple from their pesticide-polished one.

This has fed the demand for a political discourse that “reflect[s] the 
growing currency of authenticity” – including expectations that politi-
cians should be personal and informal.7 Increasingly, as ‘consumers’ 
of politics, we believe we can tell faux authenticity from the real thing.

Indeed, the great success of both left and right populists is in creating 
a stereotype of the modern, inauthentic politician, identifiable by their 
perma-tan, toothpaste smiles, sharp suits and reliance on spin.8 These 
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caricatures make the ‘old certainties’ of the Golden Era all the more 
appealing.

Looked at like this, we can understand the Golden Era appeal of a 
politician like Corbyn, compared by some to a ‘craft ale’9 – or of a right 
populist like Trump, who appears to “resurrect the spirit of the authentic 
American entrepreneur.”10 Each represents something which feels, to 
the wary politics consumer, less mass-produced. Each fulfils the desire 
for the straight-talking politician of yesteryear, who knew the group for 
whom they spoke, and called a spade a spade.

The sophisticated, uncertain modern world can take much of the credit 
for increases in quality of life. And however wistful some are for 
mining communities and the family butcher, most are glad that other 
‘old certainties’ have retreated, be it corporal punishment or infant 
mortality.

Yet the quest for old certainties remains a powerful emotional driver. 
Whether through localism or through attempts to de-mystify democ-
racy, we should take seriously the effects on human happiness of an 
ultra-complex world. If pluralists don’t think about this, then the quest 
for old certainties will continue to create a licence for populists.

THE QUEST TO FEEL PROGRESS

The earlier in the economic development process a country is, the more 
optimistic its people feel. One survey, mentioned already, showed that 
among seven countries – India, Thailand, Indonesia, Brazil, Britain, 
Germany and the US – there was a correlation between high GDP and 
disagreement with the statement ‘The next generation will probably be 
safer, richer and healthier than the last’.11 Affluence and pessimism are 
linked. (None of the countries polled are notably more equal than the 
UK, so equality doesn’t explain the findings).

The same goes for broader ideas of change. According to another 
poll across nations, Brits are among the least likely to say ‘the world is 
getting better’, and Chinese people are the most likely.12

This brings us to the quest to feel progress, which describes the need 
to feel that your society is going somewhere. This explains, in my view, 
why the average person in 21st century China or India is less susceptible 
to decline narratives. Despite lower living standards, people in these 
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countries see the promise of a freer, fairer, richer life for their children. 
They have a clearer direction of travel. 

By contrast, developed countries have already gone through this. 
That’s not to say that places like Britain are at the summit. But the 
near-vertical ascent in terms of development, which is currently being 
scaled in India and China, is over in the UK. We are on flatter terrain. 

Hence, unlike during periods of explosive growth or social improve-
ment, many westerners no longer feel that their countries are progress-
ing. They fear we’ve ‘peaked’ (especially as, in our ageing societies, 
many of those who lived through these periods are still alive and recall 
the sense of progress). This holds true even if the reason for the lack of 
progress is that many of the steepest climbs are behind us. There’s less 
of clear answer to the question ‘where do we go from here?’ As a result, 
memories of those steeper climbs – of the Golden Era, when there was 
a lofty end-point to clamber towards – become rosy.

So, the quest to feel progress is about the conviction that the best 
is yet to come. It fuels the Golden Era myth, because we recall the 
struggle towards a goal more strongly than its fulfilment. “To travel 
hopefully is better than to arrive.”

Again, this has a particular manifestation on the left. For example, 
the reality is that we can’t create the NHS or the welfare state a second 
time. The challenge now is how to fund, expand and structure them. 
But the quest to feel progress means we eulogise the era when we were 
struggling to build these institutions.

Spirit of ’45 is a good example, with its suggestion that the imme-
diate post-war period was a better age. This is despite the fact that, 
obviously, it was only necessary to create an NHS because we didn’t 
have one. Hence, Loach’s film is a celebration of past struggle, and of 
the spirit which made that struggle bearable.

Indeed, the question of ‘where next’ for social democracy explains, 
in part, the resurgence of the Golden Era narrative. We’re yet to develop 
an egalitarian narrative, backed up by policies, for where we’re going. 
In the absence of this, it falls to populists like Corbyn, who at least 
offer change of some sort, to cater to it. Even if their solutions actually 
represent a step back, these populists provide a sense of movement and 
struggle. They offer momentum, if not progress (excusing the pun).

Ultimately, the quest to feel progress gets people on the left out of 
bed in the morning, whether they’re populists or not. As the charac-
ter of Jean puts it in Labour of Love, James Graham’s play about the 
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Labour Party, “We’re a movement. That’s what we do. We move.” The 
challenge is how we fulfil the desire to keep advancing, at a point when 
some egalitarian advances have been made, but when the best steps to 
address other, looming issues remain unclear.

THE QUEST FOR URGENCY

In An Inspector Calls, by socialist playwright JB Priestley, the cap-
italist patriarch Mr Birling explains to his family: “I’m talking as a 
hard-headed, practical man of business. And I say there isn’t a chance 
of war.” The play was written in 1945 but set in 1912, and the dramatic 
irony is obvious. Birling adds, “The Titanic – she sails next week.... 
Unsinkable, absolutely unsinkable.”13

Fears about this type of smugness drive the quest for urgency. This 
describes the suspicion that acknowledgers of progress undermine the 
case for change, and demean the suffering that continues to exist. It says 
that the Golden Era story keeps people on their toes, helping to avoid 
Birling-style ‘business as usual’.

An example of this is the response to Steven Pinker’s 2011 book, 
The Better Angels of Our Nature. Using a range of datasets, Pinker 
charts the decline of almost every type of violence, from genocide to 
the smacking of children.

The reaction to this from many on the left was one of disbelief and 
anger. A Guardian reviewer – who admitted to not having finished 
the book – called it “a comfort blanket for the smug” which trivialised 
the Iraq War.14 Further to the left, International Socialist Review 
described The Better Angels as a “snow job,” designed to be well-
received in establishment circles.15 The authors criticised Pinker for 
“relativizing” suffering and reinforcing the “apologetics for Western 
Imperial violence.” Some criticism focused on Pinker’s methodology 
– particularly the decision to count the proportion killed by violence, 
not the overall number. Others said that the book ignored non-violent 
suffering, or was complacent.

Pinker had a rebuff to these points. He convincingly defended 
his decision to focus on proportion not overall number.16 He 
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explained why his book couldn’t have charted the decline of ‘all 
bad things’.17 And he took seriously the major violence that per-
sists – refusing, for example, to predict that the fall in violence would 
continue.18 

The real question is why some left-wingers were so determined to 
disagree with Pinker. Indeed, the sub-text of most criticism was that, 
true or not, The Better Angels shouldn’t have been written. His good 
news about violence was certainly less welcome than the bad news 
about inequality provided by Thomas Piketty in Capital in the 21st Cen-
tury – which was hailed as proof of something long-suspected.

The reasons for this lie in the quest for urgency. As Pinker acknowl-
edges, “No one has ever recruited activists to a cause by announcing 
that things are getting better… Bearers of good news are often advised 
to keep their mouths shut.”19

The attitudes of many on the populist left very much reflect this. 
Following the 2015 election, for example, journalist Stephen Bush was 
asked online whether “the purposes for which Labour was created have 
largely been achieved.” Bush’s perfunctory response – “arguably” – 
prompted furious accusations of complacency.20

Meanwhile, The Future of Socialism – a sophisticated analysis of 
how much progress had been made on Labour’s founding goals – is 
dismissed in the same way. “Crosland’s thesis might be summed up [as] 
‘We’ve won’,” writes Owen Jones.21

Up to a point, this is fair enough. We can see the benefits of the 
quest for urgency in many campaigns for good causes. The public are 
encouraged to help end social or humanitarian problems, on the basis 
that they’re getting worse. Charities, social marketers and interest 
groups have taken this approach, and newspapers, businesses and local 
authorities have followed suit.

Yet this has limitations. Not only can the quest for urgency lead, 
in a climate where everything is presented in this way, to the despair 
described in previous chapters. It can also stop us evaluating prog-
ress. While Golden Era believers are right to caution against the idea 
there’s a shelf of warm air lifting us ever-upwards, the alternative 
view – that we need to deny achievements to sustain energy – is 
equally unhelpful.
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THE QUEST FOR ROMANTIC DISSENT

“People of our generation aren’t able to die for good causes any longer. 
We had all that done for us, in the thirties and the forties.... There aren’t 
any good, brave causes left.”22 So complains Jimmy Porter, protagonist 
of the 1956 play Look Back in Anger – the original ‘angry young man’ 
text.

Jimmy knows previous decades weren’t a Golden Era. The war 
looms large in the memory, as does the poverty before it. By 1956 the 
fortunes of working-class men like Jimmy were improving, and he ef-
fectively concedes that his cohort has “never had it so good” (as Harold 
Macmillan famously put it).

Yet Jimmy still rebels against his sanitised and risk-free historical 
moment. He regrets his interests being aligned with the political direc-
tion of the era. Herein we see the quest for romantic dissent, our fourth 
explanation of the Golden Era narrative. This is the desire to feel we’re 
battling against the direction of travel – that we’re a lone voice against 
a dystopian zeitgeist.

The quest for romantic dissent fuels the Golden Era, because the very 
idea of dissent is premised on a society moving in the wrong direction. 
The example of Jimmy Porter is useful because it shows that, even at a 
juncture with little basis for a decline narrative – a juncture in fact ven-
erated by contemporary socialists – there were still people who wanted 
to believe in one.

I refer to ‘romantic’ dissent because underlying the quest is a desire 
for glory, or else an idealised and tragic vision, of a past washed away 
by modernity. Sometimes, the quest is for something raw and true, lost 
because of technological or material gains.23 Other times it’s for a yes-
teryear which seems more heroic or real – closer, somehow, to what it 
is to be human.

For a modern example of the quest, let’s look at Russell Brand’s 
essay, ‘We no longer have the luxury of tradition’.24 This was the cen-
trepiece of a New Statesman edition which Brand edited in 2013.

The formation of the NHS, holiday pay, sick pay, the weekend…were 
not achieved in the lifetime of the directionless London rioters. They are 
uninformed of the left’s great legacy as it is dismantled around them… 
Our materialistic consumer culture relentlessly stimulates our desire. Our 
media ceaselessly engages our fear, our government triangulates and 
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administrates, ensuring there are no obstacles to the agendas of these 
slow-thighed beasts, slouching towards Bethlehem.

Brand adds that, in recent decades, we’ve “succumbed to an ideology 
that is 100% corrupt,” and predicts a “struggle for survival if our species 
is to avoid expiry.”25 He yearns for the “service of the land,” heralding 
“Pagan” and “Celtic” codes of “protection and survival,” and regretting 
that these worlds have been “aborted and replaced with nihilistic nar-
ratives of individualism.” “The Spiritual Revolution has come and we 
have only an instant to act,” Brand declares. While others “burp and 
giggle,” he’s able to see that “the survival of the planet” is at stake.

Brand’s decision to quote WB Yeats’ apocalyptic poem, ‘The Second 
Coming’ (“slow-thighed beasts...”) – to imply the march of elites to-
wards world domination – is telling. Yeats, an aristocratic poet who led 
the Irish romantic movement, epitomised the quest for romantic dissent. 
He loved heroic gestures, and was drawn to mythologised recollections 
of Ireland’s past, dreaming of the moment when that world would be 
violently restored.26 He lamented that “All the more intense forms of 
literature... lost their hold... as life grew safe.”27 ‘The Second Coming’ 
epitomises the beauty which Yeats found in the prospect of disaster. 

Brand writes that “aesthetically, aside from the ideology, I beam at 
the spectacle of disruption.” Similarly, Yeats felt “ecstasy at the con-
templation of ruin,”28 wishing to make Ireland “ready to plunge into the 
abyss.”29 And, again like Brand, Yeats was financially insulated from 
the implications this would have for ordinary people – if done as an 
activity in itself, without a peaceful end-point in mind.30

Russell Brand isn’t representative of all left populism. But his views 
show how people can construct narratives of decline, so as to fulfil a 
personal need for meaning. Often, these narratives have an element 
of truth. But the quest for romantic dissent – for a sense of impeding 
crisis, against which a few brave individuals must struggle – means the 
narratives are embraced unquestioningly and entirely.

The quest for romantic dissent is, after all, gratifying. The Golden 
Era lets us feel we’re visionaries or saviours – who can see through 
the “sequin-covered vacuous heroes” (as Brand puts it) who others are 
coveting. This gratification is part of the reason that exciting count-
er-cultures exist. There will always be those who, by temperament, 
define themselves against the direction of travel – often asking the right 
questions in the process.
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Indeed, the quest for romantic dissent is, like the other quests 
we’ve looked at, built into many humans. Even Dwight Eisenhower 
acknowledged that “Life is certainly only worthwhile if it represents 
struggle for worthy causes… I am quite certain that the human being 
could not continue to exist if he or she had perfect security.” In this 
light, we can maybe understand the “connection” which someone like 
Russell Brand finds in “the ripped-up paving stones and galloping 
police horses.”

Yet we must remember that many of those who lived through the 
Golden Eras which Brand conjures were struggling for the alleviation 
of poverty and war, or the provision of basic rights, resources and 
safety – the very opposite, in other words, of revolution for its own 
sake.
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To reiterate, the argument against the Golden Era isn’t that society is 
always improving. Rather, the criticism comes when declinist assump-
tions trump evidence and analysis. So, although I personally believe the 
‘arc of the moral universe’ does ‘bend towards justice’ in the long-term, 
it can still bend in the wrong direction for long periods, or have strands 
that have yet to bend the right way. On climate change and wealth 
inequality, for example, I’d say that believing things are headed in the 
wrong direction right now makes you a realist, not a proponent of the 
Golden Era.

So what, specifically, should we be suspicious about with the myth? 
Drilling down, there are three characteristics which mark the pluralist, 
non-believer in the Golden Era from the populist believer.

The first is the acceptance that, even if the post-war era was emphat-
ically superior, we can’t go back. Reversing the decisions made in the 
intervening years won’t return us to the Golden Era. Nor will 1950s 
policies yield the same results in the 2010s. An industrial, unionised 
workforce won’t re-materialize. Mistakes in foreign policy can’t be 
unmade, only compensated for. And ‘socialism in one nation’ won’t be 
the same if we’re the only country practising it as it was when we were 
one of many.

The second is the willingness to celebrate progress. There are many 
areas where, from a progressive viewpoint, the ‘lines are going up’.1 
Believers in the Golden Era tell us that these are anomalies or free mar-
ket window dressing. But we may still wonder, if falling global poverty 
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and declining racism have occurred on the watch of a shift to the right, 
whether perhaps that shift either isn’t happening or isn’t all bad.

The third characteristic is the view that the things which have got 
more progressive are often linked to the things which have got less 
so. This isn’t to say reductions in racism and the rise of tax-avoiding 
corporations are two sides of the same coin. But it’s to concede that 
it’s hard to divorce the two entirely. They’re both products of a more 
interconnected world.

This is probably the most important place of divergence between 
Golden Era disciples and Golden Era sceptics, and it relates to the first 
and second differences listed above. If you see advances and declines as 
in some sense linked, then you’ll acknowledge the difficulty of keeping 
only the parts of the modern world which you like; the difficulty of 
accelerating and reversing at the same time.

If you’re a believer in the Golden Era, on the other hand, you’ll 
more likely think that positive changes would have happened any-
way.2 Progressive shifts will be seen as having slipped through the 
‘neoliberal’ net. This encourages the idea that we can wind the clock 
back to the 1950s when it comes to ejecting all multinational com-
panies, but retain present levels of diversity, internationalism and 
prosperity.

THE ‘NEOLIBERALISM’ STORY

The ‘neoliberalism’ narrative is the coronary artery of the Golden Era 
myth. It leaves pluralists perplexed, but is central to how left populists 
see the last 70 years. The basic idea is that, during the period between 
the post-war era and the present day, a left-wing Arcadia was disman-
tled. During that timeline the policy consensus – and with it the public 
mood – shifted in a reactionary direction on most fronts, and continues 
to do so. A tolerant, Keynesian Golden Era, built on community, free-
dom, fairness and equality, was torn down and privatised by elites. And 
a new epoch, based on greed, bigotry, and dog-eat-dog competition, 
was welcomed in. In the UK, every government since 1979 is seen as 
complicit in this.

The definition of ‘neoliberalism’ is imprecise.3 It’s impossible to find 
a version of ‘neoliberalism’ which applies accurately to all the govern-
ments included under the umbrella, but which doesn’t apply to at least 
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some of those held up as alternatives – be they modern Scandinavia or 
1950s Britain.

To put this to the test, eight definitions of ‘neoliberalism’ are overlaid 
on my diagram below. Governments from different countries and eras 
(chosen fairly randomly) are drawn in. The various perimeters show 
which countries/ governments fall into each definition of the ‘neoliberal 
consensus’, and which don’t.

Firstly, there’s the definition of true neoliberalism (labeled 1 in the 
diagram), in which the government doesn’t intervene in any way, except 
to provide an army and police force, and to facilitate trading. We clearly 
don’t inhabit this sort of society, and haven’t since before WWI.4

Secondly, there’s what we might call neoliberalism as neoconser-
vatism (labeled 2): an ultra-conservative form of modern government, 
exemplified by Thatcher and Reagan. These 1980s governments didn’t 
practice true neoliberalism (or anything close, as far as the size the state 
is concerned), but they certainly moved their countries radically to the 
right.

Thirdly, while neoconservatism and true neoliberalism are separate, 
you could group them together as neoliberalism as small state ideology 
(labeled 3). ‘Neoliberalism’ here is an umbrella ideology, key advocates 
being Hayek, Friedman or the Mont Pellerin set. Users of this definition 

Figure 14.1.  
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might concede that 1850s and 1980s levels of government intervention 
were pretty different. But they’d say the end goals weren’t.

None of the above could be applied to New Labour, which wasn’t 
a small state ideology.5 Labour’s focus on investment, equality and 
employment was a clear break from neoconservatism. So, why is New 
Labour included in the ‘neoliberal consensus’? There’s a fourth defini-
tion that might answer this: neoliberalism as the middle way (labeled 
4). After all, the term ‘neoliberalism’ at one point described a form of 
US liberalism which avoided the pitfalls of both free markets and full 
state planning.6 Britain’s embrace of ‘the third way’ fits this definition, 
with its effort to deliver social liberalism and economic justice within a 
global market economy.

Neoliberalism as the middle way seems to partially capture what peo-
ple mean – given that the term is frequently aimed at ‘Blairites’. How-
ever, according to this definition, ‘neoliberalism’ is an alternative to – not 
a continuity of – neoconservatism (which is unbothered by social justice 
or public services). Thatcher wasn’t, by this definition, ‘neoliberal’.

Fifthly – if we’re looking for a classification that includes New La-
bour and Thatcherism – the answer might be neoliberalism as financial 
globalisation (labeled 5). The real change since 1980, after all, is the 
fluidity of capital. This has led to de-industrialisation, de-regulation and 
tax cuts to attract investment, and to bigger inequalities between regions 
and individuals.

However, these challenges apply to nearly all developed countries 
– from Kohl’s Germany to Obama’s USA, from Scandi-socialism to 
Italian Berlusconism. By this definition, ‘neoliberalism’ isn’t an ide-
ology but a set of conditions in which modern governments operate.7 
Some embrace it; others pull up the drawbridge; most do something in 
between.

Critics of ‘neoliberalism’ rarely cast their net this wide. And they 
usually mean something more ideological. So, a sixth definition might 
be neoliberalism as private sector preference (labeled 6). Commentator 
Abi Wilkinson, for example, acknowledged that 1997 saw a break from 
neoconservatism, but said that New Labour still qualified as ‘neolib-
eral’ thanks to a “belief that [the] private sector does things better.”8

There’s truth in this. Though the proportion spent by the state grew 
significantly, Blair and Brown both seemed agnostic about public 
ownership, and accepted the balance of nationalisation and privatisa-
tion which they inherited, seeking partnership between the two. They 
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encouraged schemes like PFI, the test being service quality and free 
access for all. There was arguably enough sympathy towards the private 
sector that New Labour could be grouped under the same consensus as 
Thatcherism – as distinct from the post-war decades. However, neo-
liberalism as private sector preference again scoops up several highly 
egalitarian nations. Japan (a country based on ‘collective capitalism’) 
and Sweden (a social market economy) both rely on the private sector to 
run services, in some ways more than the UK. They have low inequality 
despite a tendency towards private provision.

A seventh definition could be neoliberalism as commoditisation 
(labeled 7). Marketisation, managerialism and return-on-investment 
are seen as symptoms of a society that knows the cost of everything 
and the value of nothing.9 Yet here too it’s hard to see where neoliber-
alism starts and ends. After the war, food and resources were rationed 
and Nye Bevan “stuffed with gold” the mouths of the British Medical 
Association, to get them to buy into the idea of the NHS. The USSR 
also commodified society, using planners not markets.

I don’t see that there’s less value for human life now than during 
these times. The only thing that’s changed is our ability to measure 
outcomes. You must go back a long way to find an era when resources, 
outputs and endeavour weren’t measured for value.

Lastly, the definition might just be neoliberalism as capitalism (la-
beled 8). According to this, the Attlee and Wilson premierships were 
also ‘neoliberal’, featuring private wealth, home ownership and con-
sumerism. Likewise, every European social democratic country since 
1945. If ‘neoliberalism’ just means non-communist, then there’s been 
no ‘sea change’ moment when Britain became ‘neoliberal’. 

Often, ‘neoliberalism’ is used to mean any and all of the definitions 
above. Abi Wilkinson provides this potted definition: “A programme 
of privatisation, deregulation and financial liberalisation, guided by an 
overarching individualistic ideology which tells us competition is the 
only workable basis for organising human activity and the logic of the 
private sector should be applied universally.”

Since WWII, almost no nation has fulfilled this in its entirety, and few 
have eschewed all aspects. Most European countries favour “the logic 
of the private sector” when it comes to food, but not when it comes to 
health. Obama didn’t sign up to an “overarching individualistic ideol-
ogy,” but Trump certainly does. Trump, meanwhile, opposes “financial 
liberalisation” between countries, in a way that Obama did not.
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Of course, it may be that ‘neoliberalism’ isn’t a label that an economy 
is or isn’t, or an ideology that a government subscribes to or doesn’t. 
Perhaps it’s something you’re closer to or further away from. How-
ever, if there are degrees of ‘neoliberalism’ then it’s striking how few 
commentators discuss it in this way. You rarely hear, for example, that 
Britain moved from being 30% neoliberal in 1970 to 70% neoliberal in 
1990, retreating back to around 50% neoliberal by 2010. Nor do people 
discuss exactly what degree of ‘neoliberalism’ is desirable (presuming 
the answer isn’t a Trotskyite 0%).

Moreover, economic definitions like the eight above are frequently 
conflated with non-economic problems: failure to do more on climate 
change,10 hostility to immigration, ‘western imperialism’, snobbery, 
Brexit, civil liberties infringements, etc. These are all included in the 
‘neoliberal consensus’ at points – even though many were more acute 
in the post-war years.

As a result, the ‘neoliberalism’ narrative serves three negative func-
tions. Firstly, it makes a Dark Knight of anyone who cooperates, even 
slightly, with international capitalism. Secondly, it creates a Puppet 
Master conspiracy theory out of the shift from a series of national econ-
omies to a single global one.11 And thirdly, it diminishes all progress 
since the pre-‘neoliberal’ Golden Era.

The ‘neoliberalism’ story offers a meta-narrative for all that’s wrong 
with contemporary society. If we’re to challenge it, we must explore the 
more complex story of the past 70 years.

So, rather than unpacking the Golden Era’s flaws, as we did for The 
Dark Knight and the Puppet Master, we’ll instead chart seven alterna-
tive readings of post-war history, over the course of this chapter and 
Chapters Fifteen and Sixteen. These are, in each case, simplified and 
condensed. But they show how left-wing and right-wing shifts are tied 
to one another, and demonstrate that progress has been, at worst, mixed.

The first reading is Isolation to Interconnectedness, which explores 
the declining power of nation states. The second, Local scale, National 
scale, Global scale, explores the impact of globalisation. The third, At-
tlee, Thatcher, Blair, Brexit, looks at how ‘Overton’ consensuses have 
risen and fallen. The fourth and fifth shifts, Equal rights, Equal oppor-
tunities, Fair outcomes and Direct challenges to Indirect challenges, 
map the changing essence of the problems the left faces. The sixth shift, 
Groupish, Individualist, Post-materialist, looks at public attitudes and 
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cultural values. The seventh, Innocence to Awareness, describes the 
role of information, education and the media.

I. ISOLATION TO INTERCONNECTEDNESS

One question never pondered by left populists is why, if we’ve drifted 
so far towards conservatism, many on the right believe Golden Era nar-
ratives of their own. Mail columnist Peter Hitchens, for example, claims 
that David Cameron ended up having “more in common with the Socialist 
Workers’ Party” than with conventional Tories.12 This isn’t uncommon 
among right populists. In America, Trump’s slogan was ‘Make America 
Great Again’, and his supporters suggested that RINOs (‘Republicans in 
Name Only’) had surrendered the party’s original purpose.

This feeling on the right encompasses a sense of decline about the 
rise of human rights, the preoccupation with the environment, the loss 
of Britain’s (or America’s) place in the world, and ‘over-compensation’ 
on race and gender. It extends to economics, too. Right populists say 
we’ve moved towards an overgenerous welfare system, an oversized 
state, an over-willingness to ‘blame society’, excessive international 
aid, and regulations that suffocate enterprise. We only need to look at 
the Tea Party’s obsession with their country’s ‘socialised’ healthcare 
to see this. 

If the right has won so comprehensively then why aren’t they more 
triumphant? And if they’ve lost then why aren’t we on the left happier? 
Both Golden Era narratives cannot be correct.

The reality is that – rather than a shift to left or right – a move from 
isolationism towards interconnectedness has changed the parameters. 
The mobility of big business, for example, has meant governments in-
creasingly placate large multinationals. Left populists see this as proof 
of a rightward shift sweeping all before it. But, on the other side of the 
ledger, the shift towards internationalism has meant acquiescence to 
Human Rights rules and global emissions targets. Right populists treat 
these as wholesale capitulations.13

The table below sets out the key oppositions. And the visualisations 
which follow show how left and right have had their wings clipped by 
the Isolation to Interconnectedness shift. The horseshoes in each rep-
resent the political spectrum at different points, with the dark and light 
perimeter lines showing the limitations that an interconnected world has 
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imposed on left and right respectively. Some of the changes are techni-
cal, while others relate to social norms changing, thanks to contact with 
other cultures.

The first, Diagram 1, shows the political horseshoe at a relatively 
early stage – as it might have been several decades ago. 

In essence, progressive and conservative governments alike have had 
their room for manoeuvre altered by a world where borders matter less. 
Populists on both sides are reluctant to think through the challenges of 
an interconnected world, instead arguing that their opponents have been 
100% triumphant. 

Indeed, there is little acceptance, among populists, that there’s any 
give-and-take at all between left interconnectedness and right intercon-
nectedness. Most believe you can choose one without the other. Left 

Figure 14.2.  

Table.14.1.

Rightwards drift Leftwards drift

Globalisation Internationalism
Economic liberalism Social liberalism
Free trade Free movement
Big business Mass migration
Inequality within countries Equality between countries
Lower taxes on global rich Higher focus on global poor
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populists argue that government policies can be socially liberal but 
economically protectionist; internationalist but anti-globalisation.14  

Forced to choose, isolation is often the populist backup. As a result, 
left populists end up taking insular stances, or inadvertently collaborat-
ing with the hard right. The cooperation with Enoch Powell in the 1975 
European referendum was an early instance of this. Labour’s current 
opposition to freedom of movement is a modern example.15 

The reality is that it’s hard to contribute to peace in Syria, or to 
build a consensus on climate change, while refusing to trade with other 
countries. Likewise, it’s difficult to travel widely as a population – or to 
accept more migrants and refugees – if you have a siege economy. And 
it’s almost impossible to square the fall in prosperity that protectionism 
would bring with Britain remaining a country that foreigners want to 
visit or live in.16 Similarly, multilateral solutions to inequality (a Robin 
Hood Tax, for example) won’t get far if you withdraw at the same time 
from multilateral platforms like NATO.

The same goes for the spread of social reforms (on capital punish-
ment, abortion, or LGBT rights). These occur much faster in a world 
where progressive steps are visible and replicable to other nations. 
They’re less likely if there’s no integration between countries. This 
is part of the reason why internationalism and social liberalism go 
hand-in-hand.

Humanitarian intervention is another example. The left’s foreign pol-
icy outlook is premised on an age with no ‘international community’, 
when countries were self-contained, self-interested entities. But what 
should the policy be in a world where colonial arguments have been 
largely beaten – where our instinct is to help not plunder? What should 
we do – as an interconnected nation whose destiny is bound up with 
other nations – when we see foreign crises on our TV screens? The 
answer clearly can’t be either blanket intervention or blanket non-inter-
vention. Yet left populists find it easier to sit back on assumptions from 
the isolationist era, by blaming ‘Western Imperialism’, than to think 
through these questions.

This isn’t to say an uncritical embrace is the only way of adapting to 
the Isolation to Interconnectedness transition. There are different ways 
of striking the balance between internationalism and globalisation. But 
it’s hard to imagine a country rejecting every tenet of globalisation 
while remaining a beacon of one world tolerance.17
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Diagrams 2-5, below, show the implications of the Isolation to In-
terconnectedness shift over time. Diagram 5 shows the conventional 
spectrum turned on its head, with ‘open versus closed’ replacing ‘right 
versus left’. 18

We saw this in France’s 2017 Presidential run-off, where the main-
stream left and the mainstream right were swept aside. The final ballot 
was between an all-out internationalist globalist (Macron) and an all-out 
nationalist protectionist (Le Pen).19

In the UK we’re closer to a Diagram 3 or 4 scenario, largely because 
both main parties are under isolationist leadership. Anti-immigrant, 
pro-sovereignty Brexiteers set the Conservative agenda. Anti-interven-
tionist ‘Lexiteers’ currently set Labour’s. The attempted Change UK 
breakaway and the 2019 Lib Dem surge both represent, in different 
ways, efforts to break this deadlock and build movements supportive of 
interconnectedness.

Indeed, during the last few years both of Britain’s main parties 
have been constantly on the verge of splitting, the fault-lines being 
between isolationism and interconnectedness.20 Populists are in the iso-
lationist camp and pluralists are in the interconnectedness one – with 
the latter telling the former that they can’t choose only the aspects of 

Figure 14.3.  
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interconnectedness which they like. Brexit has tended to be the battle-
ground for this, but the tensions run deeper.21

It should be said that the issue isn’t just that rejecting globalisation 
means rejecting aspects of internationalism (or vice versa, if you’re 
on the right). It’s also that a successful economy is almost impossible 
without accepting the shift towards an interconnected world.

The centre right, for instance, has historically advocated mild na-
tionalism and social conservatism, alongside market-based economic 
pragmatism. But Brexit renders these things irreconcilable. 

Meanwhile, the centre left ideal is to combine a strong economy 
with radical redistribution – growing the pie but splitting it as you do. 
Yet Isolation to Interconnectedness means that this social democratic 
formula – always reliant on a balancing act22 – has come to feel like a 
zero-sum choice: a strong economy or an equal one. In a globalised 
context, the pursuit of growth often means bigger and bigger conces-
sions, to attract companies which  are indifferent to borders.

This creates accusations of a race to the bottom. If we look at the 
steady reductions in UK corporation tax, we can understand why many 
fear that the pursuit of investment brings diminishing returns.23 Indeed, 
corporation tax has fallen dramatically in almost every OECD country, 
largely thanks to the Isolation to interconnectedness transition.

Labour is thus torn between growers of the pie (who point out the 
hardship of recession and the investment in the poorest that even mod-
est growth can bring), and splitters of the pie (who point out that equal-
ity is the abiding goal of the left). In short, would we prefer a nation 
with affluent CEOs whose taxes pay for new schools, or one with fewer 
CEOs and fewer new schools?24 Corbyn supporters should be honest 
that their politics will harm prosperity. His opponents should concede 
that their mean that inequality can only be tackled very gradually. 

In truth, there’s a desperate need for interconnected responses to an 
interconnected world. If Europe could act as one then wealth inequal-
ities could be addressed.25 Yet the problem is that the populist left – 
even if correct in some of its diagnoses – has consistently favoured the 
solutions of an isolationist age, without being honest with itself about 
what this means. 

Arguments about whether ‘open versus closed’ has replaced ‘left versus 
right’ have rumbled for years.26 It’s often pointed out, for example, that 
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young people tend to be economically and socially liberal, compared to 
older, ‘closed’ generations.27

Indeed, some left populists accept parts of the Isolation to Intercon-
nectedness shift, but find ways of shoehorning it into the Golden Era 
narrative. Progressives who work with the Isolation to Interconnect-
edness shift are caricatured as pro-globalisation liberals and rootless 
jet-setters, more concerned with boardroom diversity than with genuine 
equality.

Hence, despite there being a complex trade-off between progressive 
and conservative parts of Isolation to Interconnectedness, the shift is 
seen by the populist left as a right-wing phenomenon and a sign that 
we’ve lost.

In reality, although interconnectedness has narrowed the room for 
manoeuvre, there are still big differences between how centre left and 
centre right parties deal with interconnectedness.

Moreover, the narrowing of the parameters is a bottleneck, not a per-
manent state-of-affairs. It has mainly happened because we’re at a half-
way point in the Isolation to Interconnectedness shift – experiencing 
the downsides of developments like fluid capital, without yet being 
interconnected enough to solve them supra-nationally. The left needs to 
help build more transparent and democratic international structures, so 
that we can push to the next stage.

As the final visualisation, Diagram 6, anticipates, if and when this 
happens, clear blue water will open out between the internationalist left 

Figure 14.4.  
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and the globalist right. Core values will re-assert themselves and real 
debates – like the rate at which an EU-wide corporation tax should be 
set – will take hold. Meanwhile, isolationist populists of left and right 
will increasingly overlap.

Hence, while support for a coalition of internationalists and globalists 
may be an effective short-term tactic against Brexit, it isn’t a sustain-
able platform. There are few policies that could fulfil, in the long-term, 
the ideals of both pluralist left and pluralist right.

Those Labour supporters described as ‘centrists’ by the left are ef-
fectively those who believe that embracing and shaping the Isolation to 
Interconnectedness shift is the only option.28 They see internationalism 
as the route to egalitarianism,29 and favour a fully interconnected world, 
where you can tackle wealth inequality in a joined-up way. By contrast, 
the far left tend to see egalitarianism as the route to internationalism, 
and are suspicious of ‘world government’ for Puppet Master reasons. 
They would advocate creating a truly egalitarian country in splendid 
isolation (which you can then replicate elsewhere).

II. LOCAL SCALE, NATIONAL SCALE,  
GLOBAL SCALE

The next transition is Local scale, National scale, Global scale. This 
looks in more detail at the intersections between technological change, 
economic scale, and the tools required to regulate capitalism and reduce 
inequality.

The direction of travel, over the last few hundred years, is from 
countless localised economies, to a series of self-contained national 
economies, to a single global economy. In recent decades, this has led 
to the move from Britain as a late-industrial country, governed by a set 
of national levers, to Britain as part of a world economy, in need of 
more powerful global levers. Underpinning this Local scale, National 
scale, Global scale shift are two consecutive phenomena: the industrial 
revolution and globalisation. These events increased the geographical 
range of the economy – from local to national, and then from national 
to global. The latter now confronts us in the same way as the former 
confronted progressives in the second half of the 19th century and the 
first part of the 20th century.
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Like the industrial revolution, globalisation is the product of new 
technologies: mass production in the case of the former; the internet, 
the media and the electronic mobility of businesses and capital in the 
case of the latter. 

Like the industrial revolution, globalisation brings both prosperity 
and inequality. There are legitimate claims to ‘lift everyone’, but a 
small group claims much of the spoils.30

Like the industrial revolution, globalisation creates economic migra-
tions. There was a shift from local to national in the case of the former 
(cities such as Liverpool and Sheffield became national economic 
hubs). And there’s been a move from national to international in the 
case of the latter (e.g. the rise of London as a global metropolis).

Like the industrial revolution, globalisation widens audiences. The 
former created celebrities with national fanbases, and products with 
UK-wide reach. The latter created global celebrity culture, and let 
brands gain international recognition.

Like the industrial revolution, globalisation demands that policy 
levers increase in scope. The role of national government served this 
function in the case of industrialisation (national income tax was only 
meaningfully introduced in the early 20th century). The present need to 
supra-nationally tax big business and the super-rich is the equivalent 
example for globalisation.

Like the industrial revolution, globalisation leaves the left bereft of 
answers. In the case of the former, this was manifested in the decline 
of the Whig/Liberal Party (and earlier, in the ‘luddite’ tendency). In 
the case of globalisation, it raises existential questions about Labour’s 
purpose.

But ultimately, like the industrial revolution, globalisation isn’t go-
ing anywhere. The genie is out of the bottle. Just as industrialisation 
was ultimately shaped into something progressive (something, indeed, 
which Golden Era believers now hanker for),31 globalisation will only 
be managed if we accept and engage with it.

Part of the reason that the post-war consensus feels like a Golden Era 
is because it came at a point where many of the inequities created by 
industrialisation had relented. The levers of national government were 
still powerful, and the political left controlled them in many countries. 
The inequality and poverty that mass production brought had been 
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significantly tamed. In this regard it was an ‘exceptional’ period, as 
Piketty and others note.

It was ended by a set of technological and communications advances, 
which meant that individuals, industries and wealth became mobile. 
National governments’ power to take the necessary economic steps was 
reduced.

This relates to what Branko Milanovic, a former World Bank econ-
omist, calls ‘Kuznets Waves’. The term ‘Kuznets Wave’ is an adapta-
tion of the economist Simon Kuznets’ famous up-and-down ‘Kuznets 
Curve’. This summed up the belief, dominant in the second half of the 
20th century, that inequality would first rise and then fall, as a country 
developed.

Kuznets’ theory has been undermined by the work of Piketty, among 
others, who showed that inequality is on the rise across the developed 
world. But Milanovic’s adaptation of the Kuznets Curve theory is 
important. It suggests that Kuznets wasn’t so much wrong as that he 
was thinking of development in terms of a single event (an industrial 
revolution within one country). But, according to Milanovic, a new 
Kuznets Curve is created each time there’s a technological shift: “my 
reformulation of the Kuznets Curve into Kuznets Waves comes in be-
cause I consider the current increase [in inequality], in the last 25 or 
30 years, to reflect essentially the second technological revolution, and 
globalization.”32 In short, there have been two seismic shifts.33

The diagram below represents, in an ultra-simplified way, a schema 
for what this looks like. It depicts two Kuznets Waves of rising and then 
falling equality, each triggered by technology expanding the horizons 
of capitalism.

Within Kuznets Wave 1 there was a lag time between the new tech-
nology having this effect and the required levers – national levers, in 
this case – being used to address the socio-economic consequences. 
We’re currently in a similar lag time with Kuznets Wave 2, and must 
hope that the necessary global levers will be grasped in the same way. 
With this in mind I’ve optimistically extended the timeline, to an imag-
ined future where Kuznets Wave 2 begins to fall.

What this suggests is that, having spent a century conquering one Ev-
erest of inequality, progressives now find ourselves walking up a sec-
ond mountain, in the form of globalisation. In the post-war years – the 
Golden Era – we were merely coming down the side of the first wave.
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Almost every other developed country is in the same ascent when it 
comes to inequality – with varying steepness. And this explains why a 
return to the post-war settlement isn’t viable. Applying national levers 
when everyone else is working on a global scale won’t help, any more 
than the levers of the early 19th century market town economy would 
have protected you against the inequalities caused by mass production. 
The only approach is to work at the level at which the economy works. 
This is part of the reason why the ‘Lexit’ justification for leaving the 
EU is so frustrating.

Anthony Crosland wrote in 1956 that:34

The most obvious fulfilment of our socialist ideals lies in altering not the 
structure of society in our own country, but the balance of wealth and 
privilege between advanced and backwards countries… Socialists must 
always remember that inter-national now surpasses inter-class injustices 
and inequalities.

Written as the country descended the slopes of Kuznets Wave 1, 
this sentiment was very much of its time. It highlights a difference 

Figure 14.5.  
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between Kuznets Waves 1 and 2. The ascent of Wave 1 in my dia-
gram resulted in inequalities within countries as well as inequalities 
between countries. Richer nations pulled away from poorer nations, 
and the richer people within those rich nations pulled away from the 
poorer people.35

The descent of Kuznets Wave 1 resulted in decreasing inequality 
within countries, but did less for inequality between countries – as the 
timing of Crosland’s quote acknowledges. The poorest people in the 
rich countries caught up with the richest people in those same countries. 
But, in a very broad sense, poorer countries remained poor and richer 
countries remained rich.

The last four decades have seen the opposite happen. Poorer nations 
have caught up in the wake of globalisation (a process known as ‘con-
vergence’). But the richest people have, in almost all countries, become 
steadily richer than the poorest people. 

The diagram above imposes a schematic dotted line for inequality be-
tween countries onto the previous visualisation, to distinguish this from 
the Kuznets Waves of inequality within countries. In simple terms the 
direction of travel is from inequality ‘between and within’ to inequality 
‘between’ and then to inequality ‘within’.36

Figure 14.6.  
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The reason for the recent rise in inequality within countries is the de-
clining importance of borders. The shapes of national economies have 
often been stretched to breaking point by this. At the top of the econ-
omy, individuals can keep wealth off-shore or migrate to different parts 
of the world for higher salaries.37 And companies can base themselves 
in lower-tax countries, or else can wield extra bargaining power about 
where they’re based.38

Meanwhile, the reason for the fall in inequality between countries is 
also the declining importance of borders: the arrival of relocated indus-
tries in developing countries, the end of colonial rule, and the mobility 
of workforces. For instance, the economies of Asian countries have 
grown through trade, and because manufacturers have moved there. 
Migrants from Poland have moved to places like the UK – earning 
money and sending it home. And developed countries now provide aid 
to poorer countries who they once took resources from.

In effect, the lines are crossing over, meaning that the assumptions of 
2019 are close to the opposite of those made by Crosland in 1956. The 
‘structure of society in our own country’ is now getting more unequal, 
whereas the ‘balance of wealth and privilege between advanced and 
backwards countries’ is at least moving in the right direction. 

The shift from inequality between countries to inequality within 
them has ramifications for how people think about ‘deserving’ versus 
‘underserving’ poverty. This might explain why, back in times of lower 
inequality within countries and higher inequality between them, the 
public were more progressive when it came to support for the welfare 
state – and less progressive on race and nationhood. The plane of strug-
gle was between all the inhabitants of our country – who would equally 
enjoy the spoils – and all those of another.

Younger generations, by contrast, often see themselves against a 
global backdrop. Attitudes to immigration are increasingly based on 
economic competition, not nationality, and people are less likely to give 
the benefit of the doubt to fellow nationals using the welfare state.39 

The response to the 2011 London riots is a case-in-point. Much of 
the anger online – which tended to come from younger or better net-
worked observers – was aimed at the entitlement of UK citizens who, 
comparatively speaking, weren’t needy or deserving. In fact, many 
drew contrasts between poorer individuals in the UK and those in other 
countries: “Don’t blame poverty [for the riots]. Africa knows poverty,” 
wrote one.40
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This signifies a shift away from the attitudes you’d expect in a world 
of competing national economies – and towards the types you’d expect 
in a single global one.41

The Local scale, National scale, Global scale transition is a catalyst 
for urbanisation. It concentrates activity onto our economic hubs – with 
the UK, for example, becoming more reliant on London. If people 
travel and trade no further than the county where they live, it stands 
to reason that a market town is the commercial centre. If they travel 
and trade across the nation, bigger conurbations become the hubs.42 
And if they travel and trade internationally then the focus will shift to 
‘mega-cities’.43

Hence, the ‘agglomeration’ process – the economic term for things 
amassing together – gradually shifts the focus towards a handful of vast 
centres. Each of these act as global regional hubs for a certain industry. 
London, for example, is effectively Europe’s financial centre. Smaller 
cities and towns have struggled, by comparison.

Reliance on these centres as the ‘goose that lays the golden egg’ 
means that they, like the high earners and big companies they’re home 
to, are more answerable to the global market than to national rules.44

The diagram below visualises what this looks like in Britain. It’s 
simplistic and schematic, once again, and is intended only to show the 
direction of travel. (In the UK, London has always loomed above the 
rest). 

A good example, away from the UK, is the contrasting fortunes of 
Chicago and Detroit, two geographically close American cities. Chi-
cago was once the US meat-packing hub and Detroit was the car-man-
ufacturing centre. These industries left in the second half of the 20th 
century.45 But the rise in global finance, and the need for a hub in the 
Mid-West, meant that Chicago remained a leading world city. Detroit, 
on the other hand, became an emblem of post-industrial decline and 
population exodus. An area with two industrial cities became able to 
support only one global centre.

Again, this plays out in social attitudes – giving rise, in the UK, to the 
‘London versus The Rest’ values divide. This has been much discussed 
since the Brexit vote.

At earlier stages of the Local scale, National scale, Global scale 
transition, cultural capital and social attitudes would have been more 
intermingled, with each town having a cross-section of values. But the 
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move to global hubs has meant a division into cosmopolitan areas with 
unprecedentedly high cultural capital, and other areas with very differ-
ent perspectives. People in the former are more likely to have travelled 
internationally (through work, or through having disposable income 
for holidays). They’re more likely to subscribe to ideas of ‘universal 
justice’.46 They’re more likely to have left their home towns.47 They’re 
more likely to be digitally networked.48 

David Goodhart’s book Road to Somewhere describes this as the 
difference between Anywheres and Somewheres.49 Anywheres are 
‘citizens of nowhere’ – as Theresa May fatefully put it. Somewheres 
view issues via a more localised prism, and see politics in terms of the 
national interest.

Many have made similar prognoses about the post-Brexit divide. 
But the Somewheres and Anywheres definition is especially important, 
thanks to the role it attributes to place. In effect, Goodhart’s model iden-
tifies global outlooks in settlements that operate at a global economic 
scale, and national outlooks in places that don’t.

It’s hard to see how we can heal the polarisations at play without 
healing the regional economic disparities. Hence the importance of 
reducing Kuznets Wave 2 of inequality within countries.

As we’ve said, efforts to address this must be done using global levers, 
or risk returning us to a state of protectionist competition. The answer, 

Figure 14.7.  
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Thomas Piketty points out, must be ‘egalitarian-internationalism’.50 
This would involve surrendering a significant degree of sovereignty, so 
as to champion an idea like the global wealth levy proposed by Piketty 
(or even a transnational minimum wage). Issues such as migration and 
climate change are similarly hard to fix unilaterally.

This will involve accepting the legitimacy of globalisation – in-
cluding aspects the left is uncomfortable with, such as free trade and 
multilateral nuclear policies. But the potential benefits of permitting 
an element of ‘world government’ on issues like taxing wealth are im-
mense. Similarly, there’s the possibility of a more Keynesian approach 
to regional investment, giving areas economic engines of their own – 
instead of the present, ‘big city as breadwinner’ model.51

Yet this is politically hard – unthinkable, even, at the moment. We 
live in a time when, as Brexit demonstrated, voters are as suspicious 
as they’ve ever been of global institutions. They’re more inclined to 
feel international cooperation is the problem not the solution, and more 
attached to ideas of national culture.

An example is EU funding. This works on a redistributive basis, 
to redress inequalities within nations. EU schemes like the European 
Regional Development Fund and the European Social Fund direct 
significant revenue towards poorer regions – to reverse the imbalances 
globalisation creates.

Yet many of the areas most heavily funded by the EU, such as the 
North East and Wales, were the most inclined to vote Leave.52 This was 
partly, I’d argue, because the EU’s global levers aren’t strong enough 
to instil a beating economic heart into communities: the EU still looks 
like part of the problem, rather than an insufficient part of the solution. 
But it was also because the EU became a proxy for cultural issues about 
patriotism and political correctness.

In a nutshell, then, the British left’s challenge is to persuade the pub-
lic that global levers can solve deep unfairness and regional inequality 
– and that we don’t lose anything of our true essence as a country by 
grasping them.

The answer, in my view, is to embrace internationalism on most 
policy fronts, putting ourselves at the heart of world institutions, ex-
tending their democratic remit, and developing egalitarian policies at a 
transnational level. We’d have to be pro-migration, pro-Paris Accord, 
pro-EU, pro-NATO, pro-Tobin Tax, pro-trade, pro-refugee, etc. We’d 
need to champion EU-wide policies on tax avoidance, the breaking up 
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of monopolies, the international regulation of the financial sector, and 
the adoption of transnational agreements about how many refugees each 
country takes. We’d need to welcome anything that delivered greater 
cooperation between nations – and even consider ideas like TTIP.

At the same time, we’d need to be comfortable enough with British 
culture to reassure the public that solving problems internationally 
wouldn’t require us to surrender identity or traditions. We’d need to 
abandon squeamishness about the national anthem, the Union Jack and 
respect for the armed forces. We’d need to support the Royal Wedding 
or a good-natured international football rivalry. And we’d have to jetti-
son completely the aspects of political correctness or left-wing identity 
politics which verge on farce.53

This would win us the right to make progressive arguments on immi-
gration or Europe. It would let us get to the root of challenges such as 
wealth inequality, climate change and the dominance of London – while 
providing security for those who worry that this means diminishing ev-
erything Britain stands for. It would be a chance to create a modern equiv-
alent to the politics of Clement Attlee – which promoted a ‘world state’ as 
a solution to war and want, while reclaiming patriotism from the right.54

Those who see this as a capitulation are working on a false basis. 
Instead of being a form of ‘neoliberal’ rule, most aspects of world 
government would temper free markets. As incoming EU rules against 
‘off-shore’ tax arrangements show, cooperation between countries can 
protect against the extremes of capitalism.55

Meanwhile, rather than being on the same continuum, patriotism is 
a buttress against nationalism. The distinction is like the gap between 
confidence and arrogance. The more you have a genuine sense of who 
you are, the less you mask insecurities by bragging or bullying.

The populist left would accept little of this – hence why they’re 
poorly placed to address the changes that have taken place. Corbyn 
himself is a perfect example. He’s unilateralist, anti-NATO, protec-
tionist, Eurosceptic, and opposed to intervention of all kinds and in-
ternational cooperation of most (it’s hard to imagine him hammering 
out an emissions deal with China). He sees transnational organisations 
as vehicles for imperialism. Yet culturally he indulges in anti-patriotic 
gestures – refusing, for instance, to wear a poppy or bow to the Queen. 
He sees patriotism and national security as trojan horses for racism 
and jingoism, and is easily badged as un-British as a result. In other 
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words, he’s close to the opposite of where he needs to be, if he wishes 
to address the Local scale, National scale, Global scale transformation.

NOTES

 1. The average number of hours worked annually by the average UK worker 
has fallen from over 2,000 throughout the 1950s to around 1,650 hours today. 
Child labour fell by over a third between 2000 and 2012. The percentage of the 
global population living in extreme poverty has reduced by two thirds since the 
start of the 1980s. Smoking has halved. There are many less war deaths. There 
are many more fully functioning democracies, and the global nuclear stockpile 
is around a fifth of what it was a few decades ago. Life expectancy in devel-
oped countries increased by around four years over the course of the 1990s and 
2000 – and by twice that in the least developed places. In the UK recycling has 
increased massively and homophobia has halved since the early 1980s.

 2. Janan Ganesh points out that populists “credit elites with an omnipotence 
that makes them culpable for all failures…but gradual overall enrichment, fall-
ing crime and international peace are all fatherless achievements somehow.”

 3. Increasingly, ‘neoliberalism’ is a ‘buzz-word’. Academics complain that 
the term has “become a means of identifying a seemingly ubiquitous set of 
market-orientated policies as being largely responsible for a wide range of so-
cial, political, ecological and economic problems. The term is frequently used 
somewhat indiscriminately and quite pejoratively to mean anything ‘bad’… 
Such lack of specificity reduces its capacity as an analytic frame.” The Hand-
book of Neoliberalism, Routledge, edited by Simon Springer, Kean Birch, Julie 
MacLeavy, 2016, p.2.

 4. Professor Colin Talbot argues that the true definition of ‘neoliberalism’ 
would mean a “reversion to roughly what the state did in…the 19th century.” It 
would feature a ‘Night Watchman’ government, “providing for property rights, 
contracts, markets and personal and national security and not much else.”

 5. ‘New Labour’s Domestic Policies: Neoliberal, Social Democratic or a 
Unique Blend?’, Glen O’Hara, Institute for Global Change, November 2018.

 6. As has been pointed out, the individuals seen as exemplifying neoliber-
alism – i.e. the version put forward in Charles Peters’ 1982 ‘Neoliberal Man-
ifesto’ – are not conservatives in the mould of Reagan. “Peters’s neoliberals 
are liberals (in the US sense of the word) who have dropped their prejudices 
in favor of unions and big government and against markets and the military.”

 7. Extracts from Gordon Brown’s 2017 book describe efforts “to swim 
against the neoliberal tide.” This was taken by some as a validation of the term, 
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ignoring the fact that Brown was clearly using it to describe a set of unavoid-
able conditions, not an ‘ideology’.

 8. This took place in a twitter exchange with Hugo Rifkind.
 9. For instance, one Guardian long read defines neoliberalism as a “blood-

less paragon of efficiency.”
10. An example here is George Monbiot’s frequent inclusion of climate 

change in the ‘neoliberal’ cannon, despite our desire and ability to tackle it 
improving steadily in recent decades.

11. This in turn causes us to shy away from the methods which might help 
tame globalisation. The ‘Lexit’ argument, for instance, with its suspicion that 
the EU is a ‘neoliberal club’, prevents us from seeing that pan-European ap-
proaches are the best way of reducing inequalities.

12. Hitchens has made this claim both in interviews and in print, writing, for 
example, that ‘Labour has a real lefty...so can we have proper conservatives?’

13. Dominic Sandbrook, in an RSA lecture, reminds us that the 1970s was a 
time where coal, rail, telecoms, gas, electricity and transport were nationalised, 
but also one where Alf Garnett told TV audiences we should “put the coons 
down the pits.”

14. Richard Carr argues that the populist left’s stance is based on a paradox 
between openness and closedness: a pretence that we can be socially open but 
economically closed. This is demonstrated by the surprise – and disappointment 
– among some supporters of Corbyn, when it comes to the Labour leadership’s 
anti-migrant policies.

15. Labour’s protectionist policies have resulted in opposition to freedom 
of movement, with the 2017 manifesto representing Labour’s most anti-im-
migrant policy in a generation. Many left populists – such as Paul Mason or 
Liam Young – have backed this, with Mason initially advocating a “10-year, 
temporary suspension.”

16. As left-wing Democrat and historian Allan Lichtman points out, protec-
tionism would harm those on low incomes, and make it much harder to deal 
multilaterally with climate change. Meanwhile, Paul Krugman, while sceptical 
about the need for ever-more free trade, presents a realistic forecast of what 
reversing it involves in the US: “If Sanders were to make it to the White House, 
he would find it very hard to do anything much about globalization – not be-
cause it’s technically or economically impossible, but because the moment he 
looked into actually tearing up existing trade agreements the diplomatic, for-
eign-policy costs would be overwhelmingly obvious. In this, as in many other 
things, Sanders currently benefits from the luxury of irresponsibility.”

17. The countries which have embraced true socialist isolationism – like 
North Korea or Cuba – are also countries with high levels of social conserva-
tism, poorly travelled populations, and inadequate civil rights.
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18 As the academic Jan Rovny writes, “transnationalism effectively shat-
ters the old electoral coalition of the left. The naturally protectionist workers 
are pulled away from the naturally cosmopolitan intellectuals.” 

19. Macron was a socially liberal, pro-EU, pro-migrant, free trade global 
capitalist, whereas Le Pen was Eurosceptic, statist and nativist.

20. Research by Bright Blue shows the markedly different attitude of sub-
sets of Tory voters. ‘A balanced centre-right agenda on immigration: Under-
standing how Conservative voters think about immigration’, Bright Blue, Ryan 
Shorthouse and David Kirkby, 2015.

21. Labour, for example, finds its broad church divided: between cosmo-
politans and communitarians; between liberals and authoritarians; between 
supporters and opponents of immigration; between Remain- and Leave-leaning 
voters etc. As Will Brett puts it, “The new social cleavage runs clean through 
[Labour].” YouGov polling corroborates this, revealing a divide between 
those who want to see Labour as a socially conservative ‘workers’ party’ and 
those who want to see Labour become a liberal left party based on worldwide 
equality.

22. Forty years ago, in a world less interconnected than today’s, the mobility 
of wealth was already an issue. Labour spent years attempting, unsuccess-
fully, to introduce a wealth tax unilaterally. Howard Glennerster, the author 
of an LSE study into why it failed, asked: “How far is any radical change in 
the pattern of economic rewards feasible in a modern mobile interdependent 
economy? The archives show how much this exercised the Treasury in 1974, 
long before capital, human and financial, was as mobile as it is today.” Indeed, 
a few years later, in 1981, French President Francois Mitterrand saw several 
billion dollars leave the economy when he attempted to introduce a wealth tax. 
Evidence from 2006 France and 2009 Britain suggests that even modest tax 
increases can lead to departures.

23. The UK corporation tax main rate fell from 28% in 2010 to 19% by 
2017. It had previously fallen from 40-50% in the mid-1960s to 31% in the 
mid-1990s, and continued to be reduced during the rest of the Thatcher-Major 
era. Most OECD countries in Europe have corporation tax rates of 20-25%. 
These rates in other countries have fallen dramatically since the early 2000s.

24. A May 2017 Robert Peston article summed up this dilemma, writing that 
the question would be “whether Labour’s programme would in practice harm 
the private sector, which ultimately pays for our public services, and lead to 
a significant increase in the indebtedness of a relatively highly indebted state, 
well beyond what Labour forecasts, believes and hopes.”

25. The EU was already doing this in some cases, such as with its Anti Tax 
Avoidance Directive, AIFMD regulations, plans for an EU-wide transaction tax 
and the regional development fund.
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26. Tony Blair made the point as he left office, and early as 2005 the ‘draw-
bridge up versus drawbridge down’ distinction was proposed. 

27. In 2013 data showed that British 18-24 year-olds are the most socially 
and economically liberal generation there’s been.

28. If we look at two of the most ‘centrist’ Labour figures, Tony Blair and 
David Miliband, we see a desire to bend the interconnected world towards social 
democratic values. Blair champions interconnectedness in addressing climate 
change and creating regulatory frameworks for global finance. He points out that 
Brexit “will not mean more money for the NHS but less… It will not mean more 
protection for workers, but less.” Meanwhile, David Miliband argues that the EU 
is a potential vehicle to “protect citizens from the risk of market excess.”

29. Thomas Piketty makes this argument more forcefully and specifically, 
and has long advocated a progressive global wealth tax.

30. Eduardo Porter, for instance, uses the analogy of footballers’ pay to de-
scribe  the ‘superstar effect’ – where globalisation increases the scale at which 
success accumulates: “Ronaldo is not better then Pelé. He makes more money 
because his talent is broadcast to more people.”

31. Marx and Engels, for instance, praised the industrial revolution for hav-
ing “rescued a considerable part of the population from the idiocy of rural life.” 
The Communist Manifesto, Marx & Engels, Penguin, 1967, p.84.

32. Milanovic adds that “there are similarities to the first upswing of the 
Kuznets Wave in the past, because you can actually argue that it was the result 
of the Industrial Revolution. The bottom line is that technological revolutions 
lead to an increase in inequality.”

33. Some may note that there are actually four technological revolutions 
– not two. The World Economic Forum describes the key dates as: 1784 for 
steam, water and mechanical production; 1870 for division of labour and mass 
production; 1969 for electronics, IT and automated production; and the pres-
ent day for intelligent robotics. But from this point of view of my argument, 
1870 and 1969 seem like the key turning points, as these have most obviously 
changed the scale at which capitalism operates.

34. The Future of Socialism, p.87-88.
35. For instance, in 1970 countries were arranged into two basic groups – 

rich and poor. They have gradually merged since this point. See Our World in 
Data for more explanations of the visualisations.

36. Milanovic says we’re moving towards a situation where both the US and 
China are less internally equal than they once were – but where the differences 
in wealth between the two are smaller.

37. ‘Taxation and the International Mobility of Inventors’, Ufuk Akcigit, Sa-
lomé Baslandze, Stefanie Stantcheva, NBER Working Paper No.21024, issued 
in March 2015, revised in October 2015.
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38. A 2011 qualitative study of high earners’ attitudes, produced for the High 
Pay Commission, describes high earners ability to compare themselves with 
equivalents in other countries. For these individuals there is “a worldwide ‘cul-
ture of plenty’” and a corresponding view that to “keep the UK professionally 
competitive,” salary packages have to match those around the world.

39. In focus groups with 2015 Labour-Ukip swing voters, findings concluded 
that local people ostensibly “welcomed immigrants who worked.” Welfare 
rather than immigration was described as “the main target of their anger,” with 
talk of “feckless UK youngsters” stirring up more anger than that of immigrants 
from abroad.

40. “Don’t blame poverty. Africa knows poverty. UK has free education, 
healthcare, school meals, benefits,” the tweet read. “Starving malnourished 
children dying in Somalian refugee camps is something to riot about. Not 
getting a free 42inch Plasma TV,” wrote another. A third suggested we should 
“round those kids up and put them on a plane to Africa to see what real depri-
vation is.” A petition was even set up to cut all benefits for rioters.

41. Older people, for instance, are more hostile to international aid but often 
more progressive on welfare. Demos research with older, ‘left behind’ voters 
reflected this, with many arguing that “charity begins at home.” “It’s 0.7% of 
the GDP, so you know that could be put to the NHS,” said one respondent.

42. Work by Lancaster University takes this back as far as 1801, showing a 
five-fold increase, up until 1951, in the proportion of people in larger cities. It 
also reveals a significant increase, after 1920, in how many kilometres people 
migrated from their home towns. ‘Migration and mobility in Britain from the 
eighteenth to twentieth centuries’, Colin G Pooley and Jean Turnbull, Local 
Population Studies, edition 57, Autumn 1996, p. 50-71. This helps explain the 
modern struggle of small towns, both in the US and the UK.

43. There were no cities with more than 10m people at the end of WWII, 
but there will be 41 by 2030. Population growth contributes to this. But larger 
settlements are, as a proportion of the population, growing quicker than 
smaller ones. Globally, the number of urban dwellers surpassed the number of 
rural-dwellers for the first time in 2007. See ‘World Urbanization Prospects’, 
United Nations, New York, 2014, p.7-13.

44. For instance, in 2017 London Mayor Sadiq Khan came out against an 
international financial transaction tax. Khan is on the left of Labour, yet called 
the idea “madness” that would threaten “growth and jobs.” Even a politician 
as progressive as Khan will struggle to unilaterally address regional inequality 
while so many of their constituents benefit from it.

45. The meat industry left Chicago thanks to advances in transport and re-
frigeration technology. The car industry left Detroit due to the attractiveness of 
countries, where production was cheaper and wages were lower.
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46. Will Jennings and Gerry Stoker write that “In cosmopolitan areas we 
find an England that is global in outlook; relatively positive about the EU; 
pro-immigration; comfortable with more rights and respect for women, ethnic 
communities and gays and lesbians; and generally future-oriented.”

47. Research prior to the 2016 US election revealed a significant relationship 
between how far people had moved from home and their voting intentions. The 
more transient people were, the more likely they were to vote Clinton. 

48. Brexit is described by IPPR as a rejection of the ‘networked world’. This 
was evident right down to the brands that Remain and Leave voters preferred, 
with the former citing LinkedIn, the London Underground and Air BnB..

49. The Road to Somewhere: The Populist Revolt and the Future of Politics, 
Chapter Two: ‘Anywheres and Somewheres’, David Goodhart, Oxford Uni-
versity Press, 2017.

50. Piketty’s essay on the ‘Brahmin Left versus the Merchant Right’ argues 
against both the pro- and anti-globalisation positions taken by leftists (i.e. 
against the approaches of both Blair and Corbyn). It champions an ‘egalitarian-
internationalist’ platform, but acknowledges the compromises required to 
achieve this, when operating in a situation of ‘multi-dimensional inequality’.

51. Tony Hockley writes that “The same old tactics of skewed resource 
allocation in state grants and heavy-handed intervention will not improve the 
feelings of inadequate self-determination and threatened social identities.”

52. Leave-voting Wales received £2.4bn from the EU in the 2014-2020 fund-
ing cycle. A Guardian profile of Ebbw Vale found that the town – where 62% 
voted Leave – was effectively kept alive by EU funding following a steelworks 
closure. Other analyses confirm that the regions most vulnerable to Brexit are 
also those which voted most heavily for Leave. 

53. A trivial example, highlighted in the 2016 Casey Review, was a council’s 
renaming of a Christmas tree as a ‘festive tree’, so as not to offend minorities. 
Minor decisions like this, often more than substantive policies, alienate those 
‘left behind’.

54. Corbyn’s sect betray Labour’s proud foreign policy traditions, CapX, 
John Bew, May 2017.

55. Q&A on the entry into force of the Anti-Tax Avoidance Directive, Eu-
ropean Commission fact sheet, December 2018. See also Macron’s proposed 
EU-wide corporation tax.
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We’ll now look at three further shifts, which more explicitly relate to 
party politics and public opinion.

III. ATTLEE, THATCHER, BLAIR, BREXIT

A surprising argument made by some Corbyn backers is that he isn’t 
actually that left-wing: it is the mainstream that’s moved. One letter to 
the Guardian, for instance, claimed Corbyn was a mild social democrat, 
who only looks radical because “the Overton Window…has shifted 
very considerably to the right in the past 30 years.”1

Framing Corbyn as a moderate centre leftist, bypassed by the rush to 
‘neoliberalism’, is far-fetched. He was among Labour’s most outspoken 
critics even in the 1970s, and his ‘anti-imperialist’, Marxist leanings 
put him in a different tradition to the historic Labour mainstream.2 
Nevertheless, the Guardian letter writer’s argument is common on the 
populist left. So, let’s explore changes in the political consensus since 
1945. We’ll call this narrative Attlee, Thatcher, Blair, Brexit. And we 
will, like the letter writer, use the ‘Overton Window’ to look at how the 
mainstream has moved.

The Overton Window is a niche creation of the US libertarian right. 
It has been borrowed by the populist left in recent years. It described 
policies that are politically mainstream and publicly sayable. Things 
outside the window are viewed as extreme, fringe ideas.

15

The Case Against the Golden Era 
Continued (Politics)
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The Overton Window “is not static,” and the case made by left pop-
ulists is that it’s been hauled steadily rightwards.3 Those who believe 
this ignore the technical constraints on policy-makers, and instead say 
that ideologues have manipulated the window for reasons of greed. 
This leads the concept to come with Puppet Master baggage. However, 
rather than dismissing it, let’s engage seriously with how the main-
stream has moved.

Below are a series of diagrams, suggesting where the Overton Win-
dow sat at various stages. We could argue all day about the degrees of 
change or the chronological brackets chosen. But the diagrams are an 
effort to assess broad directions of travel.

The shifts mapped are partly circumstantial. How much credit can 
the Attlee governments take for higher taxes on the rich, which they 
inherited from the war era? Likewise, how much credit can Blair take 
for increases in social liberalism, which were happening anyway? But 
in a way this is the point. Whether or not you accept that there are phe-
nomena beyond the power of politicians, you need to do so equally – for 
governments of the past as well as those of the present.

The horizontal axis in each of the following diagrams is the economic 
spectrum, and the vertical axis is the social/internationalist one. The 
traditional political scale, meanwhile, runs diagonally from liberal-left 
to reactionary-right. The dark grey rectangle in each diagram shows the 
Overton Window for that period, and the light grey rectangle shows 
the previous Overton Window (except for in the first diagram, which 
doesn’t have one). 

The diagram below represents Consensus 1, the period before and 
during WWII. The war is an anomaly, so we dwell less on 1939-45 than 
on the period running up to it.

This was an era with low living standards, slum dwelling, poorly 
regulated heavy industry, and vast inequality (although the latter was 
inadvertently reduced by the toll of war). It was also an era before civil 
rights and many social changes we now take for granted. Ingrained 
snobbery and jingoism were the order of the day, and beliefs about the 
ethnic and social supremacy of certain groups were widespread.

Winston Churchill was able to promote colonialism, stating, in 1937, 
that “I do not admit…that a great wrong has been done to the Red In-
dians of America, or the black people of Australia…by the fact that a 
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stronger race, a higher-grade race…has come in and taken its place.”4 
We lived in a right-wing country, economically and socially.

The subsequent, 1945-1964, period saw the rise of what’s now 
known as the post-war consensus, built by Clement Attlee’s great 
reforming government (see Consensus 2). The diagram illustrates the 
leftward direction the Overton Window moved in economically, with 
the British people rejecting the previous consensus.

The shift towards economic collectivism was the most pronounced 
we’ve seen – with massive new investment in health, welfare and hous-
ing, as well as the nationalisation of key industries. Hierarchical aspects 
remained – grammar schools and low access to higher education, for 
example – as many of the new interventions were based on providing a 
safety net for the first time. But, at the level of economic collectivism, 
this remains a period where the Overton Window moved unprecedent-
edly to the left, initiated by Labour but supported by subsequent Tory 
governments.

The story is more mixed when it comes to social and internationalist 
advances. The era was defined in part by decolonisation, which was a 
priority for the Labour government. India was granted independence 
and the number of countries under British rule fell.

Figure 15.1.  
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With that said, the UK still tried to keep parts of its empire, as 
developments in Suez in the 1950s showed. By 1960, when Harold 
Macmillan gave his “winds of change” speech, committing in full to 
self-determination, Britain still had an empire, and occupied swathes of 
Africa – a situation with which most Brits were perfectly satisfied. So, 
it would be hard to argue that the 1945-1964 consensus departed from 
colonial assumptions – certainly compared to modern expectations. 
Foreign policy based on nationalist expansion remained within the 
Overton Window, even if it was moving out of it.

Back home, this was an era of ‘No blacks, No dogs, No Irish’. 
Migrant communities were subject to persecution which – however 
appalled we are by Nigel Farage’s rhetoric – are hard to imagine 
today.

Former Education Secretary Alan Johnson recalls in his memoir, This 
Boy, the murder of an Antiguan carpenter in 1959, incited by Oswald 
Mosely’s Black-shirts.5 Johnson portrays the atmosphere in the impov-
erished district of London in which he grew up, where racist street beat-
ings were common. The Notting Hill Race Riots had taken place just 
a year before, and Johnson describes how the lack of legal provision, 
combined with the attitudes of the police, stopped the attackers being 
brought to justice.

Figure 15.2.  
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So, the 1945 shift in the economic consensus had not come with a 
great shift in social policies or attitudes. Britain remained conserva-
tive and nationalist, reflected in the legal frameworks and policies in 
place. Ideas of genuine equality on many fronts – e.g. the removal of 
capital punishment or the legalisation of abortion – were outside the 
mainstream.

Consensus 3, below, shows the next period, 1965-1978. This saw 
changes on social liberalism and internationalism. Whereas Anthony 
Crosland’s proposals to strip back the “socially imposed restrictions on 
the individual’s private life and liberty” were at the peripheries of the 
Overton Window in 1956, by 1978 they’d moved within it. Censorship, 
divorce laws, “penalties for sexual abnormality,” abortion laws and 
hanging6 were removed, and protections for minorities were enshrined 
in law. This was also the period of the sexual revolution and civil rights 
movements, although wider social attitudes took longer to catch up on 
these fronts.

But the 1965-1978 consensus also marked a shift away from eco-
nomic collectivism, which was deemed to be functioning badly. Op-
position to trade unions became ‘sayable’ as a result of the three-day 
week, concern about pay restraint and the Winter of Discontent. Like-
wise, there were anxieties about the creation of a ‘brain drain’ thanks to 

Figure 15.3.  
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early financial globalisation. And British Rail services were rationalised 
for the first time, on the basis of economic need.

This was set against shifts to the left, like the opening of new uni-
versities and the end of grammar schools in most of the UK. But there 
was still a movement away from nationalisation and unionisation as 
defaults.

Consensus 4, below, describes the Thatcher-Major years. There’s a 
marked swing towards economic individualism, with big elements of 
the post-war consensus pulled apart and underfunded. The country saw 
privatisations, tax cuts, a decline in public investment, the selling off of 
council houses, the ‘smashing’ of the unions, the deregulation of The 
City, etc. This was especially pronounced before 1990.

Many of these things were happening elsewhere in the developed 
world, thanks to globalisation. But the right-wing emphasis of the 
Thatcher governments meant that, compared to European equivalents, 
changes had painful long-term consequences.

It also meant that Labour abandoned the positions which were most 
at odds with the new consensus. Anti-globalisation and anti-capitalist 
stances became unsayable.

Meanwhile, there was a southward shift too, with a resurgence in 
divisive policies on immigration and cohesion, and the introduction of 
Section 28. The story is more complex in other places, such as with 

Figure 15.4.  
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Europe, in the case of Major. But 1979-1996 consensus didn’t, it would 
be fair to say, focus on promoting equalities or extending rights.

Internationally, approaches to Northern Ireland and South Africa 
reflected, in different ways, a reluctance to fully repudiate colonialism. 
And the Falklands War remains the last episode of true flag-waving 
jingoism in the UK.

Let’s move to Consensus 5, 1997-2010. The spectrum below charts 
this. To begin with – as the northward direction of the Overton Window 
suggests – there was a clear post-1997 shift towards social liberalism. 

Government policy broke from the past on rights for LGBT groups, 
women, racial and religious minorities, children and even animals.7 
This move was enshrined in the Equalities Act and the Human Rights 
Act, and reflected changing social attitudes.8

Internationally, there were commitments to tackle climate change 
multilaterally, to give the regions more self-determination, to cancel 
third world debt and to treble aid.9 These initiatives represent a move to-
wards international cooperation. The Africa Commission, the Good Fri-
day agreement, and Britain’s determination to be at the heart of Europe 
wouldn’t have happened under the prior administrations. Until Brexit, it 
seemed that any government would need to endorse this new consensus.

Let’s move to economic collectivism and social justice. This is the 
area where the Golden Era narrative is most pronounced, and where 

Figure 15.5.  
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the accusation of a post-1979 watershed moment is most acute: “Ever 
since the late 1970s, the dominant philosophy has been one of rugged, 
unabashed individualism.”10

It would be stupid to claim that 1997 saw the Overton Window 
return to 1945-1964 levels of collectivism. Tony Blair’s re-writing of 
Clause 4 and agnosticism on public ownership reflected a refusal to 
go against the inherited consensus. So too did the failure to regulate 
The City to the necessary levels. Compromises here were partly made 
because some collectivist methods were considered ineffective in 
delivering progressive goals. But they also stemmed from a feeling 
that the centre ground had shifted rightwards, and that certain policies 
would be viewed as dampening aspiration if Labour even whispered 
their name.

Yet there was also a break from Consensus 4. Rather than being 
a continuity of “rugged, unabashed individualism,” the period saw a 
larger state and a new emphasis on social justice.11 Thatcher’s attitudes 
to poverty and inequality were firmly rejected in favour of full employ-
ment, equal opportunities and public investment.12 A popular appetite 
for better services drove this. Setting aside public ownership, on which 
Labour changed little, there is a long list of policies backing this up: 
EMA, the minimum wage, the halving of pensioner and child poverty, 
the New Deal, etc.13 Few of these were mainstream during the previous 
consensus – under which the Prime Minister could claim there was “no 
such thing as society,” and her Employment Secretary tell people to get 
on their bikes to find work.

Moreover, if we remind ourselves of 2005-2010 Tory policies, we 
see a broad acceptance of Consensus 5. Cameron and Osborne were 
convinced that the Overton Window had shifted, leading them to em-
brace the EU and gay marriage, to aim for a representative parliamen-
tary party, and to maintain Labour’s international aid commitments and 
levels of public spending. They championed income equality and the 
NHS, and tried to outflank Labour on the environment.14

These ‘hug a hoodie’ commitments are now derided as David Cam-
eron paying lip service. Yet in a way that’s precisely the point. If the 
Overton Window describes that which is mainstream, it’s noteworthy 
that the opposition publicly subscribed to the new consensus. For in-
stance, Cameron framed his rejection of grammar education as a key 
test of whether the Tories were “an aspiring party of government” or a 
“right-wing debating society.”15
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The above will ring hollow in the light of austerity and Brexit. The 
national debt provided an opening for the Overton Window to be moved 
back to the right economically.16 The Coalition portrayed as social lux-
uries policies like SureStart and Building Schools for the Future. They 
cut tax, welfare spending and public sector jobs.

In reflection of this, Consensus 6, shows the shift in the Overton 
Window after 2010. It depicts a move towards levels of economic in-
dividualism akin to the Major years (although not the Thatcher years). 

With this said, parts of the social justice agenda remained. It’s hard to 
imagine the Tories ringfencing health and education, for example, were it 
not for the changes since they’d last held office. Likewise, on many other 
policies put forward after 2010. Conservative support for the minimum 
wage – opposed by them in 1998 – was part of the reason that Cameron 
and Osborne’s record on inequality remains better than it could be.

Meanwhile, there’s also a move south in the diagram, marking the 
resurgence of Euroscepticism and the ‘tens of thousands’ immigration 
target. This is offset somewhat by the retention of the socially liberal 
aspects of Consensus 5, such as gay marriage.

Some of the things above were thanks to the Lib Dems’ moderating 
influence, and many are cosmetic. The living wage was undermined by 
welfare cuts, for example. But they show that, despite Cameron having 
won permission to cut spending, ‘pull yourself up by your bootstraps’ 
Thatcherism had been pushed outside the Overton Window. To be 
allowed to lead a coalition government, the Conservatives needed to 
adopt the language of social liberalism and equal opportunities. And, to 
a certain extent, they had to mean it. 

The next consensus would be the post-Brexit one. It’s unclear what 
it looks like at the time of writing, so I haven’t charted it. However, it’s 
likely that the Overton Window will shift significantly southwards, as 
we become more culturally insular and socially conservative.17 A hard or 
No Deal Brexit will lead to straitened times, intensifying anti-immigrant 
tensions. It could mean less Britons travelling internationally, and less 
tourists and migrants wanting to come here. With a bona fide right-popu-
list at the helm, in the form of Boris Johnson, this seems especially likely.

The UK’s post-Brexit position on the economic gamut is less clear, 
and depends on which party ends up in power. It’s possible to imagine a 
collectivist departure from the EU, in which Britain shares more equally 
the limited resources left once wealth departs.18 However, there will be 
a countervailing pressure, once this bites, to keep investors, jobs and 
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better-off taxpayers on UK soil, by deregulating and cutting tax. So, we 
could see an ultra-socialist Brexit (with more poverty but more equality) 
or an ultra-capitalist one (more stable prosperity but rocketing inequality).

The impression you’d get, listening to many Golden Era believers is 
that Britain has moved from the top left quartile of our axis to the bot-
tom right quartile over the past seven decades; from fairness and com-
munity to greed and bigotry. Yet the reality is a muddled and piecemeal 
series of changes.

The diagram below, which has all of the Overton Windows we’ve 
looked at overlaid, demonstrates this. It shows the consensus inching in 
a more progressive direction each time Labour is in power. The shifts 
have been helped and hindered by external factors. But there was never 
a pure, historic moment when the Overton Window sat unashamedly in 
the top left corner. As one academic points out:19

Labour’s enduring successes in 1945-51, 1964-1970, 1974-1979 and 
1997-2010 were great liberal reforms and extensions of social justice, 
from the National Health Service to the minimum wage. They did not 
bring a mythical socialist future any closer. Labour advanced despite, not 
because of, its original socialism.

Figure 15.6.  
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To simplify the messy overlay, we might say there have been four 
really major changes since 1945. To begin with, the Overton Window 
moved close to the economically collectivist pole (marked ‘1.Attlee’ 
below). It remained more or less there until Thatcher’s governments 
pushed it towards the economically individualist pole (‘2.Thatcher’). 
From the 1990s onwards it moved towards the internationalist poll of 
our spectrum, and about halfway back towards economic collectivism 
(‘3.Blair’). And it’s now likely to move due south (‘4.Brexit’). 

This is pretty crude. But it nevertheless has a greater ring of truth – if 
we want a meta-narrative – than the shift from progressive to reaction-
ary described by some left populists.

The myopia of the Golden Era stops any acknowledgement of this. 
George Monbiot, for instance, claims Labour “always look like their 
opponents, [but] with a five-year lag.”20 Rather than noting the progress 
made – however insufficient – when Labour governs, left populists 
take the least charitable view of outgoing Laboure Prime Ministers. 
The allegation is always that they accepted the inherited consensus and 
changed nothing.

A good example of this myopia is Margaret Thatcher’s suggestion 
that New Labour was her “greatest achievement.” This is routinely 
repeated by the populist left, as evidence that 1997-2010 Labour was 

Figure 15.7.  
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continuity Toryism. However, Cameron’s claim to be the “heir to Blair” 
– which represented an acknowledgement that the Conservatives would 
need to focus on public investment and social justice to win again – is 
often treated as further proof that Labour became ‘Tory lite’.21 In real-
ity, the latter quote signifies the opposite. If you’re to take Thatcher’s 
comment seriously, as proof that Labour had to embrace parts of her 
legacy, then you must take Cameron’s seriously too, as proof that La-
bour also re-drew the Overton Window.22

The biggest problem with this myopia is that it’s self-fulfilling. The 
myth of ‘original socialism’ means that each time power is lost the pop-
ulist left decides the outgoing administration achieved nothing compared 
to its red-blooded forefathers.23 The search begins for someone who can 
take us back to our roots. This helps Conservative attacks to stick, and 
means the public hears little positive about Labour in government.

Moreover, the search for ‘original socialism’ is a search for some-
thing that was never there. It is time-consuming, and lets Tory govern-
ments set the narrative. Would Britain really be crippled by austerity 
and on the cusp of a Boris Johnson led Brexit, for example, if Labour 
had regrouped in 2010, championed their record, learned from their 
mistakes, and climbed back in the saddle as an alternative government?

Figure 15.8.  
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Beneath this is a deeper truth, which is that consensuses are seldom 
shaped from opposition. There’s no ‘Duncan-Smith consensus’ and no 
‘Foot consensus’. Parties almost always need to start inside the Overton 
Window, before they’re trusted to move it.24

This acknowledgement is a central difference between left pluralism 
and left populism. The former’s theory-of-change is based on meeting 
people where they are and shifting the mainstream; the latter’s is based 
on taking stances from beyond the window, which drag the mainstream 
leftwards. 

The latter approach is flawed, even in the case of Corbyn. Labour’s 
better-than-expected 2017 performance may be seen as proof by some 
that a radical opposition can make the running. Yet this was enabled 
by major concessions to the mainstream view of the day – on Trident, 
welfare, Brexit and immigration. It came against a Tory leader who 
had inadvertently placed herself outside the mainstream. And it was 
still unsuccessful. During the period since Labour lost power in 2010, 
the Overton Window has unquestionably moved rightwards – certainly 
compared to its direction of travel in the decade immediately before.

IV. EQUAL RIGHTS, EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES,  
FAIR OUTCOMES

As we’ve said, John Rawls mapped out two principles, the second con-
taining two parts, for how a society might be devised from the original 
position:

1. The first principle is that basic liberties and rights should be dis-
tributed absolutely evenly. As you would not, behind the veil of 
ignorance, know your gender, your sexuality, your race, your class 
etc, you’d design a society where you were not prevented by things 
beyond your control from voting, from avoiding arbitrary impris-
onment, from being free to move around or go to school or own 
property etc.

2. The second principle is that ‘primary goods’ should be distributed 
evenly. Primary goods include income and wealth, property, access 
to information, education, opportunity to fulfil your potential, social 
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efficacy. This means that, not knowing what your own genetic en-
dowments will be (e.g. whether you would be born clever, stupid, 
artistic, entrepreneurial, strong, weak etc), you would design the 
society in such a way that:

A) There is absolute equality of opportunity to fulfil yourself 
when it comes to life chances.

B) There are fair outcomes. Inequalities of outcome should only 
exist if they benefit the weakest at least as much as the strongest. 
This emphasis on fair outcomes was referred to by Rawls as the 
‘difference principle’ – an acknowledgement that there are some 
natural differences between people.

The first principle was, Rawls believed, of higher priority than the 
second, and the first part of the second was of higher priority than the 
last part. If you didn’t know which individual you’d be born as, you’d 
first ensure there were no barriers actively stopping you from fulfilling 
yourself. Secondly, you’d ensure that your potential wasn’t held back 
by circumstance. And thirdly you’d ensure that, were you born less 
capable, you wouldn’t be deprived of the prosperity generated by those 
with more talent. Equal rights, Equal opportunities, Fair outcomes.

This ordering seems correct. Equal rights surely come first, in that 
you’d first ensure society was in principle non-bigoted. Prioritising 
equality of opportunity – the more complex effort to ensure that society 
is in effect non-bigoted – wouldn’t make sense. What would be the 
point of pumping resources into university access schemes, for instance, 
if certain minority groups were legally barred from higher education?

Likewise, it makes sense that fair outcomes are a lower priority than 
equal opportunities. To use a false dichotomy for a moment, which of 
the following would we choose from behind the veil of ignorance: a 
society where TV executives earned ten times the wage of pot-washers, 
but where background held little sway over who did what? Or a society 
where TV executives earned twice as much as pot-washers, but where 
people from deprived backgrounds received little formal education and 
inevitably became pot-washers, while people from privileged back-
grounds without exception became TV executives? We’d consider both 
scenarios an affront. But a society of fair outcomes would probably lose 
its appeal if it was also a society of rigid pre-destiny. 
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In short, fair outcomes lose their relevance without equal opportuni-
ties. And both are impossible without equal rights.

These sequential building blocks form our next narrative: Equal 
rights, Equal opportunities, Fair outcomes. This looks at how the UK 
has done in fulfilling Rawls three consecutive principles.

We’ll start with equal rights. A hundred or so years ago, we were a long 
way from fulfilling Rawls’ principles. Women couldn’t vote. There was 
almost no emphasis on education for the working-classes. Economic 
inequality was immense.

By 1945, progress had been made, with universal suffrage achieved. 
But the basic freedoms of people in poorer social classes weren’t 
acknowledged in practice – less still those of minority groups. There 
had been no civil rights process. Homosexuality was illegal. Access to 
decent education and healthcare was denied. Discriminatory attitudes to 
children, women and the elderly were upheld in policy. And the prism 
of empire meant that even social liberals of the day saw equal rights 
largely in relation to those on British shores.

After WWII, this changed. Reforms meant that basic entitlements, 
like the right to healthcare and security, were extended to the population 
as a whole, with the creation of the NHS and the welfare state. These 
may not immediately strike us as rights-based reforms. But they were 
about providing a safety net, so that your social class and physical ca-
pabilities didn’t stop you doing basic things.

These were followed, in the 1960s and 1970s, by social legislation 
following the civil rights movement. This included the Race Relations 
Act, the Equal Pay Act, the Married Woman’s Property Act, the Sex 
Discrimination Act, the Sexual Offences Act and the lowering of the 
voting age. In the 1990s and 2000s, there followed the Disability Dis-
crimination Act, the Equality Act, civil ceremonies and gay marriage, 
the lowering of the age of consent for homosexual sex, and the Racial 
and Religious Hatred Act. These solidified and codified steps already 
made, and enshrined in law the increasingly liberal attitudes of the 
population.

Purely from a rights point of view, there’s little that anyone in the UK 
is restricted from doing on the basis of faith, disability, ethnicity, class, 
gender or sexuality. The assumptions underpinning this have been ab-
sorbed into our national culture and political discourse. (Transgender 
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rights are arguably an exception to this, and are a source of controversy 
which I won’t go into here).

A very small example of this in action is the House of Lords. If we 
look at the Lords’ makeup over time, we firstly see the 1958 Life Peer-
ages Act, which introduced non-hereditary peers and then, in 1999, the 
removal of almost all remaining inherited titles.25 It has meant that fig-
ures like Alan Sugar, Doreen Lawrence, Robert Winston and Andrew 
Lloyd-Webber sit in the chamber – people who, whatever we think of 
them, have achievements beyond inherited rights.

A disproportionate number of appointed peers are still from elite 
backgrounds. And either way, we need a fully elected and representative 
second chamber. But the move from a House of Lords hamstrung by 
unequal rights to one hampered by unequal opportunities is significant.

On the first of Rawls’ principles, we can call a tentative victory. 
Equal liberties and rights do, by and large, exist in the UK, as an as-
piration of government and of the general public. Anyone who argued 
that a pensioner shouldn’t have a roof over their head because they can 
no longer work – or that a religious group shouldn’t be allowed to vote 
– would be out of step. There’s no electable politician advocating racial 
segregation on buses, or the withdrawal of the franchise for women.

What, though, of equal opportunities? To clarify, this means absolute 
equality of life chances – so that where you’re born has no bearing on 
where you end up. This is a highly egalitarian goal, and is more radical 
than what’s conventionally meant when politicians talk about equal op-
portunities, as we’ll see in a moment. (NB: I use ‘social mobility’, ‘life 
chances’ and ‘meritocracy’ as shorthand for ‘equality of opportunity’ in 
this chapter. We’ll mainly look at education).

It seems, at first glance, that we’ve moved in the wrong direction 
here. Upward social mobility has stagnated, and we’ve spent the years 
since 2010 with a Cabinet dominated by Etonians. Virtually every pres-
tigious sector, leadership position and university is disproportionately 
populated by those that went to private school.26 However, that’s not to 
say that the commitment to equality of opportunities has also lessened, 
or that equal opportunities have moved out of the Overton Window.

Again, if we look at Britain a century ago we see a society with 
scant commitment to equal opportunities. Conservative Prime Minister 
Arthur Balfour warned peers voting on the 1911 Parliament Act that 
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unless they behaved pragmatically they risked equalising life chances: 
“You object to your tailor being made a peer, [but] you vote in such a 
way that your hatter and barber will be ennobled also!”27 At that point, 
the school leaving age was twelve. It rose to fourteen in 1918, but 
university remained the preserve of a private school elite. In WWI the 
influence of the class structure resulted in ‘lions led by donkeys’.

In subsequent decades, politicians renounced this, as universal suf-
frage moved basic education for all into the political consensus. Yet 
the view remained that intelligence was ‘fixed’.28 Exceptionally bright 
schoolboys were ‘lifted up’ through scholarships. But little allowance 
was made for differences in opportunity, with intellect deemed to either 
shine through or not.

The tripartite grammar school model, introduced in 1944, was a stab 
at creating a pathway for clever working-class children. In reality, it 
harmed the chances of the vast majority, thanks to its reductive view of 
what equal opportunities mean. Even amidst the radicalism of the post-
war years the focus, perhaps with good reason, was on providing basic 
healthcare, shelter and social security (which we term ‘rights’ for the 
purposes of this chapter).

In the 1960s, a more sophisticated notion of equal opportunities came 
into vogue. Labour had long championed this and the shift was assured 
in 1963, with the Tories acknowledging the need to seek out the poten-
tial in all children.29 Grammar schools were phased out in most places. 
Meanwhile the election of Ted Heath meant that the Conservatives were 
led, for the first time, by a meritocrat not an aristocrat.

The 1980s was the strangest evolution in this process. Low invest-
ment in schools meant facilities fell into poor condition, driving mid-
dle-class parents into the private sector. And rising inequality curbed 
social mobility. The emphasis was on self-reliance, and while Thatcher 
signed up to the equal rights agenda (i.e. the idea that talented black or 
working-class children shouldn’t be held back by random barriers), she 
didn’t subscribe to equal opportunities.

Yet at the same time the Tory rhetoric changed. Thatcher’s success 
came through distancing the Conservatives from their establishment 
associations, and she argued in 1984 that “it’s not…where you come 
from, or who your parents are that matters. It’s what you are and what 
you can do.” Working-class Tories like John Major increasingly used 
the language of social mobility.
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Many of the 1997-2010 governments’ achievements lay in putting a 
meaningful emphasis on equal opportunities.30 However, the tensions 
this created show the challenges attached. In 2003, for example, the 
government angered private schools by setting up a commission compel-
ling universities to accept more state applicants. The resulting blowback 
showed how the issue fell on the fault line between equal rights and equal 
opportunities. Private schools argued, from a rights perspective, against 
the “discriminatory” and “arbitrary” rejection of “well-qualified candi-
dates.” The government, on the other hand, championed equal opportu-
nities, with Margaret Hodge calling for “fair access for every individual 
to develop their full potential.”31 The episode underscored the difficulty 
of creating genuinely equal opportunities, with the affirmative action 
required to level the playing field still highly contentious.

The emphasis on equal opportunities continued after 2010, rhetor-
ically at least.32 And although the Conservatives’ record isn’t great, 
a commitment to equal opportunities is now politically mainstream. 
Thatcher’s sink-or-swim version of social mobility – where nothing 
would actively stop you progressing, but nothing would help you either 
– is unsayable. Even in the most recent Tory leadership contest, all the 
candidates claimed (in their rhetoric if not in their policies) to champion 
of life chances for the poorest.

All of the above is complicated, however, by the fact that equality 
of opportunity now appears less good than in the mid-20th century. The 
post-war era saw high upward mobility, manifested in working-class 
baby boomers going into professional careers (and, in subsequent 
years, into higher education). This seems to undermine the argument 
that Rawls’ second principle has, from a low base in 1945, become a 
steadily bigger part of the consensus.

Yet if we look at what’s happened in detail, we see that the high 
post-WWII social mobility was incidental and illusory in many places. 
As the economy changed, and skilled or professional jobs opened up, 
there was indeed a big rise in upward mobility. But this wasn’t the 
consequence of more equal life chances in the 1940s, 1950s and 1960s. 
Under-investment and the grammar school system meant that education 
levels remained unequal. Rather, it was the result of a one-off economic 
restructure, increasing the need for white-collar workers. There was a 
dramatic uplift in skilled careers and higher education uptake, but this 
isn’t to be confused with a dismantling of the social hierarchy.33 There 
was little focus on downward mobility (which is a prerequisite for 
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genuine social mobility);34 little evidence of those ‘born to rule’ ending 
up in factories or typing pools. There has never been a UK government 
that’s cut the cord, in a long-term sense, between where people start out 
and where they end up.

With this said, the more equal a society is to start with, the more 
mobile it will be.35 A high mobility, low equality society may be techni-
cally possible. But real equality of opportunity would probably involve 
resetting the clock to zero each generation, which would limit how 
big the gap in outcomes could become. This is proof that it’s easier to 
achieve equal opportunities in environments – like those in the 1950s 
– that are more economically equal. But it’s not proof that the class-
bound society of the 1950s was an exemplar for this. 

Overall then, whereas equal rights have seen massive progress, the 
equal opportunities transformation is unfulfilled in practice (despite 
moving, decade-on-decade, into the mainstream consensus). Contem-
porary efforts to improve opportunities – such as big increases in the 
numbers in higher education – have done little to equalise life chances, 
even though they’ve lifted attainment and quality of life. ‘Equal’ op-
portunities have often come, in practice, to mean merely ‘good’ op-
portunities. This puts us at an uneasy juncture, where we’ve adopted 
the attitudes of a meritocratic society, while remaining a long way off 
achieving it in practice. 

Turning this into truly equal life chances is the next step. And, while 
it remains politically difficult – reliant as it is on better off but less able 
children doing worse – it’s not impossible. Shortening the economic 
ladder is an important first step, which can make the climb from the 
bottom rung easier, and the fall from the top one less painful. 

This leads to Rawls’ third step: fair outcomes. This is the issue, more 
than any other, where things are felt to have gone wrong. The UK’s 
Gini-coefficient (the most common metric for measuring inequality) 
was relatively low until the end of the 1970s, but increased rapidly in 
the 1980s.36 It broadly flatlined, under Major, Blair and Brown. But it’s 
never returned to pre-1979 levels, with Labour’s more redistributive 
policies neutered by the difficulty of taxing the richest 1%, and by the 
fear that doing so was electorally toxic. We’re a wealthier society than 
a few generations back – and more of the social basics are provided. 
But we’re also less equal. Not only are differences in outcome far too 
large, but there’s little evidence of the richest being those whose talents 
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benefit the whole (as Rawls stipulated that they should). Piketty’s Cap-
ital in the 21st Century charts the rise in inequality in virtually every 
developed nation during the post-war period, demonstrating levels 
which no right-thinking person could describe as ‘fair’. In Britain this 
is particularly acute. 

Unchecked, inequality has the capacity to put other achievements in 
the shade. The threat posed by a society where gaps in outcomes are too 
large to be bridged – where people on the other side of those gaps are 
living lives too different to allow mutual understanding – is immense. 
We’re already seeing this with shocks like Brexit, which are partly due 
to big economic differences between regions.

So, fair outcomes is, surely, an issue where the zeitgeist has surged 
to the right? We were a happy, equal society in the post-war years? 
The public demanded a low Gini-coefficient? Governments regularly 
checked and turned down the wealth inequality thermostat?

As with equal opportunities, however, the reality is more complicated. 
Looking at the period since WWII, it seems that the notion of inequality 
in its contemporary sense – i.e. purely as a barometer of the gap between 
rich and poor – is relatively new. Only since the 2008 crisis has it prop-
erly moved into the public consciousness. This is demonstrated by the 
newfound popularity of books like The Spirit Level, and by the willing-
ness of politicians and commentators to talk about the issue. 

This may seem apocryphal, given how much more equal the post-war 
era was. So, to be clear, I’m obviously not saying outcomes have got 
fairer – just that political energy and public concern has not, up until 
the last few years, been directed at tackling inequality for its own sake.

Labour governments have always invested in the poorest, fighting 
inequality by default. The welfare state and the NHS represented a 
collective effort to prevent deprivation. These institutions meant there 
was only so far an individual could fall, and were followed by steps to 
improve education standards and employee protections. They created 
a floor, which was lifted and reinforced by subsequent governments. 
And, although ‘scrounger’ arguments are made by right-wingers, who 
say the floor has risen too high, the need for a limit to how deprived 
people can become is something most support.

Yet a ceiling on inequality has never been a driving motivation in the 
same way. There’s little consensus about how rich is too rich. As social 
policy professor Howard Glennerster points out, Beveridge’s Social 
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Plan (which formed the basis for many of the Attlee government’s re-
forms), proposed that37

those who were not able to be employed in retirement, sickness or other 
legitimate reasons should receive a basic minimum income. The whole 
population should have access to free schooling, health care and a decent 
standard of housing. These would provide a floor on which individual 
endeavour could build and be rewarded. It would bring minimum security 
for all but not equality.

For sure, the top rate of tax was higher in the years when this was 
being rolled out. Yet the continuation of these high tax rates, inherited 
from the war governments, was justified to fund the reinforcement of 
the safety net. Redistribution was a means to an end – the way of lifting 
the floor. It wasn’t a de facto public good, and its impact on equality 
was a by-product of its central aim.

In 1979 of course, Margaret Thatcher put forward a new argument, 
claiming that you could make the poor richer by making the rich 
richer.38 Rather than requiring the lowering of the ceiling, the floor 
could be lifted by removing the ceiling. She deployed the argument of 
‘the tide that lifts all boats’, and persuaded many skilled working-class 
voters to back her.

Of course, the 1980s governments failed, in most ways, to ‘lift all 
boats’. Even though the country became more prosperous – and some 
C2 working-class voters benefited – there was chronic underfunding of 
services and the public realm, neglect for many regions and industries, 
and rising poverty, unemployment and homelessness.

The 1997-2010 Labour governments did elevate the floor, by con-
trast. They resumed previous Labour administrations’ focus on rein-
forcing and lifting the safety net. The dramatic increases in employ-
ment, pay, spending on services and social security are well-known. 
However, unlike past Labour governments, they did so in a climate 
where this wasn’t sufficient to reduce inequality. In a post-globalisation 
context, the ceiling climbed faster than the floor could follow.39

The Blair-Brown governments deserve criticism for this. Yet we 
should be clear, in waging this criticism, that they’d have been making 
this argument at a time where they were able to invest heavily without 
raising the taxes of the top 1% (which, they feared would send a dam-
aging electoral signal, without adding much revenue to The Exchequer). 
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In short, New Labour would have needed to be the first government to 
set out the case for taxing the rich for its own sake. They ducked this 
challenge, partly thanks to the difficulty of a transnational 1%, and 
partly for reasons of electoral timidity.

The general public also tend to see lifting the floor as the priority, 
with the lowering of the ceiling only one way of doing this. Opinion re-
search shows a widespread feeling that the income gap is too large, but 
much lower support for redistribution. In 2012, for example, the pro-
portion agreeing with the former diagnosis was 82%, but the proportion 
agreeing with the latter prescription was only 41%.40 So, there’s more 
support for tackling inequality when it’s discussed in abstract than there 
is when solutions involving higher taxes are put forward (even among 
those unaffected by the higher taxes). 

Other research suggests that it’s deprivation at the bottom – not op-
ulence at the top or inequality in abstract – that drives concern about 
the gap between rich and poor. Support for redistribution dropped 
steadily throughout New Labour’s first decade in government, for 
example – even though the 1% got marginally richer. Falling poverty 
and homelessness, investment in services and the public realm, and 
high employment and growth meant there was less desire to tax the 
super-rich. By contrast, in the late 1980s – when there was a similarly 
high Gini-coefficient but services were deteriorating and poverty wors-
ening – the demand for taxes on the rich was higher.41 The clamour for 
redistribution comes when people feel hardship at the bottom and see 
that there’s surplus at the top to deal with it.42

Psychologically, this stacks up.43 Studies explicitly testing the ‘veil of 
ignorance’ suggest that humans would, in fact, choose a state-of-affairs 
with less equality than Rawls himself believed was fair – on the proviso 
that there is a significant “floor constraint” on poverty.44

All of this may seem like splitting hairs. Yet there’s an important 
distinction between the view that taxing the rich is desirable to improve 
schools and hospitals, and the view it’s desirable regardless. The former 
is a tax-and-spend approach, which the Tories dismantled in the 1980s. 
But the latter has never really been part of the mainstream.45 Only in the 
last decade, in the face of anger about an undeserving rich after the crash, 
has it become so. The High Pay Commission, for instance, was only cre-
ated in 2010. And Section One of the Equalities Act, which legally com-
mitted public bodies to reduce inequalities, was passed in the same year.46
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Of course, all of the above reflects the fact that the problem has got 
worse, at least as much as it reveals a progressive shift in the discourse. 
In the 1950s there wasn’t a super-rich to object to. And the last time 
there was inequality on a scale comparable to today’s – in the early 
20th century – poverty at the bottom was so appalling that the need to 
alleviate it was, in itself, an argument for redistribution. It doesn’t seem 
that there’s ever been a situation like the one running up to 2008, where 
society was unprecedentedly affluent in material terms, but where out-
comes were so unfair as to be an issue regardless.

As Thomas Piketty points out, past reductions in inequality have 
mostly been the result of wars and crashes. These levelled economic 
differences and created – at immense human cost – favourable con-
ditions for progressives to lift and reinforce the floor.47 Given that 
inequality is liable to grow if left to its own accord – especially in glo-
balised, low-growth societies – we have now, for the first time, to find 
peaceful and sustainable policies for creating fair outcomes, without 
relying on moments of violent destruction to do it for us.

Below is a visual recap of the Equal rights, Equal opportunities, Fair 
outcomes transition. It offers a speculative look at how Rawls’ principles 
have moved into the mainstream. The grey ‘Overton Stripe’ represents 
the political and public consensus. The higher the line for each issue goes, 
the more it can be seen to have moved within the mainstream. Issues 
above the stripe are those which all politicians accept as non-negotiable. 
Issues below it are ‘fringe’ concerns, vying for consideration.

As we’ve said, the gradually increasing emphasis on Rawls’ prin-
ciples is set against the reality that, in practice, opportunities and out-
comes haven’t become any more equal.

Yet the latter point doesn’t fully undermine the former. Rather it proves 
that, on these two issues, successes in the past have been partly down to 
factors other than political and public appetite. The post-WWII increase 
in upward mobility was due to a one-off economic restructure; the 1940s 
equalising of outcomes was down to an economic crash and then a war. 
Progressive governments were able to capitalise on all these changes. But 
none came as the result of a settlement which was vastly more ideologically 
committed to equal opportunities or fair outcomes.

A world with equal rights, equal opportunities and fair outcomes – 
not just for temporary periods when circumstances align, but as a result 
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of concerted policy choices – remains the progressive ideal. By looking 
at the unfinished evolution through Rawls’ principles, we can start to 
see a way towards it.

V. DIRECT CHALLENGES TO  
INDIRECT CHALLENGES

The paradox described immediately above shows two things, moving 
in different directions: intention to solve problems and ability to solve 
them. Political discourse and public opinion are becoming more egali-
tarian on many issues, but the economic structure is becoming a harder 
place in which to enact this. Equal rights, Equal opportunities, Fair 
outcomes is thus part of a broader transition, from challenges which 
are the consequence of direct factors, to those which are the product 
of indirect ones. Many of the most overt barriers have been overcome, 
and left-wingers are increasingly confronted by issues which stem from 
macro-economic, structural problems, alongside some of the cyclical 
and habitual tendencies in human nature. These often get worse without 
anyone causing active harm.

Figure 15.9.  
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The Direct challenges to Indirect challenges shift describes this 
move: from problems occurring for clear reasons through to them hap-
pening for more intangible ones. The table above sets out a series of 
‘before and after’ transitions.

Ethnicity is a useful case study here. It’s an issue where unacceptable 
unfairness continues to exist, but where the root of the unfairness has 
changed, to some degree, from Direct challenges to Indirect challenges. 

In 1949, for example, a diplomatic fallout occurred when a white 
British woman attempted to marry a black African chieftain in Lon-
don.48 Direct, widespread opposition was aimed at something which 
would now be unremarkable or even celebrated. There was nothing 
indirect about the racism at play. 

Meanwhile, the ‘colour bar’ existed across large parts of the econ-
omy, and BME groups were deliberately outlawed from many walks of 
life. The 1963 Bristol Bus Boycott was one of the most famous attempts 
to fight this, and the Race Relations Act of 1965 tackled the problem in 
law. Even so, direct forms of prejudice were widespread for some time 
after, both in public attitudes and within institutions like the police. 

These were the consequence of policies which were overtly (or 
sometimes covertly) racist: public attitudes which were prejudiced, re-
inforced by rules and customs which permitted this to play out in how 
society was organised.

Recent decades have seen a slow stripping away of these discrimi-
natory practices, as we saw earlier, when looking at equal rights. Yet 
this is undermined by the fact there’s been far less progress on racial 
equality than most hoped for. In 2010, for instance, BME groups were 

Table.15.1.

Direct challenges Indirect challenges

Regressive Non-progressive
Immoral Amoral
Authored Authorless
Causal Systemic
Simple Sophisticated
Oppression Inaction
‘Something hindering’ ‘Nothing helping’/ ‘Not enough helping’
Primary Secondary
Unfairness as the cause/ aim Unfairness as a symptom/ by-product
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still two and a half times as heavily represented in the prison system as 
they should be,49 and remain significantly underrepresented at the top of 
society.50 Given most forcible barriers have been taken down, progress 
– although happening – is unbelievably slow.

Why, if there have been genuine strides forward, do these issues 
persist? The left populist response would be that 1940s-style racism is 
alive and well; that bigotry and discrimination are merely disguised and 
sanitised by the establishment.51

There’s a little truth in this. The government’s disgraceful ‘hostile en-
vironment’ policy, culminating in the Windrush scandal, is a good exam-
ple. Yet this doesn’t stack up, overall. Discrimination is less permissible 
in law and in practice than at any point in British history – with levels of 
prejudice much lower than a few decades ago.52 There are fewer direct 
barriers – be it in employment or the justice system – and there are fre-
quent government efforts to target funding at young BME men, develop 
inclusion strategies or tackle ‘male, pale and stale’ trends at the top.

There are still many instances of genuine racism, of course. But the 
reasons for racial inequality are shifting from direct to indirect ones. 

BME groups began as migrants or refugees in most cases, and usu-
ally started out in the least well-off sectors, pay brackets and neighbour-
hoods. The more economically unequal and socially immobile the so-
ciety, the harder it is for these cycles to break. A growing gap between 
rich and poor therefore causes a growing gap between BME communi-
ties and white residents. In Britain this meant that the reduction of direct 
barriers – in the 1960s and 1970s – was followed almost immediately 
by the increase in indirect socioeconomic ones in the 1980s. 

This has implications for attainment and employment, with concen-
trations of those who are less well-off – among whom BME groups are 
more common – going to certain schools and living in certain areas. 
Away from education, there’s an absence of ‘weak ties’ (that is, infor-
mal networks which provide mentorship and forge introductions), and 
a greater likelihood of social problems.

This range of indirect factors means the average BME teen faces a 
steeper journey than the average white teen. Hence, progress towards 
racial equality is glacially slow. But the reasons for this aren’t that 
someone has behaved in a directly racist way, or overtly blocked equal-
ity. The problem isn’t even, in many cases, one of inaction, so much as 
insufficient action. 
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With other factors, like social class, it’s the same story. Whatever we 
think about pernicious terms like ‘chav’, direct snobbery – against a re-
gional accent or a non-elite school – has generally reduced a lot.53 Yet a 
host of intangibles – private education, the rising number of post-grad-
uate degrees, the impenetrable London housing market, unpaid intern-
ships etc – mean that advances are exceptionally slow.

Another example is ‘social cleansing’, the phrase used by the popu-
list left to describe gentrification in London.54 Severe as gentrification 
is, its causes are largely indirect: the yawning economic gap between 
the capital and everywhere else, creating massive demand for London 
living. Yet the term ‘social cleansing’ implies a process of direct perse-
cution by class and colour. 

The consequences of the chasm between ‘London and The Rest’ are, 
for me, among the most important issues Britain faces. But they’re qual-
itatively different, in character as well as in effect, from the deliberate 
forms of extermination, deportation and genocide with which the term 
‘cleansing’ associates them.

Failure to acknowledge the Direct challenges to Indirect challenges 
shift contributes to the deep non-sequiturs that now exist between right 
and left.

The right uses the fact that inequalities remain, despite direct barriers 
having been removed, as evidence that fecklessness is to blame. They 
point to ‘political correctness gone mad’, when they see, for instance, 
poorer students paid a maintenance allowance to stay in school.

The left counter that direct prejudice is alive and well – thinly cam-
ouflaged or hiding in plain sight. All present challenges – even complex 
issues, like climate change and public health – are seen as the product 
of direct blockades.55

We saw this at play in the respective responses to the 2011 riots. 
On the one hand, the right-wing commentariat pointed out, there was 
nothing compelling urban youngsters to riot. There were no rights they 
were fighting for; no arbitrary barriers; nothing holding them back. In 
fact, there were many policies to mitigate their deprivation.56 The left-
wing commentariat argued the opposite. The riots were an act of protest 
against oppression by elite politicians and the police; a backlash against 
enforced poverty, wilful ghettoization and deliberate subjugation.57

In truth, there aren’t the direct oppressive barriers there once 
were. But the fact that rioters came disproportionately from certain 
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backgrounds shows us that structural inequalities were still, indirectly, 
a defining factor. 

Even in cases where there are obvious culprits, like Channel 4’s 2014 
decision to air the TV programme Benefits Street, the Direct challenges 
to Indirect challenges hypothesis holds up. Benefits Street was heavily 
criticised by the left for pushing a right-wing agenda. Yet its real aim 
wasn’t to make an ideological point, but to spark controversy and win 
ratings.58 No question, Benefits Street was divisive. But this is a side 
effect of its commercial agenda – not the result of direct propaganda. If 
Channel 4 thought there’d have been easy titillation in an exposé of tax 
avoidance, then they would have made that instead.

A show like Benefits Street therefore feels distinct from the chal-
lenges of five or six decades ago – when there was a common view that 
the ruling class knew how to run things, and a suspicion of ‘the great 
unwashed’. The overt chauvinism of that era has retreated, replaced – 
be it in the case of Channel 4 producers or London property developers 
– by market pressure and the path of least resistance.

This gets to the heart of what the Direct challenges to Indirect chal-
lenges shift is really about: namely, the move from the left’s opponents 
being directly supportive of a tiered society, to their being supportive 
of policies which create injustices as a by-product. It’s the difference 
between traditional Conservatism, which favoured maintaining hier-
archies for the sake of stability, and Thatcherism, which preached in-
stead a form of pure individualism. These phenomena are qualitatively 
different.

Many will, again, see this as hair-splitting, and say that there’s little 
moral difference between causing direct harm and causing indirect 
harm. Putting the ‘bottom line’ above fairness and wellbeing is surely 
just as bad as deliberate prejudice?

To respond to this charge, let’s imagine two companies.
Company A looks to hire applicants who have been to elite schools. Their 

Director prefers employees who are male, well-spoken and white, and who 
come from ‘good stock’. He’d prefer that those without this lineage didn’t 
work for him. As a result, Company A hires upper- and middle-class appli-
cants with 2:2 degrees, over working-class applicants with firsts.

Company B, in contrast, looks for applicants with Firsts, the more 
prestigious the university and the higher the mark the better. As a result, 
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those they hire are disproportionately from privileged backgrounds 
(thanks to all of the systemic factors which mean that middle-class chil-
dren are more likely to go to university). Company B’s Director has no 
issue with working-class applicants, but there simply aren’t many who 
have degrees that are as good. He isn’t going to jeopardise his business 
by gambling on those with worse qualifications.

Neither Company A or Company B, caricatured as they are, are ethi-
cal businesses. An egalitarian company would go out of its way to have 
a representative workforce, and would do better for it. But I do think 
that the move from a Company A dominated economy to a Company B 
dominated one represents an advance of sorts.

Whether you agree with me or not about this, the important thing 
is acknowledging the shift in context, from Direct challenges to Indi-
rect challenges. The pretence that we live in a system dominated by 
a Company A ethos breaks down potential dialogue between left and 
right, and distracts from the true problems of a Company B dominated 
economy.59

NOTES

 1. The letter also argued that the comparison between Jeremy Corbyn 
and Michael Foot is “misleading because…policies that would in 1981 have 
seemed ‘loony right’ are now viewed as mainstream, and formerly social-
democrat positions are commonly reviled as somehow Marxist.”

 2. As Luke Akehurst points out, if the Corbyn movement is just “social 
democratic ‘Old Labour’, [then] why did Benn and Corbyn and McDonnell 
attack Wilson and Callaghan so much in the 1970s?… Why do they look for 
overseas models in authoritarian Venezuela and Cuba not social democratic 
Sweden and Denmark?”

 3. Owen Jones argues that “Advocates of privatisation, deregulation, lower 
taxes on the rich and anti-trade unionism have dramatically shifted the win-
dow…over the last generation or so.”

 4. Winston Churchill, speech to the Peel Commission, 1937.
 5. This Boy, p.89-94.
 6. The Future of Socialism, p.402-408.
 7. Reflecting on his legacy, Blair said that “One of the things that I think is 

good about the country today is that there are not – between the main political 
parties, at any rate – any real rows about race or sexuality; things that…in the 
1970s and 1980s were very prominent political issues.”
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 8. The list of New Labour achievements is familiar and we’ll avoid going 
into it at length. Detailed appraisals come in the form of The Verdict by Polly 
Toynbee and David Walker, or reviews by think tanks like the JRF and IPPR. 
Shorter checklists include the Progress ‘Bedtime’ edition (and their ‘100 list’). 

 9. Blair’s Britain, 1997–2007, Anthony Seldon, Cambridge University 
Press, p.552.

10. ‘A war of the generations is not a solution – hope is’, The Guardian, 
Owen Jones, March 2016.

11. “There was a genuine preoccupation with increasing social justice – a no-
tion alien to Margaret Thatcher, Keith Joseph and their guru Milton Friedman,” 
writes Anthony Giddens.

12. If we’re to use the size of the public sector as a proportion of GDP as 
our metric, for example, one analyst concludes that 1997-2010 Labour was the 
most ‘socialist’ ever.

13. See, for further examples, the Employee Relations Act, the flattening of 
the Gini-coefficient (especially compared to if Labour hadn’t come to power), 
the big redistributions from the richest 10% to the poorest, the two-thirds re-
duction in rough sleeping, and towards the end of Labour’s tenure, increases in 
the top rate of tax  and legal duties to tackle inequality. 

14. Osborne’s claim came in 2007, and Cameron’s warm words on pov-
erty were a year before: “I want this message to go out loud and clear – the 
Conservative Party recognises, will measure and will act on relative poverty.” 
The then Tory leader also repeatedly emphasised that the NHS was safe in his 
hands. Indeed, the Conservatives’ ringfencing of education meant that school 
spending remained 50% up on levels at the end of the Major premiership, 
throughout the Cameron era.

15. Writing in 2007, Cameron accused grammar school supporters of “cling-
ing on to outdated mantras that bear no relation to the reality of life.”

16. ‘A poverty of information: assessing the government’s new child poverty 
focus and future trends’, Resolution Foundation, David Finch, October 2015.

17. Hope Not Hate’s Nick Lowles predicts that a Hard Brexit would offer 
“fertile ground for right-wing demagogues.”

18. This obviously applies to Corbyn’s siege economy policies, but also to 
the Tories’. In the wake of Brexit, Theresa May implied that she would shift to 
the right from a social and internationalist perspective – on aid, for example – 
and to the left when it comes to the economy.

19. ‘Jeremy Corbyn is no interloper – he is part of Labour’s DNA’, Geoffrey 
M. Hodgson, New Politics blog, May 2016.

20. ‘The Values Ratchet’, George Monbiot, June 2014.
21. Cameron’s claim, made shortly before becoming the Conservative 

leader, is used by Owen Jones as evidence that Blair did not represent a “real 
alternative” to Thatcherism.
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22. Blair himself makes this point: “As a result [of Labour being in office 
for 13 years] the Tories, to win, had to start borrowing from us, not [us] from 
them. That is a sign of our success.”

23. It is surely no coincidence that Labour Prime Ministers tend to age worse 
in the public memory their Tory equivalents. Labour’s failure to defend its record 
damaged it’s chances in 2015, and each of the last three Labour leaders – Brown, 
Miliband and Corbyn – have got mileage out of condemning their predecessors. 
Likewise, in the US Obama is now attacked by left-wingers for “passing up” the 
chance to help the working-classes and for turning a blind eye to black lives. 

24. Even Margaret Thatcher promised from opposition to expand nursery 
education, build more polytechnics and raise the school leaving age – only 
becoming a fully-fledged ideologue whilst in power.

25. ‘Olympic Britain: Social and economic change since the 1908 and 1948 
London Games’, House of Commons Library, Gavin Thompson, Oliver Haw-
kins, Aliyah Dar, Mark Taylor, p.153. See also the Life Peerages Act and the 
removal of hereditary peers on the parliament.uk website.

26. ‘Leading People 2016: The educational backgrounds of the UK profes-
sional elite’, The Sutton Trust, Dr Philip Kirby, February 2016.

27. See Balfour, p.78.
28. As late as 1949 the nation’s most prominent poet, TS Eliot, stated that “In 

our headlong rush to educate everybody, we are lowering our standards, and…
[making] ready the ground upon which the barbarian nomads of the future will 
encamp in the mechanised caravan.”

29. Education Secretary Edward Boyle, a liberal Conservative, wrote that 
“[working-class children’s] potentialities are no less real, and of no less im-
portance... The essential point is that all children should have an equal oppor-
tunity…of developing their talents and abilities.” The Newsom Report, op cit, 
p.iv. The ‘Crosland Circular’ was distributed by the Labour government two 
years later, advocating the phasing out of grammar schools.

30. This is demonstrated by policies to level the playing field: the Future 
Jobs Fund, the EMA, Child Trust Funds, family and working tax credits, access 
courses, the Child Poverty Act, the learning and skills council, etc. Even tuition 
fees, which were controversial on the left, were motivated by evidence that it 
was more important for social mobility to invest in early years.

31. OFFA, the new ‘access regulator’, looked into ways of helping state-
educated pupils with lower grades to be accepted. In response, a joint statement 
by independent schools called for a process which was “fair, objective, 
transparent and consistently applied.” Hodge, on the other hand, said it should 
be “merit, not class and background that determine who gets a place at the 
university.”

32. In 2015 Cameron centred his conference speech on the equal opportu-
nities theme: “Our belief is in equality of opportunity… Not everyone ending 
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up with the same exam results, the same salary, the same house – but everyone 
having the same shot at them.”

33. A 2012 study by Oxford sociologist John Goldthorpe distinguishes be-
tween ‘absolute’ and ‘relative’ social mobility – the former being “the simple 
percentage of individuals who are found in the same or in a different class to that 
in which they originated” and the latter being “the relative chances of individuals 
starting in two different classes of origin ending up in two different classes of 
destination.” He said that the three decades after the war had seen an increase 
in absolute mobility, but not in relative mobility. As Phil Collins puts it, “social 
mobility in Britain has been a case of more room being found at the top” – as 
opposed to people from poorer backgrounds replacing those from richer ones.

34. Tim Wigmore writes that “because the number of the best jobs is finite, 
the lack of downward social mobility is a roadblock to the upward social mo-
bility beloved by all.”

35. ‘Understanding – and Misunderstanding – Social Mobility in Britain’, 
John Goldthorpe, Oxford Institute of Social Policy and Nuffield College, Uni-
versity of Oxford, 2012, p.19. Meanwhile, Richard Wilkinson and Kate Pickett 
point out how strong the correlation between economic equality and social 
mobility is (The Spirit Level, p.157-172).

36. ‘Living Standards, Poverty and Inequality in the UK’, IFS Report R81, 
Jonathan Cribb, Andrew Hood, Robert Joyce, David Phillips, 2013.

37. ‘Why did the post-war welfare state fail to prevent the growth of inequal-
ity?’ Howard Glennerster, Institute of Historical Research, 2008.

38. Thatcher famously made this argument in 1990, claiming that socialists 
were happy to make the poor poorer in order to stop the rich getting richer. 

39. The LSE’s Howard Glennerster concludes that “Technological change 
and the UK’s dependence on international trade were to powerfully widen the 
distribution of earned income and this was very difficult [for Labour] to re-
verse.” He adds that “welfare state benefits in cash and kind have significantly 
cushioned the impact of both the big structural changes that took place in the 
British economy in the 1980s and has had to work harder to contain the grow-
ing income inequality that took place afterwards.”

40. ‘What Do People Think about Government Action?’ blog by The Equal-
ity Trust. Figure based on NatCen data collected since 1983. Other polling 
corroborates this. For instance, the public oppose a ‘maximum wage’ according 
to YouGov – even if it’s as high as £1m a year.

41. There is a connection of sorts between high inequality and a desire to see 
it reduced. But, as the academic Márton Medgyesi explains, the correlation is 
minimal: “A huge increase is needed in the Gini index to modify societal judg-
ment about the level of inequality to a significant extent.” ‘Increasing income 
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inequality and attitudes to inequality: a cohort perspective’, Márton Medgyesi, 
GINI Discussion Paper 94, August 2013, p.15-17.

42. Stephen Bush puts Labour’s improved result in 2017 down to “the person 
sleeping rough in every alcove around the conference centre late at night” – i.e. 
the visibility of poverty at the bottom. He adds that it’s no coincidence that “the 
demand for more spending started to tail off once the Blair government had got 
us to the European average in health and education.”

43. “There is no separate equality foundation. People don’t crave equality 
for its own sake.” The Righteous Mind, p.211. See also ‘Why people prefer 
unequal societies’, Christina Starmans, Mark Sheskin and Paul Bloom, Depart-
ment of Psychology, Yale University, 2017.

44. From behind a ‘veil of ignorance’, research suggested, people would 
“maximiz[e] the average with a floor constraint.” ‘Choices of Principles of 
Distributive Justice in Experimental Groups’, American Journal of Political 
Science, Frohlich Oppenheimer and Eavey, 31(3):606-636, 1987.

45. Branko Milanovic, for example, describes inequality as “a totally new 
topic [in the early 2000s], entirely ignored in economics.” According to some 
analysis, the use of the word ‘inequality’ in writing trebled between 1950 and 
the early 2000s.

46. Similarly, the IMF’s Christine Lagarde argued strongly for the need to 
tackle inequality in 2015, marking a significant step in financial circles.

47. Piketty says: “The sharp reduction in income inequality that we observe 
in almost all the rich countries between 1914 and 1945 was due above all to 
the world wars and the violent economic and political shocks they entailed 
(especially for people with large fortunes).” He concludes “We are now 
emerging from this exceptional period.” Capital in the 21st Century, p.15 and 
p.402.

48. The wedding was condemned in Britain by both church and state, with 
the Secretary of State for Commonwealth Relations writing of the “difficult 
problem it threw up.”

49. ‘Statistics on Race and the Criminal Justice System 2010: A Ministry of 
Justice publication under Section 95 of the Criminal Justice Act 1991’, October 
2011, p.11.

50. BME groups remain underrepresented in senior management and in 
parliament – with black students less likely to go to top universities and BME 
graduates liable to earn 24% less.

51. Corbyn’s 2016 speech ‘five ills of 21st century Britain’, set out two of 
the most pressing contemporary problems as prejudice and discrimination – the 
implication being that these things had become more severe since Beveridge 
initially set out his ‘five ills’ in 1942.
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52. Racism roughly halved in the 30 years from 1983 to 2013, for instance. 
And findings show a big shift towards liberal values in the wider population 
during the 1990s. 

53. This is the reverse of the post-war years, which had more upward mo-
bility but deeper class distinctions. David Lodge’s introduction to Lucky Jim 
explains that “To many young people who grew up in the post-war period, and 
benefited from the 1944 Education Act…the old pre-war upper classes still 
maintained their privileged position because they commanded the social and 
cultural high ground.”

54. The London housing campaigner Anna Minton, for example, refers to the 
“social cleansing” of the capital by elites.

55. For instance, protesters staged a Black Lives Matter demonstration on 
the runway at City Airport in 2016, on the basis that climate change is the 
consequence of deliberate racism.

56. Max Hasting wrote in The Daily Mail that “Those at the bottom of [con-
temporary] society behave no better than their forebears, but the welfare state 
has relieved them from hunger and real want. When social surveys speak of 
‘deprivation’ and ‘poverty’, this is entirely relative.”

57. The Guardian’s Gary Younge argued that: “This tinder in the box was lit 
at least as much by the long arm of the law as the invisible hand of the market.” 
He suggested that the riots should be categorised alongside the Arab Spring.

58. “I don’t think the producers take a position at all. They just hope for a 
few laughs and maybe the odd flood of tears,” wrote Rachel Cooke, in review-
ing the show. 

59. Often, doing this leads us to miss the real, structural issues. As Stephen 
Bush points out, “The biggest educational gap is between children in the first 
year of compulsory education – and in most cases, it is one which is never 
closed… But the truth is that fixing this is expensive and in some cases po-
litically difficult, where it is neither expensive or politically difficult to say 
Oxbridge could do more, although of course they should.”
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Lastly, let’s look at some of the transitions in values, attitudes and ex-
pectations that have taken place since 1945.

VI. GROUPISH, INDIVIDUALIST, POST-MATERIALIST

The shifts we’ve looked at all relate, at least in part, to changes in the 
public’s values. There’s now less tolerance of prejudice, but a greater 
focus on personal autonomy. There’s less discrimination and deference, 
but a stronger emphasis on self-sufficiency. Many arbitrary barriers 
have been dismantled, but have often brought down with them ‘arbi-
trary’ support structures, like class identification and community.

The tendency is to see these changes as impositions by ‘the power-
ful’.1 This is the narrative set out by left-libertarian filmmaker Adam 
Curtis, for example, in the documentary Century of the Self. Curtis 
describes a shift from a society driven by material resource needs to 
one powered by abstract appeals to self-image. ‘Elites’ engineered this 
using Freudian psychology, according to the film, to placate the masses.

Setting aside its conspiracist tone, there’s truth in the change which 
Century of the Self portrays. But what if you accept the transition, but 
think that an evolution in the public’s attitudes has driven political 
decision-making – not the other way around?

Guardian columnist George Monbiot explores this, using what 
he calls ‘the values ratchet’. He sees the UK as having moved from 
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‘intrinsic’ to ‘extrinsic’ values. Intrinsic values are, in Monbiot’s view, 
wholly positive: “self-acceptance…tolerance, appreciation, cooperation 
and empathy” and “a powerful desire to help others.” Extrinsic values 
are the opposite: “lower empathy, a stronger attraction towards power, 
hierarchy and inequality, greater prejudice towards outsiders, and less 
concern for global justice and the natural world.” 

The ‘values ratchet’, Monbiot says, is the process where reactionary, 
extrinsic values come to govern policy, thanks to politicians failing to 
challenge them. This means that our politics gets more right-wing with 
each year that passes. It was through indulging the extrinsic values pro-
moted by Thatcher, Monbiot argues, that Labour lost its way.2

This analysis initially feels compelling. The accusation is that politi-
cians have abetted the public’s worst instincts, not shaped them. This is 
more sophisticated than Puppet Master explanations.

Yet a glance at the decades before Thatcher shows that so-called 
intrinsic values weren’t the order of the day. Political deference, xe-
nophobia, snobbery, jingoism, the death penalty, domestic violence? 
These phenomena were offset by virtues which are less prevalent now, 
like pride in community and an ethos of self-sacrifice for the whole. 
But they weren’t the product of self-reflective, altruistic or universalist 
value systems.

The problem with Monbiot’s assessment is it assumes values are a 
zero-sum proposition. Instead of saying different values overlay or build 
up, depending on life experiences, the extrinsic versus intrinsic analysis 
describes a tug of war, between the compassionate and selfish instincts 
in each person. “These clusters exist in opposition to each other: as one 
set of values strengthens, the other weakens,” Monbiot writes.3

An alternative approach, already mentioned in Chapter Seven, is the 
British Values Survey. To recap, this divides the different human values 
into three layers, with one of the three being the central driver for any 
individual at a given time. These are:

1. Groupish values – defined by fear of threats to resources, and driven 
by belonging, conformity, authority, safety, etc;

2. Individualist values – characterised by aspirational, optimistic, sta-
tus-driven and competitive motivations;

3. Post-materialist values – built around social liberalism, universal-
ism, internationalism, inner-fulfilment, and ethics.
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This framework argues that values develop based on needs. It rejects 
the division into compassionate and selfish values. Rather, it says that 
people are at different social and psychological life stages. Instead of a 
seesaw, the relationship between values here is more of a tissue effect; 
a build-up of different layers, partially dependent on culture and eco-
nomics, but also driven by personal experiences and natural differences.

The general rule is that, over the generations, groupish values are 
gradually replaced, as the core, driving motivation, by more individu-
alist values, once rising prosperity makes the need to stick together less 
acute. These, in turn, are usurped by post-materialist values, once status 
concerns retreat. Groupish, Individualist, Post-materialist.4

The table below shows how this has evolved in Britain. In 1973, 
when values analysis was first carried out, over half the population 
had groupish values. Now it’s a quarter. Levels of individualism have 
grown, as groupish values have gradually been replaced by individu-
alistic ones. And post-materialist values have increased too, as people 
move ‘through’ the individualistic cluster. The result is a country 
roughly split between the three.5

These figures run counter to Monbiot’s view that we’ve seen a me-
ta-shift from compassionate to selfish values. And they’re a rebuff to 
the ‘values ratchet’ idea – which claims that by indulging certain values 
we enlarge them. In fact, it implies the opposite, suggesting that only 
once populations fulfil groupish and individualist needs do people (and 
generations) move towards the inner-directed and ethical values which 
Monbiot champions.

So if, like Monbiot, your ideal is a society of post-materialists, then 
helping other groups to fulfil their values needs is the way to get there. 
As we’ve seen with Brexit and Trump, attacking other values systems 
as immoral often can entrench and enflame the divides.

Table.16.1.

% of the population with 
predominantly… 1973 2000 2005 2011 2016

…groupish values 56 35 24 39 25

…individualistic values 25 30 38 23 37

…post-materialist values 19 36 38 37 38
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From a truly pluralist perspective, this is beside the point. The progres-
sive aim shouldn’t be to indulge others, so as to coax them to post-mate-
rialism. Instead, assuming that we think it’s government’s role to meet the 
requirements of those it represents (“From each according to his ability, 
to each according to his need”), the goal is to help people fulfil them-
selves in whatever ways they want – as long as this doesn’t harm others.

Monbiot’s analysis epitomises a wider Golden Era misdiagnosis – 
which is to assume Labour’s electoral bedrock in the 1940s or 1950s 
was built on environmentally aware, ethical and altruistic impulses. In 
reality, the left’s coalition was comprised of groupish motivations far 
more than post-materialist ones. Both sets of values eschew individu-
alistic materialism. But groupish value systems do so on the essentially 
pre-materialist basis that they want to protect the resources and identity 
of their tribe – whereas post-materialists reject individualism in favour 
of an egalitarian, universal and holistic philosophy.

This demonstrates why globalisation has driven a wedge into the 
traditional Labour coalition. It’s exposed, for instance, differences be-
tween the patriotic instincts of groupish voters in former heartlands, and 
the internationalist impulses of urbane post-materialists.

Hence, the British Values Survey reveals a different dynamic to Mon-
biot’s analysis. For sure, past societies were less individualist or consum-
erist. But this was because resources were scarce and people clubbed 
together. This manifested itself in tight-knit areas with traditionalist 
attitudes, looking out for each other and scanning the horizon for threats. 
Collective identities were more powerful – with unionised industries and 
stronger communities. But this also led to attitudes which Monbiot would 
be unlikely to celebrate – like groupishness on gender, educational back-
ground, sexuality or nationhood.6 In policy terms, Labour governments 
of the day invested both in social security (in the shape of the NHS) and 
national security (in the form of Britain’s Nuclear deterrent).

The misunderstanding here explains the left’s romantic view of 
the Golden Era. And it is part of the reason why Labour often fails to 
understand changes in the population. What actually happened in the 
1980s, for instance, wasn’t that selfishness trumped compassion but 
that the balance shifted from groupish to individualistic values. The 
population became less willing to see themselves as needing collective 
protection. And Labour’s coalition of groupish and (to a lesser extent) 
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post-materialist values was unable to hold in the face of a swelling pop-
ulation of individualists.

Likewise, the view that younger generations’ support for Corbyn 
shows they’re finally backing old-school socialism. The reality is that 
millennials are unprecedentedly liberal. Younger cohorts “weaned in the 
age of choice” put stronger emphasis on personal autonomy, and have 
less collectivist attitudes to welfare or unionisation7 – while also being 
far more tolerant and pro-social. They’re moving away, in key respects, 
from the racial, sexual – or class-based – groupishness that characterised 
the populace five or six decades ago.8 A 2014 report found that9

Generation Y is more likely than other cohorts to believe the role of state 
should be more focused on providing opportunities and less on managing 
the risks individuals face. [It is] more concerned with personal inde-
pendence and opportunity than compulsory systems of risk pooling and 
redistribution. However, younger people are no less likely to think that 
specific groups, such as the elderly, the disabled and low-income working 
families need to be supported.

Within this, we can discern both socially liberal variants of indi-
vidualistic value systems (often among BME groups and less well-off 
young people),10 and ethical post-materialist values systems (especially 
among graduates). It’s this that explains the surprise appeal of Corbyn. 
Rather than rediscovering the ‘compassionate’ values that existed pre-
Thatcher, Corbyn lent voice, in 2017, to a younger cohort with unprec-
edentedly post-materialist and liberal ideals.11 The process isn’t one of 
a pendulum swinging back.

One way of looking at the Groupish, Individualist, Post-materialist 
shift is via the ‘Angry Young Men’ novels of the post-war years. John 
Braine’s 1957 book Room at The Top is particularly interesting. Written 
two decades before the rise of Thatcherism – and set in the late 1940s 
– it contains early indicators of what was to come. The novel tells the 
story of Joe Lampton, an ambitious working-class man who moves 
from run-down Dufton to the affluent town of Warley, to work in local 
government. Joe, who has returned from WWII to a more prosperous 
society, is adequately provided for. He’s moved beyond the deprivation 
his working-class parents experienced. He has a job for life, and a white 
collar one at that, thanks to the upward mobility of the time.
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Yet individualistic Joe, exposed in Warley to levels of wealth beyond 
his Town Hall existence, wants more. He sets out to escape his parents’ 
groupish existence. Early on in the book, upon seeing a Warley man 
driving a sports car, he has an epiphany. Mulling over the social wire-
work which both protects him from poverty and limits his prospects, 
Joe concludes:12

I made my choice then and there: I was going to enjoy all the luxuries that 
young men enjoyed. I was going to collect that legacy. It was as clear and 
compelling as that vocation which doctors and missionaries are supposed 
to experience, though in my case, of course, the call ordered me to do 
good to myself not others.

Returning to Dufton the subsequent Christmas, Joe goes to his for-
mer local pub and suddenly finds that “It was too small, too dingy, 
too working-class; four months in Warley had given me a taste for…
the authentic country pub.”13 He remembers his parents, meanwhile, as 
frustratingly happy with their low status: his father is a ‘Labour man’ 
who would always look after “his own” rather than himself.14

As the story unfolds Joe must choose between two women: Alice, for 
whom he’d have to provide, and Susan, the spoilt daughter of Warley’s 
richest businessman. Joe ultimately forms a Faustian pact, choosing 
money over love on the basis that “People could be happy in those little 
houses with their tiny gardens... They could be happy on my present 
income – even on a lot less. But it wasn’t for me.” He decides he must 
“force the town into granting the ultimate intimacy, the power and priv-
ilege and luxury that emanated from The Top.”15

Joe is a forerunner to the values changes in subsequent decades. His 
individualistic attitudes had moved beyond the group allegiances that 
had got the country through the war. And his decisions in the book 
anticipate the next 30 years of social history: the selling off of public 
utilities; the aversion to tax increases, etc.

While Joe is unattractive to egalitarian sensibilities, the approach he 
takes begins to look understandable – laudable, even, in places – when 
seen from his first-person perspective. As he views it, he’s breaking 
from clannish orthodoxy and overcoming hierarchy. He may be ego-
tistical – selfish, even – compared to his parents. But he’s also mer-
itocratic and self-aware. He doesn’t identify as part of any tribe, and 
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the primary battle is between him as an individual and the collectivist, 
stratified society that he feels holds him back.

Other Angry Young Men texts are similar. Alan Sillitoe’s 1958 novel 
Saturday Night and Sunday Morning depicts Arthur, a young work-
ing-class man who also hates the groupish tendencies around him. This 
is directed at everything from his unionised workplace to institutions like 
the family, the church and the military. He takes for granted advances 
since the war, and boasts “I don’t believe in share and share alike.”16

The Angry Young Men authors were products of a more educated, 
secure and prosperous era, but one which often remained class-bound 
and provincial. They would have hated the call to “Rise with your class, 
not out of it,” and were unhappy with societies built on groupish needs. 
This explains why, despite starting life as firebrands and radicals, many 
moved rightwards over time.17

If the Angry Young Men books are portentous, they’re not the end 
of the story. The rise in individualism has been followed by a rise in 
post-materialism, meaning a growing preoccupation with inner fulfil-
ment, equality and the things money can’t buy.

We see this is we look at the ‘gap year’ phenomenon, which lets 
people find ‘deeper’ fulfilment, rather than joining the career ladder. 
Likewise, enthusiasm for fair trade and ethical production, and for 
cycling or backpacking.18 Likewise, increasing numbers of young peo-
ple volunteering, or trying to find work with charities, think tanks and 
social enterprises. Likewise, the popularity of yoga or alternative music 
festivals; of international cuisines or veganism. Likewise, the commer-
cial pressure on big companies to have Corporate Social Responsibility 
departments. And, again likewise, the growing propensity for the liberal 
middle-classes to vote ‘against their interests’.19

Looking again to fiction, Hanif Kureishi’s state-of-the-nation novel 
The Buddha of Suburbia is a good illustration. Written in 1990 but set 
in the late 1970s (30 years after Room at The Top was set), the novel 
shows post-materialism in its adolescence. Many of the characters in 
The Buddha of Suburbia – including the protagonist, Karim – are strain-
ing to move beyond status-conscious conformity.

Karim’s father reinvents himself as a spiritual guru, and the sur-
rounding cast seeks meaning and connection in a variety of ways. Most 
are culturally liberal, with many attracted to forms of socialism. They 
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have fulfilled their more individualistic needs, and crave inner fulfil-
ment – be it political, spiritual or sexual. Eva, the middle-class woman 
at the heart of the book, who builds Karim’s father’s reputation as a 
guru, embodies the new post-materialism. She seeks exoticism, exper-
imentation, self-actualisation and freedom of expression. She’d be en-
tirely at home at an event like The World Transformed – Momentum’s 
counter-cultural accompaniment to Labour Conference.

The post-materialism described in The Buddha of Suburbia always 
existed in sub-cultures: the bohemianism of The Bloomsbury Set; 
George Orwell’s decision to spend a year alongside the poor in Paris 
and London; the campus radicalism of the 1960s. Indeed, it’s visible 
among a couple of the characters in Room at The Top. But post-materi-
alist motivations are now, in 2019, evident in far larger proportions of 
the population.

Kureishi’s novel shows this trend when it was still fairly new. And 
while it’s easy to ridicule as a hypocrite and a faddist a character like 
Eva, the post-materialism she embodies has also brought a range of 
progressive attitudes when it comes to internationalism, equality and 
sustainability.

Regardless of the merits of groupish, individualist and post-materialist 
values systems, the factors driving the transformations from one to the 
next are usually positive. The move from groupishness to individu-
alism, for example, was the result of people having more disposable 
income, travelling further, seeing more things (and wanting those things 
for themselves), consuming more media and technology, becoming less 
deferential, etc.20

This had a dark side, leading to Thatcherite policies which made the 
playing field less level (and, in fact, less competitive and meritocratic). 
It led to communities being abandoned and to people being grossly 
over-rewarded. Yet individualism is also an inescapable part of the 
Groupish, Individualist, Post-materialist transition, a gateway to the 
values which someone like Monbiot lauds. If people identify as indi-
viduals rather than groups, they’re usually less willing to judge others 
by the groups they come from.21 Hence, the rise in individualism has 
inadvertently assisted the rise in tolerance and self-efficacy.22

The shift in emphasis towards post-materialism is also the product 
of positive change. Citizens in affluent countries are much more likely 
to have post-materialist values – thanks to the luxury of not having to 
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worry as much about resource and status needs.23 Preoccupations like 
freedom of speech, preservation of natural beauty, universal morality, 
sexual liberation, human rights and the primacy of ideas over money 
have all become more dominant in developed nations – nearly doubling 
between 1970 and 2000.24

Even the 2016 rise in authoritarianism – seen by some as proof that 
we’re getting more conservative – arguably came as a backlash against 
the pace at which post-materialist and individualistic value systems 
have taken hold. The feeling that mainstream progressive parties no 
longer speak for a single class bloc – or that conventional conservatives 
no longer speak for a single national tribe – helps right populists to 
mobilise groupish values. 

This reflects a wider difficulty for politicians: that of appealing 
to an electorate split by values, and of keeping groupishness in the 
tent. The possibility of alienating one values set by over-appealing to 
another was less of a factor several decades ago – when there wasn’t 
the current three-way split.25 The risk, if the Groupish, Individualist, 
Post-materialist shift isn’t inclusive, is that we create our own version 
of the US ‘culture wars’. 

Talking about ‘values sets’ might seem like psychobabble – especially 
for those who view issues through the prism of class. The problem, 
they’d say, is simple: from the mid-1980s on (and from 1994 in earnest) 
Labour triangulated away from those it was created to represent. Billy 
Bragg, for example, is critical of what he sees as New Labour’s indif-
ference to the working-classes. And many claim that Labour’s problem, 
pre-Corbyn, was that the party had abandoned its base.26

On the flip side, sceptics point out that Corbyn appeals most strongly 
to “middle-class graduates” and “wealthy city dwellers,” and highlight 
mounting evidence that he’s alienating working-class voters.27 His sup-
porters are derided for their “croissant eating” habits.28

So, how does Groupish, Individualist, Post-materialist intersect with 
social class? To answer this, it’s important to distinguish between class 
as a form of identification (e.g. self-describing as working-class) and 
class as a form of work (e.g. having a manual job). Once we do this, 
we see three major changes since WWII, each of which relates to the 
Groupish, Individualist, Post-materialist transition. 

Firstly, the proportion of the population doing manual and industrial 
jobs has decreased – from over two thirds in 1968 to less than half 
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today.29 This has impacted on values, and particularly on the proportion 
with groupish values – which, as we’ve seen, fell steadily over the same 
period.

Many in the 1940s and 1950s would have needed to club together 
by class and community – to protect living standards and guard against 
threats. But this has changed as home ownership has risen, the economy 
has de-industrialised, and groupishness has become less of an economic 
necessity in parts of the country. As a result, larger proportions now 
have individualist or post-materialist value systems.

Secondly, class as a form of identification has become less straightfor-
ward, with more middle-class people identifying as working-class, and 
vice versa. 2014 YouGov polling showed that one in three adults now 
‘gets their class wrong’.30 Of course, there have always been ambiguities 
and anomalies – the working-class Tories who Disraeli described as ‘an-
gels in the marble’, for example. But these would have been rarer five or 
six decades ago. This is partly thanks to socio-economic complexities, 
which have made it harder to work out which class you fit into. But it’s 
also due to several major changes in values: 

• The rise of individualist values often means higher levels of so-
cial aspiration among working-class voters. This is especially true 
among C2 voters, and helps explains why some of those in work-
ing-class jobs might identify as middle-class.

• Meanwhile, the rise in egalitarian, post-materialist values among the 
middle-classes means they’re less likely to feel proud of their high 
social status, and more likely to vote against their own privileges. 

• Lastly, there’s an individualist tendency among those who are now 
in middle-class jobs, but who self-define by their humble begin-
nings. These people are less politically left-wing and are – we might 
guess – proud of their working-class roots because they’ve had the 
aptitude to leave them behind.31

So, through working-class individualists, middle-class post-materi-
alists and middle-class individualists, class identification has become 
more complex.

Thirdly, there’s been a decline in the correlation between voting and 
class. The aforementioned YouGov research finds that people are more 
likely to vote by the class with which they self-identify than with the 
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class to which – in employment terms – they actually belong. Whereas 
political scientist Peter Pulzer famously said, in 1967, that “Class is the 
basis of British politics – all else is embellishment and detail,” the link 
is now more tenuous.32

This is partly thanks to a wider range of factors feeding into people’s 
politics – with faith, ethnicity, age etc meaning more complex forms of 
identification.33 But it’s also the consequence of declining partisanship, 
with more people voting on an issue-by-issue basis, or weighing up the 
pros and cons of each party.

Again, this links to values, with the electorate more inclined to see 
themselves as individual entities – and to vote in the ways that this 
implies. Whereas those with groupish values are politically tribal, those 
with individualistic values are more likely to be swing voters, choos-
ing their parties on the basis of personal pragmatism.34 And those with 
post-materialist values are more likely to pride themselves on being 
flexible and independent thinkers.

In short, the more individualists and post-materialists there are, the 
less politicians can rely on mobilising large blocs of support. Through 
this we can understand why politicians of both left and right have – 
in their keenness to appeal to a range of voters – pitched themselves 
in the centre-ground, provoking accusations of ‘retail policies’ and 
‘triangulation’.

Overall then, to recap, we’ve seen three intersections between class 
and values. Firstly, a rise in individualistic and post-materialist val-
ues, as the country has become more career-focussed and less reliant 
on certain types of work. Secondly, class identifications blurring, as 
people’s concept of their class becomes more value-driven and less 
employment-driven. And thirdly, the decline of class-based voting, as 
the collectivised voting patterns of those with groupish values have 
become less dominant.

Class is just one area where the Groupish, Individualist, Post-mate-
rialist transition is in evidence. But there are many other issues where 
a shift has taken place: the declining role of nationalism, organised 
religion and the trade union movement are other examples.35 And, like 
all the shifts discussed, Groupish, Individualist, Post-materialist isn’t 
a wholly positive or wholly negative story. It’s simply a change that’s 
occurred, which has given to the left in some places, and taken away 
in others. What it does provide, however, is a rebuff to the romantic 
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aspects of the Golden Era – which suggest the societies of yesteryear 
shunned opulence on moral grounds, knew how to live ‘the good life’, 
and cared more about the things that really mattered. 

VII. INNOCENCE TO AWARENESS

The final shift, Innocence to Awareness, describes the move from a 
society which is blissfully ignorant, to one whose innocence is lost. 
Across a whole set of areas, the scales have fallen from our eyes, 
meaning that we’re much more conscious of what’s going on beyond 
our own lives. This represents something close to a ‘coming of age’ for 
society, and a range of factors have contributed to it. These include:

• The rise of social media and the internet – allowing information and 
opinions to spread36;

• Big increases in communications and news access, with hundreds 
of television channels, 24-hour coverage, more probing newspapers, 
etc;

• Improvements in education, meaning higher expectations and a 
greater desire to analyse and cross-examine;

• The rise of travel, nationally and internationally – exemplified by 
wider numbers of people moving away for university, and by in-
creased contact with those who’ve come to the UK from abroad.

From a progressive viewpoint, the consequences of the Innocence to 
Awareness shift are, again, both positive and negative. For example, we 
might turn on the television or look at our social media feed and – in a 
way that we wouldn’t have done in the past – watch a video about the 
refugee crisis. As a result, we might donate to a charity – or even decide 
to volunteer in the Calais Jungle.37 But we may, equally, watch a video 
about the lifestyles of the super-rich in Monaco. And, as a result, we 
might feel inadequate; that we need more for ourselves. 

A good example of Innocence to Awareness is trust for politicians, 
which has halved in the last 30 years.38 People are more likely to say 
politicians are detached from real people; more likely to think they’re 
corrupt, lazy or sleazy. The populist left promotes the idea of a Golden 
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Era, when all parliamentarians were plain-speaking community spokes-
people. They imply that these authentic representatives have been re-
placed by power-hungry suits, parachuted in.

This has been triggered by the repeated exposure of poor conduct by 
some MPs: ‘cash for questions’ in 1994, the expenses scandal of 2009, 
the sexual harassment accusations of 2017, etc.

Much of this has been brought to the surface thanks to the factors 
described in bullet-points above. Peter Mandelson’s ‘guacamole’ gaffe 
happened in front of journalists. Emily Thornberry’s derision of a St 
George’s flag is something she’d have kept to herself in the days before 
social media. Tory MP Anne Marie Morris’s extraordinary use of the 
N-word was covertly recorded.

The crucial point is that it’s the level of exposure and public aware-
ness that’s changed, not the behaviour of public servants. If we rewound 
three decades – or six for that matter – we wouldn’t find a group of pol-
iticians behaving with more financial, sexual or democratic integrity. 
People are people, and among any given 650 MPs there are likely to be 
a few very nasty pieces of work, and a number of others who are weak 
or lazy. The difference is that, in the deferential and opaque climate of 
the 1950s or 1960s, they more often got away with it.

Today, politicians and the decisions they make are scrutinised more 
than ever before – in the media, on the internet, and via parliamen-
tary committees, FOI requests, judicial reviews, think tank analyses 
etc. MPs are secretly recorded, and have historic social media posts 
unearthed. They’re asked to provide bank statements and tax returns, 
and have their voting records available at the click of a button. They’re 
examined on Question Time by a public which is less deferential and 
better informed.

These changes mean that 21st century politicians will be more in-
clined to think twice about behaving corruptly or pushing a decision 
through undemocratically. They’re less likely to get away with abuse or 
absenteeism.

Rising expectations about constituency ties are symptomatic of 
this. The view that MPs should live in the seats they represent is a 
fairly modern phenomenon. Likewise, the belief that they should send 
their children to state schools, run weekly surgeries, and be involved 
in the daily life of the area. These expectations only emerged as lev-
els of scrutiny became more acute. As late as the 1970s and 1980s it 
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was commonplace for parliamentarians to visit their constituencies 
every three to six months. So, while frustration with self-serving 
MPs or candidates parachuted in is valid, it’s only thanks to higher 
standards and greater transparency that we notice these things in the 
first place.

Academics point out two aspects of the human psyche that feed 
falling political trust. Firstly, our negativity bias means we prioritise 
bad things we hear over good ones, leading to a steady accumulation 
of cynicism. And, secondly, our confirmation bias leads us to discount 
information that contradicts our existing view, meaning that once cyni-
cism is embedded, it’s hard to shake.39 

There’s been a steady trickle of bad news about politicians and insti-
tutions – Profumo, the Lavendar List, Jeffrey Archer, ‘cash for influ-
ence’, the Panama Papers, the poor response to Grenfell, etc – which the 
media publicises because they’re predisposed to report bad things over 
good. And this means that, while each episode makes future abuses of 
power a little less likely, it leads us to feel the opposite: that things are 
getting worse. 

This, in essence, is the Innocence to Awareness transition in a nut-
shell. It’s the phenomenon whereby we’ve seen progress in knowledge, 
understanding, and capacity to tackle problems. Yet this makes it feel 
as if something has been lost.

Indeed, it arguably means we miss some of the genuine problems the 
shift has created. We seldom level the charge, for example, that MPs are 
rabbits in the headlights of public opinion, or that they don’t present us 
with the hard choices. Yet these accusations are true – or, at least, truer 
than the ‘Westminster bubble’ criticism more commonly made.

We can see this in other areas of public life – both when it comes to 
left-wingers’ sense of moral decay, and to right-wingers’. On countless 
issues, fears have been enflamed by new awareness.40 Bad news is 
increasingly accessible – even if there’s less of it. The Met Police are 
probably less racist, but we’re more likely to hear about it when they 
are.41 There may be less child abuse, but it’s more widely reported (both 
to police and by the press). We’re far greener in our behaviour – but 
are also conscious, as never before, of how large the climate change 
problem is. Crime has halved since the mid-1980s, but most people 
think it’s risen.42
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Indeed, rising awareness of problems is often, paradoxically, the cat-
alyst for positive change. As Steven Pinker points out,43

the illusion of ever-present violence springs from one of the forces that 
drove violence down in the first place. The decline of violent behaviour 
has been paralleled by a decline in attitudes that tolerate or glorify vio-
lence, and often the attitudes are in the lead. By the standards of the mass 
atrocities of human history, the lethal injection of a murderer in Texas, 
or an occasional hate crime in which a member of an ethnic minority is 
intimidated by hooligans, is pretty mild stuff. But from a contemporary 
vantage point, we see them as signs of how low our behaviour can sink, 
not of how high our standards have risen.

Similarly, Amartya Sen gives the example of Kerala, the region of 
India which has the best life expectancy, but where the population has 
the worst view of its own health, according to self-assessment surveys. 
The Indian states with the lowest life expectancies, Sen reports, are 
those where people see themselves as healthiest.44

The Innocence to Awareness transition isn’t just a trite way of saying 
that things are getting better but we only hear the bad news. I see it 
more as a magnification than a progression. Like our other change 
narratives, it’s to do with a set of expanded horizons, creating both 
positive and negative consequences. As I’ve said, heightened aware-
ness and increased cultural consumption might make us learn about 
the developing world, or understand the feelings of an LGBT person 
who can’t get married. But it can also make us jealous of the rich and 
famous, or mean we hear about the Rochdale grooming gang and form 
dangerous generalisations.

Conceptually, Innocence to Awareness is one of the most sophis-
ticated transitions. It connects positive changes, like the decline of 
political deference, with negative ones like the rise of online ‘trolling’. 
The transition is also, to an even greater extent than the other narratives, 
irreversible.

The next step isn’t obvious. The current situation is one where peo-
ple have lost respect for decision-makers, gaining stronger feelings of 
agency and a deeper consciousness of the wider world. But there’s still, 
when the questions get too hard, a reliance on gut instincts and a desire 
to see issues through simplistic and self-serving prisms. 
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The answer will probably only come through genuine local engage-
ment, and through political approaches that treat people as adults.

NOTES

 1. Left-wing academic Jeremy Gilbert describes how ‘neoliberalism’ pro-
vided a “convenient set of discursive tools” for responding to the “rising tide 
of democratic demands.” 

 2. George Monbiot’s basic analysis is that Margaret Thatcher changed the 
country’s ‘soul’, and that no one has had the courage to change it back: “val-
ues and baselines keep shifting, and what seemed intolerable before becomes 
unremarkable today. Instead of challenging the new values [New Labour] ad-
justed… When a party reinforces conservative values and conservative ideas…
what outcome does it expect, other than a shift towards conservatism?”

 3. This is based on a model developed by Common Cause foundation, 
which argues that social change must be framed in terms of ‘compassionate’ 
values: “selling people green behaviours and products on the basis of appeals to 
status, image, and money values” will not change attitudes, they claim, and can 
be “corrosive.” Rather you should frame it as a social good in itself. 

 4. Although the model is not bound by demographics – there are many with 
groupish values in social grade AB, for instance – values do correlate with af-
fluence and education. Populations are generally moving towards post-material 
values across all classes, with the highest social grades often making this tran-
sition quickest. ‘The myth of deconsolidation: rising liberalism and the populist 
reaction’, Journal of Democracy, Christian Welzel and Amy Alexander, March 
2017, p.11.

 5. ‘The New Electorate’, Nick Pecorelli, IPPR, 2013, p.19. Meanwhile, 
Christian Welzel describes how, over time, “fading existential pressures” make 
people “prioritize freedom over security, autonomy over authority, diversity 
over uniformity, and creativity over discipline.” Freedom Rising: Human 
Empowerment and the Quest for Emancipation, Chritian Welzel, Leuphana 
University, Lüneberg, Germany, Cambridge University Press, 2013, p.xxiii.

 6. The 1968 Ford Machinists Strike saw a bitter struggle for women to be 
paid the same as men. The strikers’ male counterparts – and the male-domi-
nated unions representing them – were in many cases obstructive in the battle 
for equal pay, their groupishness extending to gender as well as class. Other 
examples include the 1972 Mansfield Hosiery strike of, the 1974 Imperial 
Typewriters dispute and the 1977 Grunwick dispute. 

 7. Following a visit to a centre for young, working class people starting 
businesses, journalist Jason Beattie reflects on the attitudes of what he calls the 
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‘Uber generation’: “It is more fluid, un-beholden to neither the state nor past 
ideologies… They will care little who provides their schools or collects their 
taxes, still less whether that service is provided by staff who are unionised or 
wedded to particular ideology.”

 8. The think tank British Future notes that hostility to interracial marriage 
has fallen by 20% since 1993. How to Talk About Immigration, Sunder Kat-
wala, Steve Ballinger and Matthew Rhodes, British Future, 2014, p.52-55.

 9. ‘Social attitudes of young people: a horizon scanning research paper by 
the social attitudes of young people community of interest’, HM Government, 
December 2014, p.8.

10. A TUC report into Britain’s ‘young core workers’ – that is, working 
non-graduates in their 20s – finds that they’re “status-driven and optimistic – 
and less loyal to causes or traditions.” Their values systems are individualistic 
– in both progressive and non-progressive ways. Living for the Weekend, TUC, 
2016, p.29-32.

11. This helps explain Labour’s curious performance in the last General 
Election – winning post-materialist university towns like Canterbury but los-
ing heartlands like Mansfield. The 2017 result was “simultaneously Labour’s 
highest middle class support since 1979, and the Conservatives’ best score 
among C2DEs since then,” according to the Chief Executive of MORI, Ben 
Page.

12. Lampton writes: “The salary I’d been so pleased about, an increase from 
Grade 9 to Grade 10, would seem a pittance to him. The suit in which I fancied 
myself so much – my best suit – would seem cheap and nasty to him... That 
was the most local government had to offer me; it wasn’t enough.” Room at 
the Top, p.29.

13. Room at the Top, p.85.
14. Room at the Top, p. 94-95.
15. Room at the Top, p.197.
16. Saturday Night and Sunday Morning, p.35.
17. This transition was common to many of the Angry Young Men authors. 

John Braine, Kingsley Amis, John Osborne and John Wain all began by attack-
ing the conformity and deference of class-bound post-war communities, but 
ultimately tacked towards individualism.

18. An interesting contrast here is the fact that the number of young people 
with driving licences has halved since 1994 – while the popularity of endur-
ance sports has grown exponentially among the same cohort. As George Eaton 
points out, “Just as the car’s rise reflected an era of Conservative hegemony, so 
its fall marks the fracturing of the Thatcherite settlement.” The love of running 
and endurance sports, meanwhile, offers “temporary relief from the burdens of 
self-awareness,” according to sociologists.
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19. Geodemograpic experts highlight a turning point in the rise of post-ma-
terialism as the 1966 election, when Hampstead returned its first ever Labour 
MP: “In an earlier era, it would have been unthinkable that Labour could win 
so middle class a seat… During the 50 years since 1966 there has been a huge 
growth in the size, confidence and influence of this particular geodemographic 
group. A radical minority, once fabled for its eccentric habits…has now come 
to dominate large swathes of inner London and significant parts of the high sta-
tus Victorian inner suburbs of Britain’s provincial cities.” The Predictive Post-
code, SAGE, Richard Webber and Roger Burrows, March 2018, p.141-163.

20. In Saturday Night and Sunday Morning, Arthur predicts that within five 
years’ we will have put a man on the moon, an idea he has read in the paper but 
which his father scoffs at. Saturday Night and Sunday Morning, p.29.

21. The decline of racism in football is an example. This was partly due to 
intense campaigning. But it also came from the influx of foreign and non-white 
players, as television money raised the status of the Premier League. Football 
is based on definable individual talent, with a single player able to win or lose 
you a game, and the illogicality of racism was steadily exposed.

22. John Gray writes that, despite being more divided and unequal, post-
Thatcher Britain is also “less fixed in its hierarchies and notably less ready to 
defer to authority.” 1980s TV characters like Harry Enfield’s ‘Tim-Nice-But-
Dim’ showed the growing disdain for unearned privilege in Thatcher’s Britain.

23. ‘Changing Values among Western Publics from 1970 to 2006’, Ronald 
Inglehart, West European Politics, Vol 31, No1-2, 130-146, January-March 
2008, p.138.

24. Max Roser (2017) – ‘Materialism and Post-Materialism’ (published at 
Our World In Data).

25. Pippa Norris identifies the rise of Trump as the consequence of a failure 
to do this, with “a long-term generational shift threaten[ing] many traditional-
ists’ cultural values. Less educated and older citizens fear becoming marginal-
ized and left behind.” She argues that the move towards post-materialist values 
has led to a gradual rise in authoritarian populism since the 1970s.

26. Bragg claims this is the reason for the rise of the BNP in east London, 
and Momentum’s Jon Lansman has said that Labour’s loss of the working-class 
vote was the result of ‘centrists’ driving working-class voters away. Mean-
while, the RMT union endorsed Corbyn so as to “keep building a Labour Party 
that fights for the interests of the working-class.” In response to this, Peter 
Kellner makes the following observation: “Half a century ago, two-thirds of 
voters were working-class... Today, Britain has six million more middle-class 
than working-class electors. Of course the profile of Labour support has be-
come more upmarket since 1997. That’s because Britain’s economic structure 
has changed, not because a disproportionate number of the party’s historic core 
voters have rebelled.”
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27. This is according to work by the academic Tim Bale and colleagues, 
and to leaked internal data showing Labour becoming more middle-class un-
der Corbyn. See also ‘The Copeland test: Labour’s core vote’, Medium, Theo 
Bertram, February 2017.

28. Accusations about croissants were according to Lord Watts. Elsewhere, 
Sarah Ditum has critiqued the “heritage, heirloom leftism” of Corbyn’s sup-
porters, comparing the Labour leader’s appeal to the “retro pleasures you find 
at the farmer’s market.”

29. The proportion doing ABC1 jobs surpassed the proportion doing C2DE 
jobs in 2000.

30. 34% of ABC1 voters see themselves as ‘working-class’ and 26% of 
C2DE voters consider themselves ‘middle-class’, according to YouGov poll-
ing. Peter Kellner writes that “As far as I know, no equivalent data exists for the 
Fifties or Sixties, but it is hard to believe that the equivalent cross-over figures 
would have been anything like as high.” Likewise, it’s notable that the percent-
age identifying as working class has remained the same since 1983, despite the 
proportion doing working-class jobs shrinking significantly.

31. This group are, according to NatCen, “in middle-class occupations 
[but] still think of themselves…as working-class, and especially so if their 
family background was working-class or they have never been to university.” 
Politically speaking, they are not the same as downwardly mobile post-
materialist graduates. Rather, their sense of working-class identity “means 
that they are less libertarian and less pro-immigrant, but not necessarily more 
left-wing.”

32. The Tories led among ABC1 voters by 37% back in 1974, for instance. 
This had dropped to 12% by 2010. Labour’s lead among DE voters fell from 
38% to 9% over the same period.

33. ‘Social class: The role of class in shaping social attitudes’, British Social 
Attitudes 30, Anthony Heath, Mike Savage and Nicki Senior, 2013, p.178.

34. Those with groupish values, for example, deserted Labour some time 
before the 2015 election – whereas those with more individualistic values were 
more likely to be the shy Tories, abandoning Ed Miliband on polling day. The 
Cruddas Review (Labour’s Future), The Independent Inquiry, One Nation 
Register, 2016, p.41-42.

35. Over successive generations the proportion who see British identity in 
purely civic terms has trebled, and the proportion who don’t attach any mean-
ing at all to national identity has risen from 2% to 10%. ‘National Identity and 
Exploring Britishness’, BSA 31, NatCen, Zsolt Kiss and Alison Park, 2014, 
p.7. Similar trends apply to church attendance and trade union membership.

36. Claudia Chwalisz points out that “With almost everyone having access 
to the internet…the concept of unassailable authority is a notion of the past.” 
The Populist Signal, p.27.
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37. A positive, example of Innocence to Awareness can be seen in the 
residual racial tolerance that exists in parts of Britain where black American 
GIs were stationed in WWII. Contact with others increased understanding and 
tolerance in the long term. ‘Shocking Racial Attitudes: Black G.I.s in Europe’, 
David Schindler, Mark Westcott, CESifo, 6723, November 2017.

38. In 1986, for example, the 38% trusted the government to put the country 
first. By 2013 this was down to 17%.

39. More Sex Lies and the Ballot Box, Biteback Publishing, 2016, p.143-147.
40. Ipsos MORI finds that people overestimates the scale of countless 

problems – be it terrorism, the murder rate, or the safety of vaccines. 
Elsewhere, Our World In Data reveals that trust and optimism have fallen, 
despite education and democracy being in ascent. These things are, in a sense, 
linked: a more informed and transparent society is a more sceptical one.

41. Other studies find that evaluations of issues remain the same, even as 
standards change. “Most of the people in the 1850s who thought slavery was an 
abomination would have rejected the idea of inter-racial marriage. Wife beating 
wasn’t considered a violent crime in just the very recent past. What racism and 
sexism mean has changed over time. Are these examples of concept creep or 
progress? … [The trick is to] not be fooled into thinking that progress hasn’t 
been made just because our identifications have changed.” ‘Why Sexism and 
Racism Never Diminish–Even When Everyone Becomes Less Sexist and Rac-
ist’, Marginal Revolution, Alex Tabarrok, June 2018.

42. Overall crime rates fell for two decades from the early 1990s onwards 
– effectively halving. Yet two thirds continue to believe crime is rising. UCL 
research finds that perceptions and reality are barely related: even when people 
acknowledge local reductions in crime, they assume their area is an anomaly. 

43. The Better Angels, p.xxii.
44. The Idea of Justice, Amartya Sen, The Belknap Press of Harvard Univer-

sity Press, Massachusetts, 2009, p.164-165.
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Let’s look at the criticisms that could be aimed at my argument. Until 
this point I’ve avoided overly emotional language. However, I’ll adopt 
a more personal and biographical tone now, because this chapter relies 
on questioning and defending my own motivations. 

BACKGROUND

The process of writing Warring Fictions began shortly after the elec-
tion of Corbyn as Labour Leader. This was four months after the 2015 
election, in which I’d worked as press officer to the Labour candidate 
in South Thanet – Farage’s target seat. Despite having done this (and 
having worked as a press officer for Labour before) I was not and am 
not ambitious to work in politics.

For my life up until 2015, I was what you might call an unreflective 
Labour supporter: I backed the party unequivocally and was a member; 
I never went to meetings; I leafleted and canvassed at general (but not 
Local) elections; if there was a debate I’d take Labour’s side. I also 
volunteered on the David Miliband campaign and as a community or-
ganiser on the 2012 Obama campaign. I had a general conviction that 
the left was my team.

My family were Labour activists and my dad had been a frontbench 
Labour politician in the 2000s. So, my automatic support for Labour 
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dates back to recollections of canvassing on estates in Hackney when I 
was four or five, and of the very different mornings after the 1992 and 
1997 elections.

As I grew up and went to secondary school in Norwich, the shine of 
this began to rub off, thanks to the Iraq War and the many other failings, 
real and imagined, of the last government. Yet even if I didn’t agree 
with some of their policies in government, there was a strong pride for 
me in being part of the Labour ‘movement’; a pride which is felt by 
Labour members of all leanings.

A counterbalance to this, however, was growing up in a family in 
the political spotlight. I came to hate the simplistic approach of some 
protesters, and to feel a disdain for the comedian or musician who got 
an easy clap on Question Time. Having had an insight into the workings 
of a politician’s life, this sort of lazy populism was a luxury unavailable 
to me. 

The election of Corbyn was the point when I became more agitated by 
politics. For me, he embodied the above state of mind. I was in fact sur-
prised by the visceral hostility Corbyn triggered in me. A lot of my friends 
voted Green at the 2015 election, but were suddenly enthused by him, and 
I ended up having several heated debates with people who, a few months 
before, I’d assumed saw things in roughly the same way as me.

I was temping in the comms team at a London council at the time, 
and then doing a winter door-knocking project for a charity. I remember 
constantly checking my phone during the leadership campaign and in 
the aftermath of Corbyn’s victory, reading and re-reading articles and 
tweets by Corbyn supporters, like picking at a scab.

I left the Labour Party in June 2017, two days after Corbyn’s bet-
ter-than-expected performance at the General Election. This may seem 
like a strange time to quit, but for me the issue had never really been 
about electability. It was about a populist style of politics, which I felt 
was divisive and dishonest. The election underscored this – with Cor-
byn posing as the principled candidate, while triangulating on Europe, 
immigration and welfare.

The above may be particular to my own experience. But I have the 
impression that other Labour ‘moderates’, many of whom have been far 
more active campaigners than I ever was, feel the same way. Corbyn’s 
essential pitch – and even more so that of his supporters – was that all 
Labour failings up until 2015 were due to a lack of principle. Hearing 
this from Corbyn, a man who had contributed so little to changing the 
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UK for the better – and watching it repeated by supporters of his, who’d 
never so much as delivered a Labour leaflet – was galling.

I was aware, in all this, that my feelings weren’t fully rational or 
coherent. It was the stirring of an identity I’d never quite been aware 
of; and, perhaps, of an anger at all the times you end up, as the child 
of a politician, being mischaracterised. The accusation of being a Tory, 
levelled on social media at Liz Kendall backers, was to me personal, 
precisely because I so stridently felt I wasn’t. It was the feeling of being 
ejected from an ‘In-group’ which I’d taken for granted.

Indeed, my own hypocrisy was exposed here. I’d spent much of my 
life with a low-level, Dark Knight belief of my own; an assumption that 
I was on the side of the angels. 

Yet while the strength of my feelings was partly a response to being 
‘Out-grouped’, I still felt that my basic argument was right. I had a deep 
uneasiness about Corbyn, which had nothing to do with how left-wing 
he was. His populist approach, for me, put him in a different category 
to well-meaning leftists like Ed Miliband or Michael Foot.

This long essay was my effort to turn the feelings of that summer 
into something coherent. I’m sure I’ve failed at points to look past my 
own perspective. But I’ve tried, on all questions, to unpack my views 
as rationally as I can.

POTENTIAL CRITICISMS AND WEAKNESSES

Let’s go through some potential criticisms of the arguments made in 
this book.

The first might be that the three myths are ‘straw men’: that I am, 
in fact, the one guilty of creating myths. Does my critique itself create 
divisive caricatures? Do I ‘Dark Knight’ the far left?

I’ve provided examples throughout to back up my points. And I’ve 
differentiated between approaches common to all of politics, and those 
which are more pronounced on the populist left. Admittedly, quite a lot 
of the evidence has leant on a small group of commentators – Owen 
Jones, Paul Mason, Ken Loach etc – who are the most successful 
exporters of the myths. But I don’t, to reiterate, think everyone sympa-
thetic to Corbyn is a left populist – although I think there’s a powerful 
correlation between strength of support for Corbyn and level of attrac-
tion to the myths.
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In short, I don’t believe I’ve applied double-standards or made Cor-
bynism an exception to my pluralism. I’ve tried throughout not to be 
pejorative about the intentions or moral character of the populist left, 
and have not used phrases like ‘Corbynista’ or ‘virtue signalling’. Left 
populists don’t act in bad faith but on a false premise. All of those on 
my wing of politics need to remember this.

To the extent that the book reinforces stereotypes, the far left may 
want to think about why these stereotypes are so pervasive. For ex-
ample, the idea of left splitting – through its tendency to ‘Out-group’ 
allies – isn’t a right-wing caricature. It’s happened throughout history. 

Indeed, there are unquestionably those, on the fringes of contemporary 
left politics who have an unapologetic and open belief in the myths, with 
unpleasant results. For example, a man was pictured at a Corbyn rally 
wearing an “eradicate the right-wing Blairite vermin” t-shirt.1 Cases like 
this may not be as representative as newspapers claim, but they’re not fab-
ricated. They typify a significant minority within the Corbyn-supporting 
left, and the question remains of why people like this are drawn to Cor-
byn’s politics. Equivalent t-shirts aren’t worn at meetings of the Fabians or 
Progress – however impotent people in these groups may currently feel. If 
pro-Corbyn politicians and journalists wish to suggest that the three myths 
are a figment of the centre left imagination, then they must ask why those 
who evidently do believe in the myths endorse their politics.

Influential left populists in fact shoulder much of the responsibility 
here. The conduct of high-profile Corbyn outriders creates the my-
thology and mood music which attracts those with an extremist bent. 
Once you’ve written an article saying that ‘Blairites’ are self-serving 
to their core, then caveating that abuse shouldn’t be directed at them 
becomes little more than a disclaimer. You’re taking the risk that some-
one with less inhibitions than you will decide these people need to be 
“eradicated.” Indeed, left populists who disown extremism – however 
sincerely – find themselves in a false position. Their approach isn’t a 
million miles from the dog whistle politics of the right-wing press – 
who attack the character of refugees and exaggerate the scale of immi-
gration, and then wash their hands of the matter when fundamentalists 
take them at their word.

Another potential argument against this book is that it’s an apologism 
for the establishment: a set of fifth column ‘smears’, intended to protect 
the status quo.
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This is riven with Puppet Master assumptions, and the arguments 
against it have already been made. The book is written in good faith, 
by someone who’d consider themselves a socialist. I obviously can’t 
unpick myself from my upbringing, any more than anyone can. But 
– as someone who had my phone hacked by the tabloids at 13 – I can 
say that I’m not, to the best of my knowledge, an ‘outrider’, supplying 
narratives to my ‘friends in the media’.

This links to a more serious question, which is why I’ve focused so 
much energy on a critique of the left not the right? The answer is that 
I see populist approaches as the heralds of an intolerant and authori-
tarian politics. The populist mindset is regressive in its effects if not 
its intentions, and is wholly at odds with socialism as I understand it. 
Thus, I regard left populism as little better than right populism. I aim 
my criticism at the populist left because I’m on the left – in the same 
way that, as a Norwich City fan, I’d see it as my duty to challenge 
unpleasant behaviour by fellow Norwich supporters, before criticising 
fans of other clubs. 

With this said there’s a deeper question, which is why less effort goes 
into understanding left populism than goes into understanding right 
populism. Energy is rightly spent engaging with ‘left behind’ voters and 
reading books like JD Vance’s Hillbilly Elegy. Yet it’s more fashion-
able, especially on the centre left, to be disdainful rather than curious 
about those drawn to Corbyn. 

Although I’ve tried hard not to be dismissive or condemnatory, I admit 
that I instinctively fall into this trap. This is strange, given that my values 
are far closer to the populist left. I believe there are five core reasons.

The first is, for me, personal. Coming from a centre left family in 
the public eye, my primary negative experiences – being sworn at in 
the street or taken to task for government policy by a teacher – came 
from the left, on Iraq or civil liberties. This didn’t often happen. But the 
fact that it did disabused me of the idea that left-wingers are any more 
personally decent – and made me react against those who believe they 
are. Although subjective, this is worth acknowledging. 

A second, related explanation is that left populists often initiate hos-
tilities. Historically, the left pluralist approach has been to hug close 
the populist left, if only through electoral pragmatism. But the left pop-
ulist tactic has been the opposite.2 The caricature of the poor-hating or 
blood-thirsty Blairite was being circulated long before most people had 
heard of Corbyn. And, as a result of years spent blaming every centre 
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left fudge on jingoism or greed, he was given little by way of a grace 
period when his own time came.

In short, the far left tends to kick off the accusations of bad faith; 
to make them more forcefully than the centre left; to be more likely to 
see toleration as capitulation; and to view the goals of their opponents 
as interchangeable. The centre left accusation, for example, is that the 
consequences of far left and far right politics are often the same (some-
times known as Horseshoe Theory); the far left accusation is that the 
intentions of the social democratic left and the Conservative right are 
the same. This amounts to little more than a squabble about ‘who started 
it’, but it’s worth being honest about.

A third reason is proximity. The closeness, at the level of values, means 
I’m more impatient with left populists’ failings. Right-wing agitator 
James Delingpole, for instance, is merely an oddity with whom I disagree, 
whereas a left-wing provocateur like Matt Zarb-Cousin is acting under the 
same banner as I am. The populist left is like a sibling who looks and talks 
like you, and lives in the same house, but who constantly snubs or embar-
rasses you. It’s harder to sympathise than with someone else’s sibling.

Moreover, when left populists are held up as idols, proximity creates 
the feeling of a false prophet being worshipped. The claim that Corbyn 
has saved left-wing values has a sort of ‘prodigal son’ effect for the cen-
tre left – given that we believe we’ve been trying to advance progres-
sive goals for a long period, with some success. Left populists perhaps 
feel the same way about left pluralists, so this isn’t a criticism which can 
be easily disentangled from personal perspective. But it’s there.

A fourth factor is class. The populist takeover of Labour has acceler-
ated the gentrification of the party, with the public suggesting Labour 
has moved from “bingo to quinoa” under Corbyn.3 We’re more cut 
adrift than ever from working-class communities. For many within 
mainstream Labour, this is a source of real anguish. It creates contempt 
for Corbyn’s conspicuously middle-class and post-materialist base, 
who, although they didn’t create the problem, have exacerbated it.4 I 
must confess that despite being a) middle-class, and b) a self-described 
values pluralist, I get a ‘nails down a blackboard’ sensation when I hear 
about privileged post-materialists engaging in interpretive dance in 
support of Corbyn at The World Transformed festival.

This is a weak argument, I know, based on a Dark Knight form of 
inverted snobbery. True pluralists need to embrace all values and to 
look for support across class groupings. 1997-2010 Labour, after all, 
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appealed beyond the base, to upper-working-class and lower-middle-
class voters, who wanted aspiration or security from their politicians. 
Post-materialist values must be treated in the same way.

The fifth reason for my antipathy is that I genuinely blame the pop-
ulist myths for the failures of egalitarian politics. Why, I wonder, is so 
much of the left’s time spent arguing with itself? Why must we coax 
along those who prefer fighting to winning? Why is it that, for prospec-
tive Labour leaders, there is so much political capital to be found in 
accusing predecessors of betrayal? Our advances have been far slower 
than those in countries with a more rational approach, like Sweden. Had 
the pluralist mindset been the default across the British left in the last 
few decades, I believe we’d be a more equal country. Indeed, if pluralist 
left-wingers get back into power any time soon then they’ll spend the 
next few years unpicking or making peace with Brexit – a highly reac-
tionary development, which the populist left has, thanks to their belief 
in the myths, been an accomplice to.

No doubt, the populist left feel the same. They believe that, through 
our willingness to compromise or take incremental steps, we on the 
pluralist left have been the hamperers. Personally, I don’t think this 
stacks up. But, as with all the points above, it’s a matter of perspective.

One other potential criticism, this time from the centre left, is that my 
case is ineffective in its goal of defeating left populism. Some might say 
my arguments don’t seek to persuade the populist left or to meet them 
where they are;5 others that I’ve failed to engage with the policy ques-
tions about the future of social democracy, choosing instead to dwell on 
the premise of the debate.

Both of these criticisms are true, in as far as they go. It’s no doubt 
antagonistic to suggest that left populists’ politics are founded on de-
lusions. And certainly, the only way to really beat left populism is by 
having an alternative policy vision.

In response to the first point, however, I’d simply say we’ve run out 
of options. Changes to framing or the championing of soft left candi-
dates will do little to woo the populist left. We need to focus on the 
myths themselves before we can have a serious debate about anything 
else.

Much the same applies to the policy point. A discussion of policy is 
impossible while the populist myths distort the debate. Even the sorts 
of loose proposals that someone like me might sketch out – Rawlsian 
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fairness, egalitarian-internationalism, support for global institutions, 
progressive patriotism, a focus on wealth not income, a multilateral 
approach to inequality, reform of the trade union movement, hypoth-
ecation of the tax system, high immigration combined with ID cards, 
etc – are shut down by the myths. To get to alternative policies, left 
pluralists need first to tackle the narratives which block debate.

TRUE FLAWS

There’s one criticism I’d concede more willingly: the world as seen by 
pluralists is duller. There’s no black-hearted nemesis; no far-sighted 
wizard behind the curtain; no lost Arcadia. Each issue is more proce-
dural, more understated, less technicolour. Most people are fairly good, 
most decisions are fairly hard, most eras are imperfect. Eradicating the 
myths means asking the political equivalent of the question posed by 
literary critics: ‘What happens after the book?’

I mean this seriously. The three myths are built on a sense of just con-
flict. Without them, society offers less by way of friction and jeopardy. 
The Rawlsian goal is a world which is as tolerant, democratic, equal and 
fair as a neutral participant would ask for it to be. It’s a society where 
the obstacles posed by the myths have been overcome. The possibility 
of this society one day existing asks us to ponder how happy it would 
make us on the left. 

This question runs deep, to the essence of human nature. The liberal 
philosopher Bertrand Russel put the matter as follows, in the first of his 
1948 Reith Lectures:6

[There are] unanswerable arguments in favour of world-wide co-
operation, but the old instincts that have come down to us from our 
tribal ancestors rise up in indignation, feeling that life would lose its 
savour if there were no one to hate, and…that struggle is the law of 
life, and that in a world where we all loved one another there would be 
nothing to live for.

Russell goes on:

When war comes the bank clerk may escape and become a commando, 
and then at last he feels that he is living as nature intended him to live…
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[Humans] have all kinds of shocking impulses and also creative im-
pulses which society forbids us to indulge... Anyone who hopes that in 
time it may be possible to abolish war should give serious thought to the 
problem of satisfying harmlessly the instincts that we inherit.

A sustainable socialist society is similarly existentially challeng-
ing. So, perhaps embracing the myths guarantees a sense of meaning, 
purpose and struggle; an outlet for the instincts Russell describes. I 
myself have been happier at points in my life when I believed in the 
myths. Indeed, I almost envy the sense of clarity that left populists 
have. I wonder, even, if the Dark Knight, the Puppet Master and 
the Golden Era are essential to idealism and human fulfilment. To 
ditch them is to try and attain perspective. It’s to accept that things 
are more mundane than we thought – that ghosts, or God, or Father 
Christmas doesn’t exist. And it’s to try and live a meaningful life all 
the same – without the intrigue, jeopardy and anticipation which the 
myths provide.

I can’t answer these big questions. But I suspect that, if the world 
gradually gets safer – and if values continue to move beyond materi-
alism – I won’t be the last to ask them. This is part of the reason why 
developing ‘grand narratives’ to replace the myths is so important. 

These might seem like maudlin points to be making, so near the end 
of a book which has been about socialism and society, not about the 
meaning of life. But I do so because we on the left must get our rela-
tionship with idealism right.

NOTES

 1. A photo of the t-shirt was tweeted by JK Rowling, and one Corbyn-sup-
porter wrote an impassioned defence of the wearer, based on the idea of Rowl-
ing as a Puppet Master figure, crushing dissent.

 2. Tony Blair, for instance, intervened personally to stop the deselection of 
Corbyn in the early 2000s, and defended Diane Abbott when she sent her son 
to private school (a decision Blair hadn’t made for his own children).

 3. ‘How we uncovered Labour’s quinoa quandary’, Total Politics, Deborah 
Mattinson and Max Templer, September 2018.

 4. Polly Billington writes that “We are the Labour Party. We are for those 
who labour. This isn’t just about electoral viability: it is a moral question about 
the role and purpose of our party.”
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 5. Ian Leslie pointed out in 2015 that the centre left did a poor job of per-
suading people to vote for their leadership candidates – telling Corbyn-backers, 
for instance, to “grow up.” By making the argument about interpretation and 
understanding, perhaps this book makes the same error.

 6. ‘Authority and the Individual’, Reith Lecture 1: Social Cohesion and 
Human Nature, Bertrand Russell,  transmitted on the Home Service, 24 De-
cember 1948.
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CHARACTERISTICS COMMON  
TO THE THREE MYTHS

The Dark Knight, the Puppet Master and the Golden Era share several 
traits. This is why, despite being distinct, they often end up as bedfel-
lows. And it’s why belief or non-belief in them remains the key dis-
tinction between far and centre left. Those who believe opponents are 
immoral, that problems occur by design, and that the world is getting 
more right-wing tend to be the same people as each other. Likewise, 
those who believe opponents are merely wrong, that chaos trumps 
conspiracy, and that the world is getting better (at least as much as it’s 
getting worse).

The Corbyn project’s biggest controversies have come when the 
myths converge. The anti-Semitism crisis stems from a mix of Dark 
Knight attitudes to the Middle East and a Puppet Master attraction to 
conspiracy theories. Corbyn’s effective facilitation of Brexit fuses a 
Puppet Master suspicion of ‘global elites’ with a Golden Era fondness 
for socialism in one country. 

So, what are the myths’ common characteristics?
To begin with, a genuine belief in the myths stems from – and leads 

to – a lack of solutions. The Dark Knight stops us from engaging with 
opposing arguments; the Puppet Master suggests problems go unsolved 
because it serves elites better to ignore them; the Golden Era seeks ref-
uge in the answers of the past.

18

Conclusions
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The myths compensate for this lack of solutions with a deep, poten-
tially dangerous, sense of urgency. Believed in together, they allow 
counter-productive or extreme measures to make sense. Indeed, the 
most noticeable characteristic which the Dark Knight, the Puppet Mas-
ter and the Golden Era share is the purity of purpose they bring. Each 
myth comes with a sense of just conflict, after which everything will be 
better: goodies versus baddies; the people versus ‘the establishment’; 
the good old days versus a bleak future. 

What would the populist left do, after all, if we fulfilled the goals 
of a philosopher like Rawls? The lesson of history, from times when 
we’ve been closer to this situation than we are now, is that they don’t 
simply toast the progress made. The myths remain prevalent, and if an 
oppressor or dystopia doesn’t exist, one is created. Hence, the array of 
phantom menaces currently on offer – be it ‘transphobes’, ‘centrists’, 
‘neoliberals’ or ‘Blairites’.

In this respect, the myths conjure not the possibility of utopia, but a 
mirage of one – an oasis we can’t get to. This condemns the left to a fu-
ture of being alternative rather than radical. Like goths or punks or hard-
core football ultras, we’re defined by what we’re against, and become a 
niche and exclusive subculture as a result. If everyone started dressing 
like us or supporting the same team, our identity would be lost. Hence, 
the populist left doesn’t just oppose the status quo; it’s reinforced by it 
and, in a sense, needs it.1

This explains why the 1994-2010 Labour project was doomed to 
split the left. As ex-Blair aide Peter Hyman notes, the New Labour 
aim wasn’t to be merely “a good opposition party,” but to attain “po-
litical hegemony: winning power and locking out the Tories, to ensure 
that the 21st century was a Labour century with Labour values, in con-
trast to a Tory-dominated 20th century.”2  This would have required 
the far left to become comfortable with the political mainstream being 
a left-of-centre one, and with the establishment being progressive. It 
would have involved engaging realistically with the challenges of 
government. The power of the myths meant this could never happen. 
Hence, rather than being constructive critics of the Blair-Brown pre-
mierships, the approach was to disown these governments entirely, 
and to construct ways of believing that all of those involved were 
closet Tories. 
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TRUTH AND USEFULNESS

Upon once explaining the Puppet Master myth to someone, they came 
back with a surprising response. “But even if it’s not true, isn’t the 
myth still helpful: to get people to embrace good causes?” This was an 
interesting point, and suggests there are two tests the myths need to be 
judged by: truth and usefulness. So far, we’ve been switching between 
these, but let’s separate them out.

Some beliefs are both true and useful, and some are neither. Yet be-
tween these points are beliefs which are useful but not true, and others 
that are true but not useful.

For example, it is true that most leaders would never, if the moment 
came, have the stomach to press the nuclear button. But in the interests 
of preventing nuclear weapons from being deployed, it is not useful to 
say so. 

Conversely, a faith in God isn’t backed up by scientific ‘truth’. But 
it’s still useful for many people, building community support structures 
and helping individuals through trauma or grief. Forcing people to con-
cede that their faith is groundless would achieve nothing. 

With each of our myths, differentiations between truth and usefulness 
exist. With the Dark Knight, for example, we might privately doubt 
that Tories are ‘scum’, but conclude that it’s expedient, in mobilising 
towards a fairer society, to pretend they are. 

The Dark Knight is in fact the most flawed myth when it comes to 
truth. It’s hard to find a true example of political distinctions being 
underpinned by moral binaries. This certainly applies to classifying 
groups of citizens: individuals with certain politics aren’t inherently 
‘bad’, even if they’re myopic or misguided. And it goes for institu-
tions, causes and policies too. Would it be ‘true’ to say that the private 
sector, the army, Israel or nuclear multilateralism are in themselves 
immoral? Even on issues like war versus peace there are times – e.g. 
Britain’s decision to go to war in 1939 – where conflict is necessary 
and right.

With this said, the Dark Knight is useful in crystallising arguments 
and mobilising blocs of support. Yet this usefulness can also unleash 
huge collateral damage, and should be used sparingly. In the modern 
world, strident moral binaries are increasingly unhelpful.
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The Puppet Master and the Golden Era are different, as both are based 
on an overestimation rather than a falsehood. The powerful do actively 
and cynically oppress the populace at certain points. And there are peri-
ods of decline. A citizen in Stalin’s Russia who thought they lived under 
the yoke of totalitarianism would be very much in touch with reality. 
And an American who felt, in the aftermath of the Wall Street Crash, that 
things were getting worse, would be the clear-thinking one. 

In 2019 Britain, the idea that we’re being oppressed by ‘elites’ is 
really quite a long way from the truth, even compared to a few decades 
ago. In reality, most of our problems relate to organic and anarchic 
forces. The ‘useful’ spirit which the Puppet Master mobilises – of 
freedom, unshackling, the proximity of utopia and the overthrow of 
tyranny – leads to disillusionment and cynicism if it’s based on a flawed 
premise. Nick Clegg’s promises on tuition fees showed this. And the 
wins for Trump and Brexit, which were premised on insurrection, will 
also disappoint. ‘Useful’ Puppet Master narratives bring diminishing 
returns if they’re untrue.

Of the three myths, the Golden Era currently contains the most truth. 
We have inequality, climate change, automation and urbanisation on the 
horizon – not to mention new forms of terrorism and the biggest refugee 
crisis since WWII. This doesn’t make the Golden Era any ‘truer’ as a 
psychological default. But it does mean that, right now, fears about the 
future aren’t unfounded.

Yet the Golden Era is also the least ‘useful’ myth. It’s become a 
cliché to point out that successful Labour leaders have a vision for the 
future – e.g. Harold Wilson’s ‘white heat of technology’ – but history 
does show that Golden Era thinking offers little by way of electability 
or policy formation, even in times of genuine deterioration. Indeed, 
the more risk there is of a change for the worse, the more Golden Era 
narratives accelerate that decline. As we saw in the 1980s, when the left 
dug its heels in and refused to adapt to globalisation, the myth cedes the 
agenda to those who do have a vision for the future.

I’ve referred at points to all three myths as dangerous. The question of 
the harm each one does is an extension of the ‘truth and usefulness’ 
discussion. The effect of the myths, if exploited for their usefulness 
without being true, is often to direct venom at those who don’t deserve 
it. Is it really fair to falsely claim that a Tory Prime Minister relishes the 
suffering of the vulnerable, just because it’s rhetorically useful?3
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Rawls coined a term for this approach: ‘telishment’. This describes 
punishing someone for a crime of which they’re innocent, because the 
punishment provides a social good. Rawls’ objection to telishment sep-
arated his philosophy from the utilitarian one. For example, if your aim 
was to deter racial attacks, and you had a defendant wrongly accused of 
attacking an ethnic minority person, would it be okay to jail them any-
way, to set an example? The utilitarian answer would be yes – if there 
was evidence that future attacks would be prevented. The Rawlsian 
answer would arguably be no: if you were forming the world from the 
original position, you wouldn’t want there to be a chance you could be 
imprisoned for a crime you hadn’t committed, even if the wider popu-
lation would benefit.

If the populist left makes arguments which it knows to be untrue but 
feels to be useful, I’d argue that it’s engaging in telishment. And, as the 
murder of Jo Cox showed, there will always be unhinged individuals 
around, who take at face value the narratives used for expediency by 
populists. 

POLITICS WITHOUT THE MYTHS

In criticising the myths which prop up left populism, I’m advocating 
pluralism. Some call this ‘centrism’. I’ve chosen not to use that term, 
because the way it assigns an ideological position – a mid-point on the 
spectrum – is unhelpful. It allows right and left populists to claim that 
‘centrists’ stand for a particular set of policy positions (usually a blend 
of cosmopolitanism and ‘neoliberalism’), whereas what we’re really 
describing here is a mindset. This mindset strives for objectivity and 
reason, rather than dealing in conspiracy theories or seeking to domi-
nate and destroy opponents.

It’s thus possible to be a left pluralist or a right pluralist; even to be 
a communist pluralist or an isolationist/nationalist pluralist – if your 
politics are democratic, flexible and based on persuading rather than 
condemning. It’s true that our populist myths are most prolific at the 
furthest ends of the spectrum, where politics tends to be more instinc-
tive or sentimental. But there’s no reason why you couldn’t be a far 
left pluralist. I myself support ideas that are a long way left-of-centre 
– e.g. 90% or 100% taxes on unearned wealth – while remaining a 
pluralist.
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Whereas populists pride themselves on emotional authenticity, plu-
ralism is founded on intellectual integrity. Pluralists have the integrity 
to know that what we think isn’t what everyone thinks; that our values 
don’t automatically come from a place of greater morality; that we can’t 
attack a policy without having an alternative; that there’s no perfect 
solution, held back by elites; that we can’t cherry-pick only the aspects 
of the past that overlap with our values.

Populists regard this as a careerist devotion to public opinion. Tony 
Benn, for instance, distinguished between authentic ‘signposts’ and 
opportunistic ‘weathercocks’.4

But this isn’t remotely what pluralism is. Instead, it’s a position 
which attempts to achieve perspective and be honest with itself. Indeed, 
when you look at those presently posing as authentic ‘signposts’, what 
they all share is a dishonesty about the choices on offer. Tories on the 
Brexiteer right, for example, may be acting in ways that are true to 
some deep, ‘authentic’ sense of sovereign pride. But the ‘pro-cake and 
pro-eating it’ answers which they advance lack integrity. What kind of 
‘signpost’ points to a destination that doesn’t exist?

The same goes for those on the populist left, who rely on the idea 
that you can wish a socialist idyll into existence. Using the myths, they 
claim that anyone who asks how you’ll do this is a stooge or sell-out, 
who opposes equality and fairness in principle. 

Without the three populist myths, we’d have a politics based on this 
pluralism. This goal has been closer and further away at certain points. 
But it’s rarely, since WWII, felt more distant than it does today.

A truly pluralist politics would deliver the things British politics is 
crying out for: a grown-up and consensual climate; respect for the range 
of needs and values running across the population; a debate based on 
argument and persuasion; the ability to address the challenges of the 
future (and the deeper factors underlying populism). On the left, we’d 
gain the rationality and impartiality to be taken seriously. We’d be able 
to promote ideals based on Rawlsian fairness, and policies designed to 
deliver egalitarian-internationalism.

However, a question remains: do we lose something by dispensing 
with the myths? What would politics look like without them? One of 
the arguments made by populists is that the only alternative to their ap-
proach is a technocratic and passionless form of decision-making – the 
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end of democracy itself, even. The fear is that, by expunging the myths, 
we hand the keys to the bean-counters.5

It could even be argued that British party-political democracy is reli-
ant on the Dark Knight, Puppet Master and Golden Era. The two sides, 
red and blue, sit facing each other, as if in combat. They seek to play up 
the goodness of their own position and the badness of the other side’s. 
The opposition is explicitly given the role of insurgent, developing lines 
of attack which pretend the government’s job is easier than it is. This re-
lies on suggesting that the country is getting worse under the incumbent.

The cut and thrust this creates can drive change – helping to avoid a 
politics which is inaccessible and designed by committee. Maybe, by elim-
inating the myths, we reduce democracy to cost-benefit deductions and 
SWOT analyses – reliant only on the expert witness and the professional 
technician? Perhaps, some might say, we’d reached this point by 2010, and 
it was this which triggered the rise of populism over the subsequent decade.

The attitudes of populists towards Tony Blair are an interesting ex-
ample here. The references to Blair throughout this book have generally 
been positive, for the reason that – although I don’t share all his views 
on policy – he was among the most pluralist Prime Ministers the coun-
try has seen. Blair eschewed the populist myths, presenting an approach 
which was consensual, comfortable with change and serious about the 
challenges of government.

This created a formula which was electorally successful for a time, 
and which has significant policy achievements to its name. Yet the an-
ger now felt for Blair can’t be dismissed. Among left and right populists 
alike, he prompts near-hysterical fury – a pantomime villain status best 
summed up by George Galloway’s small-budget film, The Killings of 
Tony Blair. Blair himself refers to this as an “unholy coalition” of the 
Guardian left and Mail right.6

Given Blair’s politics are fairly ‘moderate’, the strength of feeling is 
striking. Opponents of course have their stated reasons for the hatred, 
be it Iraq or immigration. But you can’t help wondering if part of it is a 
reaction to Blair’s ostentatiously pluralist approach. By refusing to en-
gage with the myths, he gave nothing whatsoever to those who wanted 
tribal politics or anti-establishment rhetoric. He appeared dismissive of 
identity politics, and made little pretence of being ‘on your side’. He 
would rather be ‘right’ than ‘good’.
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He’s therefore become an aloof and isolated figure – respected by 
some but loved by few. People identify with Blair far less than they 
agree with him. And the agreement – when it comes – is grudging. His 
belief that there could be a politics without attrition or sentimentality 
led the left to regard him as an unprincipled ‘weathervane’, and the right 
to view him as a detached globalist.

Maybe we see, in the response to Blair, a risk inherent in pluralism: 
that it appears clinical and devoid of feeling? That it ignores key aspects 
of human nature, even? 

There are three things to say about this concern.
The first is that it’s partly true. As a press officer for Labour candi-

dates, I often slipped into using the narratives without thinking. The 
problem with the Dark Knight, the Puppet Master and the Golden Era 
is that they’ve become articles of faith for populists. But the myths 
have always, necessarily, played a small role in the political toolkit – to 
underscore a point or invoke a sense of jeopardy. As former New York 
Governor Mario Cuomo famously put it, “We oppose in poetry, we 
govern in prose.” By eliminating the myths altogether, we’d potentially 
take all feeling out of politics, promoting head over heart and science 
over art.

The second thing to say, however, which directly counters this, is that 
encouraging the myths means making peace with irrationality. It means 
accepting that decision-making might be wrong or counterproductive – 
formed on the basis of falsehoods. The myths are the enemy of honest 
and accurate forms of politics. 

This may seem unimportant. Better, perhaps, to have a spirit of ro-
mance which engages people, if the alternative is a bloodless pluralism. 
Yet policy decisions have genuine meaning and impact. Getting them 
wrong harms the population – especially the most vulnerable. To allow 
the myths in is, potentially, to say we’ll tolerate more unhappiness and 
suffering in return for a livelier debate.

I don’t know how completely we must remove the populist instincts. 
But it seems like there’s a balance to be struck between the visceral and 
mindless populism we’re currently seeing, and its potentially over-clin-
ical counterpoint.

But beyond this, there’s a third, larger thing to be said about the fear 
of the technocrats taking over, which is that pluralism still allows, by its 
very nature, differences in values. This is why pluralism doesn’t equal 
‘centrism’, ‘neoliberalism’ or any other populist caricature. 
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It is true that a genuinely pluralist debate would more quickly filter 
out dishonest arguments. The Brexit right, for instance, would not – 
when challenged on the facts – have Puppet Master ‘saboteurs’ to fall 
back on, or halcyon myths about a Golden Era. They’d have to be hon-
est about the pros and cons of EU membership, weighing up the things 
they don’t like (loss of sovereignty, higher migration) against the things 
they do (prosperity, security) and conclude that its worth jeopardising 
the latter to stop the former. It seems likely that fewer would do this 
than currently support Brexit. But if they did then that diversity of opin-
ion is to be welcomed.

The same goes for Bennite policies. If these could be proposed in 
a genuinely pluralist way – honestly advocating siege economics or 
blanket non-intervention, for example, without resorting to the populist 
myths every time the questions got too hard – then so much the better.

The point is that a pluralist politics wouldn’t stop a range of values 
from existing, or funnel all policies in a single direction. In this hypo-
thetical world, left pluralists would be openly championing progressive 
values (community, social justice, equality, etc), and right pluralists 
would be advocating conservative ones (self-reliance, personal respon-
sibility, tradition, etc). Pluralist supporters of other ideals – e.g. green 
values – would also be making their case.

The debate would therefore contain the friction necessary for a 
dynamic democracy. All sides would be arguing for different goals, 
but doing so with integrity, presenting genuine choices about realistic 
courses of action.

The British party system is a massive, complicating factor in getting to 
a pluralist politics. First Past the Post rewards tribalism not pluralism. 
And this means that our politics has struggled to accommodate global-
isation, a process which asks existential questions of both main UK 
parties. As we saw in the Isolationism to Interconnectedness shift, this 
creates tensions between isolationist Golden Era believers and inter-
connected non-Golden Era believers in both camps, especially in light 
of Brexit. At present, you have four main groupings when it comes to 
where loyalties instinctively lie (not counting smaller parties): Brexiteer 
Tories, globalist Tories, ‘siege economy’ Labourites and international-
ist Labourites.

Hence, temporary common ground has established itself between glo-
balist Tories and internationalist Labourites – the sides of the respective 
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parties who are most supportive of ‘open’ policies. Both oppose leaving 
the EU, and tend to represent the pluralist wings of their parties – being 
suspicious of the narratives which feed isolationism. Change UK was 
an effort to build a bridge between the two.

A centre party like Change UK is in many respects a flawed concept, 
thanks to the different core values of the internationalist Labour and 
globalist Tory groupings. It was noticeable, for instance, that Anna 
Soubry defended austerity during the first week of the TIG’s formation, 
creating a divide with her new colleagues. As the final diagram in the 
Isolation to Interconnectedness chapter suggested (replicated below), 
the ideological questions for a centre party will only get trickier once 
the issue of Europe (and, by implication, the question of isolation versus 
interconnectedness) retreats.

A centrist party could also be at odds with the pluralism that feeds it. 
Pluralist objections are the true basis for opposing populism, after all. 
(The Change UK MPs’ grievances with their former parties were at least 
as much about a style of politics as about a set of policies). But were a 
centrist party to be as successful as its supporters hope, it would amal-
gamate much of the political spectrum – from the views of David Lammy 
through to those of Ken Clarke – into a single movement obeying a single 
whip. This is not an especially pluralist ideal.

Ultimately, while pluralism points towards openness and realism, 
which in turn often point to certain policies, it’s a mindset not a value 
system. A mindset may create a better environment for cooperation 

Figure 18.1.  
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between value systems. But it’s not the foundation for a party of its 
own. The true aim should be for several pluralist parties, all with differ-
ent values – able, between them, to represent with integrity the diversity 
of opinion across the country.

Even within these parties, there must remain policy differences. 
Within Labour, for example, the dynamic between far left and centre 
left has often been based on a productive interplay, between different 
interpretations of the same values.7 Figures like Robin Cook robustly 
asked if the compromises of Labour were the right ones, without suc-
cumbing to populism.

Yet, for all of this, supporters of a centrist party are correct to feel 
that the present situation is untenable. On the left this is certainly the 
case. It’s become clear that Corbynism isn’t a pluralist movement; that 
it can’t even permit a broad church within Labour, let alone govern a 
diverse country in a complex world. Something has to give.

The ideal alternative to a centrist party would, of course, be that left 
pluralists drive populism out of Labour, reclaiming the party through 
debate. This would involve making the sorts of arguments set out in 
this book, and championing Labour as a left pluralist entity: radical 
but not extreme. Rather than the Owen Smith strategy of 2016, which 
pretended the chief problem with Corbyn was electability, this would 
take on the falsehoods, folklore and dogma underpinning left populism.

However, many are pessimistic about the possibility of this. The 
myths have achieved such a grip that a serious debate has become im-
possible. Hence, despite the failure of Change UK, some other sort of 
breakaway is understandable and perhaps desirable. Those who point 
out that this would let the Tories in miss the point; Labour has sunk so 
far into dishonest and extreme populism that a Conservative govern-
ment is barely any worse (although, admittedly, the Johnson premier-
ship is putting that proposition to the test).8

My view is that a new party is not an inherently doomed concept, but 
that no new party should make their primary issue about policy, or even 
self-describe as being closer to the supposed centre. A new left party, 
for instance, should be unapologetically egalitarian. It should argue that 
Corbyn’s populism has undermined Labour’s social justice credentials, 
taking the movement into reactionary territory. It should state that a 
genuine, non-populist progressive force is needed. Faced with accusa-
tions that they’re ‘Red Tories’ or ‘Conservative Lite’, those who make 
this case should retort that that they’re the true left-wingers.9
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This is clearly an even riskier strategy, electorally, than a centrist 
party, because it would take left populists on on their own turf, and 
challenge what it is to be progressive. In doing this, the new party 
would have to hit the ground running. You’d require a large number of 
MPs to resign the Labour whip and stand on a ‘True Labour’ or ‘Real 
Labour’ platform. 

Another way to do this – which is perhaps even further from the 
realms of reality – would be for a centrist party to be created, com-
prising left and right pluralists, but to be formed on the explicit under-
standing that it was a place of temporary shelter. The initial aim would 
be to secure a parliamentary majority of pluralists, and then to change 
the electoral system to Proportional Representation, and split into two 
separate parties. This would require a large amount of coordination 
and trust, and would rely on more MPs leaving the Conservatives than 
currently look willing to. But it could happen if a damaging No Deal 
Brexit, driven by Boris Johnson, further deepens Tory splits.

Either way, a centre party isn’t the long-term answer. At least two 
pluralist parties must emerge if neither Labour nor the Conservatives 
can be rescued, to cater to the full range of values and opinions.

What a left pluralist movement stands for – whether it’s a reclaiming of 
Labour or a new political grouping – is the next question. I obviously 
don’t have all the answers to this, but an emphasis on equal rights, 
equal opportunities and fair outcomes offers a firm philosophical basis. 
In particular, Rawls’ focus on ‘justice as fairness’ is important. The 
concept of fairness isn’t just a by-word for equality in this context 
(although high inequality blights fairness), but a proxy for a broader, 
more sustainable, socialist vision. A fair society is one where there’s no 
prejudice, where opportunities are equal, and where economic relation-
ships are reciprocal.

The idea of fairness also offers a platform that could appeal beyond 
Labour’s base. A sense of fairness stops some from voting Labour on 
economic grounds, because they feel that Labour rewards freeloaders. 
Meanwhile many traditionalists avoid voting for left-wing parties, 
which they see as unjustly privileging certain groups.

We may think these right-of-centre voters are working on a false 
premise, and indeed, their ideas of fairness are not my own. But one 
version or another of fairness nevertheless governs their politics – and 
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fuels their aversion to the left. By establishing a platform which made 
the case for a truly just, Rawlsian society – and which debated what 
fairness really means – many essentially fair-minded people could be 
persuaded of the left’s merits.

In policy terms, there must be two focuses in particular, as discussed 
earlier. The first is to embrace multilateral and transnational platforms, 
seeking to enlarge global institutions and bend them in a progressive 
direction – and aiming to do this more radically than Labour has man-
aged in the past. The primary routes to a Rawlsian world are the egal-
itarian-internationalist, multilateral methods that someone like Piketty 
advocates.

The second step is to champion approaches which are competent 
on security and confident in celebrating Britain’s identity. A sense of 
pluralism underpins this, because it’s about accepting that others place 
value on different things, and that there’s nothing right-wing about re-
assuring people who are worried about change. But so too does a sense 
of community and shared values.

These policy emphases build on the ideas of someone like Clement 
Attlee, who supported aspects of world government, while embracing 
the parts of British patriotism which give us confidence and a positive 
connection with others. A combination of security, social contract and 
sustainability can create an ethos which appeals to fair-minded voters 
everywhere.10

Another part of this is about democratic engagement. So far, 
we’ve seen lower levels of deference without – partly thanks to the 
timidity of decision-makers – greater involvement and participation 
in the hard choices that exist. Brexit, for example, was plainly not 
a grown-up evaluation of pros and cons, because politicians never 
allowed it to be.

Engagement could be supported by policies seeking transparency 
about decisions, including measures like hypothecation or ID cards, 
to build trust in the tax and immigration systems, respectively. This 
would create faith in government and the social contract, which is a 
prerequisite for many progressive things (i.e. raising taxes or taking 
more refugees).

The wish-list above is a sketch not a blueprint. I don’t pretend it’s 
that original. But the point is that even these policies can’t be debated 
or enacted while the left remains in the thrall of populist narratives. 
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The myths must be dispensed with so that Labour – or whatever left 
pluralist party comes to exist – is seen as a just arbitrator: competent, 
forward-looking, and impartial. 

A final point is about right pluralism. Left pluralists should welcome 
anything which brings British Conservatism back to a pluralist place. 
When we look at the antics of Boris Johnson or the queues to watch 
Rees-Mogg speak, the urgency of this is obvious. The right is even 
more poisoned by populism as the left.11

It’s not that we necessarily need a pro-EU, ‘One Nation’ or liberal 
conservative movement (although it’s true these stances would be eas-
iest to accommodate with pluralism). You could have a Leave-leaning, 
socially conservative or Thatcherite form of pluralism. Rather, right 
pluralism needs to promote values which are different to left pluralism, 
but which can still be held up as a thought-through, transparently-pre-
sented ideal. This would require right-wingers of whatever hue to 
accept the legitimate existence of differences of opinion, and to make 
their goals correspond with reality.

Thus, right pluralism doesn’t have to be philosophically perfect. But 
it needs to be coherent and constructive enough that it stands for more 
than the ragtag set of utopias, gut instincts and wistful recollections 
which comprise right populism.12 This was part of the reason that some 
on the pluralist left welcomed Rory Stewart’s run at the 2019 Tory 
leadership. Despite having different values, Stewart’s emphasis on the 
realities of government at least offered the hope that one wing of British 
politics might return to a pluralist footing. His politics aspired to Mi-
chael Oakshott’s famous definition of conservativism, as a tendency to 
prefer “fact to mystery, the actual to the possible” – rather than to the 
right populism of Boris Johnson or the Brexit Party.

My stress on the need for right pluralism is partly self-interested. For 
one thing, a split of the left would probably require a further split of the 
right to electorally counter-balance it. For another, left-of-centre values 
are most likely to succeed if they’re competing on a playing field gov-
erned by logic, not instinct. I tend to think that left pluralism beats right 
pluralism, but that left populism loses to right populism.

But beyond this, a right pluralist party is essential in a democracy, as 
an alternative to left pluralism. At present we don’t have anything close 
to this creative tension. We have two discrete populist entities, with 
neither seeking to genuinely engage the other.
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Times columnist Daniel Finkelstein, one of the strongest anti-populist 
voices on the right, argues that “cults, populists and revolutionaries” all 
fail in the end because13

they keep purging themselves until there is no one left… They die having 
never identified the voice of the people, because there isn’t such a thing… 
The people live varied lives, and have varied interests, and have conflict-
ing beliefs and competing rights.

Within Finkelstein’s acknowledgement lie the clues about how Con-
servatives can drag their politics back from the brink.

Political scientist Robert Reich identified four defining political para-
bles:14 ‘the rot at the top’, ‘the mob at the gates’, ‘the benign commu-
nity’ and ‘the triumphant individual’. The matrix below plots these onto 
a grid of right and left populism and pluralism. It identifies the parables 
with which each are most comfortable.

There is major overlap, of course. Politicians of all four leanings use 
all four parables at points. But the matrix depicts the ‘home turf’ of 
each political strain. For example, Clement Attlee’s emphasis on ‘Win-
ning the peace’ was a near-perfect instance of the left pluralist, ‘benign 
community’ parable. And much of Thatcher’s language evoked ‘the 
triumphant individual’.

The core difference between the populist and pluralist parables is 
about conflict. Both ‘the rot at the top’ and ‘the mob at the gates’ 
rely on an enemy to be overthrown or driven away – after which the 
parable will, in theory, no longer apply. ‘The benign community’ and 
‘the triumphant individual’, by contrast, are sustainable as a long-term 
ideal. Of course, both latter narratives could become unsustainable – if 
triumphant individuals pulled the ladder up behind them, for example. 
But the narrative premises of both are workable on a permanent basis. 
They don’t rely, for their existence, on a ‘rot’ or a ‘mob’.

These latter two parables would, in an ideal world, be the respective 
defaults of left and right pluralism. And the two populist parables could 
be retired, except for rare moments when a specific event rendered one 
of them true.

There is, after all, a creative interplay between ‘the benign commu-
nity’ and ‘the triumphant individual’. Both explain how different people 
see the world and themselves within it. And both operate as a brake 
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on the other, guaranteeing that a benign community doesn’t suffocate 
innovation, and that a triumphant individual doesn’t trample the rest.

Looking at the four parables also helps the pluralist left to think about 
the questions raised in Chapter Three (to do with ‘grand narratives’ and 
what Macron calls “democratic heroism).” The problem we’ve consis-
tently faced is that, when it comes to populism and pluralism, the devil 
has the best tunes. The Dark Knight, the Puppet Master and the Golden 
Era may be flawed explanations of the world, but they remain seduc-
tive. Without alternatives to them, we on the pluralist left become the 
technocrats.

But in the parable of ‘the benign community’, we start to see a nar-
rative which might replace the three myths and underscore left pluralist 
policies. A ‘benign community’ account of things could focus on stories 
of personal redemption and rehabilitation; on camaraderie and demo-
cratic respect for others; on shared history and connection to place and 
people; on the bridgability of divides; on bravery, second chances, poten-
tial, opportunity and indifference to background; on fairness, tolerance, 
rejuvenation, teamwork, the enjoyment of the good times and much else 
beside. These narratives may sound vacuous. But they’re no more so than 
the myths I’ve spent this book critiquing. And they have the advantage of 
not demonising others. They correspond better to the complex societies 
of 21st century Britain than anything populists offer.

By looking at issues in these ways, we on the pluralist left can start 
to see a way out of our present rut. We can demonstrate that there’s 
greater fulfilment in constructing something good than in agitating 
against something bad. And we can show that there’s a richness in 

Figure 18.2.  
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human society, and in its people, stories and ideals, which goes beyond 
the crusader mentality which the myths invite.

At times, I envisage a future, ten or so years from now, where those 
currently on the pro-Corbyn left have finally taken the steps needed to 
bring about change, and got into government. Perhaps they’ve quietly 
retired the Dark Knight, in favour of a broad electoral coalition, and 
maybe they’ve ditched the Puppet Master too, and engaged with the 
realities of power. Maybe the likes of Rebecca Long-Bailey have con-
tributed to this long journey back to power. Perhaps left pluralists who 
are currently disillusioned with Corbyn have been won back round, by 
these individuals’ departure from populism.

And then, four or five years of government afterwards, in 2030 
or 2035, I envisage the emergence of a left populist movement, in 
opposition to this Labour government. This will happen despite any 
progressive achievements, as soon as some fudge or failure has pro-
vided the opening. I imagine a young Owen Jones type, maybe just 
twelve or thirteen right now, leading the accusation that these figures 
are right-wingers and cynics, unfit to speak the name of Keir Hardie or 
even of Gordon Brown. And I see the whole project being undermined 
and destroyed.

This is the future of the British left, unless the populist narratives are 
debunked. A slow, generational cycle, of left populists attacking plu-
ralists as sell-outs, discovering that politics is harder than they thought, 
maturing into pluralists, and then being attacked by the next round of 
left populists – with Labour holding power for just five or ten years in 
each of these 30-year cycles.

Many pluralists who are still in the Labour Party have made their 
peace with this inevitable, three-decade pilgrimage. But perhaps, if 
we get to the root of the populist narratives, we can find a better and 
quicker way.

Ultimately, history is littered with romantic and sometimes violent 
left populists, from Robespierre to Che Guevara, who have believed 
in the Dark Knight, the Puppet Master, or the Golden Era. They’ve 
mistaken struggle, uprising and loss for egalitarian progress, and in 
the process they’ve done harm – or, at least, done less good than they 
could have.
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Their populist approach represents not the fulfilment but the deferral 
of a utopian dream: a style of politics which offers purpose and strug-
gle, but does little to make things better for ordinary people. To move 
towards pluralism is to decide that, rather than it being a mirage we 
enjoy the prospect of, we want to see a benign community achieved in 
the flesh – and are willing to recognise it when it arrives. This society 
can never be perfect. But it can be as equal and fair as is possible – a 
meaningful achievement, instead of an entity at the end of a rainbow.

NOTES

 1. In an article on the use of intellectual language by the left, campaigner 
Ellie Mae O’Hagan admits that the far left’s fondness for “functioning as a 
counter-culture” is “intentional.” Although she concedes that this can lead 
to exclusivity, she also says that “the whole point of the left is to oppose the 
mainstream and shift society in a new direction, and in that respect we want to 
be different from the ordinary.” 

 2. Peter Hyman adds, “If Labour could be in power for a serious amount 
of time, then the country would, we believed, change for good; not a burst of 
socialism for one time (if that), but changed institutions and values…for all 
time.” Similarly, Ben Jackson reminds us that that the true aim of New Labour 
was to “gain office and hold it for a decade or more, as opposed to the abrupt, 
short-lived Labour governments of the 1940s and 1960s/70s.” 

 3. WB Yeats, who we mentioned earlier, saw politics very much in this 
way. He believed that the idea of a common enemy could, regardless of its 
truth, serve the cause of Irish nationalism: “I dreamed of enlarging Irish 
hate… All movements are held together more by what they hate than by 
what they love, for love separates and individualizes and quiets, but the no-
bler movements…hate great and lasting things.” Essays and Introductions, 
p.259.

 4. Tony Benn described his famous distinction as follows: “I admire anyone 
who speaks their mind whatever their party and divide politicians of all parties 
into two categories: the signposts who point the way they think we should go 
and the weathercocks who haven’t got an opinion, until they’ve studied the 
polls, focus groups and spin doctors. 

 5. The truth is that a truly rational form of public decision-making is very 
hard. One study finds that, “most of the time, the voters adopt issue positions, 
adjust their candidate perceptions, and invent facts to rationalize decisions they 
have already made.” ‘It Feels Like We’re Thinking: The Rationalizing Voter 
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and Electoral Democracy’, Christopher H Achen, Department of Politics and 
Center for the Study of Democratic Politics, Princeton University, 2006. 

 6. A Journey, p.274.
 7. Tony Blair describes, during his premiership, “a perpetual drumbeat of 

opposition from those who thought New Labour was a betrayal of our princi-
ples,” but clarifies “I never resented that debate. I cheerfully engaged in it. I 
enjoyed it.”

 8. One former Labour activist writes that “If all a new party does is stop 
[Corbyn] from reaching Number 10 and forces Labour to change radically or 
face perpetuity in the wilderness, it will have succeeded.” Another – a present 
member – explains “I went against my principles [in 2017] and voted for a man 
who I believe should be a pariah to the liberal-left... I was not anti-Corbyn just 
because I did not think he was electable. I was anti-Corbyn because I hated his 
politics.”

 9. Steve Fielding argues that social democrats need to “angrily reject the 
terms ‘centrist’ or ‘moderate’.” ‘For the many not the few: Labour’s social 
democrats and Corbynism’, Policy Network, Steven Fielding, June 2018, p.10-
12.

10. Various figures on the pluralist left have made the case for socialism of 
this kind, whereby you build upwards from core security needs, or blend inter-
national solutions with a willingness to “speak for England”.

11. We can see this in the Sun and Mail’s fondness for the language of be-
trayal and sabotage – and in the threats of deselection (and even death) aimed 
at anti-Brexit Conservatives. 

12. Arch-populist Nigel Farage, for instance – whose approach the Conser-
vative Party increasingly apes – has no internally consistent ideal, and no obvi-
ous view of what the world should look like post-Brexit. Ukip, the Brexit Party 
and Vote Leave more generally cannot articulate what they stand for, beyond 
hostility to a set of imagined enemies and fondness for a hallucinatory past.

13. ‘Populist cults like Ukip always end in failure’, The Times, Daniel Fin-
kelstein, March 2017. 

14. ‘Political Parables for Today’, New York Times, Robert B Reich, 1985.
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